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INFLUENCE OF THE CAFFEINE ON THE INTERACTION
BETWEEN HALOPERIDOL AND HUMAN SERUM ALBUMIN:
SPECTROSCOPIC AND MOLECULAR DOCKING APPROACH
MIROSLAV SOVRLIĆa, RATOMIR JELIĆa, MARKO ANTONIJEVIĆb,
ZORAN MARKOVIĆb, JOVICA TOMOVIĆa*, EMINA MRKALIĆb
ABSTRACT. The interactions between human serum albumin (HSA) and
haloperidol (HPD) in the presence or absence of caffeine (CAF) with HSA were
studied by fluorescence-absorption spectroscopy and molecular modeling. The
results showed that the presence of CAF decreased binding constants of HPDHSA with increasing temperature from 1.07× 104 mol/dm3 to 3.13 x 102 mol/dm3.
The results indicate that the HSA-HPD and HSA-CAF-HPD system is very
thermally sensitive. The number of binding sites obtained at three different
temperatures were close to 1 indicating the presence of one binding site of HPD,
CAF on HSA. Fluorescence quenching was initiated by dynamic quenching
procedure irrespective of the absence or presence of CAF. The negative value
of the free energy change (∆G) indicates a spontaneous binding process of
both, HPD to HSA protein and HPD to the HSA-CAF protein complex. The
values of ∆H0<0 and ∆S0<0 for binding interaction HSA-HPD and HSA-CAFHPD, indicate that interaction is enthalpy driven. Docking simulation results are
confirmed that the most preferable place for binding HPD and CAF is the active
site I, in domain II subdomain IIA. The present study suggested that the combined
actions of HPD and CAF, may lead to further changes in HSA conformation.
Keywords: Caffeine; Interaction; Human serum albumin; Haloperidol; Fluorescence;

INTRODUCTION
Within plasma proteins, human serum albumin (HSA) is undoubtedly
the most important transporter of drugs and other small molecules. HSA
accounts for about 60% of the proteins present in the plasma of healthy
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individuals. It is smaller in mass (66,500 Da) than other plasma proteins [1].
Binding to HSA is often very specific, at least for low or therapeutic drug
concentrations. Two binding sites in HSA, sites I and II, by Gail Sudlow
classification and co-workers, are involved in tying up a large number class of
compounds. Analysis of the crystal structure of albumin revealed that the two
major binding sites of the hydrophobic cavity in subdomains IIA and IIIA [2].
Caffeine (CAF) is the most widely consumed psychoactive substance
in the world and can be found in coffee seeds (2%), cola cotyledons (up to
3%), and in tea leaves (up to 4%) [3]. It is purine alkaloid that posses many
different pharmacological effects such as: stimulation of the central nervous
system, diuretic effect, a stimulating effect on the heart, muscle relaxation,
stimulation of gastric secretion, etc. [3,4]. CAF binds to plasma proteins in a
certain percentage (10-30%). Caffeine could bind to HSA via the hydrophobic
interaction between the pyrimidine ring and aromatic stacking. The binding is
carried out via 3 methyl groups by Van der Waals forces and hydrogen
bonding [5]. The primary binding site was considered to be a hydrophobic
cavity formed by Leu198, Lys199, Ser202, Phe211, Trp214, Val344, Ser454
and Leu481 in domain IIa, Sudlow’s site I [6].
Haloperidol (HPD) is an antipsychotic drug from the group of
butyrophenones which competitively blocks postsynaptic dopamine (D2)
receptors in the mesolimbic system of the brain, thereby eliminating dopamine
neurotransmission which is beneficial in patients with psychoses and
delusions [7]. It is highly bound to plasma proteins (90%). Haloperidol is used
extensively for the treatment of psychotic disorders, therefore monitoring of
plasma haloperidol concentrations is clinically significant. The potential
severity of the side effects is one of the reasons for monitoring the concentration
of haloperidol in the blood [8]. Earlier binding experiments with HPD and HSA
indicated that the binding site was located in a hydrophobic cavity near
Sudlow’s site I (subdomain IIA) [9,10].
Given that the actual volume of distribution and drug concentration at
the receptor-binding site are associated with the amount of unbound fraction
of the drug, the complete characterization of the mechanism of drug binding to
plasma proteins became a necessary step for understanding the pharmacokinetic,
pharmacodynamic and the toxicological profile of each drug [11]. Simultaneous
administration of the two drugs may lead to competition at the level of binding
to HSA, which may significantly affect the disposition of both drugs, with
possible serious physiological consequences. Due to its characteristics, HSA
is a unique protein model for the quantitative and qualitative study of proteindrug interactions [12]. Previous studies showed that CAF as well as other
natural products present in food and beverages could have an effect on
binding parameters of different drugs to HSA [13-15].
8
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The aim of this study is to systematically characterize the interactions
of HPD and CAF with HSA using spectroscopic and molecular modeling
methods. The thermodynamic parameters, nature of forces responsible for
drug binding and location of the probe in macromolecular architecture were
discussed based on the results of temperature variation experiments as well
as molecular docking results.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Interaction mechanism of HSA-HPD and HSA-CAF-HPD
In order to demonstrate the binding of HPD and CAF to HSA, the
fluorescence emission spectra of HSA were recorded. Fluorescence
spectroscopy methodology is used to test small molecule binding for proteins.
This test method can provide information on the binding mechanism, binding
mode, binding constant, and number of binding sites [16]. The interaction of
several antipsychotic drugs with serum albumin has been studied in the past
[17,18]. Also, in previous studies has been shown that natural compounds
from food and beverages can modulate interaction between HSA and
antipsychotics [19]. However, a detailed analysis of interactions between HSA
and HPD in the presence or absence of CAF is not available in the literature.
The fluorescence spectra of HSA with different concentrations of HPD and
same concentration CAF were recorded at temperatures 293, 303 and 310 K.
Based on numerous papers, we can conclude that Trp213 residues are major
drug targets in HSA [20]. The tryptophan (Trp) fluorescence intensity of HSA
decreases continuously with the regular addition of raising concentration
of HPD, indicating that HPD is interacting with HSA (Figure 1.-left). The
interaction of HPD with HSA in the presence of a competitive compound was
investigated (Figure 1.-right). It is clear that fluorescence intensity is significantly
reduced in the presence of different HPD concentrations and fixed CAF
concentrations at all recorded temperatures compared to the emission
spectra recorded without CAF. The binding of HPD-induced a redshift in the
fluorescence emission spectrum of HSA indicating that the polarity around
the Trp213 was increased in the presence of HPD. In the presence of CAF,
the binding of HPD also induced a redshift in fluorescence emission
spectrum of the HSA-HPD complex, indicating that binding of CAF further
increased the polarity around HPD bound to HSA. This was probably due to
the loss of the compact structure of the hydrophobic subdomain IIA where
Trp is located [21]. The presence of a red or blue shift λmax indicates that there
was a decrease or increase in the hydrophobicity of the microenvironment of
the binding region of the drug.
9
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Figure 1. Fluorescence emission spectra and Stern–Volmer plots of the fluorescence
quenching of HSA fluorescence with HPD (left) and HSA-CAF-HPD complex
(right) (increasing concentration HPD along the arrow direction) at different
temperatures. Curve x shows the emission spectrum of HPD only.

Fluorescence quenching data obtained at different temperatures is
usually described by Stern–Volmer (SV) equation (1) [22]:
(1) 𝐹 ⁄𝐹 = 1 + 𝑘 × τ 𝑄 = 1 + 𝐾

10
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where F0 and F are the fluorescence intensities of HSA in the absence and
presence of the quencher, respectively, [Q] is the concentration of the
quencher, KD is the quenching constant, kq is the quenching rate constant of
biological macromolecule, τ0 is the average lifetime of the molecule without any
quencher and the fluorescence lifetime of the biopolymer is 10−8 s. KSV and kq
values are given in Table 1. Given that in our experiments, te concentration of
free HPD was not known, we took approximately corresponds to the total
concentration of HPD.
Quenching can be defined as a decrease of fluorescence and under
the conditions of fixed pH, temperature, and ionic strength. Fluorescence
quenching can occur by a variety of mechanisms, most commonly classified
as static and dynamic quenching. These mechanisms can be distinguished
by their differing dependence on temperature and viscosity. This also means
that only one type, either dynamic (interaction of the excited fluorophore with
the quencher) or static (fluorophore and quencher interact in the ground
state), mechanism of quenching occurs [23]. Basically, albumin-drug interaction
is a dynamic and reversible process, and dissociation of bound drug
molecules from the albumin-drug complex occurs very quickly, probably
within a few milliseconds or in a shorter period of time [20].
Fluorescence data can also be used to calculate a constant of binding
(Ka) and number of binding sites (n). When small molecules bind independently
to a set of equivalent sites on a macromolecule, a balance between free and
bound the molecule can be represented by modified Stern–Volmer equation
(2) to confirm the mechanism [24].
(2) 𝑙𝑜𝑔

= 𝑙𝑜𝑔𝐾 + 𝑛𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝑄

where Ka is the binding constant and n is the number of binding sites. There
are many binding sites per HSA molecule and [K] is the concentration of
quenchers. Values Ka and n are obtained from the intersection and slope of
the graph of the dependence of log (F0 - F) / F on log [K] (Figure 2). The
values of Ka and n are given in Table 1. From Figure 2, it was known that
under certain HPD concentrations, the curves of F0/(F0–F) versus 1/[Q] were
linear.
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Figure 2. Modified Stern–Volmer Plots of log (F0 − F)/F versus log [Q]
at different temperatures using equation 2.

The binding constants (Ka) and the number of binding sites (n)
The values of n obtained at three different temperatures were close
to 1 indicating the presence of one binding site of HPD on HSA and HSACAF. In addition, an increase in temperature leads to an decrease in the (n)
binding capacity of HSA for HPD and 1.17 values were obtained; 1.04 and 0.93
at 293, 303 and 310 K. Also, the values of n were decreased in the presence of
CAF at all temperatures. Our report is an excellent agreement with the previous
reports where antipsychotic drugs have shown to bind with HSA at one
binding site [9]. Results from our study indicate that the binding of HPD at
sites to HSA and HSA-CAF was a concentration-dependent saturable process.
Correlation coefficients above 0.9 indicate a good linear relationship.
It is clear from Figure 1. and Table 1 that the values of Ka were decreased
significantly upon an increase in the temperature indicating that the complex
between HSA and HPD gets disrupted on increasing the temperature. Binding
constant decreases with increasing temperature, both in the absence and in
the presence of CAF. The value of quenching constant obtained for HSAHPD interaction was in the range from 1.07 x 104 to 1.48 x 103 mol/dm3, while
the value of quenching for HSA-CAF-HPD was in the range 5.47 x 103 to
3.13 x 102 mol/dm3, at three different temperatures. These results indicate
that the HSA-HPD and HSA-CAF-HPD system is very thermally sensitive. In
other words, even a small temperature change can lead to significant changes
in the Ka value. The unstable compound would be partly decomposed with
the rising temperature, therefore, the values of Ka decreased. As a rule, the
12
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KSV values increase with an increase in temperature for dynamic quenching,
and the Kq values were on the order of 1011 L/mol·s. These results can be
explained by more collisions between drug and fluorophores and faster
diffusion at higher temperatures [25-26].
Based on the conventional concept, the cellular uptake is proportional
to the unbound fraction of the drug. If a drug is weaker bound to serum
albumins, the fraction of free drug available to act on target tissues may be
significantly increased and the effect of the drug may consequently be higher
[27]. The data indicate that the binding of HPD to HSA was largely inhibited
in the presence of CAF. This may be explained by the competitive
interference of HPD and CAF in the vicinity of the binding site of HSA which
leads to increasing concentrations of free HPD in the plasma and its
maximum effect [28]. Further, te mechanism by which CAF decreased the
binding affinity and led to a decrease in the binding constant is not sufficiently
elucidated, but indicates that probably there is a competition between CAF
and HPD for binding to HSA.
The results presented in Table 1 indicate that the stability of the HSAHPD complex decreases with increasing temperature and that HPD is better
bound and transported by HSA at lower temperatures as well as due to the
absence of CAF. All these results showed that there were obviously
characters of dynamic quenching.
Table 1. The interaction parameters of the HSA–HPD and
HSA-CAF-HPD systems at different temperatures
Systems

T/K
293

HSA-HPD
HSA-CAF-HPD

303
310
293
303
310

KSV/dm3mol-1
2.17 ×

103
103

2.43 ×
2.54 × 103
1.44 × 103
1.74 × 103
1.90 × 103

Kq/dm3mol-1s
2.17 ×

1011
1011

2.43 ×
2.54 × 1011
1.44 × 1011
1.74 × 1011
1.90 × 1011

K/dm3mol-1
1.07 ×

n

R

104

1.171

0.997

103

1.042
0.939
1.143
0.905
0.800

0.994
0.988
0.990
0.994
0.991

3.72 ×
1.48 × 103
5.47 × 103
7.48 × 102
3.13 × 102

The decreasing trend of Ka with increasing temperature indicates that
the HPD binding reaction for HSA was exothermic, both in the presence and
in the absence of CAF [29].
UV–Vis measurements
In this part of the study, we examined changes in the UV absorption
spectra of the HPD, HSA-CAF, and HSA-CAF-HPD systems, with varying
concentrations of haloperidol. The contribution of HPD and competing for
CAF was subtracted from the results in complexes. HSA has a weak absorption
13
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maximum at about 278 nm due to the cumulative absorption of three aromatic
amino acid residues (Trp, Tyr and Phe). The absorption spectra of HPD are
characterized by an absorption peak at 247 nm. The absorption maximum
at 278 nm slightly increased (Figure 3), which was largely caused by π – π *
transitions of aromatic amino acid residues to HSA [30], indicating that a
complex has formed between HSA and CAF and HSA-CAF and HPD. At the
characteristic peak for haloperidol (247 nm) we notice that with increasing
concentration of HPD, the absorption intensity of HSA-CAF increasing
(Figure 3; inset), while the concentration of CAF remained the same, suggesting
that we can exclude static quenching mechanism interactions between HSACAF and HPD. The dynamic quenching only affects the excited states of the
fluorophores and, thus, no changes in the absorption spectra are expected.
However, the ground state complex formation will result in perturbation of
the absorption spectrum of the fluorophore [23]. We also found a similar
phenomenon observed with the fluorescence method. It is evident from
UV–Vis spectral results that the progressive increase of absorbance with the
increase in drug concentration confirms the formation of new protein–drug–
drug complexes (HSA-CAF-HPD).

Figure 3. UV–Vis absorption spectra of HSA-CAF; absorption spectrum of HPD only;
absorption spectrum of HSA-CAF-HPD complex; difference between absorption
spectrum of HSA-CAF-HPD complex and free HPD. Inset: UV–Vis absorption
spectra of HSA-CAF (1:1) in the presence of increasing amounts of HPD from
0.0 to 7.0 × 10−5 mol dm−3 (T = 298 K, pH = 7.4).

14
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Thermodynamics of HSA-HPD and HSA-CAF-HPD interaction
There are essentially four types of non-covalent interactions that
could play a role in ligand binding to proteins. These are electrostatic interaction,
hydrogen bond formation, van der Waals interaction, hydrophobic and steric
contacts [31]. To identify the binding force between HPD and HSA, and HPD
to HSA-CAF complex, an examination of the binding was carried out at three
different temperatures 293, 303 and 310 K. To find out the nature of the
interaction of HPD with HSA and HPD with HSA-CAF complex, thermodynamic
parameters (enthalpy change (ΔH0) entropy change (ΔS0) and Gibbs free
energy change (ΔG0)), were calculated using Van’t Hoff and Gibbs–Helmholtz
relations [32] using equation (3) and equation (4):
(3) 𝑙𝑛𝐾 = −∆ 𝐻 ⁄𝑅𝑇 + 𝑆 ⁄𝑅
(4) ∆𝐺 = ∆𝐻 − 𝑇∆𝑆
where Ka is the binding constant at the appropriate temperature, R is the gas
constant and T is absolute temperature (Figure 4). The values of ΔH0, ΔS0
and ΔG0 at different temperatures are shown in Table 2. The negative value
of the free energy change (∆G) indicates a spontaneous (exergonic) binding
process of both, HPD to HSA protein and HPD to HSA-CAF protein complex
[33]. The values of ∆H0 < 0 and ∆S0 < 0 for binding interaction HSA-HPD and
HSA-CAF-HPD, means that interaction is enthalpy driven. It can be seen that
the binding reactions of these components are exothermic and are
characterized by relatively large negative ∆H values. In this case, a
spontaneous reaction is dependent upon the TΔS term being small relative
to the ΔH term, so that ΔG is negative [34,35]. The latter is consistent with
dispersive van der Waals interactions of aromatic chromophores being the
main contributors to bind formation. Dispersive van der Waals interactions
are characterized both by negative enthalpy and negative entropy indicating
an enthalpic origin for the binding process of these drugs to HSA protein [36].
Table 2. Thermodynamic parameters of the HSA–HPD and HSA-CAF-HPD
systems at different temperatures
System
HSA-HPD

(HSA-CAF)-HPD

T/K
293
303
310
293
303
310

ΔH0/kJ mol−1

ΔS0/J mol−1 K−1

-87.15

-219.88

-128.86

-368.56

ΔG0/kJ mol−1
-22.70
-20.50
-18.96
-20.81
-17.13
-14.55
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Figure 4. Van‘t Hoff plot of the interaction between HSA and HPD,
and HSA-CAF complex and HPD, T = 293, 303, and 310 K.

Docking studies
The HSA protein is able to bind multiple molecules in six active binding
sites [37-38]. In most cases, drugs are binding to sites I and II, because these
sites have the highest binding affinities [37]. The reason for this is a high
amount of different amino acid residues that are forming hydrophobic cavities
inside subdomain IIA and IIIA where those active sites are found. The
experimental work in this paper has shown that active site, which has the
highest affinity for binding the HPD, is the same active site where CAF
molecules are banded, alongside with other drugs like warfarin [9]. The
AGFR software was employed for finding the active site by configuring and
computing affinity maps for a receptor molecule (Figure 5). Obtained maps
are further used in AutoDock4 for docking simulation. Docking simulation
results are confirmed that the most preferable place for binding HPD and
CAF is the active site I (Sudlow I) in domain II subdomain IIA (Figure 5).
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Figure 5. Active sites, domains and subdomains of HSA.

The presented results in Table 3 contain values of Gibbs energies,
inhibition constants, and other thermodynamic parameters that describe the
binding of HPD and CAF molecules to HSA, as well as binding of these
molecules to HSA-HPD and HSA-CAF complexes.
Table 3. Estimated values of binding energies for HSA with HPD and CAF
ΔGvdw+hbond

ΔGbind
(kJ mol-1)

Ki
(µM)

ΔGinter
(kJ mol-1)

HSA-HPD

-40.7

0.08

-43.2

(kJ
-42.8

HSA-CAF-HPD

-39.8

0.11

-44.6

HSA-CAF

-20.8

231.7

HSA-HPD-CAF

-20.6

243.2

Conformations

+desol

mol-1)

ΔGele
ΔGtotal
ΔGtor
(kJ mol-1) (kJ mol-1) (kJ mol-1)
-0.38

-6.19

8.74

-43.9

-0.71

-3.93

8.74

-20.8

-20.7

-0.04

0.00

0.00

-20.6

-19.0

-1.59

0.00

0.00

As can be seen from Table 3, the obtained thermodynamic
parameters from docking simulations are following the same trend that is
established by the experiment (Table 2). The values of Gibbs energy from
the docking calculation are equally lower in relation to the experimental
values from Table 2. That partially can be explained by higher entropy values
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in the experiment, solvent presence, and the usage of approximations in the
equations for theoretical calculations, for example, the usage of the compact
unbounded model.
It should be noted that the presence of CAF in the blood inhibits the
binding of HPD. The reason for this lies in the fact that both molecules are
binding in the same active place. It was found that there is a small difference
in binding energy, which cannot be ignored if HPD binds only to HSA and /
or to HSA-CAF complex (see values of binding constants Table 3).
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, fluorescence-absorption spectroscopy and molecular
modeling were used to investigate the interaction between HSA and HPD
under simulative physiological conditions (in vitro) in the presence of CAF.
CAF is an important phytonutrient, which if used with other drugs may cause
interference. The presence of CAF, caused a decrease in the binding constants
of the HPD with HSA (competitive interference), because CAF and HPD have
almost the same binding site in HSA. This fact indicates that in the presence
of caffeine there may be an increase in the free fraction of haloperidol in
plasma, which may lead to the manifestation serious side effects or changes
in effectiveness. In order to reduce side effects, the patience under HPD
treatment should reduce their intake of beverages rich in CAF. This research
illustrates that the simultaneous uptake of coffe, tea, …etc and drugs may
cause interaction.
EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Reagents and chemicals
CAF (Ph.Eur.‐USP‐FU, catalog No. 326356) was obtained commercially
from the Carlo Erba reagents. HPD with purity over 95 % (Product No. H1512),
HSA (Lyophilized powder ≥96 % by agarose gel, essentially fatty acid free,
product No. A1887) and phosphate-buffered saline (PBS, Product No. P4417)
were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Chemical Company (St. Louis, MO,
USA). All chemicals are used without further purification. Double-distilled
water was used throughout the experiment.
Preparation of solutions
Solution of PBS (0.01 M) contains 0.0027 M KCl and 0.137 M NaCl,
pH=7.4 at 298,15 K, was prepared by dissolving one tablet in 200 ml of
distilled water. HSA stock solution (2·10-5 M) was prepared by dissolving
18
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them in PBS. The stock solution of HPD (3.2·10-3 M) was prepared by
dissolving them in 5% methanol and then diluted to 2.82·10-4 M with solution
of PBS. The CAF (2·10-4 M) stock solutions were dissolved in 5% ethanol
and diluted with solution of PBS. All solutions were made fresh and stored in
the refrigerator at 4 °C prior to use.
Fluorescence spectra measurements
All fluorescence spectra were measured on an RF-1501 PC
spectrofluorometer (Shimadzu, Japan) with excitation at 295 nm, using a 150
W Xenon lamp source, 1.0 cm quartz cells and a thermostatic bath. Fluorescence
spectra were recorded at 293, 303, 310 K in the range of 310―460 nm. The
widths of the excitation and emission slit widths were both fixed at 5 nm. The
specified temperatures were controlled by Julabo ED (v.2) open circulating
bath (Julabo Labortechnik GmbH, Germany).
The fluorescence spectra were obtained with constant HSA
concentration (2.0 × 10−6 M) and by varying the HPD concentrations from 0
to 7.0 × 10−5 M for HSA-HPD binary system. For the research on the effects
of the CAF on the HSA-HPD system fluorescence spectra were also
recorded at different temperatures (293, 303 and 310 K). In all series of
solutions, the molar ratio of HSA to CAF is maintained at 1:1 (2·10-6 M). The
solutions of HSA-CAF were left to stand for an hour, and then in the all of the
solutions concentration of HPD varied from 0 to 5·10-5 M. Resultant mixtures
were incubated at different temperatures for half an hour, respectively.
Ultra-violet spectroscopy
All absorption maxima of the spectra were recorded in the range of
200 to 400 nm at a temperature of 298 K on a spectrophotometer (Agilent
Cary 300 spectrophotometer equipped with 1.0 cm quartz cells). On the
ordinate, the detection of absorbance values in the range from 0 to 3 was
set. The scanning speed was set to 480 nm per minute, and the device
entered values of absorbance at 1 nm. Before each new batch, a pure
solution corresponding to the buffer was recorded, and the obtained
absorption spectrum formed the baseline. Enabling the baseline correction
option, the program corrected all recorded spectra by subtracting the values
corresponding to the baseline. The absorption spectra were obtained with
constant HSA and CAF concentrations (2.0 × 10−6 mol dm−3) and by varying
the HPD concentrations from 0.0 to 7.0 × 10−5 mol dm−3.
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Molecular docking
The molecular docking simulations were employed in order to better
understand the inhibitor efficiency of the investigated compounds. Before
molecular docking simulations, the pockets and binding sites of HSA protein
were determined. AutoGridFR (AGFR) program [39] was used for this
purpose. Ligands were prepared for docking by optimizing their geometries
using the density functional theory (DFT) and employing B3LYP functional
[40,41] that is implemented in the Gaussian 09W software package [42]. The
crystal structure of HSA was obtained from the Brookhaven Protein Data
bank (PDB ID:1HK1, [43]). Protein was prepared for docking in Discovery
Studio 4.0 [44]. Polar hydrogen atoms, Kollman charges, and other
parameters were added using the graphical interface from AutoDockTools
(ADT) [45]. The AutoDock 4.2 software was used for molecular docking
simulations. In the docking procedure, ligands are presented as flexible
molecules and the docking software was free to rotate all single bonds to
catch the best position inside the active site of HSA. The Lamarckian Genetic
Algorithm (LGA) was used for protein-ligand and complex-ligand flexible
docking. The conformer with the lowest binding energy was used for further
analyses. Parameters for the LGA method were determined as follows: a
maximum number of energy evaluations was 250.000, a maximum number
of generations was 27,000, and mutation and crossover rates were 0.02 and
0.8, respectively. Algorithms, that AutoDock 4.2 software is based on, can
predict positions within the protein target, for the ligand, and to assess them
by scoring functions defined by setting the grid box. Grid box with dimensions
56×50×58 Å3 in -x, -y, and -z directions of HSA was used to cover the protein
binding site and accommodate ligand to move freely. A gridpoint spacing of
0.375 Å was used for auto grid runs. Results of the interactions between the
target protein and investigated compounds were analyzed and illustrated in
Discovery Studio 4.0 and AutoDockTools.
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LEAD ISOTOPIC RATIO DETERMINATION IN CAVE
SEDIMENTS USING TRIPLE-QUADRUPOLE INDUCTIVELY
COUPLED PLASMA MASS SPECTROMETRY
ANAMARIA IULIA TÖRÖKa, CLAUDIU TĂNĂSELIAa,*,
ANA MOLDOVANa,b, BOGDAN ANGYUSa,c, ERIKA ANDREA LEVEIa,
CECILIA ROMANa

ABSTRACT. Lead isotopic ratio determination is significantly affected by the
isobaric interference of mercury (204Hg), thus many studies lack 204Pb/206Pb
values. Removal of 204Hg from sample is resource consuming, while
mathematical correction can be employed if the Hg isotope ratio in the
sample is known. Triple quadrupole inductively coupled plasma mass
spectrometry (TQ-ICP-MS) offers a mechanism for removing the 204Hg, by
pressurizing the reaction cell with ammonia, that reacts with 204Hg positively
charged ions rendering them neutral, thus filtering them out and removing
them from the ion beam. The Pb isotope ratio determination can be used as
“fingerprint” to identify the sources of contamination and environmental
pollution. The method developed based on this mechanism was used for Pb
isotopic ratio determination in cave sediment samples. Relative standard
deviation of this method was between 0.36% - 0.59%.
Keywords: ICP-MS, Pb isotopic ratio, lead, cave sediments, triple-quadrupole

INTRODUCTION
Lead (Pb) is the 36th most abundant element in the Earth's crust (16 ppm
crustal abundance), occurring with four naturally occurring stable isotopes:
204Pb (1.4% abundance), 206Pb (24.1% abundance) 207Pb (22.1 % abundance)
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and 208Pb (52.4% abundance), with 204Pb being the only isotope that is not
radiogenic. The other three isotopes are the products of the radioactive
decay of uranium (235U, 238U) or thorium (232Th) [1]. Hence the geographically
Pb abundance is correlated with former U and Th ore deposits, thus making
Pb isotopic ratio determination an excellent geological tracer and an important
geochronometer [2-4].
Pb isotopic measurements are used to determine the age of meteorites,
Earth and other planetary bodies (Mars and Moon) [2]. Also, it can offer
information on geochemical origins by “fingerprinting” minerals, lavas and
pollutants as potential Pb sources and on the pathways by which Pb enters
into the environment [5, 6]. Moreover, Pb isotopic studies can offer valuable
information on the geogenic or anthropogenic sources of Pb in various
environmental matrices (water, soil, sediments, rocks, plants etc.). Pb is
considered one of the most toxic heavy elements that occurs naturally in the
environment, with no known function in the human body [7]. Pb occurs in the
atmosphere as fine particulate (<1 µm) from anthropogenic sources, and it
can also be found in ore deposits such as galena (PbS), anglesite (PbSO4),
cerussite (PbCO3), or minimum (Pb3O4) [3]. Distribution in the environment
takes places through a series of complete well-balanced chemical and physical
processes such as weathering, runoff, precipitation, stream/river flow, erosion,
though which Pb is transferred to atmosphere (air, dust), hydrosphere (water),
lithosphere (soil and sediments) and biosphere (biota) [3, 8].
Thermal ionization mass spectrometry (TIMS) or multi-collector
inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (MC-ICP-MS) are the most
used techniques to measure Pb isotopic ratios from various matrices. One of
the biggest disadvantages of these techniques are the high cost and the
labor-intensive sample preparation in ultraclean laboratories [9]. However,
the precision of single detector ICP-MS instruments is at least one order of
magnitude poorer when compared to MC-ICP-MS methods, due to inherent
sequential reading that is affected by plasma variations between readings.
Single detector ICP-MS offers a higher versatility and lower initial and
maintenance costs, and its precision can be considered satisfactory for some
applications.
If not chemically separated, the 204Hg isotope (mass 203.973476
amu), will overlap 204Pb isotope (mass 203.973029 amu) and separating
them in a mass spectrometer requires a resolution of over 400000. That is
well beyond the limits of current instruments as the ICP-MS resolution varies
from 400 for a single detector, quadrupole instrument, to around 10000 for a
sector field instrument, which is 40 times lower than the required value to
separate 204Hg from 204Pb isotopes [10-12]. Thus, lead isotopic ratio studies
are published incompletely, without specifying the 204Pb isotope, since 204Pb
24
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analysis is often unreliable. As chemical separation is a resource consuming
step in sample preparation, recent advances in ICP-MS design makes it
possible to have an online chemical sample alteration that removes the
204Hg, making 204Pb determination possible to an acceptable precision level.
In the case of 204Pb determination, a triple-quadrupole ICP-MS will
filter out all the isotopes with masses different than 204 amu using the first
quadrupole (Q1), leaving a mix of Pb and Hg passing through the rest of the
mass spectrometer. The ion beam will enter the second quadrupole (Q2),
that doesn’t have a filtering role, but it guides the beam trough the collision/
reaction cell. The cell has the possibility to be pressurized with a collision
and/or a reaction gas in case of the most ICP-MS instruments on the market.
In this case, if the cell is pressurized with ammonia, it will react with 204Hgions much more often than with 204Pb- ions, transferring an electron to the Hg
ions, rendering them neutral (due to instrument design, the ion beam in ICP-MS
is usually made exclusively from negative ions). Thus, the third quadruple (Q3)
will guide only the 204Pb ions to the detector, filtering out the remaining 204Hg0
atoms [13], a process depicted in Figure 4.
The main objective of this study was to optimize the determination of
Pb isotopic ratio from cave sediment samples, using triple-quadrupole ICP-MS
instrument with reaction cell by pressuring with ammonia, in order create a
neutral 204Hg species that is filtered out from the ion beam. Cave sediment
samples are considered to be significant part of caves science, offering valuable
information about the caves hydrogeological and palaeoclimatological records.
Take into consideration further application possibilities, cave samples were
used as test samples for Pb isotopic ratio method optimization. Five different
caves from Romania were selected in order to study the scattered distribution
of Pb isotopic ratio from the sediment samples.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The Pb concentration is displayed in Figure 1. The highest Pb content
was measured in case of the sampling sites from Ferice cave (19.4 mg/kg
± 4.53). High Pb values were found also in case of the sites from Lesu cave
(12.3 mg/kg ± 0.84). The lowest Pb values were registered in case of Tausoare
cave (3.9 mg/kg ± 1.28).
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Figure 1. Pb concentration (mg/kg) in the cave sediment samples.

Table 1. Results of NIST 981 SRM reading for the Pb isotopes (n=10)

Certified values
(NIST 981 SRM)
Average measured values
(this study)

204/206

207/206

208/206

0.059042
±0.000037
0.059558
±0.000865

0.91464
±0.00033
0.91817
±0.00842

2.1681
±0.0008
2.1555
±0.0062

A batch of 10 measurements of NIST 981 standard reference material
(SRM) was performed and the results are listed in Table 1. Uncertainty was
calculated as three times the standard deviation. The uncertainty for
204Pb/206Pb is not significantly different from than 207Pb/206Pb, but it’s higher
(at least one order of magnitude) than the one reported for NIST 981 SRM,
due to differences in employed techniques (Figure 2). Relative standard
deviation of measurements was between 0.36% - 0.59%.
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Figure 2. 204Pb/206Pb measured values (blue dots) and
the NIST 981 SRM certified value (line).

The results for NIST981 measurements are displayed on Table 2 and
graphically plotted on Figure 3. Pb isotope ratio data shows a clear distinction
between NIST 981 SRM and the rest of the sample, as expected, due to
different analytical techniques used in this study (triple-quadrupole, singlecollector inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry) and NIST laboratory
(triple filament solid-sample mass spectrometry).
Table 2. Pb isotopic ratio in studied samples, including NIST 981 standard
reference material for reference (5 readings/sample)
Sampling sites

204Pb/206Pb

207Pb/206Pb

208Pb/206Pb

Ferice

0.053859 ±0.0004
0.05361 ±0.0001

0.846714 ±0.0051
0.845489 ±0.020

2.044527 ±0.0099

Muierilor

0.052027 ±0.0017

0.816579 ±0.0187

1.992496 ±0.0353

Closani

0.052456 ± 0.0001

0.807570 ±0.020

1.971243 ±0.035

Lesu

Topolnita
Tausoara
NIST 981 SRM

2.047661 ±0.048

0.054545 ± 0.0001 0.832732 ±0.0008
2.006947 ±0.0017
0.05491
0.83748 ±0.0024
2.013048 ±0.0010
±0.0002
0.059555
0.918095 ±0.009818 2.145219 ±0.037757
±0.001019
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Figure 3. Sample results including NIST 981 SRM (top right): 207Pb/206Pb vs
204
Pb/206Pb values. The error bars are calculated as three times standard
deviations for each sample.

The samples from Muierilor and Cloșani (group A) are clearly separated
from the other samples (Figure 3). Despite being sampled from different
geographical locations, samples from Ferice and Leșu (group B) seems
grouped together, as well Topolnița and Taușoare (group C) (Figure 3). A
low separation between groups B and C is observed, but the isotopic ratio
data doesn’t show a clear distinction for samples within groups B and C. This
can be explained by insufficient precision, due to inherent plasma variation,
associated with other geological factors that may be similar between the
mentioned locations.
CONCLUSIONS
A triple-quadrupole ICP-MS was successfully used to determine Pb
isotopic ratio from cave sediment samples, including data on 204Pb, usually
left out due to 204Hg interference. The 204Hg was removed in the reaction cell
by pressuring the cell with ammonia, a reactive gas that would initiate a
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charge transfer to 204Hg, creating a neutral 204Hg species that is filtered out
from the ion beam. While further optimizations could improve the precision,
this will remain an order of magnitude lower than multi-collector ICP-MS
instruments, due to design limits. However, the achieved precision using this
approach is satisfactory in some cases, especially if we consider the advantages
of single collector ICP-MS (versatility, low initial and tunning costs) over more
expensive and less flexible multi-collector ICP-MS instruments.
EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Instrumentation
The Pb concentration and isotopic ratio measurements were
performed using a Thermo Scientific iCAP TQ ICP-MS instrument. In order
to minimize the effect of plasma variations, the dwell time was set to 0.02
seconds for 208Pb, 0.04 seconds for 206Pb and 207Pb and respectively 0.2
seconds for 204Pb, to increase the number of counts for the least abundant
isotope, while keeping the counts low enough for the most abundant isotope
so that the detector would stay in ion counting mode and won’t switch to
analog (Faraday) mode. For each isotope, one channel was used for reading
its counts (“peak-hopping”). The number of sweeps was set to 250. Both Q1
and Q3 quadrupoles were used in “high resolution” mode, while the collision
cell gas flow was set to 0.6 ml/min. Nickel cones were used for all the
measurements in this study and the instrument was configured in “HighMatrix” mode. Data acquisition and ICP-MS operation were performed using
Qtegra software (v. 2.10.3324.131), provided by the manufacturer. ICP-MS
operating parameters are listed in Table 3.
Table 3. Thermo Scientific iCAP TQ ICP-MS parameters
ICP-MS parameter
Value
Nebulizer gas flow (Ar)
0.90 l/min
Ammonia reaction gas for the remove of 204Hg 0.6 l/min
Extraction Lens
-132.1 V
Spray chamber temperature
2.7 °C
Q1 Focus Lens
-1 V
Q1 Bias
-0.9602 V
QCell Bias
-2.01 V
Q3 Bias
-1.0002
Focus Lens
19.20 V
RAPID Lens
-377 V
Plasma power
1550 W
Cool Flow
14 l/min
Auxiliary Flow
0.8 l/min
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Figure 4. Removal of 204Hg interference using a triple-quadrupole ICP-MS.
Q1- first quadrupole, Q2- second quadrupole (inside the reaction cell
pressurized with ammonia) and Q3- third quadrupole.

Description of SRM and cave sediment samples
For measuring the total Pb concentration, a calibration curve was used
in the 1-100 µg/L range and 208Pb was chosen, due to is highest abundance.
The standard solutions for the calibration curve were prepared by successive
dilutions from Perkin-Elmer Multi-Element Calibration Standard 3. For isotopic
ratio calibration and to calculate the method uncertainty for each isotopic
ratio, a NIST 981 standard reference material (SRM) was used. Blank values
were subtracted from each measurement. The SRM was used in a bracketing
technique: the reference material was measured before and after each sample,
to avoid any signal shift in isotopic determination. Ultrapure deionized water from
a water purification system (Elga Veolia, UK) with HNO3 (5%) was used for the
blank samples and the Pb counts were measured and subtracted from the
subsequent sample values. The deionized water was also used to prepare
the calibration standard solutions and for all dilutions. The sediment samples
were dried at 60-65 °C for 12h. The dried samples were ground and sieved
in order to obtain a fine powder. Three grams of the ground samples were
dissolved in a 3:1 (v/v) mixture of HCl (30%) and HNO3 (65%) on sand bath,
then transferred and diluted with ultrapure water to a final volume of 100 mL
in volumetric flask. NIST 981 SRM was acquired as a solid sample (wire) and
it was purchased directly from NIST. For analysis, 1 g of the solid sample
was digested in HNO3 (65%) and 1 L stock solution was prepared, the diluted
for daily use (down to 50 µg/L).
The sediment samples were collected in February 2020, from five
Romanian caves: Ferice, Lesu, Muierilor, Tausoare, and Topolnita sampling
sites.
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ATTENUATED TOTAL REFLECTANCE –
FOURIER TRANSFORM INFRARED SPECTROSCOPY
APPLIED FOR THE EVALUATION OF ESSENTIAL OILS’
PATTERN RECOGNITION AND THERMO-OXIDATIVE
STABILITY: A COMPARATIVE STUDY
RAMONA MARIA POPAa, FLORINELA FETEAa, CARMEN SOCACIUa,b,*

ABSTRACT. The Attenuated Total Reflectance-Fourier Transform Infrared
Spectroscopy was applied for the evaluation of specific patterns for six
different essential oils obtained from aromatic plants (thyme, oregano, tea
tree) or common spices (clove, cinnamon, juniper). The spectral fingerprints
were recorded using a Shimadzu IR Prestige-21 spectrometer in the middle
infrared region (3500-650 cm-1) before and after thermal oxidation in hot air.
In parallel, the peroxide index, cis-trans isomerization and lipoperoxidation
were evaluated to determine their oxidative stability. Each oil showed
specific FTIR spectra, especially in the fingerprint region (1650-650 cm-1), in
good agreement with our previous GC-MS analysis of the same samples.
The spectral patterns in this region were also correlated with their oxidative
stability, chemically determined. The spectral data were processed by
multivariate analysis (Metaboanalyst 5.0 software) and the discriminatory
analysis helped to identify each oil pattern.
This study combined the capability of ATR-FTIR-MIR spectroscopy to realize
a pattern recognition of essential oils as a rapid and non-destructive method,
as well the oxidative modifications, easier than chemical routine tests. This
study contributes to the control of quality, authenticity, and safety of essential
oils and can be extended to other extracts, used as additives or ingredients
in food or cosmetic products.
Keywords: essential oils fingerprinting, Attenuated Total Reflectance Mid Infrared
Spectroscopy, thermal oxidation
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INTRODUCTION
The Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) is a nondestructive, fast, reproducible analytical method useful to fingerprint different
food products. It can identify specific vibration bands, characteristic to functional
groups of different molecules [1-3]. The Attenuated Total Reflectance-Fourier
Transform Spectroscopy (ATR-FTIR) is the most suitable technique to
highlight the specific imprint of liquid samples, including plant oils and volatile
essential oils (EOs), to check their authenticity, traceability and adulteration
[2, 4-6]. Moreover, it is useful to identify oxidative processes that modify the
functional groups (alcohols, aldehydes, ketones, epoxides, peroxides, acids).
The ATR-FTIR spectral data are usually collected in the whole middle
Infrared region (MIR), from 4000 to 400 cm-1 including the fingerprint region
1800-650 cm-1.
It is also an excellent tool for quantitative analysis, because the
intensities of the spectral bands are proportional to concentration. It helps to
distinguish oils from different botanical origins using specific wavenumber
domains coupled with non-supervised classification techniques [7-9].
Different reviews and experimental data have been published, about
the FTIR spectroscopy applied for the characterization of edible oils, and to
compare it with other physical and chemical properties, e.g. Iodine value
peroxide and saponification index [6, 10-12], as well as for the freshness
evaluation and detection of adulteration [13]. A large majority of data refer to
olive oil adulteration with low-cost edible oils [12, 14] or to assess oil
oxidation [15-17]. Moreover, the determination of edible oil authenticity,
compared with the more accurate but time-consuming, laborious, and
expensive chromatography-based methods (GC-MS) is advantageous being
a more rapid and cheaper solution. Considering the advantages of being
non-destructive, cost effective and environmentally friendly, using small
amounts of liquid samples and simple preparation procedures [5,18].
Meanwhile FTIR spectroscopy was found to be superior for the discrimination
and classification of edible oil comparing to FT-Raman and FT-NIR [19, 20].
The applicability of FTIR-MIR spectroscopy in assessing oils
fingerprinting quality & safety parameters is crucially dependent on the
chemometric methods, including calibrations with large and representative
samples [13,21]. The common chemometric classification includes nonsupervised approaches e.g. principal component analysis (PCA), cluster
analysis (CA), while the supervised methods include partial least squares
with discriminant Analysis (PLSDA), linear discriminating analysis (LDA) and
principal component regression (PCR) [22]. The Random Forest (RF)
algorithm is applied as a superior classifier useful for food adulteration, for
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classification and authentication in chemometrics [23]. The web-based
software MetaboAnalyst 5.0 (www.metaboanalyst.ca/) is a new integrated
tool which accepts a variety of input data (from NMR and MS to FTIR peak
lists) and offers several chemometric options for data processing, from
univariate (ANOVA t-test) to multivariate statistical analysis, PCA, PLS-DA,
CA, heatmaps, RF and more sophisticated statistical or machine learning
methods [11].
EOs include a variety of volatile molecules such as terpenes and
terpenoids (esters, aldehydes, acids, alcohols, ketones, and ethers derived
from terpenes), phenol-derived aromatic and aliphatic components [24-27].
EOs proved to have multiple biological actions, such as antioxidant,
bactericidal, virucidal, fungicidal, antiparasitic, insecticidal effects [28-30]
being used in food industries, as natural flavors or in different pharmaceutical
and cosmetic formulations. Therefore, the quality, authenticity and safety of
EOs is of high scientific interest and involves high resolution analytical
procedures, e.g. gas-chromatography coupled with mass spectrometry,
infrared spectroscopy, magnetic resonance [4, 31, 32].
EOs are extracted from aromatic herbs and spices, vegetables and
fruits, many of them being described in EMA monographies
(https://www.ema.europa.eu/en/medicines/herbal)
and
in
European
pharmacopeia [33]. The ATR-FTIR-MIR method can be adapted for a global
quantification of EOs free or dissolved in edible oils or encapsulated in
hydrocolloids or powders and can be used also to compare their chemical
profile during storage, as recently reported [34, 35]. This technique allows a
short analysis time, minimum sample preparation [36, 37].
Recently, the characterization of the volatile fractions of EOs of some
Lamiaceae spices in relation to their activities was reported [38, 39]. Thyme
(Thymus vulgaris L.) includes different subspecies and varieties and is used
frequently as a spice or medicinal remedy with anti-inflammatory and
antibacterial effects, its oily extracts being rich in thymol and terpinene-4-ol
[26,40,41] beside flavonoids and triterpenoids. Oregano (Origanum vulgare L.)
is rich in monoterpenoids (thymol and carvacrol) and sesquiterpenoids with
antiinflamatory, antispasmodic, antioxidant, antifungal and antibacterial
activity [42, 43]. Juniperus (Juniperus communis L.) is a coniferous tree, its
oil contains monoterpenes (approx. 58%), mainly α-pinene, β-myrcene and
sabinene [44]. The industrial applications in relation to the chemical
composition and antimicrobial activity obtained from its berries was recently
confirmed [45]. Tea tree (Melaleuca sp.) is used for its essential oil, the main
oil components are monoterpenes and sesquiterpenes, and their oxygenated
analogues [46, 47] with antiseptic, cytotoxic, antibiotic, anti-inflammatory and
antioxidant activity. Clove (Syzygium aromaticum L.) is a rich source of eugenol,
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eugenol acetate, gallic acid, having a high potential for pharmaceutical,
cosmetic and food applications due to its antioxidant and antimicrobial effect
[48, 49]. Cinnamon (Cinnamomi Cortex) oil is extracted from its bark and
contains mainly cinnamaldehyde (up to 87,23%) coumarin, cinnamic alcohol
and acid, its biological activity (antioxidant, antidiabetic, thrombocyte antiaggregation, antifungal and antibacterial) as recently described [50-53]. We
applied previously the GC-MS analysis for a comparative identification of similar
six EOs as well the behavior of EOs in different formulations [54, 55].
This study aims to apply the ATR-FTIR-MIR spectroscopy for the
evaluation of the specific pattern of six types of essential oils obtained from
aromatic plants (thyme, oregano, tea tree) or common spices (clove, cinnamon,
juniper). The specific spectral fingerprints were recorded and the oxidative stability
after an induced thermal oxidation in hot air was investigated. All data were
processed by statistical multivariate analysis using the online Metaboanalyst 5.0
software and the specific patterns of their recognition, authenticity, and stability
were established.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Physical characteristics
Some physical characteristics of the studied EOs are presented in
Table 1.
Table 1. Comparative physical characteristics of the 6 essential oils:
density, refractive index, rotational power.
Essential oil
Thyme
Oregano
Juniper
Cloves
Cinnamon
Tea tree

Relative Density
0.9220
0.9500
0.8610
1.0580
1.0200
0.9020

Refractive index
1.4980
1.5120
1.4770
1.5320
1.5860
1.4770

Rotational power
-2.7
+1.1
-6.2
-1.6
-1.1
+10.2

The highest refractive index was seen for Cinnamon, Clove and
Oregano oils, in parallel with highest density for these oils. The rotational
power was very different, from +10.2 to -6.2 and was dependent on the sums
of the different optical active terpenoids found in these essential oils. Tea
tree had a high dextrogir rotational power which may be explained by its rich
composition in (+)terpiene-4-ol, while Juniper the highset levogir power due
to (-) alpha pinene.
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ATR-FTIR-MIR spectra
The Infrared absorption bands observed before and after the induced
thermal oxidation are characteristic to different types of bonds and functional
groups found in EOs, considering two MIR domains, 1800-650cm-1, 36002500 cm-1), as presented in Figure 1 A-G.
For comparison, the same spectra were recorded, as a control, for
Sunflower oil, before and after the induced thermal oxidation.

A1.

A2.

B1.

B2.

C1.

C2.

D1.

D2.
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E1.

E2.

F1.

F2.

G1.

G2.
-1

Figure 1. FTIR spectra in the region 1800-650 cm and 3600-2500 cm-1 of
six essential oils, before (black) and after induced thermal oxidation (red).
A1-A2. Thyme (Cimbru). B1-B2. Oregano. C1-C2. Juniperus (Ienupăr).
D1-D2. Clove (Cuişoare). E1-E2. Cinnamon (Scorţişoară). F1-F2. Tee
tree (Ti-Tree). G1-G2. Sunflower oil (Floarea Soarelui) as control.

All spectra included peaks in four zones, disregarding the zones
specific to nitrogen compounds: 1 (1000-650 cm-1), 2 (1470-1000 cm-1), 3
(1750-1500 cm-1) and 4 (3600-2700 cm-1), attributed to different stretching or
deformation vibrations known to characterize oils (Table 4).
The spectral fingerprints for thyme oil (Figure 1A1-A2) show dominant
signals with characteristic frequencies in zones 1-2 and 4, where the signal
intensities were higher than 0.38. Such signals are good markers to fingerprint
thyme: 810vs, 945m, 1551m, 1226m, 1419m, 1456m, 2927m, 2960s, 3527m
(Table 2). No specific signals (fi, i, m) were identified in zone 3. Oxidation
reduced some intensities only in zone 4, indicating small changes in aliphatic
chain vibrations CH2 and CH3.
For oregano (Figure 1B1-B2), the fingerprints include specific
wavenumbers and intensities at 717m, 866s, 939m, 993m, 1116s, 1172s, 1232s,
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1251s, 1419s, 1458s, 2958s, 3350m. Oxidation reduced some intensities, but
not significantly, indicating similar changes in vibrations in aliphatic chains.
For juniper (Figure 1C1-C2), the specific frequencies in zones 1-2 and
4, with signal intensities higher than 0.38 were identified. The specific pattern
is different, include peaks at 786s, 864m, 889vs, 1367m, 1379m, 1442s,
2875s, 2918vs, 2985s. To notice in this case no peaks were visible at
wavenumbers higher than 2985 cm-1.
The spectral fingerprints of clove oil (Figure 1D1-D2) look different
from thyme, oregano or juniper, some signals are dominant in both samples
(clove oil and oxidized clove oil). These signals represent specific imprints of
clove: 744m, 792m, 817m, 912m, 1120m, 1147s, 1232s, 1265vs, 1431m,
1510vs, 3448s and 3515s. Oxidation reduced some intensities, but only in
zone 4 (2700-3600 cm-1).
Cinnamon pattern (Figure 1E1-E2) is highly specific and different,
with peaks at 686s, 746s, 972m, 1120vs, 1624m, 1672vs, 3338 and 3304m.
Oxidation did not reduce intensities, insignificantly even in zone 4.The peak
at 686 cm-1 corresponds to the vibration specific to alkenes, while peaks at
1672, 1624 cm-1 and 1734 cm-1 correspond to the C-O carbonyl bond from
aldehydes vibration, indicators of cinnamic aldehyde, a marker of cinnamon.
Tea tree (Figure 1F1-F2) had also specific fingerprint, with multiple
peaks, at 781m, 798m, 823m, 864m, 887s, 923s, 948s, 997m, 1022s, 1068m,
1126m, 1161m, 1379s, 1442s, 1465m, 2875s, 2916s, 3452m different from the
other oils. Oxidation does not affect the pattern, only slight increases of the
signals above 3014 cm-1.
The sunflower oil imprint (Figure 1G1-G2) is the poorest in signals,
some dominant signals can be seen at 721m, 1097m, 1120m, 1159s, 1743vs,
2852m, 2922s, 3007m and no signals at higher wavenumbers. No changes
after induced oxidation are noted, since sunflower oil contains lipophilic
antioxidants, mainly tocopherols and carotenoids which act as antioxidants.
To conclude, the absorption frequencies in the ATR-FTIR-MIR spectra
in the fingerprint region (1800-650 cm-1) were assigned to be specific to the
different EOs: absorptions characteristic to the aromatic ring between 890-730
cm-1(1), attributed to aliphatic long chain hydrocarbons at aprox. 720 cm-1 (2)
and absorptions in the region 1750-1500 cm-1 attributed to carbonyl compounds
at approx. 1750 cm-1 and to C = C absorption at 1600 cm-1(3). In the region
3600-2700 cm-1 three spectral areas showed visible changes for all EOs:
absorptions in the zone 2920-2850 cm-1 corresponding to stretching vibration in
the CH2 aliphatic chain (1), in the range 3003-3007 cm-1 corresponding to
stretching vibration of the double bond cis specific to unsaturated fatty acids, the
decreased intensity being a marker of cis-trans isomerization (2) and the band
at 3473 cm-1 attributed to the O-H stretching vibration of hydroperoxides (3).
The comparative image of the patterns of different EOs and their
specific FTIR markers are summarized in Table 2.
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Table 2. Wavenumbers considered as markers for EOs pattern recognition*.
Nr.

EO

1.

Thyme

Very strong
signals (vs)
810

Strong signals (s)

Medium signals (m)

2960

945, 1551, 1226, 1419,
1456, 2927, 3018
864, 1367, 1379
717, 939, 993

2.
3.

Juniperus
Oregano

889, 2918
-

4.

Cloves

1265, 1510

786, 1442, 2875, 2958, 3022
866, 1116, 1172, 1232,
1251,1419, 1458, 2958, 3020
1147, 1232

744, 792, 817, 912, 1120, 1431

5.

Cinnamon

1120,1672

686, 746

972, 162, 3061, 3308

6.

Tea tree

-

7.

Sunflower

1743

887, 923, 948, 1022, 1379,
1442, 2875, 2916
1159, 2922, 3007

781, 798, 823, 864, 997,
1068, 1126, 1161, 1465
721, 1097, 1120, 2852

*The abbreviations for intensities are marked in parentheses (vs =>0.9; s =>0.6; m => 0.38).

Chemometrics: Multivariate analysis for EOs pattern recognition
The PLSDA Analysis was first applied to identify the discrimination
between samples from the two groups of EOs, a first one considered to
belong to aromatic or medicinal plants MP (Thyme, Oregano and Tea tree)
and the second one, the spice-group S (Juniperus, Clove and Cinnamon).
Figure 2 A and B represents the score plot of PLSDA and the VIP scores
derived from loadings, which identify the relevant features (IR ranges) that
may explain the discrimination between groups MP and S.

A.

B.

Figure 2. A. The PLSDA Score plot for samples’ discrimination. B. VIP scores
corresponding to wavenumbers (WN) which discriminate between groups MP and
S. T-thymus; O-oregano; TT-Tea tree; J-Jenuper; CIN-Cinnamon; CL-clove.
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As can be seen in Figure 1A, the co-variance of components PC1PC2 was 60%, indicating an acceptable significance of discrimination. There
are observed high similarities between T, O and TT, close to J. CL and CIN
show distinct patterns. The WN ranges which may be considered most
relevant for this discrimination are 939-966, 1288-1303, 1051-1058, 14581465 cm-1. Applying the RF analysis (Mean Decrease Accuracy), the first 15
wavenumbers to be considered potential biomarkers for the discrimination of
MP vs S groups are shown in Figure 3A.

A.

B.

Figure 3. A. The MDA plot showing the wavenumbers to be considered biomarkers
of discrimination between groups MP and S. B. The Heatmap showing above the
sample clusters MP and S (red vs green) and the correlations between individual
samples and FTIR intensities at different wavenumbers. T-thymus; O-oregano; TTTea tree; J-Jenuper; CIN-Cinnamon; CL-clove.

These are 939-966, 1624-1649, 1288-1303, 1458-1465 cm-1, very similar
to the previous analysis (Figure 2B.). The intuitive image of correlations between
EOs samples and the WN ranges are presented in heatmap (Figure 3B). One
can see distinct patterns of each EO and the ranges which can be considered
as authenticity fingerprint, as well the sample clusters MP and S (red vs green).
Multivariate analysis to identify EOs stability against oxidation
Based on the spectral fingerprints and the matrices representing the
peak wavenumbers vs intensity, for each EOs sample, before and after
induced thermal oxidation, the PLSDA and RF analysis showed the differences
between the initial (G) and final stage (Ox). Figure 4 A and B represents the
score plot of PLSDA and the VIP scores which identified the features
(wavenumbers) that may explain the discrimination between sample groups
G and Ox.
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A.

B.

Figure 4.A. The PLSDA Score plot for the discrimination between EOs, at initial
(G) and final stage (Ox). B. VIP scores corresponding to wavenumbers which
discriminate between groups G and Ox. T-thymus; O-oregano; TT-Tea tree;
J-juniper; CIN-Cinnamon; CL-clove.

As can be seen in Figure 4 A, the co-variance of components PC1PC2 was 40.4%, indicating weak discriminations between samples in initial
and oxidized form. This indicates a good stability of samples against induced
thermal oxidation, especially visible for SF, CIN and CL. The most labile seems
to be T and O as indicated by the distance between the two stages in the plot.
The WN ranges which may be considered most relevant for this discrimination
are 1330-1346, 1051-1058, 1600-1618, 792-798, 1288-1303 cm-1 with higher VIP
scores (Figure 4B). Applying the RF analysis and considering Mean Decrease
Accuracy (MDA), the first 15 wavenumbers to be considered potential biomarkers
for the discrimination of G vs ox groups are shown in Figure 5A.

A.

B.

Figure 5.A. The MDA plot showing the wavenumbers to be considered biomarkers
of discrimination between groups G and Ox. B. The Heatmap showing the sample
clusters and their correlations with the FTIR intensities at different wavenumbers,
before (G) and after thermal oxidation (Ox).
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These are 1097-1103, 1375-1381, 1288-1303, 2729, 2958-2962,
1726-1762, 1458-1465 cm-1, many being similar to the VIP score ranking
(Figure 4B.). Here also, an intuitive image of correlations between EOs samples
(at initial stage comparative to the final stage after induced oxidation) and the
WN ranges are presented in heatmap (Figure 5B). One can see also the
patterns of each EO and as well the similarities between the initial and oxidized
forms (red vs green).
Oxidative stability and cis-trans isomerization by induced thermal
oxidation
In parallel to FTIR spectroscopy, the usual parameters used for the
identification of oxidation were determined, e.g., Peroxide Index (IP) and
Lipid peroxidation by MDA test. Figure 6 shows the correlation plot between
these parameters and the wavenumbers which were identified above, as
relevant for the ATR-FTIR-MID spectral modifications. For these correlations
there were considered the ratios between the oxidized/initial stage (OX/I), for
each of the six EOs.

Figure 6. Correlations (expressed as ratios between the oxidized/initial stage)
between the different parameters to characterize oxidation, from MDA-lipid
peroxidation, to peroxide index (IP) and peak intensities of different FTIR
ranges for the six EOs: Thyme(T), Juniper(J), Oregano(O), Clove (C),
Cinnamon (CIN), Tea tree (TT), Sunflower (SF).

Also, considering that genuine plant-derived oils contain cis isomers
of different unsaturated molecules, in agreement with FTIR application notes
[56], the increase of the peak intensity at 966 cm-1 and of the intensity ratios
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966 / 925 cm-1 can indicate the isomerization of cis trans isomers. It is known
that trans fats are considered by-products of the thermal processing. Therefore,
we considered these ratios to compare the behaviors of different EOs after
induced thermal oxidation, as shown in table 3.
Table 3. Signal intensity ratios 966/925 cm-1, as indicators of cis-trans
isomerizations, before (I) and after induced thermal oxidation.
Essential oils
Thyme
Juniperus
Oregano
Cloves
Cinnamon
Tea tree
Sunflower

I966/925 Ox/I
0.985
0.988
0.970
1.088
0.988
1.026
1.007

No significant changes were observed between these intensity ratios,
therefore we consider that all essential oils, including sunflower oil did not
undergo cis-trans isomerization during the induced thermal oxidation.
CONCLUSIONS
The data obtained reflected the potential of ATR-FTIR-MIR method
to obtain detailed information and specific patterns of different essential oils
(thyme, oregano, juniper, clove, cinnamon, and tea tree). The different plantderived essential oils (from aromatic/medicinal and spices) showed specific
FTIR spectra, and the qualitative features were identified in different zones,
specific to molecular vibrations and related to their molecular composition.
These data were in good agreement with our previous GC-MS analysis of
the same samples [54].
Beside the qualitative patterns, semi-quantitative analysis was done,
recording the peak intensities related to specific wavenumbers. Therefore, it
was possible to realize specific “identity cards” of each oil, based on specific
absorption wavenumbers and intensity range, to be markers of authenticity.
As a second goal, by an induced thermal oxidation it was
demonstrated that almost all tested essential oils showed good oxidative
stability. By routine chemical methods (peroxide index and malondialdehyde
test) and evaluation of FTIR intensities at specific wavenumbers, there
were find good, significant positive correlations. Therefore, specific FTIR
wavenumbers from the fingerprint region can be considered as markers of
oxidative stability of essential oils.
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All data obtained by ATR-FTIR-MIR spectroscopy were further
processed by chemometrics, via multivariate analysis bringing added-value
information and biological significance. By PLSDA-and Random Forest
analysis significant correlations and sample discrimination were identified
and finally reflected by intuitive heatmaps.
This study combined the capability of ATR-FTIR-MIR spectroscopy to
realize a pattern recognition of essential oils as a rapid and non-destructive
method, as well the oxidative modifications, easier than chemical routine
tests. This study contributes to the control of quality, authenticity, and safety
of essential oils and can be extended to other extracts, used as additives or
ingredients in food or cosmetic products.
EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Materials
A few types of essential oils (Thyme, Juniperus, Oregano, Clove,
Cinnamon, Tee Tree) and one sunflower oil were subjected to FTIR analysis.
These were provided by the Fares Company Orăştie and were previously
characterized by various physical and chemical parameters mentioned in
their Technical Specifications. The controlled thermo-oxidation was performed
in a hot air oven at 180⁰C for 14 hours. The FTIR analysis was applied before
and after oxidation to determine their specific pattern and to highlight the
spectral changes induced by thermal oxidation.
ATR-FTIR-MIR Spectroscopy
The ATR-FTIR-MIR absorption spectra were recorded using the
Shimadzu IR Prestige -21 spectrophotometer with horizontal ATR diamond
accessory and a single PIKE reflection to hexane as background (control).
The spectra were recorded on the wavelength range 3600-650 cm−1 at a
resolution of 4 cm-1, and 64 scans for one spectrum. The raw data obtained
were processed using IR Solution Software (Shimadzu) and OriginR 7SR1
Software (OriginLab Corporation, Northampton, USA).
According to literature data, the different absorptions were especially
followed [37]. Table 4 include the most significant bands which correspond
to specific vibrations of the molecules found in different EOs.
From each FTIR spectrum a matrix representing the peak intensities
as a function of wavenumber (WN) was built and used for statistical analysis
and data interpretation.
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Relative density
A pycnometer, before and after being filled with water at 20 ° C was
weighed. The empty, dried pycnometer is filled with each sample (EO) brought
to a temperature of 20°C and weighed. The difference represents the
parameter (m). The relative density of the sample is calculated according to
the formula: D = m/m1 where D = relative density. Parameters m and m1
represent EOs and water weight, respectively expressed in g.
Refractive index
A few drops from each EO were placed between the prisms of the
refractometer. The boundary between the light and the dark area was
brought to the intersection of the reticular wires. The value of the refractive
index was read directly on the scale.
Table 4. Typical FTIR regions of volatile oils, correlated with the mode
of vibration for specific functional groups, considered as predictor variables
for statistical data processing.
Range (cm−1)
3471
3006
2872, 2962
2854, 2926
1745
1635-1655
1418,1458, 1463

Functional Group
-C=O
-HC=CH- (cis)
=C–H (trans and cis)
=C–H (trans and cis)
-C=O
RHC=CH2
=CH2

1376, 1380, 1396

-CH2-, dimethyl

1147–1159
1096, 1237

-C–O, C-OH
-C=O

967

-HC=CH- (trans)

850–920
842-862

=CH2
Isopropyl group

723, 810

-C–H; -HC=CH- (cis)

Mode of Vibration
Symmetric Stretching in esters
Symmetric Stretching in cis olefins
Symmetric Stretching C-H (CH3)
Symmetric Stretching C-H (CH2)
Stretching
Stretching in cis olefins
Deformation in plane
Plane & out-of-plane deformations
in cis olefins
Stretching, bending
Stretching of ester groups
Out of plane deformation for
disubstituted olefins
Out of plane deformation
Out of plane deformation
Bending (out of plane) specific to
olefins

Rotational power
The rotational power was determined by a polarimeter, as follows: the
tube with the polarimeter was filled with the sample, avoiding the formation
of air bubbles. The angle of rotation alpha (±) was read on the scale of the
analyzer.
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Peroxide Index
Reagents: Chloroform: Acetic acid, 2:1, saturated potassium iodide
solution, Natrium thiosulphate 0.01 N, starch solution 1%. To 15 ml solvents
mix there were added 2,5 g from each EO oil and fresh potassium iodide
solution. After mixing 1 min, 30 ml water was added and titrated with
thiosulfate, using starch as color indicator. In parallel, a blank (distilled water)
was titrated. The value of peroxide index (IP) was calculated according to the
formula: IP= 10x (V2 – V1)/m, where m= 2.5 g, V2 – thiosulfate volume used
for samples titration; V1- thiosulfate volume used for blank.
Lipoperoxidation
Reactive oxygen species degrade polyunsaturated lipids to form
malondialdehyde (MDA), which measure the degree of lipid peroxidation [57].
The spectrophotometric determination of MDA is done after its condensation
with thiobarbituric acid (TBA) to give a fluorescent pink-red derivative (MDATBA complex) that can be measured by absorption at 535nm [58]. A
temperature of 100⁰C and a low pH (max. 3) are required to release MDA
from oxidized lipids. To build the calibration curve for MDA, a solution 100μM
1,1,3,3 tetramethoxypropane was used. Shortly, in a centrifuge tube, to 100
μl oil there were added 0.9 ml Tris solution and 2ml of TBA reagent. After
mixing 1 min and 15 min kept in a boiling water bath, the solution was
centrifuged 10 min at 1000 rpm and the pink MDA-TBA complex, was
measured at 535 nm against a blank containing 1ml Tris and 2ml TBA reagent.
The results (Eq MDA) were calculated by multiplying the Absorbance (A535)
with the value of its absorption molar coefficient (163.8).
Chemometrics
The raw FTIR data representing the absorption intensities at each
wavenumber from the middle infrared region (3600-650 cm−1) were statistically
processed using the online software Metaboanalyst 5.0 (www.metaboanalyst.ca)
and included the multivariate analysis by PLSDA (score plots and VIP value
ranking), heatmaps, Random forest (RF) analysis.
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THE INFLUENCE OF SOME TECHNOLOGICAL FACTORS
ON THE FUNCTIONAL FOOD CHARACTERISTICS OF
CARROTS IN THE HILLY AREA OF TRANSYLVANIA
LUCIAN DORDAIa,*, CECILIA ROMANa, MARIUS ROMANa, ANCA NAGHIUa

ABSTRACT. The global warming and aridization process in Romania
presents zonal risk situations that can strongly affect the production potential
and quality of carrot crops. An experiment was designed which follows the
effect of technological factors on the quantity and quality of production for
three varieties of carrots (Royal Chantenay, Atomic Red and Purple Haze
F1), under organic cultivation conditions. 18 carrot samples were analyzed
to evaluate the antioxidant capacity and total of mineral elements. For the
antioxidant capacity a photochemiluminescence methods was used and the
Photochem instrument from AnalytikJena togheter the ACL kit and for the
total content of mineral elements was used the ICP-MS Elan Drc II PerkinElmer. By irrigating the carrot culture, the antioxidant capacity increases by
17.6% compared to the control sample (non-irrigated). Through chemical
fertilization and zeolite fertilization of carrot culture, the antioxidant capacity
increases by 3.2% and 18.8%, respectively, compared to the control sample
(basic fertilization). By irrigating the carrot culture, the total content of mineral
elements increases by 14.1% compared to the control sample (nonirrigated). Through chemical fertilization and fertilization with zeolite of carrot
culture, the total content of minerals elements increases by 5.5% and 18.9%
respectively with the control sample (basic fertilization).
Keywords: carrots, zeolites, functional foods, fertilization, irrigation, organic farming

INTRODUCTION
Carrot (Daucus Carota L.) is a vegetable and medicinal plant, the
most important crop in the Apiaceae family [1]. Carrot root is widely used due
to its richness in carotenoids, anthocyanins, dietary fiber, vitamins and other
a
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nutrients. Carrot extracts, which serve as sources of antioxidants, have
important functions in preventing many diseases [4].
Obtaining superior quantitative and qualitative carrot harvests
involves using water and fertilizers rationally if it exploits irrigated land as
correctly as possible [2].
Natural zeolites are part of a family of natural minerals, of volcanic
origin, with three main properties that are of great interest for agricultural
purposes: high cation exchange capacity; high water retention capacity in free
channels; high adsorption capacity, which make them particularly attractive for
use as fertilizers [3,5]. The exploitation and use of zeolites abroad is constantly
growing. In the United States, Japan, South Korea, and Western European
countries, 300,000 tons of zeolites were used in 1995 [6]. Great successes
in the use of natural zeolites in various fields are obtained in Japan, Hungary,
Bulgaria. There are more than 60 zeolite deposits in Russia with total projected
reserves of clinoptilolite, mordenite and phillipsite of 3.5 billion tons. The
trend is for zeolitic volcanic tuffs to become export materials for producing
countries. Out of 45 countries that possess deposits of natural zeolites, only in
16 of them have they been exploited, respectively: USA (20 mining operations),
Japan (10 mining operations), Russia (4 mining operations), South Korea,
China and Yugoslavia, 2 mining operations [7]. In Romania, important deposits
of clinoptilolytic tuffs are located in the Transylvanian Depression and in the
adjacent basins such as Silvania and Maramureş. Taking into account the
extension, thickness and content in zeolites, the most important volcanic tuff
deposits in Romania are described as "Tuf de Dej" in the Transylvanian
Depression, "Tuf de Slănic" in the Tarcău Unit and the Subcarpathian
Depression, "Tuf de Perşani” in the Transylvanian Depression. The volcanic
tuff deposits in our country are easily accessible, with possibilities of quarry
exploitation. Of the 40 known zeolitic minerals, only six have large reserves
and properties needed for practical use [8,14].
The promotion and sustainable use of natural resources is an
opportunity to address issues related to food security, quality of life and the
environment [9].
To successfully promote this type of agriculture, agricultural producers
should meet several requirements and conditions, the most important of
which are crop rotation, fertilization, weed and pest control as well as reducing
energy consumption [10,13].
The transition of agricultural producers to sustainable agriculture has
become a topic of great interest in most countries of the world. In Romania,
in order to apply sustainable agriculture, it is necessary to establish certain
goals and respect some principles and methods, such as increasing the
quality of life in rural areas by increasing incomes from agricultural activities,
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expanding more public services and utilities, diversifying certain nonagricultural activities. For now, Romania's agriculture is in a difficult situation,
due to poor equipment and machinery, the unstable situation in rural
infrastructure, low application of natural fertilizers, but also due to small irrigated
areas and soil degradation. In this way, the major problem of agriculture in the
future is not to produce more, but to produce sustainably [11,12].
The aim of this study was to identify ecological technological solutions
to improve the functional food characteristics of three varieties of carrots:
Royal Chantenay, Atomic Red and Purple Haze F1 by synergistic use of
irrigation and fertilization with natural zeolites. By protecting the environment
and within the limits of economic efficiency, the aim was to identify methods
to increase the production and quality of carrot cultivation.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The influence of irrigation, fertilization and carrot variety on the
antioxidants capacity of carrots
The quality of production of carrots was analyzed in terms of the
content of antioxidants - molecules that protect the body from the effects of
free radicals. The samples were taken from all experimental variants, on all
3 repetitions, choosing plants from the center and extremities of the
experimental plots, diagonally, for each of the three years of experience. The
antioxidants content was calculated as the average of the three years of
experimentation (2016-2018) and is expressed in ascorbic acid equivalent.
As can be seen in Tables 1, irrigation, chemical fertilization as well as
zeolite fertilization had a very significant effect on the antioxidants content of
plants.
Table 1. The influence of irrigation, fertilization and carrot variety on the
antioxidants capacity of carrots, 2016- 2018
Antioxidant
Relative
Difference
capacity
production
(µg/mg
(µg/mgTrolox)
(%)
Trolox)
Not irrigated
235.26
100.0
0.00
Irrigated
276.75
117.6
41.50
Basic Fertilization
238.53
100.0
0.00
Chemical fertilization
246.07
103.2
7.54
Fertilization with zeolite
283.41
118.8
44.88
24.22
100.0
0.00
Royal Chantenay
25.19
104.0
0.98
Atomic Red
718.60
2967.4
694.38
Purple Haze F1
a *** - very significant effect; b * - significant positive effect
Experimental
condition

Significance
Control sample
a ***
Control sample
***
***
Control sample
b*
***
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The analysis of the results in Table 1 shows that for the carrot culture
carried out under irrigation conditions, the antioxidant content increases by
17.6% compared to the control sample (non-irrigated). Through chemical
fertilization and zeolite fertilization of carrot culture, the antioxidant capacity
increases by 3.2% and 18.8%, respectively, compared to the control sample
(basic fertilization). Purple Haze F1 show a very significant effect in antioxidant
capacity compared with Royal Chantenay and Atomic Red.
The analysis of the results from Table 2 on the influence of the
interactions between factors A x B x C, irrigation regime x fertilization x carrot
variety at the carrot harvest, in the environmental conditions from Aiton - Cluj,
between 2016 and 2018, indicated that the irrigation regime and fertilizers
applied during the period of plant growth had a significant
Table 2. The effect of the interaction of the three technological factors on the carrot
antioxidant content, 2016-2018
Antioxidant
Difference
Relative
capacity
(µg/mg
Significance
production (%)
(µg/mgTrolox)
Trolox)
aa x bb x cc
19.37
100.0
0.00
Control sample
1
1
1
da x b x c
i21.60
111.5
2.23
2
1
1
a 1 x b 1 x ec 2
19.80
100.0
0.00
Control sample
a2xb1xc2
22.40
113.1
2.60
a 1 x b 1 x fc 3
622.10
100.0
0.00
Control sample
j ***
a2xb1xc3
725.90
116.7
103
a 1 x gb 2 x c 1
22.43
100.0
0.00
Control sample
k*
a2xb2xc1
25.50
113.7
3.07
a1xb2xc2
24.30
100.0
0.00
Control sample
a2xb2xc2
26,60
109.5
2.30
a1xb2xc3
632.60
100.0
0.00
Control sample
a2xb2xc3
745.00
117.8
112.0
***
a 1 x hb 3 x c 1
27.23
100.0
0.00
Control sample
a 2 x b 3x c 1
29.17
107.1
1.93
a1xb3xc2
26.83
100.0
0.00
Control sample
a2xb3xc2
31.23
116.4
4.40
**
a1xb3xc3
722.63
100.0
0.00
Control sample
a 2x b 3 x c 3
863.37
119.5
140.3
***
aa - not irrigated; bb -basic fertilization; cc - Royal Chantenay; da -irrigated; ec -Atomic Red;
1
1
1
2
2
fc -Purple Haze F gb -chemical fertilization; hb -fertilization with zeolite; i statistically
3
1;
2
3
positive; j ***-very significant effect; k*- significant positive effect.
Experimental
condition

influence on the content of antioxidants recorded in the experimental fields
of the crop, which involves the recommendation for the application of
irrigation and fertilization to obtain a quality production.
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The influence of irrigation, fertilization and carrot variety on the
total content of minerals element
The quality of production was analyzed in terms of the total content
of minerals element of carrots which are biologically active substances, noncaloric, but which ensure the normal function of all cells and tissues of the body.
As can be seen in the Table 3, irrigation as well as all fertilization
options had a very significant effect on the mineral content of plants. Through
chemical fertilization and fertilization with zeolite of carrot culture, the total
content of minerals elements increases by 5.5% and 18.9% respectively with
the control sample (basic fertilization). Atomic Red and Purple Haze F1 had
a very significant negative effect in total content of minerals element
compared with Royal Chantenay.
Table 3. The influence of irrigation, fertilization and carrot variety on the total
content of minerals element, 2016- 2018
Total content of
Relative
Difference
minerals element production
(mg/kg)
(mg/kg)
(%)
Not irrigated
8711.55
100.0
0.00
Irrigated
9937.04
114.1
1225.49
Basic fertilization
8623.63
100.0
0.00
Chemical fertilization
9069.54
105.5
472.91
Fertilization with zeolite
10252.71
118.9
1629.07
10377.57
100.0
0.00
Royal Chantenay
9321.27
8.,8
-1056.30
Atomic Red
8274.05
79.7
-2103.52
Purple Haze F1
a ***- very significant effect; b000- very significant negative effect
Experimental
condition

Significance
Control sample
a***
Control sample
***
***
Control sample
b000
000

The analysis of the results in Table 4 indicates that the irrigation
regime and fertilizers applied during the plant growth period had a very
significant influence on the total mineral content recorded in the experimental
fields of the crop.
Table 4. The effect of the interaction of the three technological factors on the total
content of minerals element, 2016-2018
Experimental
condition
aa

x bb 1 x cc 1
2 x b 1x c 1
a 1 x b 1 x ec 2
a2xb1xc2
1
da

Total content of
Relative
minerals element
production (%)
(mg/kg)
8878.23
100.0
10058.77
113.3
8103.03
100.0
9181.97
113.3

Difference
(mg/kg)

Significance

0.00
1180.53
0.00
1078.93

Control sample
i***
Control sample
***
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Total content of
Relative
Difference
Significance
minerals element
production (%)
(mg/kg)
(mg/kg)
a 1 x b 1 x fc 3
7245.10
100.0
0.00
Control sample
a2xb1xc3
8274.70
114.2
1029.60
***
a 1 x gb 2 x c 1
9516.90
100.0
0.00
Control sample
a2xb2xc1
10847.40
114.0
1330.50
***
a1xb2xc2
8512.30
100.0
0.00
Control sample
a2xb2xc2
9541.97
112.1
1029.67
***
a1xb2xc3
7578.67
100.0
0.00
Control sample
a2xb2xc3
8582.03
113.2
1003.37
***
a 1 x hb 3 x c 1
10673.70
100.0
0.00
Control sample
a 2 x b 3x c 1
12290.40
115.1
1616.70
***
a1xb3xc2
9587.03
100.0
0.00
Control sample
a2xb3xc2
11001.430
114.8
1414.27
***
a1xb3xc3
8308.97
100.0
0.00
Control sample
a 2x b 3 x c 3
9654.83
116.2
1345.87
***
aa - not irrigated; bb -basic fertilization; cc - Royal Chantenay; da -irrigated; ec -Atomic Red; fc 1
1
1
2
2
3
Purple Haze F1; gb2-chemical fertilization; hb3-fertilization with zeolite; i - very significant effect.
Experimental
condition

Determination of heavy metal content in carrot samples
The effect of the interaction of the three technological factors on the
content of heavy metals (mg / kg) in carrots (Table 5) is different.
The content of heavy metals: Pb, Cd, Cu, Zn, As, Hg was studied in
the carrot samples from the experimental field Aiton, Cluj County, specifying
the level of dangerous concentration in relation to the maximum allowed
concentrations of heavy metals in food products, according to Order no. 640
of September 19, 2001 published in the OFFICIAL MONITOR no. 173 of
March 13, 2002, on the safety and quality conditions for fresh vegetables and
fruits intended for human consumption [15].
With, Cd, Zn are more concentrated in plants of the Royal Chantenay
variety, the irrigated-chemically fertilized system.
Pb, As are more concentrated in plants of the Purple Haze F1 variety,
the irrigated-basic fertilization system.
Table 5. Heavy metal content of carrot samples
Experimental condition
a1xb1xc1
a2xb1xc1
a1xb1 xc2
a 2 x b 1x c 2
a 1 x b 1x c 3
a2xb1xc3
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Pb
0.08
0.1
<0.05
<0.05
0.26
0.45

Cd
0.22
0.21
<0.05
<0.05
<0.05
0.11

Cu
10.10
9.80
5.72
5.43
9.29
7.80

Zn
34.50
32.7
11.44
12.11
22.13
23.21

As
0.05
0.05
0.07
0.06
0.12
0.26

Hg
<0.05
<0.05
<0.05
<0.05
<0.05
<0.05
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Experimental condition
a1xb2xc1
a2xb2xc1
a 1 x b 2x c 2
a 2 x b 2x c 2
a 1 x b 2x c 3
a2xb2xc3
a1xb3xc1
a 2 x b 3x c 1
a 1 x b 3x c 2
a 2 x b 3x c 2
a 1 x b 3x c 3
a2xb3xc3
CMA

Pb
0.12
0.12
<0.05
0.21
0.24
0.32
0.09
0.10
0.19
0.20
0.28
0.10
0.5

Cd
0.29
0.31
<0.05
0.21
0.12
<0.05
0.11
0.09
0.16
0.17
0.07
0.04
0.2

Cu
11.20
10.27
4.85
6.23
8.10
4.50
6.78
5.44
5.80
6.05
4.32
3.21
-

Zn
48.1
47.30
10.10
33.20
21.45
19.83
35.76
32.19
28.45
27.54
22.34
15.33
-

As
0.06
0.05
0.06
0.05
0.04
0.10
0.06
0.07
0.05
0.04
0.06
0.03
-

Hg
<0.05
<0.05
<0.05
<0.05
<0.05
<0.05
<0.05
<0.05
<0.05
<0.05
<0.05
<0.05
0.03

CONCLUSIONS
The analysis of the results for the period 2016-2018 shows that for
the carrot culture carried out under irrigation conditions, the antioxidant
capacity increases by 17.6% compared to the control sample (non-irrigated).
Through chemical fertilization and zeolite fertilization of carrot culture,
the antioxidant capacity increases by 3.2% and 18.8%, respectively, compared
to the control sample (basic fertilization).
Purple Haze F1 show a very significant effect in antioxidant capacity
compared with Royal Chantenay and Atomic Red.
Throughout the research period, irrigation as well as all fertilization
options had a very significant effect on total content of minerals elements of
the plants.
Through chemical fertilization and fertilization with zeolite of carrot
culture, the total content of minerals elements increases by 5.5% and 18.9%
respectively with the control sample (basic fertilization).
Atomic Red and Purple Haze F1 show a very significant negative
effect in minerals element compared with Royal Chantenay.
EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
The experiments were performed in the hilly area of Transylvania,
Aiton locality (46 ° 31 'and 46 ° 31' northern latitude; 23 ° 40 'and 23 ° 48' east
longitude) containing 3 repetitions, 18 variants, 54 experimental plots. The
comparative cultures were ordered in a multifactorial system, completely
randomized, with subdivided plots.
The experimental factors studied were: irrigation regime - with two
experimental variants (non-irrigated / irrigated), fertilization, with three experimental
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variants (basic fertilization / chemical fertilization / zeolite fertilization) and carrot
variety, with three experimental variants (Royal Chantenay, Atomic Red and
Purple Haze F1) (table 6).
The experiments contained a number of 3 repetitions (n = 3), the
number of variants analyzed in the experiment was 18 (v = 2 x 3 x 3), the total
number of experimental plots was 54 (18 x 3). We opted for a rectangular shape
of the test plots (90x60 cm). The comparative cultures were ordered in a
multifactorial system, completely randomized, with subdivided plots.
For the statistical analysis of the results, the POLIFACT statistical
program was used - analysis of variance for completely randomized multifactorial
experiments. As witnesses in the statistical analysis, a1 (non-irrigated) was
used for irrigation, b1 (basic fertilization) for fertilization, c1 (Royal Chantenay)
for the carrot variety.
Table 6. Experimental factors and experimental variants
The factors studied
Factor A
Irrigation regime
Factor B
Fertilization
Factor C
Carrot variety

Experimental variants
a1 – not irrigated
a2 – irrigated
b1 – basic fertilization
b2 – chemical fertilization
b3 – fertilization with zeolite
c1 – Royal Chantenay
c2 – Atomic Red
c3– Purple Haze F1

Methods and equipment used to determine the content of heavy
metals and minerals
Instrumentation used: • Microwave digester Berghoff MWS-3+
(Eningen, Germania) • ICP-MS ELAN DRC II Perkin-Elmer
Reagents and materials used: • 65% HNO3 (Merck, Germany); •
H2O2 30% analytical purity (Merck, Germany); Multi-element stock solution
1000 mg / l (Merck, Darmstadt, Germany); • Ultrapure water, Milli-Q (Millipore,
Bedford, MA, USA).
Procedure: Three replicates of 0.5 g of sample (dried at 40 ° C, ground
and homogenized) were subjected to microwave digestion with 8 ml of 65%
HNO3 and 3 ml of 30% H2O2. After cooling to ambient temperature, the
sample was diluted to 25 ml with ultrapure water, then filtered through a 0.45
μm cellulose membrane filter. The control samples were prepared analogously.
Concentrations of total content of minerals in mineralized solutions were
determined using ICP-MS. To verify the performance of the proposed method,
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the sensitivity of the method was studied by determining and calculating the
detection and quantification limits.
Methods and equipment used to determine total antioxidant
capacity.
Instrumentation used • Plastic tubes; • Test tubes with 50 ml for
centrifuge; • Photochem Analytics Jena; • Single-channel automatic pipettes
(500-5000 µl, 100-1000 µl, 10-100 µl); • Centrifuge D-78532 HETTICH - Germany.
Reagents and materials used: • ACW kit consisting of: dilution solution
for water-soluble samples, buffer solution, photosensitizer solution, standard
antioxidant solution; • ACL kit consisting of: buffer solution, photosensitizer
solution, standard antioxidant solution; • Methanol; • Ultrapure water
Procedure: Carrot samples for Atomic Red, Purp Haze F1 and Royal
Chantenay were analyzed. After homogenization and crushing, the carrot
samples were extracted using methanol. The mixture was centrifuged at
3500 RPM for 8 minutes and analyzed using the Photochem instrument from
Analytik Jena together with the ACL (Antioxidative Capacity of the Lipid
Soluble Compounds) kit. Antioxidant capacity was expressed as Trolox
equivalent. The determinations were performed according to the ACL kit.
For the statistical analysis of the results, the POLIFACT statistical
program was used - analysis of variance for completely randomized
multifactorial experiments.
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EVALUATION OF THE LEVEL OF CONTAMINATION WITH
PHTHALATES IN DAIRY PRODUCTS FOUND ON THE
ROMANIAN MARKET
ALINA IOANA FĂTa,*, SORIN DANIEL DANa,*, ALEXANDRA TĂBĂRANa,
GABRIELA VALENTINA VESAa, FILIPPOS GEORGIOS NIKOLAOUa,
EMŐKE DALMA KOVÁCSb, CECILIA ROMANb, MELINDA HAYDEE
KOVÁCSb, ROMOLICA MIHAIUc, MARIAN MIHAIUa
ABSTRACT. Human exposure to phthalates (artificial phthalic acid esters)
is ubiquitous because of the widespread use of these chemicals in consumer
and industrial products. The aim of this study was to determine the presence
and amount of the phthalates in milk and dairy products collected in
Romania. Samples were gathered at several stages during the production,
primary production (farm), milk collection center and retail level. Six types of
phthalates were assessed by gas chromatography with mass spectrum
detection (GC-MS, of which only 4 were detected in the samples - di-n-butyl
phthalate (DBP), di-2-ethylhexyl phthalate (DEHP), di-n-octyl phthalate
(DOP) and dibutylbenzyl phthalate (BBP). The obtained concentrations
ranged between 0.060 – 0.298 mg/kg for DEHP, in raw milk samples and
0.038 - 0.173 mg/kg respectively, in commercial milk. DMP and DEP were
not detected in any sample. The lowest quantity of phthalates was detected
in yogurt with 0.1% fat – 0.042 mg/kg, and the largest amount was recorded
in butter with 75% fat – 0.683 mg/kg. The level of total phthalates in all
samples analysed did not exceed the maximum permitted limit of 60 mg/kg.
Keywords: phthalates, milk, dairy products, GC-MS

INTRODUCTION
Phthalates (PAEs) are esters of phthalic acid which are a class of
chemicals with a wide use, since 1930. These substances are commonly used
as plasticizers - additions to polymers (plastics, rubber, paints) designed to
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impart polymers (PVC) plasticity, extensibility and tear resistance. They are
also used as solvents, lacquers, resins, or surfactants, alcohol denaturants
in cosmetics, perfumes, pesticides, etc. [4, 8, 35].
Phthalates are compounds synthesized by double esterification of 1.2benzenedicarboxylic acid (phthalic acid) with linear or branched alcohols [40].
These substances are classified into two groups: low-molecularweight phthalates such as di-n-butyl phthalate (DBP) or benzyl butyl phthalate
(BBP), and high-molecular-weight phthalates such as diisodecyl phthalate
(DIDP) or diisononyl phthalate (DINP) [37].
Depending on the molecular weight, they can be used in various
industrial applications. Low molecular weight phthalates, such as diethyl
phthalate (DEP) and dibutyl phthalate (DBP), benzyl butyl phthalate (BBP) are
used in personal care and hygiene products (as solvents and fixation agents in
perfumes, in the preparation of shampoos, soaps, lotions, cosmetics, and
softeners, or added as plasticizers of cellulose acetate), in the process industry
(e.g., production of lacquers, paints, lubricating oils, adhesives, inks, waxes,
insecticides) and also in the pharmaceutical industry (in some drugs, it is
used to regulate the release speed) [38, 40].
On the other hand, high molecular weight phthalates, such as bis(2ethylhexyl) phthalate (DEHP), diisononyl phthalate (DINP), and di-n-octyl
phthalate (DnOP) are mainly used as plasticizers in the production of vinyl,
which is often used in products such as flooring and wall covering or another
construction materials, clothing and furnishings, toys, food packing, and
medical devices [39, 40]. The plasticizing phthalates, which also include
diisodecyl phthalate (DIDP), dimethyl phthalate (DMP), diethyl phthalate
(DEP), dibutyl phthalate (DBP), and benzyl-butyl phthalate (BBP), are used
as intermolecular lubricants conferring hardness, flexibility, malleability, and
elasticity [3, 25, 31, 35, 40].
At room temperature, phthalates are oily liquids with low volatility and
varying miscibility with polymers. Their addition reduces intermolecular
interactions and increases the mobility of polymer chains [37, 40, 42]. Their
solubility in water decreases with an increase in the length of the carbon
chain or molecular weight [37].
The chemical and physical properties vary with the structure, with the
length of the chain and the branches. They are generally colorless, odorless
and lipophilic, they have a weak solubility in water and a satisfactory solubility
in most organic solvents. Also, these substances show a high boiling point
and a low vapor pressure, both parameters influencing their high stability and
presence in the environment [37, 40, 42].
Humans can be exposed to phthalates after ingestion of food or water
(orally), from the air (inhalation - indoor/outdoor air, hair/paint sprays), through
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dermal contact (personal care products, toys, textiles, gloves, paints/adhesives,
and dust particles) or parenteral application [7, 43]. Phthalates have been
detected in environmental samples like rainwater, water, soil and sediments,
indoor air or dust and aquatic systems, being considered ubiquitous
substances in the environment [2, 3, 51].
The highest human exposure to phthalates comes from food,
especially by those with high fat content which accumulates phthalates [18, 21,
30]. Due to their lipophilic nature, phthalates may also lead to accumulation
from the feed and the environment in animal tissues, muscle, fat, and also
the phthalates may pass through the digestive tract in the milk, which leads
to another potential threat chain of the consumer [18, 23].
From the environmental point of view, phthalates have a duration of
several hours in the atmosphere and of months in the soil, whereas they can
persist for years in sediments [46]. They can bioaccumulate in invertebrates,
fish, and plants, whereas in complex animals they are efficiently metabolized
and excreted. This last consideration is very important because the possible
presence of phthalates in tissues [47] indicates a very recent exposure/
contamination [23, 41, 47].
Once they enter the body, phthalates undergo a series of phase I
hydrolysis and phase II conjugation reactions and are subsequently excreted
in feces and urine [44, 48, 49]. In the first step, diester phthalate are
hydrolysed to monoester in a process catalysed by lipases and esterases in
the intestines or other tissues. While this step for xenobiotic in most of the
cases bring to a detoxification, in such a case leads phthalates to become
more bioactive as monoester. The second phase of metabolism, conjugation,
is often catalysed by enzyme UDP-glucuronosyl-transferase to form the
hydrophilic glucuronide conjugate, and the conjugates are easily excreted
into urine [45].
Because phthalates have a short half-life in human bodies and are
excreted quickly in urine as monoester metabolites, the metabolites are
suitable biomarkers for human exposure to parent compounds. The half-life
of phthalates in human bodies (in plasma and urine) is less than 24 h, and
following metabolism, monoesters of phthalates are conjugated with glucuronide
or sulfate and excreted in urine [50].
Phthalates do not form covalent bonds with the polymers they are
mixed with. Therefore, they can freely migrate to the surface of products and
further into food and beverages in contact with these surfaces. As a result,
they can easily escape and spread to the environment during the production
and the utilization of products that contain them [42].
Also, phthalate esters may migrate into foods during food processing
and storage in plastic packing materials [11, 20, 35]. For instance, bottled
milk, as well as milk products, can be contaminated with phthalates in several
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ways: through water, air or soil, also during the bottling process or migration
from packing material to milk or milk products, absorption from PVC tubing
to raw milk during milking on dairy farms, etc. [1, 12, 21].
Moreover, due to their low vapor tension, phthalates are easily
evaporated and diffuse into the atmosphere; they are trapped in aerosols
and, through rainfall, end up in receiving water bodies and soil. As a result,
the phthalates have been detected in samples taken from sewage, air,
surface water, soil, and aquatic organisms [2, 3, 51].
Consequently, this has led to their widespread dispersion into the
environment, providing an easy source of human exposure by inhalation,
ingestion, dermal absorption, or even intravenous route [42].
In a literature review, Cao Xu-Liang [3], identified various sources of
phthalate food contamination, including PVC tubing used in food production,
food packaging films (also known as wrapping or cling films), PVC gaskets
in jars, printer ink on labels, and other sources.
Many plasticizers and additives are listed as suspected endocrine
disrupters or mutagens, which can have adverse effects on human health
even at low levels. Several phthalates are able to act as anti-androgens,
estrogens, anti-estrogens or inhibitors of steroidogenic enzymes and are
able to act with thyroid hormones and their receptors through interaction, as
well as within the brain and the immune system [20,15].
Due to the chemical composition (vitamins, minerals, carbohydrates,
lipids, and proteins) milk is considered one of the most nutritionally complete
natural foods [17, 28]. Also, many specialized milk products such as cheese,
yogurt, butter, cream or ice cream are popular in diets worldwide. However,
most commercial milk and milk products are packaged in plastic or other
polymer materials. Therefore, it is extremely important for human health
protection to evaluate and monitor phthalates in this type of products [20].
To guarantee human health, the European Union established limits
for many compounds used in packaging and established regulations,
specifying migration tests using food simulants to determine their probable
migration into food. The EU fixed Specific Migration Limits (SMLs) for single
contaminants or group of contaminants in Regulation 10/2011. These values
are in particular 0.3 mg/kg food simulant (fs) for DBP, 30 mg/kg fs for BBP,
1.5 mg/kg fs for DEHP. For compounds for which there are not SML, a
restriction value of 60 mg/kg of food product is applied. For containers and
other articles, for sheets and films in contact with less than 500 mL or g or
more than 10 L and for materials and articles for which it is not possible to
estimate the relationship between the surface area of such materials and the
quantity of food in contact, the SML are expressed in mg/kg applying a
surface to volume ratio of 6 dm2 per kg of food. Overall, the plastic packaging
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must not be released to food simulants more than 10 mg of all compounds
in one dm2 of contact surface between food and packaging (Overall Migration
Limit or OML) [6].
For infants and small children which have a higher consumption of
food per kilogram bodyweight than adults and do not yet have a diversified
nutrition, special provisions should be set in order to limit the intake of
substances migrating from food contact materials.
Based on these findings, a careful analysis of these endocrine
disrupters is mandatory, in order to respect the food safety legislation [34].
There are two main reasons to study the contamination of milk with
phthalates. Firstly, especially for children, milk is a significant consumer
product. In order to quantify the phthalate amount that humans are exposed
to by means of their dietary, it is important to know the phthalate content of
such food products.
Secondly, phthalates are likely to be concentrated in the lipid phase
of the foods due to their lipophilic characters. Since dairy products like milk
and other products can be classified as high-fat foods, they have higher
tendency to be contaminated by phthalates than low-fat content foods.
In Romania, phthalate esters assessment was performed mainly on
bottled water [9, 26, 29]. Regarding our knowledge, no literature is available
dealing with the contamination levels of dairy products packaged in plastic
containers. There is only a single study performed on milk by Miclean et al.
(2012), where determined phthalates esters were DBP and DEHP.
Given the lack of knowledge regarding the level of phtalates in dairy
products produced in Romania and the importance of this subject, our aim
was to investigate a particular milk production chain and to evaluate the
extent of this chemical hazard.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The levels of phthalates detected in milk samples are shown in Table
1. These were calculated as the average means of concentrations obtained
for the same analyzed milk samples. Only 4 out of the six phthalates taken
into study were present in the samples.
In the case of commercial milk, the highest concentration of
phthalates (DOP), respectively 0.3152±0.2441 mg/kg, was found in a milk
sample with 3.5% fat content and the lowest, of 0.0201±0.0349 mg/kg (DBP)
was determined in the case of milk samples with 1.5% fat content (Table 1).
Based on statistical analyses, significant differences regarding the
level of phthalates were calculated only in the case of raw milk 4% fat
content, when compared BBP and DEHP (p=0.008) (Table 1). Higher total
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phthalates levels were observed in the case of raw milk with 4%, followed by
pasteurized milk with 3.5%, raw milk with 3.5%, and pasteurized milk with
1.5% fat content. Significant differences were noticed only when compared
raw milk with 4% versus pasteurized milk with 1.5% (p=0.01). Thus,
between the level of total phthalates and fat content there is direct correlation
(Table 1).
Table 1. Phthalate esters level (mean ±SD, mg/kg) in raw and pasteurized milk
samples (n=5)
Milk samples
Control sample

BBP

<LOD
0.104±
Raw milk 3.5%
0.018
0.1115±
Raw milk 4%
0.0155
0.0352±
Pasteurized milk 1.5%
0.0601
0.0794±
Pasteurized milk 3.5%
0.0701

DEHP

DOP

<LOD <LOD
0.1454±00.1005±
1057 0.0222
0.1685±00.2172±
0773* 0.2284
0.1277±0 0.099±
0485 0.0992
0.1075±00.3152±
0605 0.2441

DBP

DMP

DEP

<LOD
0.497±
0.06
0.0573±
0.0632
0.0201±
0.0349
0.0224±
0.0388

<LOD

<LOD

<LOD

<LOD

<LOD

<LOD

<LOD

<LOD

<LOD

<LOD

Total
phthalates
<LOD
0.3996±
0.085
0.5678±
0.2687
0.2818±
0.1756
0.5245±
0.3301

* Significant differences between BBP, DEHP, DOP and DBP (p<0.05)

For milk products, analyses were made from the following
ingredients: sour cream, yogurt, different types of cheese (fresh, salted,
ripened, cream), cream, ice cream and butter. The results of phthalates from
the investigated milk products are presented in Table 2.
In the case of sour cream, the highest concentration of phthalates
(DMP) respectively 0.0831±0.0214 mg/kg, was found in a sample with 20%
fat. By comparison of the values obtained for sour cream samples, significant
differences were observed for BBP (p=0.035) and DOP (p=0.0089). In the
yogurt samples, the only significant difference was observed by comparing
the total amount of phthalates (p=0.001) (Table 2).
For fresh fat cheese, based on statistical analyses, significant
differences regarding the level of phthalates were calculated when compared
BBP and DEHP (p=0.002), BBP and DOP (p=0.00074), respectively BBP
and DBP (p=0.006). Higher total phthalates levels were observed in the case
of maturated cheese (0.5905±0.0175 mg/kg), followed by burduf cheese
(kneaded cheese), cream cheese, fresh fat cheese and telemea cheese.
When comparing telemea cheese with cream cheese and burduf cheese,
significant differences were noticed only for total phthalates (p=0.00001)
(Table 2).
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Following analyses, the lowest quantity of total phthalates was
detected in yogurt with 0.1% fat - 0.042±0.0052 mg/kg, and the highest
concentration was recorded in butter with 85% fat - 0.683±0.0072 mg/kg
(Table 2).
Table 2. Phthalate esters level (mean ±SD, mg/kg) in different dairy products (n=5)
Dairy product
Sour cream 20%
Sour cream 33%
Yogurt 0.1%
Yogurt 2%
“Telemea” cheese
Cream cheese
Maturated cheese
Fresh fat cheese
Burduf cheese
Raw cream
Ice cream
Butter

BBP

DEHP

DOP

DBP

DMP

0.0315± 0.0672±0 0.062± 0.0831±
<LOD
0.0027 .0007* 0.0031* 0.0214*
0.0541± 0.0729±00.0224±00.0819±
<LOD
0.0122 .0058 .0139* 0.0177
0.0185±0
0.0237±
<LOD
<LOD
<LOD
.0038
0.0015
0.0135± 0.0180±00.0279±00.0431±
<LOD
0.0042 .0062 .0137 0.0154*
0.0224± 0.0052±0 0.034± 0.0568±
<LOD
0.0048 .0001* 0.0062 0.0044*
0.0873± 0.1106±00.1620±00.1164±
<LOD
0.0147 .0123 .0147* 0.0105*
0.1301± 0.1324±00.1707±00.1573±
<LOD
0.0122 .0043 .0215* 0.0225
0.0642± 0.1079±00.1322±00.1407±
<LOD
0.0068 .0088* .0101* 0.024*
0.0887± 0.1562±00.1446±00.1216±
<LOD
0.0225 .0179* .0106* 0.0049
0.1399± 0.2321±00.1796±00.1173±
<LOD
0.0127 .0278*
.023 0.021
0.0431±00.0713±00.0611±
<LOD
<LOD
.0096 .0065* 0.013
0.1455± 0.1854±00.2122±00.139±0
<LOD
0.0174 .0182 .0147* .023

DEP

Total
phthalates

<LOD

0.244±0.0225

<LOD

0.231±0.0251

<LOD

0.042±0.0052

<LOD

0.102±0.012

<LOD

0.118±0.0031

<LOD

0.4764±0.0228

<LOD

0.5905±0.0175

<LOD

0.4451±0.029

<LOD

0.5112±0.0216

<LOD

0.669±0.0426

<LOD

0.1755±0.0099

<LOD

0.683±0.0072

* Significant differences between BBP, DEHP, DOP and DBP (p<0.05) for each dairy product
analysed. Among the six phthalates examined, DEHP was the most commonly detected
phthalate compound, followed by DOP, BBP and DBP. Two phthalates, DMP and DEP, were
not detected in any sample.

For the last three decades, various researchers have reported
phthalate levels in milk and dairy products. Fierens et al. (2013), for example,
mentioned in their review more studies conducted between 1985 and 2012,
to investigate the presence of phthalates in milk and dairy products. Other
researchers also continued analyzing phthalates in these types of food [2, 3,
10, 16, 19, 33].
In most of the studies, phthalate levels were determined in retail milk
and dairy products while only a few surveys reported phthalate concentrations
in raw milk and/or in samples collected from dairy factories. However, in
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order to reduce the risk of phthalate contamination of milk or dairy products,
it is important to know how these compounds can enter into milk during the
technological stages of milk processing. Therefore, phthalates should not
only be investigated at the retail level, but also at other stages of milk
processing. [13].
Studies also demonstrated that milk and dairy products are
contaminated with phthalates (especially DEHP) during collection due to the
use of flexible milking tubes [5, 12, 27].
In a subsequent study, Fierens et al. (2013), evaluated how the
quantity of phthalates increases with the milk processing and packaging. The
authors revealed that during pasteurization, the DEHP content in milk
increased from 364 µg/kg−1 fat (mean level) in raw milk to 426 µg/kg−1 fat and
the reason of this increase was most likely due to DEHP containing food
contact materials (tubings and sealants). The DEHP migration might have
been facilitated by increasing temperature during pasteurization. After
packaging, the level further increased to 630 µg/kg−1 fat in cans and to 523
µg/kg−1 fat in plastic pouches. DBP was detected only at the point just before
packaging (32 µg/kg−1 fat) and after packaging the concentrations increased
to 52 and 60 µg/kg−1 fat, respectively, when packaged in cans and in
pouches. BBP was detected only in milk after packaging at 12 µg/kg−1 fat in
cans and 53 µg/kg−1 fat in pouches. The possible sources of the
contamination were labelled as mechanical milking process and intake of the
feed by the cattle [14].
In a comprehensive study conducted by Wendi et al. (2009) in 3
European countries (UK, Norway and Spain), DEHP and total phthalate
esters were determined in milk obtained during different stages of collection,
transportation and packaging and also cream, butter and cheese samples.
The author reported that after processing the milk contaminated with DEHP,
the dairy products obtained lead to high concentrations of DEHP, while lowfat milk while maintaining lower concentrations of phthalates. The same
authors added that the total levels of contamination in the raw milk were
between 0.12 – 0.28 mg/kg. They suggested that on processing the DEHP
phthalate is concentrated in the cream at levels up to 1.93 mg/ kg, whereas
low fat milk contained from 0.01 to 0.07 mg/kg. In the cheese samples
collected from the UK, the maximum allowed limit for DEHP was exceeded,
obtaining 17 mg/kg, respectively for total phthalates - 114 mg/kg [24, 32].
Also, our results are in accordance with those published by Miclean
et al. (2012), with the concentrations of DBP and DEHP in the range of 2.856.28 ng/g and 36.84-112.3 ng/g.
According to the study conducted by MeeKyung et al., 15 out of 30
raw bovine milk samples monitored in their study contained DEHP, the
concentrations in raw milk ranging from non-detectable under the LOD level
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to 154 µg/kg−1, and the mean concentration was 57 µg/kg−1. DBP was
observed at concentration from non-detectable to 99 µg/kg−1 in twenty
samples and the mean concentration was 30 µg/kg−1 [36].
J. Lin et al. (2015), conducted a study to determinate the concentrations
of phthalates from commercial whole milk products packaged in plastic
materials, metal or glass containers. The concentrations of phthalates
(DEHP) in milk samples packaged in plastic materials (79.3±2.6 ng/g) were
much higher than those in metal (8.8±0.7 ng/g) or glass containers
(6.6±0.5ng/g). The amounts of phthalates were much higher in milk samples
packaged in plastic containers compared with glass or metal containers,
indicating that plastic packaging materials are the likeliest source of phthalate
contamination in commercial whole milk products. These findings are in
accordance with our results, because in the case of samples collected
directly from the cattle, in glass bottles, the phthalates were not detected. In
contrast, all milk and dairy product samples that came into contact with
plastic packaging recorded different levels of phthalates. The phthalates are
more soluble in fat, higher level of these residues is usually recorded in the
case of products rich in fat, like ripened cheeses and butter [18, 21, 30].
The differences between phthalates levels in dairy products, could be
represented by different types of packaging materials, with different levels of
PAEs in the plastic material. Even if the Commission Regulation No.
10/2011, the maximum accepted concentration (MAC) of phthalates were
established, ranged from 0.3 mg/kg in the case of DBP to 30 mg/kg for BBP,
the manufactures of packaging materials must follow those rules. Also, the
following phthalates, DEHP, DBP and BBP are not allowed to be used in the
manufacture of packaging materials for food products containing fats [6,34].
Recent studies observed that phthalates were found in all
environmental (air, water, soil and sediment) at different concentrations in
many countries which reflect the widespread usage of plastic products [24].
CONCLUSIONS
Even the total phthalates levels in all the samples analyzed do not
exceed the maximum limit (60 mg/kg), rich fat milk and dairy products could
be considered as a high-risk food category, being a potential source of
human exposure to phthalates. Analyses should be performed at a more
extent level to accurately evaluate the extent of this risk for human health.
The protocol used in this research for the detection of the phthalates
can be applied for further implementation in food agencies laboratories for a
more thorough investigation. Promoting the substitution of phthalates with other
non-toxic substances could be a way to reduce the risk of food contamination
with these types of compounds that are dangerous to human health.
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EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Sample collection
For this study, samples of milk and dairy products were collected
randomly, at several stages in the milk chain, from farm, milk collection center
and retail level. From each dairy product, seven samples were collected.
Milk samples were collected from several specific sources: milk
obtained by manual milking, milk obtained by mechanically milking - collected
from the bulk tank and commercial milk.
The control milk sample was collected from a dairy farm in
Maramures County, by manual milking into a glass container, avoiding any
contact with plastic materials. This milk was not pasteurized before analysis.
The milk samples collected from farm and milk collection center were
packed in plastic (polyethylene terephthalate, PET) bottles. For each milk
sample, the fat content was also determined, using standard Gerber method.
The samples collected represent raw milk with 3.5% fat and 4% fat,
respectively. The shelf life of milk is 10 days after packaging and the milk
was used within this period.
To investigate phthalate contamination at retail level, samples of milk
with different quantity of fat were purchased from supermarket, with 1.5% fat
and 3.5% fat. All milk samples (1.5% fat and 3.5% fat), were packed in plastic
cans and were from the same brand.
The dairy products were bought from supermarket and were
represented by sour cream with 20% fat and 33% fat, yoghurt with 0.1% and
2% fat content, butter with 75% fat, raw cream and ice cream, all with varied
validity period. All samples were packed in various plastic containers.
In order to investigate phthalates in cheese samples, 5 different
variety were collected, depending on the amount of fat contained, the shelf
life and the production method. The types of cheese collected were fresh
cheese with 25% fat, telemea cheese (fresh salted cheese maturated in
brine) with 50% fat content, maturated cheese with 45% fat, cream cheese
with 60% fat in dry matter and burduf cheese. Burduf cheese is a traditional
Romanian cheese made from sheep's milk. The name burduf cheese means
kneaded cheese, referring to the method of production in which a traditional
sweet cheese called caș is cut, salted, and then kneaded in a large wooden
bowl. The mixture is then placed in a sheep's stomach or skin that has been
cleaned and sawed on the edges. Alternatively, it can be stored in a tube
made of pine bark. Burduf cheese is a salty and fermented cheese, quite
compact but pasty, with 45% FDM (fat in dry matter).
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All samples were transported to the laboratory in a cool box and were
stored at −18 °C prior to analysis.
Reagents and standards
The standard solutions of individual phthalates consisted of di-n-butyl
phthalate (DBP), di-2-ethylhexyl phthalate (DEHP), di-n-octyl phthalate
(DOP), benzyl butyl phthalate (BBP), dimethyl-phthalate (DMP) and diethylphthalate (DEP), all dissolved in methanol, each at a concentration of 1 mg⋅L-1
were purchased as Pestanal®, analytical standards from Merk (Darmstadt,
Germany).
All reagents and water used for the analyses were checked for
contamination with phthalates. The solvents used had an analytical purity
(suitable for GC) > 99 %.
To avoid phthalate contamination, all the employed laboratory dishes
were made of glass, previously washed with water, rinsing with hexane and
dried at 60 °C for 2 hours.
Milk samples liquid-liquid extraction
For phthalates analysis from milk samples, 50 mL of sample was
placed in separatory funnel with 15 mL methanol – n-hexane solvent (1:2 v/v)
and subjected for shake (LaboShake, Gerhardt Analytical System, Germany)
for 30 min at 130 rpm. Phase equilibration was allowed for 10 min. Emulsion
was removed with 2.5 mL salt solution (15 % NaCl). The extraction was
repeated once again in the same manner and the obtained supernatant was
combined with the previously obtained. Na2SO4 was added at this extract to
remove potential remained water. In finally, the extract was transferred at an
Erlenmeyer flask and subjected for fully evaporation at 40°C with a rotary
evaporator (Laborota 4010, Heidolph Instruments, Germany). Finally,
samples were redissolved in 1 mL n-hexane and analyzed by GC-MS.
Dairy products ultrasound assisted extraction
In case of each studied dairy products 15 g of samples was weight in
a 150 mL volume Erlenmeyer flask. Extraction solvent was a mixture of 30
mL methanol – n-hexane (1:2 v/v). In the following ultrasound assisted
extraction was performed using a Sonorex ultrasound bath (Bandelin,
Germany). The extraction was allowed for 1 h at 35 kHz ultrasonic frequency.
Resulted extract was filtered on Whatman filter paper and cleaned on a high
purity grade silica column with average pore size 60 A (52-73A) and 70-230
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mesh. Resulted extract was fully evaporated with a rotary evaporator. After
this procedure, the samples were redissolved in 1 mL n-hexane and analyzed
by GC-MS.
GC-MS analysis of phthalates
Phthalate analysis was performed on gas chromatograph with mass
spectrometer system (6890 series Agilent GC system, 5975 series Agilent
MS detector). From each extract 1 µL was injected in SSL injector used in
splitless mode. The mass spectrometer was operated at the electron impact
mode with 70 eV. Phthalates were separated on a HP-5MS, 5 % diphenyl 95
% dimethyl polysiloxane capillary column (Agilent Technologies) with the
following characteristics: 30 m x 0.25 mm i.d. x 0.25 µm film thickness. The
compounds were separated using the following oven program: 100ºC,
increased at 8ºC/min up to 260ºC, increased at 35ºC/min up to 310ºC and
held for 10 min and the running time being 31.43 min. The MSD transfer line
heater, ion source and quadrupole analyzer temperatures were set at 320,
230 and 150 ºC, respectively.
The qualitative and quantitative analyses were performed by
comparison with the external standards. Full scan mode with the mass/charge
ratio ranging from 100 to 550 m/z was applied. In Figure 1 is presented a TIC
(Total Ion Chromatogram) of a blank sample and a cheese sample.

Figure 1. GC-MS analysis of phthalates from a blank and a cheese sample
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Methods performance
Efficiency of applied analytical method was evaluated considering
parameters as linearity, limit of detection (LOD), limit of quantitation (LOQ),
and recovery. Stock solutions of individual phthalate standards (10 mg of
each phthalate in part as BBP, DEHP, DOP, DBP, DMP and DEP) were
weighted and dissolved in 10 mL of methanol. Working standard mixture was
obtained after combining the six stock solutions and dilution until to reach 1
mg⋅L-1. Series of five calibration standards within range of 0.01 – 500 µg⋅g-1
were obtained after serial dilution of working standard solution. Obtained
linear regression curves were used for quantification of phthalates. LOD and
LOQ were determined based on standard error of the calibration curve at yintercept multiplied three and ten times, respectively (see Table 3).
Table 3. Calibration curve correlation coefficient, LOD and
LOQ of applied analytical method
Parameter
R2
LOD (µg⋅g-1)
LOQ (µg⋅g-1)

BBP
0.9925
0.0052
0.0173

DEHP
0.9954
0.0034
0.0113

DOP
0.9961
0.0061
0.0203

DBP
0.9938
0.0042
0.014

DMP
0.9971
0.0035
0.0117

DEP
0.9962
0.0029
0.0097

Method recovery was established by spiking each sample matrix with
100 µg⋅g-1, respectively. Obtained values for each phthalate are presented in
Table 4.
Table 4. Method recovery (%) for milk and dairy products matrices
Sample matrix
Milk
Sour cream
Yogurt
Cheese
Butter

BBP
75.9
88.2
87.2
91.8
77.6

DEHP
85.5
95.6
75.9
95.6
84.2

DOP
74.8
86.9
84.6
102.5
68.9

DBP
105.5
115.3
91.2
93.5
105.2

DMP
88.6
76.9
77.7
84.4
102.3

DEP
84.5
90.5
103.5
95.6
84.6

Statistics
The statistical analyses were realized with Origin 8.5 software
(OriginLab Corporation, Northampton, MA 01060, USA). Mean differences
between dairy products were analyzed using analysis of variance ANOVA.
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The results were expressed according to the standard deviation (SD), with
significance level established at P < 0.05. Post-hoc test comparation using
Bonferoni, Tukey’s and Scheffe’s was performed.
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THE INFLUENCE OF CLIMATIC FACTORS ON THE AROMA
COMPOUNDS OF FETEASCA REGALA WINE FROM
THREE SOUTHERN REGIONS OF ROMANIA
DIANA IONELA STEGARUSa,*, DANIELA SANDRUb, PETRU ALEXEc,
ADINA FRUMd, OANA BOTORANa, ECATERINA LENGYELb
ABSTRACT. Climatic factors have a great influence on the quality of grapes
and wines, thus the identification and quantification of aroma compounds
from Feteasca regala wine manufactured in 2019 in three established
winemaking centers from Romania (Samburesti, Corcova and Dragasani)
was performed. After liquid/liquid extraction, the aromatic composition was
identified and quantified by gas chromatography coupled with mass
spectrometry (GC-MS). 42 aroma compounds were analyzed depending on
the region of origin of the vineyards and climatic factors. Results showed
significant differences between the wines regions of origin. The quantities of
long-chain alcohols varied between 28644.54 µg/L and 33969.27 µg/L and
esters between 4221.10 µg/L and 7901.25 µg/L. Significant quantities were
determined for fatty acids and ranged between 5310.99 µg/L and 6045.15
µg/L and lactones between 727.39 µg/L and 988.01 µg/L. The most
significant results regarding the aroma profile were determined for the wine
from Avincis Dragasani vinery, where the climatic indicators ratio was
optimum, thus conferring specific and quantifiable elements to the wine.
Keywords: GC-MS, oenological climate index, wine aroma compounds

INTRODUCTION
Natural factors have a great influence on the quality of grapes and
wines, because the harvest of the same variety of grapes, transformed by
the same winemaking technology provides wines of different quality if the
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regions of the grapes’ cultivation is different. These influences are currently
being studied intensively, especially since there is a change in climate and,
implicitly, the effects are major. Technological factors lead to obtaining quality,
harmonious or specific wines. All the elements below are significant in the
appreciation and cataloging of wines [1].
Climate is the main factor that conditions and determines the global
spread of vines, being, through its elements, the most important natural factor.
Through temperature, light, humidity, air movement, climate decisively influences
the growth and fruiting of the vine, in fact it directly influences the physiological
and biochemical processes [2]. The process of photosynthesis is influenced
by temperature and light, and the rate of accumulation of sugars depends on
the difference between the amount produced by photosynthesis and that
consumed by respiration.
The vine is a light-loving plant, hence its classification among
heliophilous plants. Within one hemisphere, both light and temperature
decrease from the equator to the poles, but at the same time the aroma and
sugars content of the grapes decrease, and the acidity registers an intense
evolution. Too strong shade lowers the sugar content of grapes and
promotes increased malic acid production and, climate change influences
the growth and quality of vines [3].
In relation to its physical, chemical, and biological properties, the soil
strongly influences the viticultural production and the quality of the grapes. It
could be appreciated that the vine grows properly on forest soils, rendzinas,
brown soils, alluvial soils and degraded chernozems. To the qualitative
differences of the wines determined by the type of soil and the presence of
limestone are added those determined by the texture of the soil. The most
favorable texture of soil for growing vines is the clay – sandy one and the
most favorable is clay [4].
In terms of altitude, famous vinicultural regions of the world are
located between 80 and 150 m above sea level. However, there are
vineyards that are located in mountainous areas at 1500 m altitude. In
Romania, many vine plantations are located between 100 and 300 m altitude.
If the plantations are at altitudes of approximately 167 m, with an ideal
exposure to the sun, slopes in a southerly and westerly direction, and a wide
variety of soil types, from forest reddish brown to soils high in iron oxides or
calcareous, they are appropriate for vine cultivation. Sun exposure is an
important factor for sloping vineyards. Wines obtained from vine plantations
that are organized in slopes are superior to those organized in plateaus [5,6].
The mechanical composition of grapes is the gravimetric ratio
between the constituent uvological units, clusters, skins, seeds, and pulp. The
change in the chemical composition shows the influences on the technological
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process, especially on the chemical and organoleptic characteristics of the
wine. Both mechanical and chemical composition are influenced by the
nature of the soil, the degree of ripeness of the grapes, phytosanitary status,
pedoclimatic conditions and agrotechnical processes applied [7,8]. Most of
the grape flavors are transmitted to the wine, but because of the processes
that take place through alcoholic fermentation, other new components
appear, components that can lead to the wine’s specific characteristics.
Many flavors are found in small amounts in wines, but they confer the
specificity of it. They accumulate under the beneficial action of the sun and
proper soil or climatic factors, especially in young wines [9].
The aromatic differentiation of a wine obtained from the same grape
variety can be achieved by sensorial methods, but more precisely by gaschromatographic methods, which have the possibility to highlight elements
more precisely. The aroma of a wine is complex and depends on the
concentrations of various compounds such as long-chain alcohols, esters,
volatile fatty acids, lactones, phenolic compounds, and other essential
compounds [10-13]. Studies show that one of the most cultivated grape
varieties in Romania is Feteasca regala, the wines obtained from this cultivar
present floral, citrus, or apricot notes. To potentiate some flavors, a series of
pre-fermentative treatments can be used. Their role is to obtain finer, less
acidic, or tastier wines [12,14-17].
Climate changes can lead to the differentiated accumulation of flavor
compounds, and can influence the production of grapes, regardless of variety
[18,19].
The aim of this study is to identify and quantify the aroma compounds
that are formed in Feteasca regala wine, under the influence of specific
climatic factors. The wine samples were obtained in 2019 by using the same
technological conditions and they came from three established wine centers
in Romania.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
To provide a proper correlation between the aromatic profile of the
analyzed wines and the geographic region from which they come from; a
pedo-climatic characterization of those regions is mandatory. Thus, in the
Samburesti region, the soils are mostly loamy, loamy-clayey, and clayeyloamy, a structure that influences the vine culture. These soils are characterized
by a medium to weak supply of organic and mineral substances with a variable
texture from loamy-sandy to clayey, with an important content of iron in the
form of colloidal hydroxyl. The vine plantations are located on smooth slopes
and plateaus with southern, south-eastern, and south-western exposure.
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The oenoclimatic aptitude index from 2019 was calculated at a value of 4568,
and the viticultural bioclimatic index reached 7.42.
The values for the climatic indexes were calculated by using the
readings from the meteorological stations near to the viticultural centers. The
analyzed parameters were temperature, solar radiation, and precipitations.
Irimia et al. (2014) established a series of suitability intervals for
bioclimatic indexes and ecological factors for the temperate continental
climatic conditions of Romania. The quantification was performed by using
classes and points [20].
The bioclimatic index is representative for the winegrowing regions
from the temperate continental climate areas. This index was calculated for
the growing season (from April 1st to September 30th). In order to obtain a
high-quality white wine, the Ibcv has to be between 5.1 and 13. The formula
used for the calculus was:
Ibcv = (ASD· Ʃta / PP · Nd) / 10
where: Ibcv = bioclimatic index; ASD = actual sunshine duration, expressed
as hours; Ʃta = the sum of daily average temperatures (greater than 10℃);
PP = precipitations, expressed as mm and Nd = the number of days in the
growing season [20].
The oenoclimate aptitude index (IAOe) shows the winemaking
suitability, thus the optimum index is situated between 3790 and 4600. The
values that are greater than 4301 show the obtaining of high-quality white
wines. This index was calculated for the growing season as well (from April
1st to September 30th) by using the following formula:
IAOe = ASD + Ʃta – (PP – 250)
where: IAOe = oenoclimate aptitude index; ASD = actual sunshine duration,
expressed as hours; Ʃta = the sum of daily average temperatures (greater
than 10℃); PP = precipitations, expressed as mm and 250 = the minimum
precipitations required for vines that are not irrigated, expressed as mm [20].
In the Corcova region, the soils are reddish-brown with leached
chernozems, medium texture, locally coarse or clayey-loamy. These types
of soils have several advantageous physical and chemical characteristics for
the cultivation of vines. The bottom soils are normal or slightly-moderately
eroded on the slopes, followed by brown soils or weakly podzolite soils,
moderately to strongly eroded on slopes and alluvial soils on the meadow
terraces of Topolnita. The characteristic wines of this region are alcoholic
wines, full-bodied, rich in extract and with a high content of mineral
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substances, these features being due to the existing soil types. The
oenoclimatic aptitude index from 2019 was calculated at the value of 4532,
and the viticultural bioclimatic index reached 7.34.
In the Dragasani region, the vine plantations are located at altitudes
exceeding 400 m, with brown, forest reddish-brown soils, some of them are
podzolites and rich in limestone and located on alluvial gravels. The
dominant soils are luviosols and luvic brown soils which, together with the
thermohydric conditions allow and recommend the cultivation of white grape
varieties. The oenoclimatic aptitude index from 2019 was calculated at the
value of 4596, and the viticultural bioclimatic index at 7.48, which induces
favorable climatic conditions for the vine culture.

4640
4620
4600
4580
4560
4540
4520
4500
4480
4460

y = 50x2 - 186x + 4704

Samburesti

Corcova

Dragasani

Figure 1. The oenoclimatic aptitude index calculated for the year 2019 for the
investigated regions of origin of the Feteasca regala wine samples

Figures 1 and 2 show the differences between the three studied
regions regarding the oenoclimatic aptitude index and the viticultural
bioclimatic index. The highest values were registered in the Dragasani region
and the lowest in the Corcova one, thus the flavors of the wines were
influenced.
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Figure 2. The viticultural bioclimatic index calculated for the year 2019 for the
investigated regions of origin of the Feteasca regala wine samples

Table 1 shows the results obtained for the GC-MS analysis of the
volatile aroma compounds of the wine samples in order to be able to correlate
these results to the pedo-climatic indexes calculated.
Table 1. GC-MS analysis of volatile aroma compounds
from the Feteasca regala wine samples
Compounds
Alcohols
Iso butanol
Butanol
Isopentyl alcohol
1-hexanol
4-methyl-1-pentanol
E-3-hexenol
Z-3-hexenol
2-nonanol
1-heptanol
2,3-butandiol
3-(methylthio)-1-propanol
Linalool
Terpineol
2-phenyl ethanol
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Feteasca regala wine samples (µg/L)
Avincis
Samburesti
Corcova
Dragasani
139.45
4.97
13214.01
716.25
0.00
14.36
19.25
9.05
412.15
1296.54
447.11
229.51
99.36
14355.20

126.24
5.98
12036.71
588.06
1.02
10.66
14.55
12.18
315.74
1406.36
612.05
425.11
129.27
12221.10

113.03
3.08
14001.15
667.25
0.62
12.12
21.02
16.07
512.36
874.24
228.69
309.25
202.14
16214.50
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Compounds
Trans-geraniol
Glycerin
Benzyl alcohol
3-hydroxy-butanone
Total alcohols (µg/L)
Esters
N-amyl acetate
Hexyl-acetate
Ethyl caproate
Ethyl lactate
Ethyl octanoate
Ethyl-3-hydroxy butyrate
Ethyl decanoate
Ethyl hydrogen succinate
Phenethyl acetate
Diethyl malate
Methyl-4-hydroxy-butanoate
Total esters (µg/L)
Fatty acids
Isobutyric acid
Hexanoic acid
Fatty acids (continued)
Isovaleric acid
Lactic acid
Octanoic acid
Decanoic acid
Hexadecanoic acid
Malic acid
2-oxoadipic acid
Total fatty acids (µg/L)
Lactones
Pantolactone
Isovaniline
Butyrolactone
Total lactones (µg/L)
Total volatiles (µg/L)

Feteasca regala wine samples (µg/L)
Avincis
Samburesti
Corcova
Dragasani
90.36
62.33
41.08
836.06
508.51
615.47
111.05
168.54
137.20
0.00
0.12
0.00
31994.68
28644.54
33969.27
10.25
0.00
31.25
415.25
98.56
81.06
88.21
2355.19
101.30
114.67
925.36
4221.10

6.25
1.25
58.36
303.54
215.71
136.08
102.37
5236.64
60.37
155.54
1625.14
7901.254

14.36
0.00
51.21
501.08
166.52
101.42
96.95
3021.14
81.47
184.20
1147.14
5365.49

92.25
847.54

74.14
1205.11

51.69
741.40

100.28
315.41
3215.41
1005.51
91.25
354.25
23.25
6045.15

141.79
197.57
1998.10
1354.09
101.47
471.67
13.47
5557.41

168.73
229.54
2318.19
1208.11
74.54
499.25
19.54
5310.99

51.23
22.15
914.63
988.01
43248.94

29.15
11.09
687.15
727.39
42830.59

34.66
14.14
817.66
866.46
45512.21

Table 1 shows aroma compounds found in the analyzed samples.
Long-chain alcohols, like isopentyl had concentrations between 12036.71
µg/L for Feteasca regala wine from Corcova and 14001.15 µg/L for Avincis
Dragasani. Isopentyl confers banana aromas to wines, caranda being a
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volatile cyanobacterial organic compound, and combined with other aroma
compounds it contributes to the aroma palette of the wine. Terpenic alcohols
(which give wines floral, fresh, and invigorating aromas) are present in the
wine samples, like linalool with concentration between 229.51 µg/L for
Samburesti region and 425.11 µg/L for Corcova region, terpineol with
concentrations between 99.36 µg/L for Samburesti region and 202.14 µg/L
for Dragasani region and trans-geraniol with concentrations between 41.08
µg/L for Dragasani region and 90.36 µg/L for Samburesti region. 4-methyl-1pentanol (which gives wines a walnut aroma) was not detected in the
Samburesti region wine sample, instead 1.02 µg/L was quantified in the one
from the Corcova region and 0.62 µg/L in the one from the Dragasani region.
Glycerin gives the wines sweetness and velvety properties, being found in
the analyzed samples in amounts of 836.06 µg/L for the Samburesti region
sample, 508.50 µg/L for the Corcova region sample and 615.47 µg/L for the
Dragasani region sample. The results obtained are consistent to the values
provided by specialists in the field for the wines to be balanced and
harmonious [6]. Significant amounts of 2-phenyl-ethanol were identified in
the wine samples, the results were between 12221.10 µg/L for the Corcova
region sample and 16214.50 µg/L for the Dragasani region sample. This
compound participates in the aromatic palette of the wine through the floral
notes conferred, being present in all the assortments of wines in significant
quantities. 3-hydroxy-butanone is a compound that results from the alcoholic
fermentation of must under the influence of Saccharomyces wine yeasts and
gives butter aroma to wines. In the wine samples, this compound was
present only in the one from Corcova region with an amount of 0.12 µg/L.
This amount does not lead to imbalances in the wine’s aromatic palette.
Figure 3 shows the evolution of the total long-chain alcohols in the
wine samples analyzed. The highest values were recorded for the wine
sample from the Dragasani region (33969.27 µg/L), followed by the one from
the Samburesti region (31994.68 µg/L) and the lowest value was recorded
for the sample from the Corcova region (28644.54 µg/L).
Esters are valuable compounds for wines, as they play an important
role in their aromatic palette. Thus, fruit aromas as banana are conferred by
the presence of the N-amyl acetate, which was quantified in the samples
analyzed at 10.25 µg/L in the wine from the Samburesti region, 6.25 µg/L for
the one from the Corcova region and 14.36 µg/L for the one from the
Dragasani region. Hexyl acetate was not detected in the samples from the
Samburesti and Dragasani regions and a low quantity was determined for
the sample from the Corcova region (1.25 µg/L). This compound leads to
aromas of green apple and sweet cherries. These aromas were not found in
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the wine samples analyzed. Ethyl caproate constitutes a valuable compound
if found in wines because of the fruity aroma of pineapple that it confers to
wines and combined with other esters they provide a harmonious and
pleasant aroma to wines. This compound was quantified for the wine
samples analyzed at 31.25 µg/L for the wine from the Samburesti region,
58.36 µg/L for the one from the Corcova region and 51.21 µg/L for the one
from the Dragasani region.
40000

y = 4337.4x2 - 16362x + 44020

35000
30000

µg/L

25000
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10000
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0
Samburesti

Corcova

Avincis Dragasani

Figure 3. The variation of the total long-chain alcohols
from the wine samples analyzed

Ethyl lactate is an ester that exists in every wine. It confers sweet or
buttery, fruity, creamy, or rum aromas to wines. The analyzed wine samples
had 303.54 µg/L for the wine from the Corcova region, 501.08 µg/L from the
one from the Dragasani region and 415.25 µg/L for the one from the
Samburesti region. Ethyl hydrogen succinate is an ester that confers fruity
melon aromas. It was quantified at 2355.19 µg/L for the wine from the
Samburesti region, 5236.64 µg/L for the one from the Corcova region and
3021.14 µg/L for the one from the Dragasani region. Significant differences
were observed between the analyzed wine samples from the three regions,
regarding this compound.
Other esters such as ethyl octanoate or ethyl decanoate contribute to
the aromatic palette of the wine giving it fruity or sweet notes, in even larger
amounts of soap. The amounts determined for these compounds are similar
to the ones listed in literature [9]. Figure 4 shows the amounts of total esters
determined for the wine samples analyzed. 4221.10 µg/L were determined for
the wine sample from the Samburesti region, 7901.25 µg/L for the one from the
Corcova region and 5365.49 µg/L for the one from the Dragasani region.
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Figure 4. The variation of the total esters from the wine samples analyzed

Fatty acids participate along with the other volatile compounds in
completing the aromatic palette of wines. Although the aromas conferred by
volatile fatty acids tend to be in less pleasant areas (rancid, sour, cheesy,
greasy, even mold), in small amounts they have a decisive role in the
formation of the sensory properties of wines. Certain compounds confer hints
of sweat, hot, sour, or harsh which led to a complex aromatic profile. In the
Feteasca regala wine samples, a series of volatile fatty acids were quantified,
such as isobutyric acid with values of 92.85 µg/L for the Samburesti area,
74.14 µg/L for the Corcova area and 51.69 µg/L for the Dragasani area.
These compounds give the acidic aroma of the wines. The isovaleric acid (3methylbutanoic acid) gives a sweat and cheese odor was identified in the
analyzed samples in amounts starting from 100.28 µg/L for the Samburesti
region and reaches 168.73 µg/L for the Dragasani region. The octanoic and
decanoic acids that give an odor of sweat or harsh showed significantly
higher amounts reaching maximum values of 3215.41 µg/L in the wine from
the Samburesti region and 1354.09 µg/L in the wine from the Corcova region.
Lactic and malic acids lead to the adjustment of the unpleasant aromas given
by volatile fatty acids so that their presence is considered beneficial to the
aromatic palette of wines. The values obtained were at a maximum amount
of 315.41 µg/L in the wine from the Samburesti region and respectively
499.25 µg/L in the one from the Dragasani region.
Figure 5 shows the total of the fatty acids identified and quantified in
the Feteasca regala wine samples. 6045.15 µg/L were determined for the
wine from the Samburesti area, 5557.41 µg/L for the one from the Corcova
region and 5310.99 µg/L for the one from the Dragasani region.
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Figure 5. The variation of the total fatty acids from the wine samples analyzed

Lactones have an important role in completing the odorizing palette
of wines. The aromas are sugar cotton wool (pantolactone) and caramel
(butyrolactone). The amounts identified were 988.01 µg/L for the Samburesti
region, 727.39 µg/L for the Corcova region and 866.46 µg/L for the Dragasani
as can be observed in figure 6.
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Figure 6. The variation of the total lactones from the wine samples analyzed
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The total volatile compounds determined from the Feteasca regala
wines analyzed led to the differentiation of the wines even though the
parameters and technological processes used for their manufacturing were
similar. Figure 7 shows that the highest quantity of total volatile compounds
was registered for the Dragasani region wine with 45512.21 µg/L, followed
by the Samburesti region with 43248.94 µg/L and then Corcova region with
42830.59 µg/L.
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Figure 7. The variation of the total volatile compounds from
the wine samples analyzed

PCA was applied to the matrix formed by the total minor volatile
compounds corresponding to all of the different wine samples. The maximum
number of PCs was set at three; however, the first two components explained
the data variance (63.2% and 36.8%), as shown in the score plot in figure 8.
The PCA score plots of evaluated volatile compounds showed the best
separation of points for Feteasca Regala wine originating from three different
vineyards located in the same area.
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Figure 8. PCA score plot of the total minor compounds by geographical origin of
Feteasca Regala wine

The separation between Samburesti and Avincis Dragasani can be
seen through the second principal component (PC2), which describes 36.8 %
of the total variance. The PCA loadings showed that iso butanol, 2-nonanol,
terpineol, trans-geraniol, 2,3-butandiol, isobutyric acid and isovaleric acid
had the highest role in the formation of PC2. The majority of these volatile
compound belong to the alcohols group. Corcova region was separated from
the other two through the first principal component (PC1), consisting of esters
and fatty acids. PCA represents one of the most versatile of all chemometric
techniques that involves data dimensionality reduction by mathematical
modelling using a covariance analysis between factors and exploring the
hidden trends in a data matrix without much loss of information [21]. Even
though the results obtained from the PCA revealed obvious clustering of the
samples according to their provenance, which indicated differences in Feteasca
Regala wine samples composition, and was in fact mostly coherent with the
previously explained results. For a more precise determination regarding
variables contribution, in the next part, we reduced the measurement to most
relevant factors by applying Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin measure of sampling adequacy
to assess which of the data were the most suitable for PCA at an accepted
level of significance of α = 0.60. The goal was to reduce the number of items
by finding correlations between them and abstracting a smaller number of
factors (figure 9).
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Figure 9. PCA score plot using Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin determined variables at an
accepted level of significance of α = 0.60 (Io - oenoclimatic aptitude index; Ib viticultural bioclimatic index; A1 – iso butanol; A2 – 2-nonanol; A3 – Terpineol;
A4 – 1-Hexanol; A5 – 4-methyl-1-pentanol; A6 – E-3-hexenol; A7 – Linalool;
A8 – Glycerin; A9 – Benzyl alcohol; A10 – 3-hydroxy-butanone; E1 – Hexylacetate; E2 – Ethyl octanoate; E3 – Ethyl-3-hydroxy butyrate; E4 – Ethyl
decanoate; E5 – Ethyl hydrogen succinate; E6 – Phenethyl acetate; E7 –
Methyl-4-hydroxy-butanoate; F1 – Decanoic acid; F2 – 2-Oxoadipic acid and
L3 – Butyrolactone)

After considering the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin selected components, the
performed PCA analysis revealed that the first two components explained
100% of the total variation. The first principal component (PC1) explained
78.9% of the total variance and presented a high negative correlation with
most of the ester group, separating Samburesti region from Corcova. PC2
explained 21.1% of the total variance and separated Avincis Dragasani area
from the other and mostly corresponded to the oenoclimatic aptitude index
and viticultural bioclimatic index. Multivariate statistical methods were
essentially useful to reduce a large number of correlated variables into a small
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number of uncorrelated vectors, allowing a clearer graphical representation.
Therefore, the attempt to eliminate the elements to define better the variables
responsible for origin separation was made, but the percentage of explained
variance remained the same. The wine volatile profile and climatic factors
along with chemometric analysis methods successfully differentiate the
geographical locations. Even if the provenance regions were close in
distance, each of them has their own particularities in terms on pedoclimate
offering to the same variety unique features.
CONCLUSIONS
Following the evaluation of aroma compounds in the wine samples
analyzed, the highest amounts were determined for wines obtained from
grapes harvested from vineyards that were situated on brown or brownreddish soils, rich in limestone and located on alluvial gravels, where the
oenoclimatic aptitude index and the viticultural bioclimatic index were high.
This was possible in the Dragasani region, the results obtained being
superior to those in Samburesti and Corcova regions. These indicators have
led to a more significant accumulation of long-chain alcohols. A slightly lower
pedoclimatic index was reported in the Samburesti region where aroma
compounds such as long-chain alcohols and esters showed amounts below
those of Dragasani region. These values can also be influenced by soils that
have a different configuration: clayey, loamy-clayey. Instead, crops that are
oriented on the southern, south-eastern, and south-western slopes lead to
the accumulation of volatile compounds such as fatty acids and lactones at
significantly higher values than Dragasani and Corcova regions. The lowest
values of the calculated climatic indexes were in the Corcova region (about
10-12%), although the soil has favorable properties for growing vines
(reddish-brown with leached chernozems, medium texture, locally coarse or
clay-loam). These qualities have led to wines with a rich ester content which
gives them specific aromas and bouquet.
In perspective of the outcomes achieved inside this preliminary
investigation, it can be concluded that a classification approach based on the
combination of volatile compounds and climatic factors, together with
appropriate chemometric techniques is a promising and effective way for
differentiating Feteasca regala wine variety conforming to their geographical
origin. The analyzed wines surprised only a segment of the multitude of
factors that lead to the formation of the aromatic palette of a wine, but as it
is observed for the same variety volatile compounds can accumulate in
variable amounts contributing to the formation of their sensory properties.
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EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
The samples analyzed were 2019 production Feteasca regala wines
from three wine centers from Romania, Valcea county, namely: Samburesti
(44o 48ʹ N 24o23ʹ E), Corcova (44°41′ N 23° E) and Avincis Dragasani (44°39′
N 24°15′ E) as illustrated in figure 10.

Figure 10. The representation of the studied wine centers from Romania

Reagents
All the reagents used were analytical grade. Isobutanol 95%, butanol
98%, isopentyl alcohol 98%, 1-hexanol, 4-methyl-1-pentanol 99%, E-3hexenol, Z-3-hexenol 98%, 2-nonanol, 1-heptanol, 2,3-butanediol 99%, 3(methylthio)-1-propanol 97%, linalool, terpineol 98%, 2-phenyl ethanol,
trans-geraniol, glycerin, benzyl alcohol, 3-hydroxy-butanone 98%, N-amyl
acetate, hexyl-acetate 97%, ethyl caproate, ethyl lactate, ethyl octanoate
98%, ethyl-3-hydroxy butyrate, ethyl decanoate 99%, ethyl hydrogen
succinate, phenethyl acetate, diethyl malate, methyl-4-hydroxy-butanoate
97%, isobutyric acid, hexanoic acid 99%, isovaleric acid 98%, lactic acid
99%, octanoic acid, decanoic acid 99%, hexadecanoic acid 97%, malic acid
95%, 2-oxoadipic acid 97%, pantolactone 98%, isovaniline 95%,
butyrolactone 97%, methylene chloride and sodium sulfate were purchased
from Sigma-Aldrich, (Milwaukee, WI, SUA) and Fluka (Buchs, Switzerland).
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Sample preparation
100 mL of wine sample were extracted 3 times with dichloromethane
(10 mL, 10 mL, and 5 mL) for 15 minutes at 700 rpm. The organic extract was
dried on anhydrous sodium sulfate, concentrated up to 1.0 mL and analyzed.
The samples were collected from three different bottles for each wine
and the analysis was performed in triplicate for each sample collected. The
results were expressed as the average of all determinations performed for
the same type of sample.
GC-MS analysis
The analysis of the minor volatile compounds from the wine samples
was performed by using a gas chromatograph (GC) coupled with a mass
spectrometer (MS) Varian 450-GC with Varian 240-MS equipment. The GC
was equipped with a Thermo Scientific TG-WAXMS (60 m x 0,32 mm,
0,25µm film thickness) capillary column. The carrier gas was helium at a flow
of 1.2 mL/min and a splitting injection system was used. The injection volume
was 1µL. The column temperature was programed as follows: 35℃ for 2.8
min., then it increases up to 120℃ with 4℃/min. for 4 min., ramped up to
190℃ with 10℃/min. maintained for 7 min. The mass detector was used at
70 eV in the scan mode, and the mass range for ion scan was between 40
and 300 m/z (mass to charge ratio).
The analysis of the volatile compounds was done by comparing the
relative retention times and mass fragmentation of each compound from the
sample chromatogram to the chromatograms that show compounds analyzed
by using standard solutions and by comparison to the spectral library (NIST
Mass Spectral Library 08) as well.
Statistical analysis
The primary aim of the chemometric evaluation was to show the
relationship between the wine samples and the minor volatile compounds in
order to generate a visual plot of the samples and their distribution on a score
plot and interpret their trends. To process the minor volatile compounds from
the wine samples, PCA (principal component analysis) was applied [22].
Principal component analysis was selected because of its capability to
explore and model experimental data, assess variable significance and
correlations, and create simple bidimensional plots in which the wine samples
(also known as objects) and the minor volatile compounds are visualized (scores
plot and loadings plot, respectively). In order to use the appropriate statistical
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tests for PCA, it was first necessary to reduce the measurement to most relevant
factors. For this purpose, Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin measure of sampling adequacy
was used to assess which data are suitable for PCA s for the accepted level
of significance α = 0.60. The goal was to reduce the number of items by finding
correlations between them and abstracting a smaller number of factors. During
statistical evaluation of the data, Microsoft Excel 2016 was used for the
descriptive statistics, while XLSTAT Addinsoft 2014.5.03 version (Addinsoft
Inc., USA) software was used for the chemometrical evaluation of the results.
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EFFECTS OF SWEETENERS AND STORAGE ON THE
ACIDITY, SOLUBLE SOLIDS AND SENSORIAL PROFILE OF
LINGONBERRY JAMS
TEODORA SCROBa,*, SÂNZIANA MARIA VARODIa,
GEORGIANA ALEXANDRA VINTILĂa
ABSTRACT. In this study, seven jam formulations were prepared, starting
with the basic formulation, containing sucrose. This sweetener was replaced
by fructose, erythritol, brown sugar, coconut sugar, stevia and saccharine,
making these formulations a good alternative, some of them being also
suitable for diabetic patients. Titratable acidity (TA) and total soluble solids
(TSS) of lingonberry jams were evaluated for changes in jam quality during
storage at 4°C, 25°C (under light conditions) and 25°C (under dark
conditions) for 60 days. Moreover, a sensory evaluation was performed after
180 days of storage at 4°C to assess its consumer acceptance as compared
to jam made with sucrose. During storage, TA and TSS increased in the
case of all samples regardless of temperature conditions. ANOVA analysis
of results revealed that the changes in TA and TSS were significantly
affected by the type of sweetener used in jam formulation (p<0.05). Jams
formulated with coconut sugar and stevia were assessed by the sensory
panel as the most acceptable.
Keywords: titratable acidity, total soluble solids, sucrose, sweeteners,
sensory properties

INTRODUCTION
Due to the growing health concerns and higher incidence of obesity,
metabolic syndrome and diabetes, during the recent decades there has been
an increase in interest for low calorie food consumption [1,2]. These days’
consumers are looking for high quality foods and there is considerable
demand for fresh fruits and their products. Lingonberry fruit (Vaccinium vitisa
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idaea) is attaining popularity, as it is rich in bioactive compounds including
anthocyanins, proanthocyanidins, flavonols or hydroxycinnamic acids [3] and
also possesses various biochemical activities such as antioxidant and antibacterial effects [4]. However, these fruits are perishable and the lack of
appropriate techniques for postharvest, transport and storage results in great
losses. Fruit preservation techniques like candying, production of jams and
fruit preserves extend significantly their shelf-life allowing their consumption
all year [5]. In this way, jams are most preferred by consumers mainly due to
their availability, sensory quality and low cost.
Sugar has a key technological role in the traditional jam’s confection,
as it influences the soluble solids content. Therefore, sugar plays an important
role in physical, chemical, and sensorial properties of jams, also increasing
its microbiological stability and hence safety [6]. However, large sugar
consumption has been correlated with adverse effects on health, such as
cardiovascular diseases, obesity and diabetes [7]. During the recent decades
there has been an increase in interest for replacing sugar with other
constituents. Fructose is the most commonly used sugar in jam formulations
for people with diagnosed diabetes mellitus type 2 [8]. Sugar alcohols (erythritol,
isomalt, lactitol, maltitol, mannitol, sorbitol), are attractive alternatives to
sucrose as they are minimally metabolized (and thus we draw fewer calories
from them), taste relatively similar to sucrose, and are naturally occurring [9].
Coconut sugar has become a popular alternative to white sugar due to its
distinctive aroma, slightly acidic and smelling caramel, with a lower glycemic
index than white sugar. Stevia is another natural sweetener, which is
increasingly popular in the last years. It represents extract from the leaves of
the plant Stevia rebaudiana (Bert.) which contains a high level of low-calorie
sweetening compounds, known as steviol glycosides. Besides sweetening
properties, Stevia rebaudiana extracts possess antioxidant, antimicrobial
and antifungal activity [10,11]. Among synthetic sweeteners, saccharin is the
oldest of this sweeteners category, with sweetness from 200 to 700 times
more potent than sucrose. Synthetic sweeteners are in principle designed to
mimic the sensory properties of sucrose, but in actuality usually exhibit
additional taste notes other than sweetness, most frequently bitterness, or
temporal characteristics that do not match that of sucrose [12]. This can lead
to a lingering sweetness that consumers find off-putting [11].
Fruit jam incorporating alternative sweetener should have similar
textural and rheological characteristics, as well as sensory properties to that
of the traditional product [13]. Sugar-free jams are possible using alternative
sweeteners also called low-calorie sweeteners, such as sorbitol, maltitol,
and/or sweeteners like saccharin and cyclamate, responsible to cause
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weight gain [14]. However, the attainment of a suitable texture may be more
difficult in sugar-free jams than in jams with other sweeteners. So the new
product formulation has to result in similar texture, flavor, and other
characteristics of the traditional product. Therefore, understanding of the
factors that may influence the texture of processed foods is essential for the
development of new products [5].
To our knowledge, the literature available at present is deficient in
references about effects of different sweeteners on lingonberry jams properties
during storage. Thus, the aim of this work was the development of lingonberry
jam’s formulations with different nutritional properties. For this purpose, the
sucrose used in traditional jams was replaced by fructose, erythritol, brown
sugar, coconut sugar, stevia and saccharine. The sensory properties of the
products were evaluated in order to ascertain their acceptability. In addition,
the changes in total soluble solids (TSS) and titratable acidity (TA) of
lingonberry jams during storage at 4°C, 25°C (under light conditions) and
25°C (under dark conditions) for 60 days were monitored.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Effects of storage time and temperature on titratable acidity (TA)
of jams samples
Because acidity protects against the development of microorganisms,
measuring TA is an important step in evaluating the quality of a jam. The TA
values of jams samples obtained during 60 days of storage are presented in
Table 1. TA increased during storage in the case of all samples regardless
of temperature conditions. After 15 days of storage, maximum increase was
observed in Jam 6 stored under light conditions (63.3%), while the lowest
increase was observed in Jam 3 stored at 4°C (4.16%). Storage at 4°C after
30 days determined an evident increase of TA in the case of Jam 2, from
7.69% to 34.5%, respectively. After 60 days of storage, at 25 °C (under light),
in Jams 5 and 6 total acids increased to highest values of 0.364% and 0.385
%, respectively. Storage at 4°C after 60 days determined an acidity level
between 0.192 (Jam 1) and 0.301 (Jam 6). Maximum increase was observed
in Jam 7 (43.3%) followed by Jam 6 (36.6%), while minimum increase was
observed in Jam 1 (19.5%) followed by Jam 3 (20.8%). The results are in
agreement with Muhammad et al. [15], which observed increased in % acidity
from 42.22% to 71.88 % in apple diet jams. Formation of organic acids due
to degradation of polysaccharides and breaking of chemical bonds might be
the reason for this increase in acidity [16]. Under light conditions, the
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increasing of TA was more pronounced than under dark conditions, due to a
higher degradation of jam components. Also, there was a higher increase of
TA at 25°C than at 4°C, suggesting that temperature of storage affects this
parameter. This is also confirmed by one-way ANOVA test. Thus, it was
observed that the differences on TA were not significant (p>0.05) after 15
days of storage at 4°C, but after 30 and 60 days of storage, respectively, the
changes became significant for all jams samples (p<0.05). Storage at 25°C
both under dark and light conditions induced significant differences reported
to the control values (p<0.05). It was noticed that the changes in TA were
significantly affected by the type of sweetener used in jam formulation
(p<0.05). In addition, two-way ANOVA shows that between storage conditions
and jams formulations no significant interaction effect exists (p>0.05).
Effects of storage time and temperature on total soluble solids
(TSS) of jams samples
In this study, TSS of the products served as control parameter. When
TSS reached 56.0-57.0 °Brix, jams heating was stopped, excepting Jam 6
and Jam 7, formulated with stevia and saccharine, respectively. In the case
of these jams, heating was stopped when TSS reached about 22.0 °Brix, as
previously reported by [16]. The TSS is primarily represented by sugars, with
acids and minerals contributing, being an important parameter for evaluating
jams quality [17]. Prior storage, TSS values of lingonberry jams were: 56.2
°Brix (Jam 1), 56.7 °Brix (Jam 5), 56.8 °Brix (Jam 2 and 3), 57.0 °Brix (Jam
4), while in the case of Jams 6 and 7, Brix values were much lower (22.0 and
21.7 °Brix, respectively). °Brix values of the jams samples analyzed during
60 days are presented in Table 1.
The data obtained for TSS revealed that there was a very slight
change occurred during 60 days of storage at 4°C. Generally, all samples show
an increasing in TSS during storage. Maximum increase was observed in Jam
6 (3.63%), while minimum increase was observed in Jam 2 (0.176%). These
results are in agreement with the results of Muhammad et al. [15] who observed
an increase in TSS of apple jams during storage. In another study Ehsan et
al. [18] reported a slight increase in TSS of watermelon lemon jam from 68.6
to 68.9 during 60 days of storage. The increase in TSS contents may be
explained by the solubilization of jam constituents during storage [15].
The high content of TSS might also be due to hydrolysis of
polysaccharide especially pectin into simple sugar in the presence of acid
during storage [16]. Moreover, increasing of TSS content was more visible in
the case of samples stored at 25°C, exposed to light conditions, than those
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stored under refrigeration. The highest mean value was recorded for Jam 6
(23.0 ºBrix) and Jam 4 (57.7 ºBrix) after 60 days of storage, both under light
conditions, indicating that light and temperature influence the TSS.
Table 1. The TA and TSS values of jams samples obtained during storage.
Time
(days)
0
15
30
60
0
15
30
60
0
15
30
60
0
15
30
60
0
15
30
60
0
15
30
60
0
15
30
60

Titratable acidity (%)
4 °C
25°C (dark) 25°C (light)
Jam 1
0.161
0.161
0.161
0.168
0.168
0.175
0.189
0.189
0.192
0.192
0.195
0.203
Jam 2
0.182
0.182
0.182
0.196
0.210
0.224
0.245
0.248
0.315
0.273
0.280
0.315
Jam 3
0.168
0.168
0.168
0.175
0.175
0.182
0.182
0.182
0.196
0.203
0.189
0.217
Jam 4
0.161
0.161
0.161
0.175
0.182
0.280
0.189
0.199
0.343
0.196
0.210
0.343
Jam 5
0.175
0.175
0.175
0.210
0.217
0.315
0.224
0.238
0.332
0.252
0.273
0.364
Jam 6
0.210
0.210
0.210
0.280
0.311
0.343
0.287
0.318
0.350
0.301
0.343
0.385
Jam 7
0.210
0.210
0.210
0.273
0.273
0.315
0.294
0.308
0.322
0.301
0.308
0.336

Total soluble solids (°Bx)
4 °C
25°C (dark) 25°C (light)
56.2
56.3
56.4
56.5

56.2
56.4
56.8
56.9

56.2
56.6
56.8
56.9

56.8
56.8
56.8
56.9

56.8
56.8
56.8
56.9

56.8
56.9
57.0
57.4

56.9
43.4
43.7
44.0

56.9
44.3
44.6
44.1

56.9
45.2
44.8
44.2

57.0
57.1
57.2
57.3

57.0
57.1
57.2
57.3

57.0
57.3
57.6
57.7

56.7
56.8
56.9
56.9

56.7
56.8
56.9
57.0

56.7
56.8
56.9
57.2

22.0
23.2
22.8
22.9

22.0
23.4
23.0
22.9

22.0
23.4
22.9
23.0

21.7
21.7
21.9
22.1

21.7
21.7
21.9
22.0

21.7
22.0
22.0
22.0
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The samples stored at 25°C at the dark followed a similar trend as
samples stored under refrigeration. The results of statistical processing by
one-way ANOVA test revealed that during jam storage, the differences
reported to the control were quantified as non-significant (p>0.05),
regardless of temperature storage. However, it could be noticed that the
changes in TSS content was affected by jam’s formulation (p<0.05). Also,
two-way ANOVA show that no significant interaction effect between storage
conditions and formulation is observed (p>0.05).
Sensory evaluation of jams samples
The sensory profile of the lingonberry jams was evaluated in terms of
color, taste, texture, spreadability and overall acceptability. The sensory
evaluation indicated that the majority of jams were acceptable to the
consumers after 180 days of storage at 4 °C (Table 2). Result showed that
Jam 5 recorded the best sensory evaluations, except for the color. Color is
an important sensory attribute on which the consumer preference depends.
Color acceptability was highest for Jam 6 and Jam 7 (8.80) while Jam 3 gave
lowest (5) means value color acceptability.
Table 2. Sensory parameters of the jams samples.
Jam

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Color
Taste
Texture
Spreadability

8.60
7.80
8.80
8.80

8.00
7.00
7.40
6.40

5.00
4.20
4.20
4.00

8.60
7.20
8.40
8.60

6.20
8.80
8.80
8.80

8.80
8.00
8.00
8.40

8.80
6.80
8.00
8.20

Overall Acceptability

8.20

7.60

3.80

8.20

8.80

8.40

8.00

Parameter

For taste, the maximum mean value was obtained in the case of Jam
5 (8.80), followed by Jam 6 (8) and Jam 1 (7.80). The high value of Jam 5
could be as a result of the presence of coconut sugar, that has a distinctive
aroma, slightly acidic and smelling caramel. Texture ranged from 4.20 to 8.80
with Jam 3 having the lowest value while Jam 1 and Jam 5 had the highest.
The low texture of Jam 3 could be attributed to the sweetener agent that
crystallized during storage. Decrease in texture quality might be also due to
hydrolysis of pectin contained in fruits and sweeteners during storage. These
results are in agreement with Abolila et al. [1] who observed decreasing trend
in texture of low calorie orange jam during storage. Concerning spreadability,
Jam 3 and Jam 2 obtained the lowest scores (4 and 6.40, respectively).
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Overall acceptability of the jam samples ranged from 3.80-8.80 and
Jam 5 and 6 were rated most preferred while Jam 3 was least preferred. The
sensory scores indicate that lingonberry jam samples were highly acceptable
by the consumers except for the jam containing erythritol (Jam 3), which had
the least preference scores compare to other jams. Overall acceptability is
beyond 7.60 on a 9-point hedonic scales in the case of all jams, excepting
Jam 3, revealing that they were equally acceptable by the panelists. The high
sensory values of these jams could be due to the color and flavor of
lingonberry fruits that are transferred to the final products on processing.
Additionally, jam prepared with stevia (Jam 6) was evaluated as being better
than jam prepared with sucrose. Since stevia extracts possess antioxidant,
antimicrobial and antifungal activity [10,11], jams formulated with stevia
could be commercialized as functional products. Moreover, although the
bitterness level for the Jam 7 was expected to be very high, due to the
saccharine content, it seems that the combination of this sweetener with
lingonberry fruits reduced bitterness of jam, being preferred by the panelists,
especially for its color and spreadability.
CONCLUSIONS
The results of our study supplies information regarding the
replacement of sucrose from lingonberry jams with other sweeteners (natural
and synthetic) and describes the sensorial stability of these jams during
storage. The use of several sweeteners in the manufacture of lingonberry jam
was shown to be satisfactory, resulting in a product with jam characteristics,
taste and texture similar to conventional jam with sucrose, excepting jam
prepared with erythritol. Storage at 4°C induced changes on TA and TSS
parameters of lingonberry jams, but not as important as a storage at 25°C,
indicating a better preservation of jams under refrigeration, regardless
sweetener agent. Sugar formulation affected sensorial parameters of jams.
Jams formulated with stevia and saccharine maintained the best color during
storage, while jam formulated with coconut sugar obtained the lowest scores
regarding color. The formulations containing sucrose or coconut sugar were
the easiest to spread and resulted in the highest maintenance of texture.
Coconut sugar led to the best scores for taste, mainly due to its distinctive
flavor. Although jams prepared with stevia and saccharine did not reach the
same concentration of soluble solids as jams made with sucrose, they were
stable over the storage period considered. Moreover, the use of natural
sweetener stevia in the manufacture of lingonberry jam resulted in a product
with a higher overall acceptability than jam prepared with sucrose, this study
being useful for diabetics or even for weight maintaining persons.
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EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Chemicals and reagents
All chemicals and reagents used in this study were of analytical grade
and were purchased from Merck, Germany. Distilled water was used for
solutions preparation.
Fruit material and jams preparation
Fresh lingonberries (Vaccinium vitis-idaea L.) were harvested from
Apuseni Mountains, Romania, in August, 2019. Lingonberry jams were
prepared in the laboratory, according to a traditional procedure. Basic
formulation used for of each type of jam is presented in Table 3. White sugar
was purchased from a local market in Cluj-Napoca, while all the other
sweeteners used in this study were purchased from a health food store. The
ingredients were heated at low temperature (50 °C), which was monitored
during the entire process. Boiling process was stopped when TSS (total
soluble solids) reached 56-57 °Brix, excepting Jam 6 and Jam 7, formulated
with stevia and saccharine, respectively. In the case of these jams, heating
was stopped when TSS reached about 22 °Brix, as previously reported by
[16]. Each jam was packed into glass jars with screw caps, without being
pasteurized. The jams were stored at 5°C, at 25°C (under light conditions)
and at 25°C (under darkness conditions). Samples were analyzed
immediately and after 15, 30 and 60 of storage.
Table 3. Jams formulation
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Jam 1 (with white sugar)
Jam 2 (with fructose)
Jam 3 (with erythritol)

Lingonberry fruits
(g)
100
100
100

Sweetener
(g)
50.0
29.4
77.0

Jam 4 (with brown sugar)
Jam 5 (with coconut sugar)

100
100

50.0
50.0

Jam 6 (with stevia)
Jam 7 (with saccharine)

100
100

0.180
0.180
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Titratable Acidity (TA) determination
Titratable acidity (TA) was determined as previously described by
Awolu et al. [19]. About 1 g of each sample was weighed and put into 50 ml
centrifuge tube. Distilled water was added the centrifuge tube, mixed with the
sample and filtered. About 1 ml aliquot of the filtered solution was taken and
diluted with 10 ml of distilled water. Aliquotes of diluted samples (10 ml) were
titrated with volumetric solution of 0.1N NaOH and the volume of NaOH was
converted to percentages of citric acid, using equation (1):
% citric acid= VNaOH/Vsample × 0.007 × 100

(1),

where VNaOH –volume of alkali used in titration and Vsample-volume of the
sample titrated (10 ml).
Total Soluble Solids (TSS) determination
Total concentrations of soluble solids were determined using a
Bellingham + Stanley refractometer (Bellingham + Stanley Ltd., Kent, UK)
and expressed as degrees Brix (°Brix). The instrument prism was covered
with about 1–2 drops of cooled lingonberry jam and soluble solids value was
directly recorded from the digital reading display at ambient temperature.
Sensory analysis
All evaluation sessions were held in an analytical laboratory from our
university and were conducted by an untrained panel consisting of 5 students
with 24 years mean age. Color, taste, texture, spreadability and overall
acceptability were evaluated according to the hedonic scale of nine points (9
= like extremely to 1 = dislike extremely) as reported by [17]. Jam samples
were tempered for 30 min at room temperature (22 ± 2 °C) and drinking water
was provided after each sample testing.
Statistical analysis
The experimental results were subjected to statistical analysis using
Microsoft Excel. One-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to
determine significant differences between values. The significance level was
defined as p<0.05 for 95% probability. Two-way ANOVA was used to identify
the interdependence between factors.
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TRYPTOPHAN DERIVATIVES, PHENOLIC COMPOUNDS
AND ANTIOXIDANT POTENTIAL OF SOME WILD
TANACETUM TAXA FROM TURKEY
EMEL DIRAZ-YILDIRIMa,*, SENGUL KARAMANa,
MUHITTIN KULAKb, AHMET ILCIMc
ABSTRACT. The important molecule tryptophan and its derivatives
serotonin and melatonin have vital functions in human and plant biosystem.
Recent reports claimed these molecules and parthenolide may also have a
role in COVID-19 treatments. Herewith the study, contents of chlorogenic
acid, cynarin, quinic acid, parthenolide, and tryptophan derivatives in leaf
and flowers of seven species of Tanacetum from Turkey were examined
using HPLC. The methanolic extracts of the species were also screened for
their total phenolic content and DPPH scavenging activity. Regarding to
HPLC data, the highest amount of chlorogenic acid and cynarin were detected
in T. cilicicum, quinic acid in T. densum subsp. amani and parthenolide in
T. argenteum subsp. argenteum leaves. Also, the highest amount of tryptophan
and serotonin were estimated in T. argenteum subsp. argenteum. Melatonin
content was highest in T. densum subsp. amani. All Tanacetum species
exhibited potent antioxidant activities. T. densum subsp. amani (Afşin) flowers
had higher DPPH activity than control group BHT and T. cilicicum leaves and
flowers had the highest total phenolic content. Herewith, phenolic profiles of
T. argenteum subsp. argenteum, T. armenum and T. densum subsp. amani
and tryptophan derivates of the species were reported for the first time.
Keywords: Tanacetum, parthenolide, antioxidant activity, tryptophan, serotonin,
melatonin

INTRODUCTION
The genus Tanacetum L. belonging to Asteraceae (Compositae) family
includes over 200 species and is widespread in many countries of North
America, Asia and Europe [1]. In Turkey, 61 taxa of Tanacetum exhibit
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distribution and 24 of them are endemic [2]. Tanacetum taxa has been widely
used as medicinal plants over 2000 years due to their bitter substances,
sesquiterpene lactones, resins, flavonoids, coumarins, tannic acid, essential
oils. The plants have been well-documented to exhibit antimicrobial, antibacterial,
antioxidant, expectorants, antiseptic vermifuges, insect-repelling and spasmolytic
effects [1,3,4]. Of the species among Tanacetum, T. parthenium (feverfew) and
T. vulgare (tansy) are the common species.
T. parthenium was used in treatment for ailments of the nervous system
based on anecdotal and historical evidence. In 1978, British health magazine
reported that feverfew leaves had chronic relieving effects and the plant gained
popularity as a phytomedicine. The main molecule parthenolide was isolated
from T. parthenium shoots and amount of the molecule was changed among
0.1-0.2% as approved pharmacologically active. Also, anticancer and antiinflammatory activities of parthenolide have been shown [5,6]. Recent studies
regarding chemical probe development from parthenolide showed that
parthenolide-induced microtubule modulation and the currently characterized
tubulin carboxypeptidase enzymes involved in nerve (re)growth, cardiac
muscle cell function, and metastasis development [7]. Bahrami et al. claimed
that parthenolide may be one of the herbal candidates for clinical evaluation
of COVID-19 with a support of reduced mortality. Parthenolide reduced L-1,
IL-2, IL-6, IL-8, and TNF-α production pathways which IL-6 in cytokine storm
has significant role diabetes mellitus, and cardiovascular diseases as principal
comorbidities [8].
The other active compound melatonin (N-acetyl-5-methoxytryptamine) is
synthesized from the amino acid L-tryptophan via serotonin (5-Hydroxytryptamine).
Therefore, L-tryptophan is the precursor for melatonin and serotonin [9].
Murch et al. highlighted that chronic migraine headaches are associated with
lower circulation levels of melatonin [3]. Furthermore, melatonin was proved
to be associated with a number of nervous diseases such as epilepsy, insomnia,
depression, Alzheimer, Parkinson’s illness and regulating circadian rhythm,
improving immunity and anti-aging [10,11]. In a recent study, in COVID-19
patients, the expression of genes part of tryptophan metabolism was
increased, so that tryptophan-rich sources could be beneficial for COVID-19
[12]. Reasearches about melatonin, serotonin and tryptophan content of
foods, drinks and medicinal plants is fast increasing because requirement to
synthetic melatonin is rising. According to a report published by Transparency
Market Research entitled “Melatonin Market for Food & Beverages, Dietary
Supplements, Medicine and Other Applications”, the global demand of
synthetic melatonin was valued at USD 504 million in 2012 and was expected
to reach USD 1300 million in 2019, the latter involves about 4000 tons of
synthetic melatonin [13]. Considering that the consumption of rich phytomelatonin
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foods increases the level of melatonin in humans, it is inevitable that the need
for phytomelatonin supplements will increase. Phytomelatonin is a potential
option to substitute synthetic melatonin.
Of the studies, Murch et al. [3] investigated the melatonin level of some
medicinal plants and detected rich melatonin content in feverfew. Feverfew is
recommended as a migraine prophylactic since clinical researches have approved
its potent effect against headaches and migraine [14]. Also, serotonin agonists were
used in migraine treatments [15]. Hitherto, no documents regarding serotonin and
tryptophan content of Tanacetum taxa have been reported. The present study
was designed to investigate phenolics profile, antioxidant activity, parthenolide,
tryptophan, serotonin and melatonin content of seven wild Tanacetum taxa
(T. argenteum subsp. argenteum, T. armenum, T. cadmeum subsp. orientale,
T. cilicicum, T. densum subsp. amani, T. kotschyi, T. nitens) for first time.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
HPLC–UV analyses of some secondary metabolites in Tanacetum taxa
The distribution of chlorogenic acid, cynarin, quinic acid and parthenolide
in leaf and flowers of some Tanacetum species has been reported herein.
The quantitative analysis of the individual compounds in the polar extracts
was performed using HPLC–UV and the results were represented in Table 1
and representative HPLC-UV chromatograms were given in Figure 1.
The compounds were confirmed by comparing the retention times
with the standards. Herewith the results, the contents of the compounds
exhibited significant differences according to the species and organs (p<0.01).
For the present study, T. argenteum subsp. argenteum was collected lately
of flowering period and the plant material of T. cadmeum subsp. orientale
and T. nitens were not enough for all biochemical analyses. Therefore, flowers
of T. argenteum subsp. argenteum and other two taxa were not screened for
their chlorogenic acid, cynarin, quinic acid and parthenolide contents. Of the
species, chlorogenic acid and cynarin were detected highest in T. cilicicum
(15.61±0.03 and 19.68±0.14 mg/g DW, respectively) leaves and quinic acid
in T. densum subsp. amani (Afşin) (84.82±0.45 mg/g DW) leaves. Quinic acid
was the most abundant secondary metabolite identified herein (19.27±2.30
to 84.82±0.45 mg/g DW in leaves and 12.36±0.30 to 31.73±0.20 mg/g DW
in flowers). Regarding parthenolide content, the contents were higher in
leaves than those in flowers. The highest parthenolide content was determined
in T. argenteum subsp. argenteum leaves (1.48%). In addition, T. densum subsp.
amani collected from two different locations (Afşin and Ahırdağı) exhibited
significant differences concerned with metabolites reported herein. In the
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previous studies, chlorogenic acid content in T. parthenium were reported to
be 2.13-7.62 ppm [16], 80-100 mg/g [17], 0.286-2.976 mg/g [18], 6.45 g/kg
[19], and 0.784% [20]. In T. cilicicum, chlorogenic acid content was found as
2.30 µg/mg [21]. Also, cynarin (1.48-7.49 ppm) and quinic acid (4-5.5 ppm)
in T. parthenium were reported by Wu et al. [16]. The present results are
similar to those values of previous studies.
Table 1. Phenolic compounds and parthenolide amount of Tanacetum taxa

Taxa
T. argenteum
subsp. argenteum
T. armenum
T. cilicicum
T. densum subsp.
amani (Afşin)
T. densum subsp.
amani (Ahır Mount)
T. kotschyi

Chlorogenic
acid (mg/g)
**Leaf **Flower
4.31±
ns
0.02c
3.22± 2.65±
0.09b
0.01d
15.61± 2.38±
0.03a
0.05c
13.91± 0.32±
0.18b
0.04d
2.86± 0.81±
0.02e
0.02e
1.75± 7.06±
0.02f
0.07a

Cynarin
(mg/g)
**Leaf **Flower
4.89±
ns
0.02b
0.22± 0.60±
0.01f
0.03d
19.68± 7.96±
0.14a
0.04b
3.69± 0.69±
0.01c
0.02d
1.73± 1.57±
0.08e
0.05c
2.12± 11.14±
0.08d
0.07a

Quinic acid
(mg/g)
**Leaf **Flower
42.51±
ns
1.37b
29.47± 31.73±
1.24d
0.20a
19.27± 23.78±
2.30e
2.30c
84.82± 27.55±
0.45a
0.24b
38.32± 29.34±
0.50c 0.04ab
27.80± 12.36±
1.30d
0.30d

Parthenolide
(mg/100g)
**Leaf **Flower
1.480±
ns
0.050a
0.036± 0.010±
0.001d 0.005c
0.117± 0.020±
0.009c 0.002b
0.120± 0.010±
0.000c 0.005c
0.035± 0.018±
0.002d 0.001b
0.200± 0.080±
0.050b 0.000a

The data were statistically significant as compared with the control (**p < 0.01); letters indicate the
significantly differing content of metabolites one from other taxa according Duncan test, ns: not
studied

For parthenolide content of Tanacetum species, Orhan Erdoğan et al.
[22], determined the parthenolide content of T. argenteum subsp. argenteum
(2.261-1.585%), T. parthenium (0.186-0.279%, 0.231-0.505%) and T. densum
subsp. laxum (0.832-0.090%) in leaves and flowers, respectively but
parthenolide was not quantified in T. cilicicum. Furthermore, Özbilgin et al.
[23], reported the parthenolide content in T. argenteum subsp. argenteum as
242.66 µg/100 mg but parthenolide was not detected in T. densum subsp.
sivasicum. As seen in previous studies, T. argenteum subsp. argenteum
showed highest parthenolide content. These results support our findings.
Along with the study, parthenolide in T. cilicicum and T. densum subsp.
amani were reported. The availability or detection of the compounds might
be attributed to the extraction methods, solvents, sampling periods or time of
the plant vegetation.
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Figure 1. HPLC. a) Chromatograms of chlorogenic acid, cynarin;
b) Chromatograms of quinic acid; c) Chromatograms of parthenolide.

HPLC analyses of tryptophan derivates in Tanacetum taxa
The concentrations of tryptophan, serotonin and melatonin in leaf and
flowers of seven Tanacetum taxa were reported herein. The quantitative
analysis of the individual compounds in the polar extracts was performed using
HPLC–UV and the results were represented in Table 2 and representative
HPLC-UV chromatograms were given in Figure 2.
Peak identifications were accomplished by comparing retention time
of tryptophan, serotonin and melatonin in a standard solution with the
chromatograms obtained from plant extract. HPLC chromatographic peaks
for standard solutions and T. argenteum subsp. argenteum leaf extract peaks
were overlapped and given in Figure 2a. These metabolites amount differed
not only inter-specific but also among plant tissue of the same species (p˂0.01).
Content of tryptophan varied from 13.480-169.57 ppm in leaves and 11.5663.02 ppm in flowers. Of the species, T. argenteum subsp. argenteum had
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Table 2.Tryptophan, serotonin and melatonin content of Tanacetum taxa
Tryptophan (ppm)
Taxa
T. argenteum subsp.
argenteum
T. armenum
T. cadmeum subsp.
orientale
T. cilicicum
T. densum subsp.
amani (Afşin)
T. densum subsp.
amani (Ahır M.)
T. kotschyi
T. nitens

Serotonin (ppm)

Melatonin (ppm)

Leaf**

Flower**

Leaf**

Flower**

Leaf**

Flower**

169.57±
1.40a
13.480±
1.30f
20.050±
2.70e
22.360±
0.30e
157.94±
1.21b
20.200±
0.59e
31.830±
0.40d
64.470±
0.80c

40.66±
0.80c
63.02±
1.78a
40.63±
0.26c
11.56±
1.10f
37.46±
0.69d
36.42±
0.30d
33.02±
1.20e
58.60±
0.70b

78.20±
0.79a
17.88±
1.90f
31.04±
0.98e
64.22±
0.30b
77.81±
1.05a
19.23±
0.13f
38.18±
0.40d
47.46±
1.20c

79.78±
0.69a
43.88±
2.87d
17.10±
0.05f
14.34±
0.60g
71.61±
1.17b
33.21±
0.70e
42.34±
0.80d
59.50±
1.20c

5.48±
0.50c
5.33±
0.20c
8.12±
0.20a
4.94±
0.20c
3.03±
0.19d
8.46±
0.50a
1.99±
0.10e
6.52±
0.22b

2.57±
0.13d
4.42±
0.30c
7.02±
0.50a
1.05±
0.20f
2.39±
0.26d
6.33±
0.40b
1.45±
0.10e
6.27±
0.30b

The data were statistically significant as compared with the control (**p < 0.01); letters indicate
the significantly differing content of metabolites one from other taxa according Duncan test

Figure 2. a) Chromatograms of tryptophan and serotonin standard solution
and plant extract in HPLC chromatogram, b) Melatonin peak of
the T. cilicium leaves extract in HPLC chromatogram
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the highest content of tryptophan in their leaves (169.57±1.40 ppm DW)
whereas the lowest content was determined in T. armenum (13.480±1.30
ppm DW). However, the highest content of tryptophan in flower was found in
T. armenum (63.02±1.78 ppm DW). Furthermore, T. argenteum subsp.
argenteum had the highest content of serotonin in both leaves (78.20±0.79
ppm DW) and flowers (79.78±0.69 ppm DW). Melatonin content was found
at low levels using HPLC-UV. In order to confirm the reliability of the results,
further LC-MS/MS analyses were performed. In the previous studies, Liquid
chromatography–Mass Spectrometry (LC-MS/MS) is considered to be the
effective method of detecting melatonin in plant material/food [24, 25]. On the
basis of the mass fragmentation interpretation, standard melatonin (m/z 233)
was identified by LC/MS-MS (Figure 3a).

Figure 3. Mass spectra of a) melatonin peak in standard solution,
b) of melatonin peak in plant extract
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The LC/MS-MS spectra of T. armenum extracts were given in Figure 3b
and melatonin peak in HPLC chromatogram of the T. cilicicum leaves was
given in Figure 2b. Melatonin level was detected higher in leaves than in
flowers in all taxa but serotonin and tryptophan levels exhibited differences.
Melatonin content was found higher in T. densum subsp. amani (Ahır Mount
location) leaves (8.46 ppm) and flowers (6.33 ppm) than other taxa. T. densum
subsp. amani collected from Afşin (3.03 ppm in leaves, 2.39 ppm in flowers).
Although Ahır Mount and Afşin had similar altitudes, ecological characteristics
of the locations exhibited differences. While Ahır Mountain belongs to
Mediterranean floristic region, Afşin location belongs to İran-Turan floristic
region. Differences in time of harvest and environmental impact during plant
growth and development cause variations in melatonin and serotonin levels
[26,27].
The amounts of serotonin, tryptamine, and tyramine were reported in
several commonly consumed fruits and vegetables [28]. In the study by
Huang and Mazza [26], serotonin content was ranged from 1.800 to 221.900
ng/g and melatonin levels varied between 0.006 and 34.500 ng/g in some
edible plants. Chen et al. [29], determined that the melatonin levels ranged
from 10 ng-3.771 µg/g among 108 chinese medicinal plant. Murch et al. [3],
used different dried techniques for T. parthenium and detected melatonin
level among 1.37-2.45 µg/g. Ansari et al. [30], used different analytical and
extraction methods for T. parthenium leaves and determined the melatonin
level as 1010.6-2086.9 ng/g. Pérez-Llamas et al. [13], detected melatonin
content of a herbal mix and improving a final product from mix as 5.5 µg/g,
7.2 mg/g respectively. Of the examined studies, the quantification methods
were different and therefore the documented results regarding the content of
the metabolites might be not consistent [26]. Herewith, in addition to the
analytical techniques, the differences might be attributed to the ecological
conditions, stress factors, genetic factors and harvesting time.
Antioxidant activity and phenolics content of Tanacetum taxa
The percentage of DPPH scavenging activity and total phenolics
content of Tanacetum taxa were given in Table 3. The species showed
significant differences with respect to antioxidant potential of leaves and flowers
(p<0.01). As seen in Table 3, Tanacetum taxa had potent antioxidant activity.
T. densum subsp. amani (Afşin) (96.20%) flowers were more effective than
those in control group BHT. DPPH activities of flowers were higher than
leaves. T. cilicicum had the highest total phenolic compounds in their leaves
(84.01 mg GAE/g). Leaves of the taxa contained more total phenolics content
than those of flowers except T. kotschy.
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Table 3. Antioxidant activity and total phenolic contents of Tanacetum species
DPPH Activity (%)

Total Phenolics (mg/g GAE)

Taxa
T. argenteum subsp. argenteum
T. armenum

**Leaf
95.60±0.05a
93.50±0.50bc

**Flower
**Leaf
ns
51.79±0.11c
95.66±1.50ab 36.79±3.70d

**Flower
ns
28.58±1.2c

T. cilicicum

95.00±0.00ab

96.00±0.01a

84.01±3.50a

46.63±1.9b

T. densum subsp. amani (Afşin)
T. densum subsp. amani (Ahır
Mount)
T. kotschyi

95.80±0.08a

96.20±0.58a

65.52±2.26b

16.58±1.5d

92.33±1.52c

95.16±0.20b

25.39±2.48e

17.88±2.8d

92.30±0.50c

95.00±0.01b

33.50±1.30f

53.36±2.9a

BHT (control)

96.00±0.00a

96.00±0.00a

The data were statistically significant as compared with the control (**p < 0.01); letters indicate
the significantly differing content of metabolites one from other taxa according Duncan test, ns:
not studied

As in previous studies, Savcı et al. [31], reported some Tanacetum
species showed similar DPPH activity with BHT. Arıtuluk et al. [4], determined
that percentage of DPPH scavenging activity of aerial parts of T. armenum
and T. cilicicum were 81.67% and 77.61%, respectively, whereas total phenolic
contents of aerial parts of T. armenum and T. cilicicum were 58.86 mg GAE/g
and 33.14 mg GAE/g, respectively. Esmaeili et al. [32], reported that T. kotschyi
showed high antioxidant activity and included total phenolic compounds as
44.40 mg GAE/g while 90% DPPH scavenging activities of T. kotschyi were
reported [33].
Gecibesler et al. [21], determined the total phenolic content of T. cilicicum
among 99.53-268.02 mg GAE/g. Tepe and Sökmen [34], Emre [35], investigated
the amount of total phenolics and antioxidant activity of T. densum subsp.
amani (77.42%, 158.44 µg/ GAE mg- 94.9 %, 137.01 µg/ GAE mg). Köse et al.
[36], reported total phenolic amount as 63 mg/GAE g in Tanacetum argenteum
(Lam.) willd. subsp. flabellifolium. As it can be seen from the previous studies
revealing the antioxidant potential of Tanacetum species showed similarity
with our results and these wild species showed remarkable antioxidant activity.
Higher activities might be attributed to low-temperature at higher altitude and
subsequently increased rate of biosynthesis of antioxidant molecules [37]. As
well as, Zengin et al. [38], declared that extraction techniques significantly
effected phenol and flavonoid content of Tanacetum parthenium.
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Principal component analysis
The discrimination can be evaluated from the principal component
analysis scores plot between different Tanacetum taxa using identified metabolites
identified herein as shown in Figure 4. With this visualization, the more expressed
metabolites in plant species are located in the same area of the graph coupled
with similar metabolite contents. Discrimination was shown on the plotted
scores, where two principal components accounted for 76.59% of total variance.
The first axis and second axis explained 39.26% and 37.33% of total variance.
According to the results, T. armenum and T. densum (Ahır Mount), T. densum
(Afşin) and T. cilicicum as well as T. kotschyi corresponded to three groups.

Figure 4. Principal component analysis of Tanacetum taxa
CONCLUSIONS

Along with the present study, the contents of chlorogenic acid,
cynarin, quinic acid and parthenolide were for the first time reported for some
Tanacetum species. Cynarin is of the biologically active chemical constituent
of artichoke (Cynara scolymus L.), exhibit in potent choleretic, antimicrobial,
antioxidant, antiradical, anticholinergic activities [39]. The content of cynarin
were reported as 95-529.5 mg/kg [40], 10.15-0.67 mg/g [41] in artichoke. As
our results, especially T. cilicicum can be shown as alternative source for cynarin.
Of the significant compounds, parthenolide was found in large amounts. In
European Pharmacopeia, required percentage of parthenolide was 0.2%.
Herein, most of the Tanacetum species included higher amount than required,
especially endemic species T. argenteum subsp. argenteum and T. densum subsp.
amani (Afşin). Besides, T. argenteum subsp. argenteum had a large amount of
tryptophan and serotonin. Furthermore, melatonin level of many taxa was
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higher than those levels in common taxon T. parthenium. For the first time,
no studies regarding the levels tryptophan, serotonin and melatonin have
been performed in those Tanacetum species in present research hitherto.
These components were found at important concentrations. The results
obtained from this study demonstrate that these species might be evaluated
commercially for their rich amount of biological active components in
medicinal, pharmaceuticals and food industry.
EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

Plant material
Tanacetum species were collected from Kahramanmaraş city between
2012 and 2013. The plant species were identified by Dr. Ahmet Ilcim using
Flora of Turkey and East Aegean Islands [42]. Plant materials, their origins
and collection areas were listed in Table 4. The plants were collected at
flowering period and then dried at room conditions. T. densum subsp. amani
was collected from two different locations, namely Afşin and Ahır Mountain.
Table 4. Wild Tanacetum species along with site of collections and distribution range
Taxa

Diversity

Locality/Habitat

Afşin, Güvek
Plateau
calcareous rocks
Işık Mountain
T. armenum (DC.) Schultz
İran-Turan calcareous, limy
Bip
rocks
E.MediterraBaşkonuş
T. cilicicum (Boiss.) Grierson
nean
Roadside
element
T. cadmeum (Boiss.)
Işık Mountain
Heywood subsp.
Endemic
calcareous, limy
orientale Grierson
rocks
Ahır Mountain
T. densum (Lab.) Schultz
Endemic
Yedikuyular
Bip. subsp. amani Heywood
calcareous rocks
Afşin, Güvek
T. densum (Lab.) Schultz
Endemic
Plateau
Bip. subsp. amani Heywood
calcareous rocks
Berit Mountain,
Karagöl Site
T. kotschyi (Boiss.) Grierson
İran-Turan
calcareous,
limy rocks
Işık Mountain
T. nitens (Boiss. &Noë)
Endemic
calcareous, limy
Grierson
rocks
T. argenteum (Lam.) Willd
subsp. argenteum (L.) All.

Endemic

Collection
date

Altitude

26.08.2013

1800 m KSUH 1001

11.07.2012

2800 m KSUH 1002

19.07.2012

1800 m KSUH 1003

09.07.2012

2600 m KSUH 1004

28.06.2012

1800 m KSUH 1005

26.08.2013

1800 m KSUH 1006

11.07.2012

3100 m KSUH 1007

09.07.2012

2650 m KSUH 1008

Collection
No
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Chemicals
All of the analytical grade solvents were purchased from Merck. 2,2Diphenyl-1-picrylhydrazyl (DPPH) was provided from Aldrich, chlorogenic
acid (dissolved in ethanol), cynarin (dissolved in methanol), quinic acid (dissolved
in dd-H2O), tryptophan (dissolved in warm dd-H2O), serotonin (dissolved in
dd-H2O with 0.1 M HCl) melatonin (dissolved in 80% methanol), FolinCiocalteu reagent (2N), gallic acid and quercetine were obtained from Sigma.
Parthenolide was purchased from Cayman (dissolved with dimethyl sulfoxide),
BHT (Butylated Hydroxy Toluene) and aluminium chloride were procured from
Fluka.
Sample extractions
Extraction for phenolics, antioxidant activity and parthenolide analyses:
1 g leaf or flower samples were initially crushed in porcelain mortar and then
transferred to durham bottle. 50 ml methanol was added and mixed on magnetic
stirrer for homogenization along 15 mins. Following homogenization, the samples
were placed into ultrasonic-bath for 1 h. Finally, the samples were centrifuged at
5000 rpm for 15 minutes [19].
Extraction for tryptophan, serotonin and melatonin analyses: 2 g dried
plant material was crushed in porcelain mortar and homogenized on
magnetic stirrer with 60 ml solvent (2 methanol: 1 dd-H2O) for 20 mins. Then,
the samples were placed into ultrasonic bath for 1 h and incubated at -20 ºC
for two weeks. After this period, samples were sonicated for 30 mins. in sonic
bath and then centrifuged for 10 mins. in 6000 rpm at 4 °C. Finally, supernatants
of the extracts were used for HPLC analyses. Extractions were kept at -80 ºC
until used [30]. The study was carried out in dim light.
HPLC analyses
Separation of the compounds in the extracts was performed by a liquid
chromatography system (HPLC) Agilent 1100 series(Agilent Technologies,
Santa Clara, CA, USA) equipped with four Ecom pumps (Prague, Czech
Republic), and a ACE C-18 column (5 μM, 4.6 mm × 150 mm) coupled with
a UV detector (Hewlett-Packard 1100 model). For phenolics and parthenolide
analyses: Standards were prepared at 1.95-3.9-7.8-15.6-31.2-62.5-125-250500 ppm concentrations. Chlorogenic acid and cynarin were detected at 325
nm; quinic acid was detected at 226 nm. Mobile phase: Acetonitrile 20%, ddH2O 80% with 0.05% trifluoroacetic acid and flow rate was 1.2 mL/min. Total
analyses time was 35 minutes. Column heat was adjusted to 30 ºC. The
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peaks corresponding to chlorogenic acid, cynarin and quinic acids were seen
at 4.29 min, 19.06 min, 3.3 min, respectively [16].
For parthenolide analyses: Mobile phase was isocratic including 55%
acetonitrile (A), 45% water (B) per 22 min at 1.5 mL/min flow rate. The peaks
were analyzed at 210 nm with UV detector. The parthenolide peak was seen
at 6.5. min [22].
For tryptophan, serotonin and melatonin analyses: Standards were
prepared with 1.95-3.9-7.8-15.6-31.2-62.5-125-250 ppm concentrations.
Mobile phase was 0.1% formic acid + 0.1 M KH2PO4 with dd-H2O (20%) and
acetonitrile (80%) per 35 min at 1mL/min flow rate. The peaks were analyzed
at 280 nm with UV detector and column heat was adjusted to 28 ºC.
Tryptophan, serotonin and melatonin peaks were seen at 4.1 min, 3.9 min
and 17.6 mins. respectively. 20 µl samples were injected to HPLC system.
Before HPLC analyses, extracts were filtered with HPLC filter (0.2-25 mm
millipore). All injections were performed in triplicate.
LC/MS-MS analyses
Since melatonin peak was visualized at a very small rate, standard
melatonin and two samples were run in LC-MS/MS (Zivak Tandem Gold)
according to the method proposed by [26]. These assays were performed in
order to support and verify HPLC analysis. The ionization techniques
included electrospray ionization (ESI) and the optimized voltage was applied
to monitor the precursor ions, mass fragments occur as molecular ions (m/z)
are either (M - H) + or (M + H)+ so, m/z 232.28 for melatonin,+1 and -1 ion
charged form were determined in the chromatogram as 231.28 and 233.28.
According to this method, mobile phase involved A- 0.1% (V / V) formic acidacetonitrile, B-0.1% formic acid / dd-H2O, flow rate was adjusted 0.2 ml / min,
5% A- 95% B for the first 5 min, 35% A- 65% B for 30 min, it was held for 5
min, 100% A-5 min, it was held for 5 min, 5% A- 95% B-5 min, it was held for
5 min. Total analysis time was set to 60 min.
Total phenolic compounds
Total phenolic content was determined using Folin Ciocalteu reagent.
2 mL of Folin Ciocalteu reagent was added to the 400 μL extract. After 3
mins, 1.6 mL of sodium carbonate (7.5%) was added and the mixture was
allowed to stand for 30 min. Absorption was measured at 765 nm using a
spectrophotometer (Agilent Rochester, NY, USA). A multipoint linear curve
was obtained with gallic acid standard (Sigma) ranging from 20 to 400 ppm
(y=0.0078x + 0.0763). The results were expressed as mg/g GA [43].
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Antioxidant activity
The antioxidant activity of extracts were determined using 2,2diphenyl-1-picrylhydrazyl (DPPH) radical scavenging activity. 1 mM DPPH
and the positive control BHT (1 mM) was dissolved in methanol. 100 µl
extract was poured into spectrophotometer baths and 3 ml DPPH added to
extracts and incubated at dark for 30 min. Baths were read at 517 nm in
spectrophotometer and calculated with the following formula; Radical scavenging
activity: {(A0-A1/A0) x 100}. A0: DPPH solution, A1: extract with DPPH [43].
Statistical analysis
Three replications were used for each treatment. Data were expressed
as mean and standard deviations. The means were compared using the oneway ANOVA followed by Duncan’s multiple range tests. The differences
between individual means were considered to be significant at p<0.05.
Moreover, a principal component analysis (PCA) was performed in order to
discriminate Tanacetum species on the basis of the components identified
along with the study.
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BIOACTIVE POLYPHENOLIC COMPOUNDS FROM
MOTHERWORT AND HAWTHORN HYDROETHANOLIC
EXTRACTS
ANDREEA-MIRUNA NEAGUa, CORNELIU-MIRCEA CODREANUb,
VASILE STAICUa,c, RALUCA STANa,*
ABSTRACT. Motherwort (Leonurus cardiaca) and Hawthorn (Crataegus
monogyna) are known from traditional phytotherapy as being effective in
alleviating many cardiovascular system disorders. This paper presents the
studies made to assess the phytochemical compozition of the herbal extracts
prepared from Motherwort (aerial parts), Hawthorn (fruits) and Hawthorn
(flowers and leaves) by maceration, percolation and reflux using a mixture of
ethanol and water as solvent. Optimum extraction conditions were evaluated
for enhancing the content of the active substances (certain flavones and
polyphenols: anthocyanins, etc.) present in the two studied plants, that are
useful in the prevention of many cardiovascular disorders. Their chemical
composition was investigated using UV-VIS spectroscopy methods: total
polyphenolic content, total flavones content and the antioxidant activity were
determined. The study showed that reflux extraction technique is more effective
for extracting polyphenolic compounds from the two studied medicinal plants.
Varying the extraction parameters led to the attainment of new phytotherapeutic
extracts that are optimally beneficial in the phytotherapy of cardiovascular
diseases.
Keywords: Hawthorn, Motherwort, reflux, percolation, maceration, polyphenols

INTRODUCTION
Hawthorn (Crataegus monogyna) belongs to the Rosaceae family
and it is found in Europe, East Asia and eastern North America. Hawthorn
fruits, leaves and flowers have been used as food and medicine around the
world for centuries, being the most potent parts of the plant. Their chemical
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composition includes flavonoids, triterpene saponins and amines which confer
cardiotonic, diuretic and antiatherosclerotic properties. Past and ongoing
studies also suggest that flavonoids, particularly oligomeric proanthocyanidins
present in the hawthorn extract, are the major bioactive constituents that
possess potent antioxidant activity. Hawthorn extract has the potential to be
a viable, natural alternative treatment for heart disease, as well as a promoter
of general cardiovascular health [1,2].
Motherwort (Leonurus cardiaca) is a representative of the Lamiaceae
family and it is native to Asia and southeastern Europe. It has been proven to
be very effective in treating several cardiovascular disorders and some femalespecific diseases due to its composition (sterols, alkaloids, furanic diterpenes
and iridoids) that provides a complex biological activity (antimicrobial, analgesic,
antioxidant, cardioprotective) [3,4].
Cardiovascular diseases are a group of disorders of the heart and blood
vessels that, according to the World Health Organization, are the main source
of death around the world. In 2016, around 17.9 million people died from
cardiovascular diseases. Albeit these conditions stay pervasive in worldwide
death rates, people can begin finding a way to forestall them [5]. The potential
application in alleviating several cardiac disorders, as well as female-specific
afflictions, made Motherwort and Hawthorn very good candidates for the
development of alternative treatments.
The bioactive potential of Motherwort and Hawthorn are for the most
part related to their phenolic constituents, which are usually the main
components in the polar extracts. The antioxidant capacity of extracts acquired
with polar solvents from these two plants has been recently evaluated through
chemical antiradical assays [6].
The present paper aims to investigate the relationship between the
antioxidant properties and the specific phenolic composition of some natural
extracts from Hawthorn (fruits), Hawthorn (flowers and leaves) and Motherwort
(aerial parts). Hawthorn flowers were extracted together with the leaves. That
is due to the fact that Hawthorn leaf and flower have been subject to numerous
clinical trials demonstrating the usefulness of Hawthorn leaf and flower extract
in the management of cardiovascular diseases [7].The individual herbal extracts
are known from traditional phytotherapy as being effective in alleviating many
cardiovascular system disorders.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Polyphenolic phytochemicals are of great interest due to the
recognition of their antioxidant capacities and their great abundance in our
diet and in medicinal plants. Polyphenols include flavonoids, phenolic acids,
stilbenes and lignans.
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Flavonoids are naturally occurring antioxidants widely present in
fruits, vegetables and beverages (tea, wine, juice, etc.). They may be divided
into several subclasses such as flavanols (catechin and proanthocyanidin),
flavanones (naringin and hesperidin), isoflavanones, flavonols (quercetin and
myricetin), flavones (luteolin and apigenin) and anthocyanidins. Epidemiologic
studies have shown an association between the intake of flavonoids and
reduced risks of cardiovascular diseases, such as myocardial infarction and
stroke. It appears to be attributed to their antioxidant properties [8].
Anthocyanins are water-soluble secondary plant metabolites that
are responsible for making bright-colored flowers and fruits attractive to
pollinators or animals. Anthocyanins also protect cells from damage due to
exposure to UV-light. They may also act as antioxidants in the cell vacuoles.
Plants rich in anthocyanins include blueberries, cranberries, raspberries,
blackberries, strawberries, cherries and grapes, among many other species.
The correlation between the total polyphenolic constituents of
Motherwort and Hawthorn and the bioactive properties of their hydroethanolic
extracts was herein evaluated.
In the present study, the phytochemical profile of hydroethanolic
extracts of Motherwort (aerial parts), Hawthorn (fruits) and Hawthorn (flowers
and leaves) was analyzed using UV-Vis Spectrophotometry. The results of
the qualitative and quantitative analyses are summarized in Figures 1–10.
Data are reported as the average of three analyses.

Figure 1. Total polyphenolic content from Motherwort – aerial parts and
Motherwort – aerial parts extracts, expressed as gallic acid
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Figure 2. Total flavones content from Motherwort – aerial parts and
Motherwort – aerial parts extracts, expressed as rutin

Figure 3. Antioxidant activity of Motherwort – aerial parts and
Motherwort – aerial parts extracts, expressed as Trolox equiv.

Figures 1-3 depict the results for the Motherwort – aerial parts and
Motherwort – aerial parts extracts for polyphenols, flavones and the antioxidant
activity. According to reported studies, the total polyphenolic content in
Motherwort – aerial parts extracts is between 0.4 and 7.3 mg/100g sample, so
the values obtained in our study are above this range [3]. The best results were
obtained for the 70% ethanol extracts (total polyphenolic content – approx.
5 mg/100g sample, total flavonoid content – approx. 1 mg/100 g sample). Reflux
with 70% ethanol is the most suitable extraction method of the Motherwort aerial parts. It promoted the highest contents of total phenolics, total flavonoids,
major active compounds, and the most potent antioxidant activity.
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Figure 4. Total polyphenolic content from Hawthorn – fruits and Hawthorn –
fruits extracts, expressed as gallic acid

Figure 5. Total flavones content from Hawthorn – fruits and Hawthorn –
fruits extracts, expressed as rutin

Figure 6. Antioxidant activity of Hawthorn – fruits and Hawthorn –
fruits extracts, expressed as Trolox equiv.
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Figure 7. Total anthocyanins content from Hawthorn – fruits and Hawthorn –
fruits extracts, expressed as cyanidin 3-O-glucoside chloride

Figures 4-7 depict the results for the Hawthorn – fruits and
Hawthorn – fruits extracts for polyphenols, flavones, anthocyanins and the
antioxidant activity. Polyphenols have similar values in the 50% and 70%
ethanol extracts, but much lower values in the 30% ethanol extracts, also
the results are higher for the reflux extracts. In addition to total polyphenolic
content, spectrophotometric methods are also used in the determination of
total contents of individual groups of phenolic compounds, such as total
flavones and total content of anthocyanins as cyanidin 3-glucoside. Flavones
determination show better results for the reflux-obtained extracts, ranging
from 0.4 to 0.8 mg/100 g sample. As for the total content of anthocyanins in
the Hawthorn – fruits extracts, we can note better extraction by percolation
in 50% ethanol solution (0.06 mg/g sample) and by reflux in 70% ethanol
solution (0.09 mg/g sample).

Figure 8. Total polyphenolic content from Hawthorn – flowers and leaves
and Hawthorn – flowers and leaves extracts, expressed as gallic acid
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Figure 9. Total flavones content from Hawthorn – flowers and leaves and
Hawthorn – flowers and leaves extracts, expressed as rutin

Figure 10. Antioxidant activity of Hawthorn – flowers and leaves and Hawthorn –
flowers and leaves extracts, expressed as Trolox equiv.

Figures 8-10 depict the results for the Hawthorn – flowers and
leaves and Hawthorn – flowers and leaves extracts for polyphenols,
flavones and the antioxidant activity. They have similar values regardless
the extraction method applyed, with higher values for the total polyphenolic
content of about 10 mg/100g sample.
The hydroethanolic extracts of Hawthorn (fruits), Hawthorn (flowers
and leaves) and Motherwort (aerial parts) exhibited promising antioxidant
potential, as evaluated by the CUPRAC assay, with potencies order of
Hawthorn (flowers and leaves) > Motherwort (aerial parts) > Hawthorn
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(fruits) and values ranging from 3.6 to 70.5 mg Trolox/g sample. The results
for the antioxidant activity of the studied extracts indicate the influence of
the polyphenols and flavones present in each extract.
All in all, it can clearly be stated that the pharmacological activities
of the examined traditionally used medicinal plants cannot be traced to one
active compound but have to be regarded as the orchestrated effect of the
entire spectrum of their phenolic constituents.
CONCLUSIONS
A detailed quantitative analysis of the phenolic compound spectrum
of both Motherwort (Leonurus cardiaca) and Hawthorn (Crataegus monogyna)
was conducted in order to understand their pharmacological activity.
The results show an increased content of anthocyanins in ethyl
alcohol:water solution 50:50 V/V Hawthorn – fructus extract. Also, we can
observe that reflux extraction technique is more effective for extracting
polyphenols and flavones from the two studied medicinal plants. Focusing
on the phenolic characteristics of the most-active extracts, their content in
flavones and in anthocyanins is possibly connected with the antioxidant
capacity of Motherwort and Hawthorn, respectively. Therefore, the extracts
are considered as helpful sources of natural metabolites with possible
health-benefit properties.
Varying the extraction parameters led to the attainment of new
phytotherapeutic extracts that are optimally beneficial in the phytotherapy of
cardiovascular diseases.
EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
UV-VIS Spectrophotometry was performed on a Jasco V-530 UVVisible Spectrophotometer, with 2.0 nm Resolution and Double-beam
Configuration.
Extraction of phenolic compounds:
The extracts were prepared from Motherwort (aerial parts), Hawthorn
(fruits) and Hawthorn (flowers and leaves). The Hawthorn flowers and leaves
were used as a mixture for the extraction in a 1:1.5 flowers:leaves ratio.
The plant samples of Motherwort (aerial parts), Hawthorn (fruits)
and Hawthorn (flowers and leaves) were extracted in order to determine
the total flavones content, total polyphenolic content and the antioxidant
activity using the following method: an extract was prepared in a 1:10 of
plant:solvent ratio in 50% ethanol by refluxing for 30 minutes. The obtained
extract was filtered hot.
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In order to determine total anthocyanins content from Hawthorn
(fruits), the sample was previously submitted to extraction with methanol
solvent as it follows: an extract was prepared in a 0.5:9.5 of plant:solvent
ratio in methanol by mechanically stirring for 30 minutes. The obtained
extract was filtered and diluted to 100 mL with methanol in volumetric flask.
After that, a 50-fold dilution of this solution was prepared in a 0.1% V/V
solution of hydrochloric acid in methanol.
The herbal extracts from Motherwort (aerial parts), Hawthorn (fruits)
and Hawthorn (flowers and leaves) were obtained by conventional extraction
methods as shown in Table 1. The plant:solvent ratio used depends on the
actual volume of the dried, powdered plant material. Therefore, based on our
previous experiments, we used the volume of solvent that completely soaked
the powdered plant material and added excess to completely immerse.
Table 1. Experimental conditions for the three conventional methods used

Solvent used
Plant:solvent ratio
Temperature
Pressure applied
Time required
Volume of solvent
required

Extraction technique
Maceration
Percolation
30%/50%/70%
30%/50%/70%
ethanol solution
ethanol solution
1:7
1:15
Room temperature Room temperature
Not applicable
Not applicable
6 days
6 days
500 mL

500 mL

Reflux
30%/50%/70%
ethanol solution
1:10
82-86°C
Not applicable
30 minutes
50 mL

Determination of total polyphenolic content expressed as gallic acid
equivalents: the polyphenols in the extracts are determined colorimetrically
using Folin-Ciocalteu phenol reagent [9].
Determination of total flavones content expressed as rutin
equivalents: the flavone derivatives content was determined by the reaction
with aluminum chloride and total content was expressed in rutin [10].
Determination of total content of anthocyanins as cyanidin 3glucoside: in the European Pharmacopoeia, a specification for total content
of anthocyanins, calculated as cyanidin 3-glucoside, is given in the
monographs for fresh bilberry fruit and fresh bilberry fruit dry extract,
refined and standardized. The latter monograph also specifies a maximum
limit for anthocyanidins, calculated as cyanidin, describes a certain
chromatographic profile of 15 anthocyanins and 5 anthocyanidins to confirm
identity [11].
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Determination of antioxidant activity: the CUPRAC - cupric ion
reducing antioxidant capacity - method is a simple and versatile antioxidant
capacity assay useful for a wide variety of polyphenols, including phenolic
acids, hydroxycinnamic acids, flavonoids, carotenoids, anthocyanins, as
well as for thiols, synthetic antioxidants, and vitamins C and E. This
method is based on electron transfer – it detects the ability of a potential
antioxidant substance to transfer an electron to reduce any compound
(Figure 11). The calibration curve was performed with a Trolox solution of
known concentrations, 10-60 μg/mL [12].

Figure 11. Reaction mechanism of copper reducing antioxidant
capacity assay (CUPRAC)
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BIOANALYSIS OF TOTAL PHENOLIC CONTENTS,
VOLATILE COMPOUNDS, AND RADICAL SCAVENGING
ACTIVITIES OF THREE WILD EDIBLE MUSHROOMS
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ABSTRACT. Mushrooms are popular food for a long time because of their high
nutritional value and many pharmaceutical properties. In that context, analyzing
the contents and some antioxidant properties of three wild edible mushrooms,
Paxina queletii, Chlorophyllum agaricoides, and Mycenastrum corium, is important
in terms of emphasizing the values of these species in nutrition. For this propose,
firstly total phenolic and flavonoid contents and radical scavenging activities were
assayed. Then, quantitative analysis of phenolic and volatile compounds was
performed by HPLC and GC-MS. The findings of the study revealed that
Mycenastrum corium has the highest total phenolic and flavonoid content with
the amount of 4.17 mg GAE/g and 1.58 mg QE/g respectively. However,
DPPH˙ and ABTS˙+ radical scavenging activities of C. agaricoides were found
higher with the IC50 values of 20.0 µg/mL and 6.4 µg/mL. Chromatographic
analysis revealed that 5 alcohols, 14 aldehydes and ketones, 2 esters, 17
alkanes-heterocyclic compounds, and 4 acids were the major contributors of
the antioxidant activities of the extracts. Regarding HPLC analysis, gallic acid,
naringin and trans-cinnamic were found to be major phenolic compounds
available for three species.
Keywords: Chlorophyllum agaricoides, volatile compounds, Mycenastrum
corium, Paxina queletii, phenolic content, radical scavenging

INTRODUCTION
Mushrooms are functional foods that can provide additional benefits
to human physiology and metabolic functions beyond meeting the essential
nutrients. So, they can show effectiveness in preventing diseases [1]. Fungi
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are a large family of eukaryotic organisms. Mushrooms are generally accepted
as macrofungi with distinctive fruit parts that can be seen with the naked eye and
can be collected by hand [2]. It has been estimated that more than 5.1 million
different types of mushrooms are available [3]. Mushrooms are generally divided
into two groups as medicinal and edible and have become more remarkable
due to their nutritious, medicinal and economic potential [4].
In addition to their high-protein (200-250 g/kg dry matter), low-fat (2030 g/kg dry matter) and low energy (240-310 kcal/kg) content they are good
source of dietary fiber (220-300 g/kg dry matter) and sources of vitamins and
minerals [5, 6]. 70% of the protein in mushrooms can be easily digested by
the body [7]. Mushrooms are an important protein source for vegetarians
because the proteins of some species are nutritionally equivalent to muscle
proteins and they contain some essential amino acids found in animal
proteins [8, 9]. Many mushroom species have been reported to contain
L-ergothioneine, an important antioxidant, 12 times more than wheat germ and
4 times more than chicken liver [10-15]. The antioxidant potential of mushrooms
is due to the rich phenolic compound contents [16-18]. Mushrooms are rich in
B-group vitamins (folic acid, cobalamin, niacin, pantothenic acid, pyridoxine,
thiamine, and riboflavin), ergosterol, phytoquinone, and tocopherols. Moreover,
they are the only non-animal source of vitamin D in edible form [19-21]. It has
also been reported that mushrooms are the source of beta-glucan, a
polysaccharide preferred in cancer and HIV treatments because of its antitumor
effects [22, 23]. Besides they are rich in mineral composition. Basic minerals
known in their composition are calcium, potassium, iron, copper, and zinc.
Potassium and phosphorus concentrations are higher than most vegetables,
and most importantly are selenium contents not found in many fruits or
vegetables [24].
When evaluated from a medical point of view, many types of fungi
have been reported to contain substances that can prevent or alleviate cancer,
heart disease, diabetes, viral infections, hypertension and hypercholesterolemia
[25-27]. Besides, many medical benefits have been attributed to mushroom
consumption, including the treatment of chronic and degenerative diseases,
obesity, and cardiovascular disease [28, 29]. Due to the importance of
mushrooms' nutritional content, in this study, the research team aimed to
reveal the chemical composition and radical scavenging activities of three
wild edible mushrooms, namely Paxina queletii, Chlorophyllum agaricoides,
Mycenastrum corium.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
As a result of in vivo and in vitro experiments, it has been reported
that mushrooms have bioactive substances (phenolics, antioxidants, antiinflammatory, and antitumor agents) that are beneficial for health. Due to
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their bioactive content, fungi show antibacterial, antifungal, antioxidant,
antiviral, antitumor, cytostatic, immunosuppressive, antiallergic, antiatherogenic,
hypoglycemic, anti-inflammatory and hepatoprotective activity [37]. Therefore, it
is possible to be protected from diseases with a well-balanced diet associated
with mushroom consumption due to the beneficial nutritional content of them [24,
38-40]. So in this study, total phenolic contents (TPC), total flavonoid
contents (TFC), radical scavenging ability, volatile compounds and phenolic
acid compositions of Paxina queletii, Chlorophyllum agaricoides, Mycenastrum
corium were analyzed by using spectrophotometric and chromatographic
methods to clarify their nutritional value.
TPC in ethanolic extracts of mushrooms (Paxina queletii, Chlorophyllum
agaricoides, Mycenastrum corium) were found as 2.94±0.58, 1.36±0.35, and
4.17±0.67 mg GAE/g respectively (Table 1).
Table 1. DPPH˙ and ABTS˙+ radical scavenging activity, total phenolic and total
flavonoid contents of mushroom extracts.
Mushroom
Species

Total Phenolic
Content
(mg GAE/g)

Total Flavonoid
Content
(mg QE/g)
1.0±0.15

IC50 for DPPH
Radical
Scavenging
(µg/mL)
27.5

IC50 for ABTS
Radical
Scavenging
(µg/mL)
7.2

P. queletii

2.94±0.58

C. agaricoides

1.36±0.35

0.49±0.06

20.0

6.4

M. corium

4.17±0.67

1.58±0.62

25.9

7.5

Ascorbic acid

-

-

1.4

1.59

Trolox

-

-

-

2.15

The results of the current study were found lower than formerly
reported studies. Liu et al. (2017) reported that TPC in different solvent
fractions of Inonotus sanghuang ranged from 0.79 to 43.60 mg GAE/g [41].
Smolskaitė et al. (2015) determined that TPC in various organic solvent extracts
of eight mushroom species ranged from 4.21 to 31.88 mg GAE/g [42]. Besides,
our results appeared similar with the ethanolic extract of A. bisporus (6.18 mg
GAE/g) and methanolic extract of A. bisporus (3.4 mg GAE/g dw) [43].
Specifically, Sezgin et al. (2020) reported that TPC value for Chlorophyllum
agaricoides was reported as 46.5±1.4 mg equivalent (eq.) GA /g DW [44].
Those values were relatively much higher than those of values in the present
study but higher than the report of Azieana et al. (2017) and our findings were
similar to the report of López-Vázquez et al. (2017) [45, 46]. Different from the
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study conducted by Sezgin et al. (2020) [44], we also carried out DPPH˙ and
ABTS˙+ radical scavenging activities and characterized total flavonoid content
with respect to quercetin equivalent of Chlorophyllum agaricoides.
Furthermore, TFC contents were 1.0±0.15, 0.49±0.06, and 1.58±0.62
mg equivalent QE /g DW for P. queletii, C. agaricoides and M. corium,
respectively. As the case of total phenolic reports, TFC values of the current
study was lower in comparison with the previous reports in different mushroom
species analyzed by Abugri and Mc Elhenney (2013) but higher than the
report by Azieana et al. (2017) and the current values were relatively close
to the former reports [45, 47-49].
We performed DPPH˙ and ABTS˙+ assays to determine the radical
scavenging activities of the relevant mushroom species. Through the ability
to donate hydrogen, antioxidants can reduce the DPPH˙ radical (purple) to
the non-radical form DPPH-H (yellow) [43]. In order to compare the percentage
of radical scavenging potencies with standards, radical scavenging % were
calculated at a constant concentration (3 µg/ml). At 3 µg/ml concentration,
DPPH˙ radical scavenging activity% of the ethanolic extract of Paxina queletii,
Chlorophyllum agaricoides, Mycenastrum corium, and standard ascorbic acid
were found 13.19%, 14.32%, 9.2%, and 95.44% respectively. These results
indicated that DPPH˙ scavenging abilities of mushroom samples are lower
than standard chemicals (Figure 1).

Figure 1. DPPH˙ and ABTS˙+ radical scavenging activities of the relevant
mushroom species and standards
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The IC50 values of mushroom extracts and standard were 27.5, 20.0,
25.9, and 1.4 µg/ml respectively (Table 1). DPPH˙ scavenging abilities of
mushroom samples are higher than extracts of A. bisporus [50-53] and lower
than the ethanolic extract of I. Sanghuang [41]. DPPH˙ radical scavenging
activity of ethanolic extract of P. queletii were found considerably higher than
methanolic extract of it (87.65% of 20 mg/ml extract) [54].
At 3 µg/ml concentration of samples and standards, ABTS˙+ radical
scavenging activity% of the ethanolic extract of Paxina queletii, Chlorophyllum
agaricoides, Mycenastrum corium, trolox and ascorbic acid were determined
as 36.84, 29.67, 36.31, 54.954, and 62.76% respectively. ABTS˙+ scavenging
activity of all mushroom extract were lower than that of both standards
(Figure 1). The IC50 values of ethanolic extracts of mushroom samples and
standards were 7.2, 6.4, 7.5, 1.59, and 2.15 µg/ml respectively (Table 1). The
results of this study are close to those of G. lucidum, G. esculenta, L. decastes,
P. ostreotus, and F. trogii, collected from Uşak, western Turkey, that reporting
IC50 values was found in the range of 1.27 - 192.1 µg/ml [55]. Besides,
ABTS˙+ scavenging activities of Paxina queletii, Chlorophyllum agaricoides,
and Mycenastrum corium determined higher than those of I. Sanghuang [55]
and Armillaria tabescens, Leucopaxillus gentianeus and Suillus granulates
methanolic extracts. Tel et al. (2014) reported the ABTS˙+ radical scavenging
activity % of mushroom species at issue, in the range between 12.73%-79.86%
for 50 µg extracts [56].
A total of 42 compounds were detected by SPME/GC-MS, including
5 alcohols, 14 aldehydes and ketones, 2 esters, 17 alkanes-heterocyclic
compounds, and 4 acids (Table 2). Similar volatile compound groups have
been identified in many studies on mushrooms [35, 57-59]. Of those relevant
components, volatile compounds common to mushroom samples are hexanal,
nonanal, and dodecane. The main volatiles in Mycenastrum corium was
nonanoic acid (22.40%) and 2-pentylfuran (15.71%). 2-pentylfuran (16.30%)
and hexanal (16.21%) in Paxina queletii, and benzaldehyde (26.50%) in
Chlorophyllum agaricoide were the main volatile compounds.
Paxina queletii has the highest content of alcohols and aldehydesketones compared to the other mushrooms. The highest content of alkanesheterocyclic compounds is in Chlorophyllum agaricoides, and the highest acid
content is in Mycenastrum corium. This content difference of volatile components
in mushrooms reveals the unique character of each one. Mycenastrum corium
and Paxina queletii have almost the same amount of 2-pentylfuran.
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Table 2. Volatile compounds of Mycenastrum corium, Paxina queletii,
and Chlorophyllum agaricoides
Mycenastrum
corium
No

RTa

Compound Name

Alcohols
1
4.16 1-Butanol, 3-methyl2
6.45
1-Hexanol
3
9.58
1-Octen-3-ol
4
11.02 1-Hexanol, 2-ethyl5
12.29
1-Octanol
Total alcohols
Aldehydesketones
6
4.81
Hexanal
7
6.98
2-Heptanone
8
7.33
Heptanal
9
9.03
Benzaldehyde
10
11.29
3-octen-2-one
11
12.89
2-Nonanone
12
13.32
Nonanal
13
15.58 2-Heptenal, 2-propyl14
15.85
2-Decanone
15
16.28
Decanal
16
19.00
2-Undecanone
17
19.51
Undecanal
18
21.23 2-Octenal, 2-butyl19
22.11
Dodecanal
Total aldehydes-ketones
Esters
20
7.66
Aceticacid, pentyl
ester
21
32.85 9,12,15-Octadecatrienoic acid 2-trimethylsilyloxy-1[(trimethylsilyloxy)
methyl]ethyl ester
Total esters
Alkanes-heterocycliccompounds
22
5.15
Hexamethylcyclotrisiloxane
23
6.51
p-Xylene
24
7.13 Guanosine, 2'-deoxy25
9.89
2-pentylfuran
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Cas
Number

Paxina Chlorophyllum
queletii
agaricoides
Area %b (SD)c

123-51-3
111-27-3
3391-86-4
104-76-7
111-87-5

0.91± 0.05
0.63± 0.02
6.43± 0.11
1.18± 0.08
9.15

9.21± 1.12
3.09± 0.66
12.30

-

66-25-1
110-43-0
111-71-7
100-52-7
18402-82-9
821-55-6
124-19-6
34880-43-8
693-54-9
112-31-2
112-12-9
11-44-7
13019-16-4
112-54-9

5.76± 0.90
2.29± 0.60
0.81± 0.05
7.96± 1.01
2.79± 0.05
1.06± 0.18
20.67

16.21± 0.05
9.04± 0.98
3.47± 0.22
1.07± 0.09
2.81± 0.21
3.29± 0.42
1.17± 0.06
0.91± 0.12
1.36± 0.26
7.58± 0.88
45.91

2.94± 0.05
26.50± 1.60
9.53± 1.05
1.97± 0.06
1.21± 0.05
42.15

628-63-7

-

0.36± 0.02

-

55521-23-8

-

1.39± 0.00

-

-

1.75

-

-

-

2.26± 0.16

541-05-9

106-42-3
961-07-9
3777-69-3 15.71± 2.24 16.30± 1.22

1.36± 0.30
1.15± 0.09
-
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26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38

10.60
Serotonin
10.93
o-Cymene
11.08
2-Carene
11.85
Undecane
11.94
γ-terpinene
15.09
Trehalose
15.66
Azulene
16.15
Dodecane
18.29
Eucalyptol
19.95
Pentadecane
21.94
Tetradecane
24.36
Eicosane
25.36
Hexadecane
Total alkanesheterocycliccompounds
Acids
39
17.96
Nonanoic acid
40
20.99
Decanoic acid
41
27.33 Tetradecanoic acid
42
29.53 Hexadecanoic acid
Total
acids

50-67-9
527-84-4
554-61-0
1120-21-4
99-85-4
99-20-7
275-51-4
112-40-3
470-82-6
629-62-9
629-59-4
112-95-8
544-76-3

112-05-0
334-48-5
544-63-8
57-10-3

Mycenastrum
corium
2.49± 0.35
1.02± 0.42
1.00± 0.09
4.10± 0.24
1.55± 0.12
2.17± 0.60
0.89± 0.07
28.93

22.40± 3.10
5.39± 0.63
0.47± 0.00
0.35± 0.09
28.61

Paxina Chlorophyllum
queletii
agaricoides
0.50± 0.00
0.80± 0.15
6.10± 0.74 7.47± 2.00
2.67± 0.09
1.35± 0.22
2.19± 0.44
1.09± 0.00 8.29± 0.98
7.92± 2.08
1.36± 0.30 8.01± 0.29
1.70± 0.09
34.92
35.77

-

6.44± 0.86
2.25± 0.16
0.47± 0.06
0.67± 0.03
9.83

- : Not detected.
a RT: Retention time.
b Area %: The ratio between the peak area of a particular component in the sample and all
the sample components' total peak area.
cSD: Standard deviation.

This volatile compound was reported in Nordic wild edible mushrooms,
nearly the same amount in Chanterelus cibarius and close to twice in Boletus
edulis [57]. In the same study, in Chanterelus cibarius, Craterellus tubaeformis,
and Lactarius camphoratus, the hexanal content was detected twice the
value we found in Paxina queletii. Hexanal and nonanal are two of the volatile
compounds common to mushrooms studied in Aisala et al. (2019), just as in
our study [57]. Hexanal and nonanal are also known as oxidation indicators
in oils and butter. Some volatile compounds have functional properties.
1-Octen-3-ol produced by Paxina queletii was used successfully to control
dry bubble disease in Agaricus bisporus [60].
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Volatile compounds in dried mushrooms were content 1-octen-3-ol,
3-octen-2-one, 1-octanol, 2-octenal, 2-butyl-, 3-octanone, etc. the consequence
was on aroma and sweetness in edible mushrooms. However, in another
studies, main volatile compounds in fresh mushrooms were C8 compounds,
content 1-octen-3-ol, 3-octanol, 2-octen-1-ol, 1-octanol, 2-octenal, 3-octanone,
etc. the result was in conformity with other reports focusing on aroma in
edible fungus [59, 61-63].
Nonanoic acid, the main volatile of Mycenastrum corium, is used for
biocontrol of plants' fungal diseases [64]. New herbicides and blossom thinners
based on nonanoic acid started to be used as an alternative to synthetic chemical
herbicides [65]. Mycenastrum corium has the acidest content compared to
Chlorophyllum agaricoides. Benzaldehyde is the main volatile in Chlorophyllum
agaricoides and reported that benzaldehyde could be degraded from benzoic
acid during the samples' drying process [59].
Generally, mushrooms are widely grown and consumed as an important
food source due to their taste, low calorie and high sodium content, and vitamin,
mineral, phenolic antioxidative compound content. Therefore, it is important
to know edible mushrooms and to explain their disease-healing properties
and physiological and biological active ingredients [42, 66]. HPLC analysis
revealed that gallic acid, naringin and trans-cinnamic were predominant major
compounds identified in three mushroom species and the individual profile
of the relevant compounds are presented in Figure 2.

Figure 2. HPLC chromatogram of A) P. queletii, B) C.agaricoides and C) M. corium
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Of the revealed compounds, gallic acid is a naturally occurring low
molecular weight triphenolic compound [67], being versatile for its biological
functions, viz. radical quenching as well as interfering acts with cell-signaling
pathways and in apoptosis of cancer cells [67]. Herewith the current findings,
the highest content of gallic acid was observed in P. queletii (12.4 µg/ml) and
followed by C.agaricoides (10.32 µg/ml) and M. corium (8.22 µg/ml). In relative
to other mushroom species, gallic acid ranged between 5.4 and 38.9 mg/g
extract in sequential extracts of Lycoperdon utriforme, suggesting that the
content was solvent dependent [44]. Regarding naringin as a natural
flavanone glycoside, multiple therapeutic effects, such as effect on genetic
damage, central nervous system diseases, oxidative stress, and metabolic
syndrome have been well-reviewed by Chen et al. (2016) [67]. Indeed, no
big differences were observed in naringin content of the mushroom species
herein (Table 3). Trans-cinnamic has been reported to possess antioxidant
[68], antimicrobial [69, 70] and α-glucosidase inhibition [71]. As the case of
naringin, the values of trans-cinnamic were close to each other.
Table 3. Phenolic acid profile of wild mushrooms extracts
Compounds
Gallic acid (µg/ml)
Naringin (µg/ml)
Trans-cinnamic (µg/ml)
Quercetin (µg/ml)

P. queletii
12.4
5.23
6.59
ND

C.agaricoides
10.32
6.58
8.08
ND

M. corium
8.22
5.72
7.4
2.83

ND: Not detected

CONCLUSIONS
The present study is the first report on chemical compositions and
radical scavenging activities of three wild-edible mushroom samples including
Paxina queletii, Chlorophyllum agaricoides and Mycenastrum corium from
Turkey. Regarding antioxidant activities, in general, scavenging activities of
mushrooms were lower in comparison to the former reports. 42 volatile
compounds of Mycenastrum corium, Paxina queletii, and Chlorophyllum
agaricoides were detected. The extracts were found as rich sources of
alkanes-heterocyclic compounds (2-pentylfuran, 2-carene, γ-terpinene, azulene,
dodecane, eucalyptol, pentadecane, tetradecane, eicosane, hexadecane), acids
(nonanoic, decanoic, tetradecanoic, hexadecanoic acids), esters and aldehydes
and ketones. Considering the phenolic acid composition, the extracts were
found to be rich in gallic acid, naringin and trans-cinnamic.
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EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Materials
Mushroom samples (Paxina queletii (Bres.) Stangl, Chlorophyllum
agaricoides (Czern.) Vellinga and Mycenastrum corium (Guers.) Des. were
collected from Zilan Valley (Erciş-Van, Turkey) (Table 4).
Table 4. The relevant information regarding species and their collection
Mushroom
species
Paxina queletii
(Bres.) Stangl
Chlorophyllum
agaricoides
(Czern.) Vellinga
Mycenastrum
corium (Guers.)
Desv.

Altitude (m)

Coordinates

Location

Collection date

1860

39°13'780"N,
43°23'560"E

Zilan Valley (ErcişVan, Turkey)

2013-2014

1805

39°09'991"N,
43°19'614"E

Zilan Valley (ErcişVan, Turkey)

2013-2014

1835

39°13'793"N,
43° 23'575"E

Zilan Valley (ErcişVan, Turkey)

2013-2014

After transferring to the laboratory and drying mushrooms at room
temperature, the relevant mushroom samples were preserved in polyethylene
bags at -20ᵒC until further analysis. The species (Figure 3) were defined by
Mehmet Zeki Koçak and Deceased Prof. Dr. Kenan Demirel. A specimen
was deposited in Mycology Research Fungarium, Faculty of Science, Van
Yüzüncü Yıl University, Turkey (Fungarium codes: KOCAK 120, 155 and
106, respectively). All relevant chemicals used for analysis were purchased
from Merck, unless otherwise stated. All chemicals were of HPLC grade.

Figure 3. Edible mushroom materials of A) P. queletii, B) C. agaricoides and C) M. Corium
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Determination of total phenolic (TPC) and total flavonoid contents
(TFC)
The TPC of ethanol extracts of mushrooms was determined based
on Slinkard and Singleton (1977)’s method (FCR assay) [30]. Gallic acid
(GA) (1 mg/ml) was used as the standard phenolic compound. TPC of
extracts were calculated as milligrams of gallic acid equivalent (mg GAE/ g
dried extract).
The TFC of extracts was determined according to the method
described by Park et al. (1997) [31]. Quercetin (0.1 mg/ml) was used as the
standard flavonoid compound. TFC of the extracts was calculated as
milligrams of quercetin equivalent (mg QE/g dried extract).
Radical scavenging activities
The 1,1-diphenyl-2-picryl hydrazyl (DPPH˙) radical scavenging activities
were assayed according to method put by Brand-Williams et al. (1995) [32]
with some modifications [33]. Alcohol solution of DPPH˙ was added to
various concentrations of mushrooms extracts ranging from 5 µg/ml to 14.5
µg/ml. The sample tubes were kept at room temperature in the dark and after
30 min the absorbance were measured at 517 nm. Both IC50 values and
scavenging percentages of the extracts and standard chemicals regarding
DPPH˙ scavenging were calculated in order to compare with the literature.
The 2,2'-azino-bis [3-ethylbenzothiazoline-6-sulphonic acid] (ABTS˙+)
scavenging activities of the mushroom extracts were determined according
to the method described by Cemeroğlu (2010) [34]. After ABTS˙+ solution
was prepared absorbance of blank sample was adjusted to 0.700±0.025 at
734 nm in the spectrophotometer by diluting with 20 mM acetate buffer
(including 2.45 mM potassium persulfate). The concentrations ranging from
30 µg/ml to 55 µg/ml of mushroom extracts were assayed. The IC50 values
for each mushroom was quantified and also, scavenging percentages of the
extracts and standard chemicals were calculated.
Analysis of volatile compounds
A 2 cm (50/30 µm divinylbenzene/carboxen/polydimethylsiloxane)
SPME fiber (Supelco Co., Bellefonte, PA, USA) was used for the extraction
of volatile compounds from samples. 5 ml of the ultra-pure water was added
to 0.5 g of the sample in the glass vials (Supelco, USA) and allowed to
equilibrate at 40ᵒC for 30 min [35]. Identification of volatile compounds was
performed with Thermo Fisher Trace ISQ GC-MS (USA) gas chromatographymass spectrometry system and run in split (ratio was 1:10) mode. The volatile
compounds were separated on a DB-5MS column (30 m × 0.25 mm × 0.25 μm;
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Agilent, USA). The oven was held at 40ᵒC for 1 min, then increased at 5ᵒC
per min to 120ᵒC, it was held for 2 min, then rose again at 10ᵒC per min to
240ᵒC and caught 3 min. The mass spectrometer was set to scan from 45 to
450 amu (threshold 1000) at a sampling rate of 1.11 scans/s [36]. Compounds
were identified by comparison to the Wiley9 and Mainlib mass spectral libraries.
The quantitative analysis was based on the ratios between the terminal area
of a given component in the sample and the total terminal area of all
components in the sample [35].
Extraction and quantification of phenolic compounds using HPLC
The relevant mushroom samples were firstly dried and then powdered. A
shaker-assisted sequential extraction was performed with 5 mg of fungus
samples in 10 ml methanol at 120 rpm for 24 hours at room temperature. The
extraction was repeated three times with the same materials to collect all
residues after extraction. The filtrates of three extractions were evaporated
using a rotary evaporator (Heidolph 94200, Bioblock Scientific). The vacuodried samples were preserved at +4ᵒC until chromatographic analysis.
The methanol extracts of the relevant mushrooms were filtered
through a 0.45 µm disk prior to HPLC analysis. For analysis, Agilent 1260
CA, USA series liquid chromatograph equipped with a diode array detector
was used. The separation was performed using 10 µL of extract on a ACE
Generix 5C18 (GEN-7444) Scotland, column (4.6 x 250 mm, 5 µm) thermos
stated at 30ᵒC. The mobile phase was (A) 0.1% phosphoric acid in water and
(B) HPLC-grade 100% acetonitrile. The gradient was performed as specified
in Table 5. The relevant phenolics were quantified with the comparing of the
peak recorded at 300 nm with the standard curves of each acid. The
calibration curves were obtained from a concentration range between 201000 µg/ml and 0.5-50 µg/ml for Gallic acid, naringin and trans-cinnamic.
The results are expressed in µg per ml of dry mushroom.
Table 5. HPLC conditions
Time (min.)
0
7
20
24
30
40

Solvent %
A
83
85
85
70
65
83

A: 0.1% phosphoric acid in water
B: HPLC-grade 100% acetonitrile
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B
17
15
15
30
35
17

Flow Rate
(mL/min)
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
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ASSESSMENT OF NON-AQUEOUS SOLVENTS IN THE
ELECTROOXIDATION OF RESORCINOL, PHLOROGLUCINOL,
PYROGALLOL, AND ROLE OF CO-SOLVENT IN
DETERMINATION OF PYROGALLOL WITH
MICROELECTRODE VOLTAMMETRY
LÁSZLÓ KISSa,b,*, SÁNDOR KUNSÁGI-MÁTÉb,c
ABSTRACT. This study reveals the behavior of resorcinol, phloroglucinol
and pyrogallol in several non-aqueous solvents (acetonitrile, acetone, dimethyl
sulphoxide, dimethyl formamide, nitrobenzene, nitromethane, dichloromethane,
methanol). The voltammetric curves showed that the results obtained with the
outlined compounds depend strongly on the solvent used. Resorcinol and
phloroglucinol undergo some fouling during their electrooxidation while
pyrogallol gave reproducible voltammograms in many solvents. The optimal
solvent was chosen then for the determination of pyrogallol in cooking oil
taking into consideration the antifouling, miscibility, permittivity and viscosity
effects with steady-state voltammetry by using microelectrode.
Keywords: Resorcinol; Phloroglucinol; Pyrogallol; Co-solvent; Microelectrode

INTRODUCTION
Polyhydroxy phenols are investigated due to several applications
mainly in aqueous solvents considerably due to their antioxidant properties.
Hydroquinone, resorcinol and catechol can be determined simultaneously so
numerous works are based on their quantification in lower concentrations [1-5].
The low oxidation potential is utilized by using pyrogallol as antioxidant also in
apolar environments such as biodiesel and cooking oil so some works aimed
at measuring it by using special electrochemical detection techniques [6-8].
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In several electroanalytical procedures a co-solvent is used due to
different reasons, for example improving the transport properties, solution
permittivity and altering favourably the molecular environment. The higher
diffusion coefficient enhances the sensitivity towards the analytes and the
higher permittivity contributes to the reduction of the ohmic distortion. In the
viewpoint of reproducibility of current signals the solvent has essential role
as deactivation processes can take place and moreover, the rapid fouling
already diminishes remarkably the magnitude of the peak currents of the
subsequent scans after the first one. This process is difficult to describe
quantitatively as porosity of film and the nature of solvent highly affects
electrode deactivation as it was shown in earlier works [9-11]. Therefore,
these requirements should be taken into consideration when choosing the
appropriate co-solvent for analysis of compounds prone to fouling and on the
other hand the solvent is miscible with the sample. So, the electrochemical
behavior of widely used polihidroxi benzenes was the aim of this work in different
non-aqueous solvents and the introduction of an analytical procedure.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In the first part of studies the examination of electrochemistry of the
three polyhydroxy phenols was carried out in different non-aqueous solvents
dissolved in 50 mM concentration scanning in the potential range between 0
and 2 V with 0.1 V/s scan rate. It is clearly seen from Fig. 1 that resorcinol and
phloroglucinol deactivates the working electrode (1 mm in diameter platinum) in
all solvents. The low values of the first current peaks in nitrobenzene,
nitromethane and dichloromethane are due to the limited solubility of solutes
well below 50 mM. The curves obtained in methanol displayed in Fig. 2 show
the usual fouling behavior for resorcinol and phloroglucinol but after the
second scan a slight increase of peak currents appears indicating that there
is only a weak adherence of formed deposit on the electrode surface. It also
suggests that porosity of film varies during the experiment.
Dimethyl sulphoxide highlights the importance of solvent in the
behavior of a compound namely resorcinol and phloroglucinol (Fig. 3a and
b) as the peak currents of curves show that no tendency can be observed in
the subsequent scans which is a sign of formation of weakly bound organic
layer. Its thickness was high enough to see with naked eye as a brownish
deposit and it was easy to remove mechanically.
The position of hydroxyl groups determines significantly the ability to
fouling as resorcinol and phloroglucinol showed previously as these groups
are in 1,3 position relative to each other. On the other hand, this is also indicated
by pyrogallol (Fig. 1c). The magnitude and reproducibility of peak currents in
majority of solvents suggest that pyrogallol undergoes also non-fouling
processes reinforced also by the curves in Fig. 3c. The part of molecule
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where neighbouring hydroxyl groups can be found oxidizes similarly to catechol
(1,2-position). In parallel to this process polymerization reaction can take
place but the removal of the products depend significantly on the solvent.
Nitrobenzene has an identical effect on its electrochemistry. However, the
solute dissolved completely in 50 mM concentration the peak height of the
first voltammogram is unprecedently low compared with the other solvents.
The reason is the very low polymer solubility and on the other hand it deposits
as a compact layer.
The only solvent where pyrogallol could not be dissolved in 50 mM
concentration was dichloromethane but reproducibility of currents show the
lack of deactivation and therefore appropriateness for analytical purposes.

Figure 1. Voltammetric peak currents of 50 mM resorcinol (a), phloroglucinol (b)
and pyrogallol (c) in the different non-aqueous solvents (scan rate 0.1 V/s,
supporting electrolyte 70 mM TBAP). In part c: ■: acetonitrile, ●: acetone,
▲: CH2Cl2 (saturated solution), ▼: dimethyl formamide, ►: methanol,
◄: dimethyl sulphoxide, ●: nitromethane, ♦: nitrobenzene.
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Figure 2. Subsequent cyclic voltammetric curves of 50 mM resorcinol (a),
phloroglucinol (inset graph in part a) and pyrogallol (b) in methanol (scan rate
0.1 V/s, supporting electrolyte 70 mM TBAP)
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Figure 3. Subsequent cyclic voltammetric curves of 50 mM resorcinol (a),
phloroglucinol (b) and pyrogallol (c) in dimethyl sulphoxide (scan rate 0.1 V/s,
supporting electrolyte 70 mM TBAP)
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Figure 4. Cyclic voltammetric curves of 50 mM pyrogallol in acetonitrile (a) and in
nitrobenzene (b) (scan rate 0.1 V/s, supporting electrolyte 70 mM TBAP)
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The results of the above experiments showed that pyrogallol differs
significantly from the other polyhydroxy compounds especially in signal
reproducibility which is essential in analytical purposes. On the other hand,
pyrogallol has an outstanding role as antioxidant in many applications so its
quantification has gained high importance. The real sample used here was
a cooking oil purchased from a supermarket. Taking into consideration the
anti-fouling properties and sensitivity (magnitude of current signal) acetone
seemed to be the most appropriate co-solvent for further analytical purposes.
Moreover acetone has high miscibility with the majority of apolar samples.
During the procedure a 25 μm in diameter platinum microelectrode was used
which is suitable in highly resistive environments. The permittivity of acetone
will be drastically diminished by mixing with oily samples but being enough
for electroanalysis in this way. On the other hand the mixing with oil the
addition of acetone increases significantly viscosity highly affecting the
current signals of electroactive materials. The real sample may contain additives
being electrochemically active in the potential range where pyrogallol oxidation
occurs. Therefore for taking these facts into account the standard addition
method was applied in the analytical procedure.
The cooking oil and acetone were mixed in 50-50 v/v% and
concentration of added pyrogallol was varied for carrying out the calibration
experiments so the viscosities of all solution were uniform. All solutions
contained 10 mM TBAP supporting electrolyte. The steady-state voltammograms
were measured with the platinum microelectrode between 0 and 2 V with 0.1
V/s scan rate and the current values read at the beginning of the current
plateaus were utilized for calibration. The electrodes were thoroughly washed
with acetone after each measurement to avoid the contamination of calibration
solutions with each other, and working electrode was polished.
By examining the microelectrode voltammograms of added pyrogallol
(Fig. 5), some deviations can be observed from the regular steady-state
voltammograms. The current plateaus are not parallel at all to the x-axis. This
is attributable to pyrogallol not to the other components which was verified
by studies of pyrogallol alone in acetone as the shapes of its voltammograms
were very similar to that obtained in the mixture prepared with the chosen
cooking oil sample. These results suggest a complicated process described
in a previous paragraph but the voltammetric curves were reproducible after
renewing the electrode surface.
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Figure 5 Steady-state voltammograms for the determination
of pyrogallol in cooking oil
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Figure 6. The calibration curve of the standard addition procedure for pyrogallol in
50-50 v/v% mixture of cooking oil and acetone (supporting electrolyte 10 mM
TBAP, v=0.1 V/s, working electrode 25 μm platinum microdisc)
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The calibration curve of standard addition method can be seen in Fig.
6 for added pyrogallol. It was linear and it enabled the determination of
pyrogallol. Without added pyrogallol a current plateau appeared at a lower
anodic potential than that characteristic of pyrogallol. It suggests that an other
additive more suscepticle to oxidation is present in the cooking oil. Its plateau
current was therefore subtracted from the other ones measured in presence
of added pyrogallol and these corrected values served for making the
calibration plot. By using the intercept at the x-axis 43.2 μM pyrogallol could
be determined, but this measured concentration value is only the half of the
true value due to addition of acetone so it should be taken into consideration.
Finally, the concentration of pyrogallol in cooking oil was 86.4 μM.
The determined pyrogallol concentration is in the range of that usually
found in non-aqueous real samples by using indirect electrochemical methods
[12-14]. The method introduced in this work seems to be appropriate for the
assessment of antioxidant content.
CONCLUSION
The obtained results showed that in non-aqueous solvents resorcinol
and phloroglucinol has high susceptibility to electrode fouling while pyrogallol
showed obviously larger and more reproducible current signals. Thanks to
these facts determination of the latter compound is possible in apolar liquids
with microelectrode voltammetry.
EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
High purity solvents and solid materials were used for the investigation
of polyhydroxy phenols throughout the entire work which were products of
Sigma Aldrich and Acros Organics. The solutions used for the studies were
always freshly prepared particularly in case of pyrogallol which is very
susceptible to the oxidation. The working electrode was a 1 mm in diameter
platinum disc and a 25 μm in diameter platinum microdisc, a platinum wire
served as counter and silver wire as quasi reference electrode. A potentiostat
(Dropsens, Spain) was used for carrying out the measurements. Before all
studies the surfaces of working electrodes were thoroughly polished on a
polishing cloth with aqueous suspension of 1 μm average particle size
alumina powder. The subsequent ultrasonication in deionized water and
thorough washing with deionized water ensured the removal of physically
adsorbed particles from the electrode surfaces. In all solutions
tetrabutylammonium perchlorate (TBAP) was dissolved as supporting electrolyte.
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EFFECTS OF HEATING TEMPERATURE AND β-CAROTENE
ON QUALITY AND FATTY ACIDS COMPOSITION OF
VEGETABLE OILS
FLAVIA POPa,*, CRINA PAȘCUa
ABSTRACT. The purpose of the study was to investigate the effects of
temperature and β-carotene addition on the quality parameters of corn and
palm oils subjected to heating. Vegetable oils and 0.005% β-caroten additivated
oils were heated at varying temperatures (100, 130, 160, 190 and 220°C for
30 minutes) to follow quality alterations. Peroxide value, total polar compounds,
refractive index value, iodine value and fatty acids composition were
determined to measure the degree of oxidative rancidity. Peroxide value was
significantly (p < 0.001) influenced by the type of oil, additivation and heating
temperature. Palm oil with added antioxidant showed the smallest increase
in polar compounds during the heat treatment. Corn oil fatty acids profile was
rich in oleic (C18:1), arachidonic (C20:4), eicosenoic (C20:1), and linoleic
(C18:2) fatty acids, followed by alphalinolenic (C18:3) and palmitoleic
(C16:1) acids. Polyunsaturated fatty acids and monounsaturated fatty acids
content decreased during heat treatment. Statistical analysis of the data
revealed that the development of rancidity in vegetable oils subjected to
heating was significantly (p < 0.01) reduced by the addition of β-carotene in
concentration of 0.005%.
Keywords: corn oil, palm oil, heating, fatty acids profile, peroxide index, total
polar compounds

INTRODUCTION
Vegetable oils are essential ingredients in every single kitchen. Frying
is delivering products with desirable sensory properties such as a crispy texture,
golden crust, and unique fried food flavours in a short period of time [1].
a
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Vegetable oils are an important source of liposoluble vitamins and
essential fatty acids, which are necessary in the formation of cell membranes
and in maintaining their operation. Fatty acids participate in the regulation of
cholesterol metabolism and are the precursors of the hormones involved in
wound healing, reducing of inflammation and blood clotting. Vegetable food
oils are used for many purposes. In the countries with warm climate are used
very much for cooking. In Western countries they are used in processed
form, the most common product being margarine. Much of the vegetable oils
are used to prepare meals, salads and ice cream [2].
Corn oil is extracted from the germ of corn, its main use is in cooking,
where its high smoke point makes refined corn oil a valuable frying oil. It is
also a key ingredient in some margarines and is generally less expensive than
most other types of vegetable oils. It contains compounds that may promote
heart health, such as phytosterols, vitamin E and linoleic acid [3].
The highly saturated nature of palm oil renders it solid at room
temperature, making it a cheap substitute for butter or hydrogenated vegetable
oils in uses where solid fat is desirable, such as the making of pastry dough
and baked goods. The health concerns related to trans fats in hydrogenated
vegetable oils may have contributed to the increasing use of palm oil in the
food industry [4].
Thermal oxidation of oils occurs as a self-oxidation reaction, through
the formation of free radicals. In the first stage, the reaction is initiated by the
loss of a proton and the formation of an alkyl radical (R·). In the propagation
step, the radical binds oxygen and form a peroxy radical (R-O-O·). Termination
of the reaction involves the recombination of radicals with the formation of
stable compounds such as: hydroperoxides, epoxies, epidioxides, hydroperoxyepidioxides, etc. The autooxidation process of oils is accelerated by the
following factors: temperature, heavy metals, the presence of oxygen, the
fatty acids degree of unsaturation, the absence of self-oxidation inhibitors like
natural or added antioxidants [5-7].
The presence of antioxidants in frying fats can extend both the fry-life
of the fats and the shelf-life of the fried products. A number of studies focused
on the positive effects of the addition of plant extracts to frying fats and oils:
oregano, rosemary, sage, tea, lavender and thyme [8, 9, 10, 11, 12]. Also, it
has been reported that tocopherols show a rapid loss at frying temperatures
due to their degradation, but α-tocopherol is less stable at high temperature
than δ-tocopherol, while β- and ɤ-tocopherols degrade at an intermediate
rate [13]. Zeb and Murkovic have studied the thermal stability of corn oil
fortified with β-carotene and reported the degradation of β-carotene during
accelerated thermal oxidation [14, 15].
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Several studies report quality degradation of vegetable oils during
heating, fatty acids degradation, reduction in bioactive compounds and
properties, pigments destruction, sensorial changes, and color modifications,
as well as physical and rheological changes [16-20].
The purpose of this research was to investigate the effect of
temperature (100, 130, 160, 190 and 220°C for 30 minutes) and β-carotene
addition on corn and palm oils by analysing peroxide value, total polar
compounds, refractive index value, iodine value and fatty acids content.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Peroxide value, total polar compounds, refractive index value, iodine
value and fatty acids profile were determined in order to asses the effect of
heating temperature and β-carotene addition on corn and palm oils quality.
Peroxide value is a measure of primary lipid oxidation, indicating the
amount of peroxides formed during oil oxidation. The products of lipid oxidation
such as peroxides, free radicals, malonaldehyde and other cholesterol oxidation
products are reported to promote coronary heart disease and atherosclerosis [5].
Unheated oils showed lower values of the peroxide index. Peroxide
value was significantly (p < 0.001) influenced by treatments: additivation and
heating temperature. In corn oil was found the highest level of peroxide value
(Table 1) followed by the palm oil. Regardless of the heating temperature,
the highest peroxide index level was found in non-additivated oil. In the case
of corn oil, the most intensive peroxide formation was found at 190°C, while
over this temperature the decomposition was dominant. The reason of this
trend may be that peroxides are not heat-resistant, and high temperature lowers
their concentration. Antioxidant application had a statistically significant (p <
0.01) effect on the peroxide index of corn and palm oil samples. The results
showed that palm oil was more stable to heating, producing smaller amounts
of peroxides (Table 2). The addition of β-carotene in a proportion of 0.005%
significantly retarded the development of oxidation products, but antioxidant
activity decreased with temperature due to an increased rate of initiation
reactions.
Zeb and Murkovic, studied the thermal stability of corn oil fortified with
50-300 μg/g β-carotene using a Rancimat apparatus at 110 °C for 14 h. The
research showed that most of the β-carotene was degraded during the first
5 h of the thermal oxidation and the addition of β-carotene produces
significant effects (p < 0.05) on the peroxide index, free fatty acid values and
radical scavenging activity of the corn oil [14].
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Table 1. Changes in quality parameters of corn oil and
β-carotene additivated oil during heating
Heating
Corn oil
temperature
PV
TPC
RIV
Unheated
2.07a
2.5a
1.4847a
100°C
2.93b
6.7c
1.4839a
130°C
4.74c
10.6e 1.4828b
160°C
6.82d
16.8f 1.4791bc
e
190°C
9.14
20.4g 1.4759c
220°C
8.45de 25.3h 1.4721cd
<0.001 <0.001
<0.05
p

IV
99.5a
98.4a
97.1b
94.2bc
91.3c
90.1d
<0.01

0.005% β-Carotene additivated oil
PV
TPC
RIV
IV
2.05a
2.5a
1.4848a 99.5a
2.61b
6.0c
1.4841a 99.1a
4.03bc
8.2d
1.4835a 98.4ab
c
e
6.12
14.5
1.4806b 96.7b
d
f
8.55
18.7
1.4784bc 93.8bc
9.36e
21.4g
1.4752c
92.1c
<0.01
<0.01
<0.05
<0.01

a) PV,

peroxide value (meq O2/kg); TPC, total polar compounds (%); RIV, refractive index value
(refractometric degrees); IV, iodine value (g I2/100 g).
b) Values are expressed as mean.
c) Different letters in the same column indicate statistically significant differences (Tukey’s test
p < 0.05).
d) Significant differences are denoted by asterisks: *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001; p ≥ 0.05,
non-significant.

The degradation of β-carotene in corn oil during accelerated thermal
oxidation was also observed [15]. The study showed that β-carotene promoted
oxidation of triacylglycerols especially at longer exposure times and the
researchers identified new classes of oxidized triacylglycerols in corn oil,
which were epidioxy bis-hydroperoxides and hydroxy bis-hydroperoxides.
Several authors have reported an increase in peroxide index of oils
during heating or frying [21, 22]. Filip et al., investigated the influence of two
natural antioxidants on trans fatty acids formation during heat treatment of
sunflower oil at 180°C for 120 hours.The study showed that the addition of
rosemary extract and lutein significantly reduced the formation of trans fatty
acids, with lutein suppressing the formation of trans fatty acids to a greater
extent than the rosemary extract. The researchers also observed that the
natural antioxidants tested proved to be useful additives to frying oils; they
did not only prevent oxidation, but they also prevented trans isomerisation in
the early stages of heat treatment, and reduced the formation of polar
compounds [23].
Polar compounds include all oxidized triglycerides, dimerized
triglycerides, free fatty acids, monoglycerides, diglycerides, sterols, antifoamers,
hydrogenation catalyst residues and soaps formed during repeated heating
of oils [24].
Total polar compounds indicate the state of oil deterioration and in all
samples it was noticed that oils with added β-carotene were more stable.
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According to some researchers the degradation of oils can be measured
by polar compounds, which indicate the breakdown of triglycerides. During
frying process the polar compounds accumulate on the surface of frying pan
and foods. It can be imagined that the most poisonous components exist in
the polar compounds of oil [25].
If the total polar compounds exceed more than 24%, the oil should be
disposed according to Banu et al. [24]. It is observed from Table 1, that the
total polar compound values exceeded 24% when corn oil was heated at
220°C. Polar compounds are found to be 21.4% for additivated corn oil and
19.6% for additivated palm oil subjected to heating at 220°C. The results
indicate that β-carotene was an effective antioxidant in delaying oxidation for
these edible oils.
The initial values of total polar compounds were not significantly
different between the oil samples, indicating that the added antioxidant had
no effects on the initial contents of polar compounds in the oil. With the heat
treatment, there were noticed increases in the polar compounds in all of the
samples, with and without β-carotene and the highest final content of polar
compounds was noticed in the corn oil sample. β-Carotene had significant
effects (p < 0.01) on the total polar compounds and palm oil with added
antioxidant showed the smallest increase in polar compounds during the heat
treatment (Table 2). In both oils, the polar compounds were significantly
reduced (p < 0.01) by the addition of β-carotene. Significantly less polar
compounds were formed in samples with added antioxidant at all stages of
the heat treatment.
Table 2. Changes in quality parameters of palm oil and
β-carotene additivated oil during heatin
Heating
Palm oil
temperature
PV
TPC
RIV
Unheated
1.56a
2.1a
1.4657a
100°C
2.28b
5.6c
1.4648a
c
d
130°C
3.93
9.8
1.4641b
160°C
5.71cd
14.3e 1.4609c
190°C
7.69d
18.4f 1.4587cd
e
220°C
9.62
22.7g 1.4569d
<0.001 <0.001
<0.05
p

IV
79.1a
78.5a
77.7b
75.1c
72.5cd
70.8d
<0.01

0.005% β-Carotene additivated oil
PV
TPC
RIV
IV
1.54a
2.0a
1.4658a 79.2a
2.10b
4.7c
1.4653a 78.8a
bc
cd
3.16
7.9
1.4644a 78.1ab
4.96c
12.8d
1.4619b 76.2b
6.85cd
16.5e 1.4594bc 73.7bc
8.97d
19.6f
1.4577c
71.9c
<0.01
<0.01
<0.05
<0.01

a) PV,

peroxide value (meq O2/kg); TPC, total polar compounds (%); RIV, refractive index value
(refractometric degrees); IV, iodine value (g I2/100 g).
b) Values are expressed as mean.
c)
Different letters in the same column indicate statistically significant differences (Tukey’s test
p < 0.05).
d) Significant differences are denoted by asterisks: *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001; p ≥ 0.05,
non-significant.
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Refractive index value and iodine value are measures of the degree of
unsaturation of fatty acids. Corn oil presented a higher value of refractive index
compared to palm oil and the values decreased significant (p < 0.05) with the
increase in heating temperature, in samples with and without β-carotene.
Iodine index values also decreased significant (p < 0.01) with the increase
in heating temperature, as a result of the reduction in the degree of unsaturation,
by the split of unsaturated fatty acids double bonds. Between the iodine index
and the refractive index values, there was found a direct correlation (r = 0.97).
Fatty acids represent the main constitutes of the saponifiable fraction
of vegetable oils, the fatty acids profile for unheated and oils subjected to
heating at 220°C is presented.
Corn oil fatty acids profile was dominant in oleic acid (C18:1), with
levels exceeding 29%, followed by arachidonic acid (C20:4) with near 17%,
eicosenoic acid (C20:1) with 10%, palmitic acid (C16:0) with 9.1%, linoleic acid
(C18:2) with 8.7% and alphalinolenic acid (C18:3) containing approximately
7.6% (Fig. 1). The palmitoleic (C16:1) and vaccenic acid (C18:1i) amounts
were also important (6.5 respectively 5.8%).
Palm oil fatty acids profile was rich in palmitic (C16:0), stearic (C18:0),
oleic (C18:1), vaccenic (C18:1i) and palmitoleic (C16:1) fatty acids, followed by
myristic (C14:0) and linolenic (C18:2) acids (Fig. 3). Corn oil was predominantly
polyunsaturated, while palm oil was mainly monounsaturated.
Heating at a temperature of 220°C, inflicted changes in fatty acids
profile of both oils. Analyzing the fatty acids by their common nature, the most
affected fraction was the polyunsaturated fatty acids (PUFA), directly related
with their higher number of double bonds, with higher susceptibility to oxidation
(Fig. 2, Fig. 4). With high heating temperature, PUFA content decreased with
14% in corn oil, and around 9% in palm oil. The heat treatment of oils induces
modifications of unsaturated fatty acids, these may undergo isomerization
from cis to trans form. The fatty acid profile of the heated fats changed as a
result of cyclization, polymerization and hydrolytic, oxidative and other
chemical reactions promoted by heat treatment.
Stojanovski et al. studied the influence of heat treatment on fatty acids
composition in poultry meat after frying in different types and combinations of
animal and vegetable fats. The researchers observed that during the thermal
processing of the poultry in lard, the content of C18:1 increased from 45.84%
to 49.05%, while C18:0 decreased from 10.18% to 7.45%, C16:0 also
decreased from 29.55% to 27.45%. The changes that occur in fatty acid
composition of fats after thermal processing of the meat were minimal and
did not show statistical significance [26].
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Figure 1. Gas chromatogram of unheated corn oil

Figure 2. Gas chromatogram of corn oil subjected to heating at 220°C
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Figure 3. Gas chromatogram of unheated palm oil

Figure 4. Gas chromatogram of palm oil subjected to heating at 220°C
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CONCLUSIONS
Lipid oxidation in vegetable oils varied with the heating temperature
and antioxidant addition. Unheated oils showed lower values of the peroxide
index. In corn oil was found the highest level of peroxide value followed by
the palm oil. Regardless of the heating temperature, the highest peroxide
index level was found in non-additivated oil. Corn oil was more unstable at
heat treatment, producing higher amounts of hydroperoxides.
β-Carotene had significant effects on the total polar compounds and
palm oil with added antioxidant showed the smallest increase in polar
compounds during the heat treatment. In both oils, the polar compounds
were significantly reduced by the addition of β-carotene.
Heating inflicted changes in fatty acids profile of both oils, the most
affected fraction was the polyunsaturated fatty acids, directly related with
their higher number of double bonds, with higher susceptibility to oxidation.
Statistical analysis of the data revealed that the development of
rancidity in vegetable oils subjected to heating at varying temperatures was
significantly reduced by the addition of β-carotene in concentration of
0.005%.
EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Samples
To assess the behavior of corn and palm oils under heating conditions,
commercial samples were obtained from local markets. β-Carotene was
dissolved in oils in the concentration of 0.005% (0.005 g/100 g of oil).
Approximately 50 mL of oil were individually subjected to heating in an electric
oven (FM11, Ariston, Fabriano, Italy) at 100, 130, 160, 190 and 220°C for 30
minutes. We used glass vessels with 80 cm2 of exposure area with air. The cold
samples were transferred to glass tubes and kept in refrigeration until analysis.
For each studied oil, one sample was used as control sample (unheated). Three
replications were carried out to examine each sample. All chemicals were of
analytical grade and obtained from Merck (Germany); β-carotene was
purchased from Sigma (Sigma Chemicals, Shanghai, China).
Physicochemical examination
Peroxide value was determined using UV-VIS spectrophotometer
(Bibby Scientific, London, UK). A test portion was dissolved in a mixture of
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chloroform/methanol (2:1, v/v), then iron(II) chloride and ammonium
thiocyanate were added. This protocol was based on the spectrophotometer
determination of ferric ions (Fe3+) derived from the oxidation of ferrous ions
(Fe2+) by hydro peroxides, in the presence of ammonium thiocyanate (NH4SCN).
Thiocyanate ions (SCN-) react with Fe3+ ions to give a red-violet homogeny
that can be determined spectrophotometrically; the absorbance of each
solution was read at 500 nm. To quantify PV, a calibration curve (absorbance
at 500 nm vs. Fe3+ expressed in µg) was constructed. Peroxide value was
expressed as meq O2/kg sample [27].
The measurement of the polar compounds was carried out using a
rapid method: Testo 265, based on dielectric constant measurements. This
method shows high correlations between dielectric readings using the food
oil sensor compared with the percent polar compounds obtained by liquid
chromatography [28].
To determine the refractive index we used the PAL-RI (Tokyo, Japan)
with the following technical characteristics: field: 1,3306-1,5284; resolution:
0.0001; accuracy: ± 0.0003; measuring temperature: 5-45oC (resolution 1oC);
measuring time: 3s; in accordance with the requirements of EMC Directive
93/68/EEC.
Iodine value was determined using Hanus method. Approximately 0.5
g sample (dissolved in 15 mL CCl4) was mixed with 25 mL Hanus solution
(IBr) to halogenate the double bonds. After storing the mixture in the dark for
30 minutes, excess IBr was reduced to free I2 in the presence of 20 mL of KI
(100 g/L) and 100 mL distilled water. Free I2 was measured by titration with
24.9 g/L Na2S2O3·5H2O using starch (1.0 g/100 mL) as an indicator. Iodine
value was calculated as g I2/100 g sample [27].
Fatty acids composition was determined using a Shimadzu GC-17 A
gas chromatograph (Tokyo, Japan) coupled with a flame ionization detector.
To obtain methyl esters, 2 mL sample was introduced in a roundbottomed flask to which was added 20 mL of sulphuric acid methanol solution
and 3 pieces of porous porcelain; a reflux cooler was fitted to the flask and it
was boiled for about 60 minutes in a water bath. The content of the flask was
cooled to room temperature and then was passed quantitatively in a
separatory funnel using 20 mL of water, and the methyl esters were extracted
in two stages with 20 mL of heptanes. The extracts were combined into
another separatory funnel and washed with 20 mL of water until the sulphuric
acid was completely removed, the removal being controlled with methyl
orange. The extracts were then dehydrated by the addition of anhydrous
sodium sulphate and filtered into a flask. Methyl esters were collected in 1
mL hexane, and 1μL sample was injected in the gas chromatograph.
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The gas chromatography column is Alltech AT-Wax, (60 m x 0.32 mm
x 0.5 μm), stationary phase (polyethylene); helium was used as a carrier gas
at a pressure of 147 kPa, temperature of the injector and detector was set to
260°C, and the oven program was the following: 70°C for 2 minutes, then the
temperature was raised to 150°C with a gradient of 10°C/minute, a level of 3
minutes, and the temperature was raised to 235°C with a gradient of
4°C/minute. Identification and quantification of FA were performed by
comparison with standards. Results were expressed as % [28].
Statistical analysis
All analytical determinations were performed at least in triplicate.
Values of different parameters were expressed as the mean ± standard
deviation (X ± SD). Tukey’s honest significance test was carried out at a 95%
confidence level (p < 0.05). The Pearson’s correlation (ɑ=0.05) with twotailed probability values was used to estimate the strength of association
between chemical parameters.
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UTILIZATION OF BANANA PEEL AS A BIOSORBENT FOR
THE REMOVAL OF BASIC RED 29 FROM
AQUEOUS SOLUTION
JEN-KAI CHONGa, SIEW-TENG ONGa,b,*
ABSTRACT. The banana peel powder (BPP) was used as a low-cost
adsorbent for the adsorption of Basic Red 29 (BR29) dye from aqueous solution.
The FTIR, AFM and SEM analysis were conducted for the characterization of
BPP. The effects of initial dye concentrations, contact time, pH, adsorbent
dosage and agitation rate on the adsorption of BR29 were studied. The uptake
was very rapid during the first 30 minutes and slowed down as the contact
time increased. The adsorption decreased as the initial dye concentration
increased while it increased as the adsorbent dosage increased. The uptake
of BR29 was highest at pH 8 and the percentage uptake increased as the
agitation rate increased. The adsorption kinetics of BR29 onto BPP fitted well to
the pseudo-second order kinetic model. Three different isotherm models, which
include Langmuir, Freundlich and Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) were used to
analyze the equilibrium adsorption data of BR29. The adsorption isotherm
of BR29 onto BPP was better described by the Freundlich isotherm model
with the coefficient of determination (R2) of 0.9956.
Keywords: Basic Red 29, Dye, Adsorption, Banana peel, Kinetic study

INTRODUCTION
Dyes are colored substances that can be applied to impart color to
other materials such as textiles, paper, plastics, foods and leather. Presently,
there are more that hundred thousand varieties of dyes and these can be
obtained commercially [1]. The textiles and textile products industries are
consider as important and growing sectors in Malaysia. According to the
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statistics, the industry was the eleventh largest export earner in 2017. The
industry had export valued of approximately RM15.3 billion which comprised
1.6% of the total manufacturing exports of Malaysia [2]. However, the wet
processing operation in textile industry which involves dyeing process
produces a lot of dye wastewater. It has been estimated that about 280000
tons of textile dyes effluent is being generated annually around the world [3].
Apart from that, batik, which is the famous textile art in Malaysia has
also continuously increased and there are more than a thousand batik factories
located on the east coast of Malaysia. As most of the batik industries are
comparatively small scale and family-based, they do not have proper
wastewater treatment system and therefore, the discharge of the colorants
used can cause a serious environmental issue. Moreover, the scattered
location of the batik industries has increased the difficulties to create a
centralized and comprehensive wastewater treatment system [4].
The release of dye wastewater to the surroundings without prior
treatment will inflicts great damage to the ecosystem as dyes are potentially
hazardous to aquatic animals and plants [5,6]. The bioaccumulation of the
dyes in aquatic animal will be passed along the food chain and eventually
affects all the organisms. Some of the dyes may cause allergic reaction
and/or irritation when in contact with skin, inhaled and ingested. As cationic
dyes such as Basic Red 29 (BR29), is much more toxic than all-purpose dyes
or fiber reactive dyes, therefore this type of dye must be treated with
correspondingly greater respect and caution.
A low-cost yet effective method for wastewater treatment is very
crucial for both large scale and small scale textile industries. Adsorption
approach is extensively applied for the colorant removal from wastewater.
This is because the adsorbent can be prepared using low cost materials such
as agricultural waste. Although the conventional adsorption method employed
activated carbon (AC) as the adsorbent has exhibited a high efficiency
performance, AC remains as a relatively expensive adsorbent. Therefore,
nonconventional adsorbents have gained a lot of attention for the reduction
of hazardous waste from wastewater.
Nonconventional adsorbents can be categorized into five separate
groups including fruit waste, plant remains, living and nonliving biomass,
agricultural and industrial waste materials, and natural inorganic materials.
These items are used as economical bioadsorbent as they tend to be
obtained easily and have good adsorption capacity [7].
Banana is considered as a main fruit crops in Malaysia. According to
Department of Agriculture Malaysia (2017), the production of banana was
around 350000 metric tons in 2017 which was accounted for 26.4% of the
total major fruits production. The high production of banana will create a large
amount of banana peel waste. Although banana peel is commonly used as
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animal feed or fertilizer, efforts have been made to utilize banana peel in
other applications, for instance, as an inexpensive bioadsorbent for the
withdrawal of dyes and other contaminants [8]. Banana peel consists of large
amount of cellulose, hemicelluloses, pectin and lignin that contain hydroxyl,
carboxylic and various functional groups [9] that are essential important in
the adsorption process The species of banana used in this study was Pisang
Nangka or jackfruit banana with the scientific name Musa x paradisiaca. They
are categorized as plantains which are members of the banana family with
high starch content.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Characterization of adsorbent
FTIR Analysis. FTIR spectroscopy was used to analyze the functional
groups present on the surface of BPP. The FTIR spectra of BPP before and
after the adsorption of BR29 were obtained in the range of 4000 to 400 cm-1
as depicted in Figure 1. There are various functional groups that can be
found on the surface of BPP as multiple peaks were shown in the spectra.
BPP with various functional groups shows that it has a complex nature and
it can act as a good adsorbent [10].

Figure 1. FTIR spectra of BPP before adsorption (black) and
after adsorption (blue) of BR29
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The broad and strong adsorption band at 3448 cm-1 was due to the
vibration of O-H group. This indicates that the hydroxyl group was present
on the surface of BPP as the banana peel consists of large amount of cellulose,
hemicelluloses, pectin and lignin that contain hydroxyl and carboxylic groups
[9]. The peak at 2927 cm-1 represents the stretching vibration of C-H group
in alkanes. The strong adsorption at 1638 cm-1 represents the stretching of
carbon-carbon double bond of aromatic ring that is present in lignin. The
peak at 1025 cm-1 indicates the C-O stretching vibration and similar findings
were reported by Mondal and Kar [11].
The spectrum of BPP after the adsorption of BR29 demonstrated a
very close similarity with the one before the adsorption. The peak at 1638
cm-1 was changed to 1637 cm-1 whereas the peak at 1025 cm-1 was shifted
to 1033 cm-1. The slight changes observed are most probably because the
adhesion of dye molecules onto the BPP is involving adsorption. As this kind
of interaction is a surface chemistry process, therefore the spectrum before
and after adsorption bear a lots of similarities [12].
Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) Analysis. AFM analysis was
performed to inspect the surface topography of the BPP before and after
adsorption of the dye. Figures 2(a) and 2(b) represent the AFM micrographs
of BPP before and after adsorption, respectively. In Figure 2(a), the surface
of BPP without addition of BR29 was observed to be rough and uneven. On
the contrary, the micrograph in Figure 2(b) showed that the surface of BPP
was relatively more even and smoother after adsorption of BR29. This
suggests that the surface of BPP was covered by the dye molecules.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2. AFM image of BPP (a) before adsorption (b) after adsorption
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Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) Analysis. The surface
morphology of the BPP before and after adsorption was observed using
SEM. This analysis can help to determine the size, the shape and the texture
of the sample. The SEM micrographs of BPP before and after adsorption of
BR29 with the magnification of 50000× were presented in Figures 3(a) and
3(b), respectively. By comparison, the micrograph of BPP before adsorption
showed a porous, rough and uneven surface. Conversely, the surface of the
BPP becomes smoother and relatively less porous after the adsorption
process. This observation agrees well with the previous suggestion whereby
after the dye adsorption, the surface will become more even due to the
adhesion of dye molecules. Similar result was reported by Pishgar et al. [13]
in which the surface morphology of banana peel became smoother after the
adsorption of dye as compared to the one before adsorption.

(a)
(b)
Figure 3. SEM micrograph of BPP (a) before adsorption (b) after adsorption

Adsorption Studies
Effect of initial dye concentration and contact time. The trend of
the dye uptake for the effect of initial dye concentrations and contact time
was illustrated in Figure 4. Generally, the uptake trends of BR29 at different
concentrations followed the same pattern in which the percentage uptake
increased as the contact time lengthens. The percentage uptake of BR29
was rapid during the first 30 minutes and then followed by a more gradual
process until 120 minutes. Thereafter, the rate of adsorption slowed down as
it achieves equilibrium. Similar uptake profile was also reported in some of
the previous works in the removal of dyes [14,15].
As large amount of surface sites were available for the adsorption of
BR29 at the beginning, therefore, the uptake rate was very rapid. As the time
progress, the number of remaining surface sites decreased and the adsorption
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rate decreased [16]. The rapid initial rate of adsorption was related to the dye
molecules produced a monolayer on the exterior of the BPP. Then, the leisurely
internal mass transport stage caused the lower speed of adsorption [17].
When the BR29 concentration was increased from 100 to 500 mg/L, the
maximum uptake decreased from 99.55% to 97.84%. The uptake decreased at
higher concentration because the ratio of surface sites available to the amount
of BR29 in the solution decreased. As a result, some of the dye molecules
were not able to interact with the BPP and the uptake decreased. This also
indicated that the dynamic equilibrium of the adsorption was affected by the
initial concentration [18]. Similar observation was reported in the adsorption
of Maxilon Blue GRL using white marble [19].

Figure 4. Effect of initial dye concentrations and contact time
on percentage uptake of BR29

Effect of pH. The pH of the dye solution has a large impact on the
adsorption process as the surface characteristic of the adsorbent will be
changed according to the pH of the solution. The characteristic of dye molecules
will also be altered by the solution’s pH through ionization or dissociation
process [10]. The influence of pH of solution was studied in the pH range
from 2 to 10. The results showed that the uptake of BR29 increased with
increasing pH until the maximum uptake was achieved at pH 8 and then
decreased. The maximum uptake was 96.21% which occurred at pH 8 whereas
the uptake was only 87.69% at pH 2 which was the lowest uptake compared
to other pH values. In acidic condition, the surface active sites of BPP will be
protonated as they accept H+ ions from the aqueous dye solution. Thus, the
surface will be positively charged. Conversely, the BPP will be negatively
charged as the functional groups like hydroxyl and carboxylic groups are
deprotonated under alkaline condition.
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The pHpzc of BPP was determined to be 5.45. Theoretically, the
adsorption BR29 as a cationic species onto the BPP will be favored if the pH
of the dye solution was higher than the pHpzc of the BPP as the surface
carried a net negative charge. Under the alkaline condition and at the pH
greater than pHpzc value, the negatively charged BPP will be having
electrostatic attraction with the cationic dye molecules and this explained the
favorable uptake. However, the uptake decreased from 96.21% at pH 8 to
95.31% at pH 10 and this can be related to the dissociation of the dye
molecules. According to Washabaugh et. al. [20], the thiazolium ring that is
present in the structure of BR29 molecule can undergoes ring opening under
the alkaline condition via hydrolysis reaction.

Percentage uptake

Effect of adsorbent dosage. The results for the influence of adsorbent
dosage ranging from 0.01 to 0.10 g were illustrated in Figure 5. Initially, the
percentage uptake increased as the adsorbent dosage increased. The maximum
uptake was achieved maximum when the adsorbent dosage was 0.06 g. The
further increase in the adsorbent dosage caused a slight decrease in the
uptake of the dye. When the mass of BPP used was greater, the number of
surface area accessible for the BR29 increased. The highest uptake achieved
was 96.94% with the adsorbent dosage of 0.06 g. The saturation occurred at
0.06 g at which further increase in adsorbent dosage had caused a slight
decrease in the uptake. A lower percentage uptake when the dosage was
probably caused by the aggregation of the BPP and thus reducing the sites
available for the adsorption of the BR29 species when the adsorbent dosage
increased [11].
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90.00
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70.00
60.00
50.00
40.00
30.00
20.00
10.00
0.00

83.41

0.01

93.48

0.02

96.22

96.94

96.46

0.04
0.06
0.08
Mass of BPP (g)

96.14

0.1

Figure 5. Effect of adsorbent dosage on percentage uptake of BR29
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Effect of agitation rate. The influence of agitation rates was studied
using 50 and 100 rpm agitation speed for a period of 240 minutes. The uptake
of BR29 occurred very rapidly during the first 60 minutes and then slowed
down in for both agitation rates. It was noted that a higher agitation rate
resulted in higher percentage uptake of BR29. This is because an increase in
the agitation rate will decrease the film resistance to mass transfer surrounding
the adsorbent particles thus increase the adsorption of dye molecules.
Similarly, Al-Tufaily and Al-Qadi [21] also reported that a higher uptake with
increasing agitation speed is due to the increase in turbulence and caused
the thickness of boundary layer around the BPP to decrease.
Adsorption kinetics. The kinetic studies can provide insight on the
mechanism of the adsorption in a given systems. It also gives information
about its possible rate determining stage like chemical interactions or mass
transfer process [22]. The pseudo-first order and pseudo-second order kinetic
models were applied in this analysis. For pseudo-first order kinetic model, it
was developed by Lagergren [23] and thereafter, it has been commonly
applied for the adsorption in liquid-solid systems. This linearized equation for
this model can be expressed by the formula below:

log (q e  q t )  log q e 

k1
t
2.303

(1)

where:
qe
= amount of BR29 adsorbed at equilibrium (mg/g)
qt
= amount of BR29 adsorbed at time t (mg/g)
= rate constant of pseudo-first order kinetics (1/min)
k1
t
= time (min)
This model considers that the speed of adsorption is relative to the
amount of vacant spots available [24]. The R2 values for the initial BR29
concentrations of 100, 200 and 500 mg/L were 1.0000, 0.8683 and 0.9370,
correspondingly while the k1 values were 0.1175, 0.0569 and 0.0136 with
unit of 1/min in that order. The value of k1 represents the rate for the system
to achieve equilibrium condition. It decreases when the initial concentration
increases because the duration required to achieve equilibrium will increase
at higher initial BR29 concentration [25].
On the other hand, the values of calculated qe were 1.9297, 3.1747
and 8.4723 mg/g for 100, 200 and 500 mg/L of BR29 solution, respectively.
The calculated qe values were considerably different from the qe obtained
experimentally (Table 1). This proves that the adsorption of BR29 onto BPP
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does not fit well to the pseudo-first order kinetic model. According to Ho and
Mckay [26], the Lagergren model typically only relevant during first 20-30 min
of the adsorption progression but it is generally not applicable for the whole
adsorption process.
Therefore, the pseudo-second order kinetic model was also applied
to study the adsorption kinetics of BR29 onto BPP. In this model, the rate
determining stage of an adsorption activity was assumed to be the chemical
adsorption process. The valence forces in chemisorptions process involves
the electrons sharing or exchange between the BR29 and BPP [27]. The linear
form equation based on this model is shown below:

t
1
1


t
2
q t k 2q e
qe

(2)

In which
qt
= amount of BR29 adsorbed at time t (mg/g)
qe
= amount of BR29 adsorbed at equilibrium (mg/g)
k2
= rate constant of pseudo-second order kinetics (g/mgꞏmin)
t
= time (min)
The initial adsorption rate, h can be determined using the formula:
h = k2qe2

(3)

Table 1. Summary of values obtained for pseudo-first and
pseudo-second order kinetics model
Initial BR29
concentratio
n (mg/L)

Pseudo-first order
qe cal

qe exp

k1

(mg/g) (mg/g) (1/min)

Pseudo-second order
R2

qe cal
(mg/g)

qe exp

k2

h

(mg/g) (g/mgꞏmin) (mg/gꞏmin)

R2

100

1.9297 19.6380 0.1175 1.0000 19.7628 19.6380

2.3276

909.0909 0.9999

200

3.1747 39.1380 0.0569 0.8683 39.2157 39.1380

0.0856

131.5789 1.0000

500

8.4723 97.8405 0.0136 0.9370 98.0392 97.8405

0.0074

70.9220

1.0000

The theoretical values of qe calculated were 19.7628, 39.2157 and
98.0392 mg/g for 100, 200 and 500 mg/L of BR29, correspondingly. The
values were comparable to the qe values attained experimentally. The R2
values for the three different initial dye concentrations achieved unity or
approaching 1. These showed that the adsorption kinetics of BR29 onto BPP
followed closely to the pseudo-second order kinetic model. The k2 values
were 2.3276, 0.0856 and 0.0074 g/mgꞏmin for 100, 200 and 500 mg/L of
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BR29 solution, respectively. The higher k2 value means that the adsorption
process will achieve equilibrium in shorter time. The parameters obtained for
each of the kinetic model were summarized in Table 1.
In order to obtain the generalized predictive model for BR29 at any
contact time and initial concentration, the corresponding linear plots of the
pseudo-second order equation were regressed to obtain the constants
related to the respective equations [28]. The theoretical model for the amount
of BR29 adsorbed at any initial concentration, Co and time was expressed by
the formula:

qt 

Co t
0.0166C o  1.5918  (0.000076C o  5.0863)t

(4)

qt (mg/g)

100
75
50
25
0
0

100

200
Time (min)

100 mg/L (cal)
500 mg/L (cal)
200 mg/L (expt)

300

400

200 mg/L (cal)
100 mg/L (expt)
500 mg/L (expt)

Figure 6. Comparison between the experimental values (expt)
and theoretical values (cal) of qt

Figure 6 showed the correlation between the data obtained during the
analysis and theoretical data of qt for the adsorption of BR29 by BPP. The
experimental data showed an appreciable consistency with the graphs
generated for the theoretical values. The graph also showed that the amount
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of BR29 adsorbed was higher when the starting BR29 concentration was
higher. The greater initial BR29 concentration offers a greater propulsive
strength of concentration gradient to surpass the mass transfer resistances
of the BR29 between the BPP and the solution [29].
Adsorption isotherm. The adsorption isotherm involves the equilibrium
situation in which the speed of adsorption of BR29 onto the surface of BPP is
equal to the speed of desorption of the BR29 from the BPP. Therefore, the
concentration of BR29 solution will remain constant at equilibrium [30]. Three
different isotherm models including Langmuir [31], Freundlich [32] and
Brunauer-Emmet-Teller (BET) [33] models were applied in the study. The
Langmuir model assumes monolayer adsorption over a homogenous
adsorption sites with no association happens between the adsorbed species.
The following linear form of the equation was proposed for this model:

Ce Ce
1


qe q m K Lq m

(5)

In which
Ce
= concentration of BR29 at equilibrium (mg/L)
qe
= amount of BR29 adsorbed at equilibrium (mg/g)
qm
= maximum amount of BR29 adsorbed (mg/g)
KL
= Langmuir constant (L/mg)
From the graph of Ce/qe against Ce, the values of qm and KL were
175.4386 mg/g and 0.1011 L/mg, respectively and these were obtained from
the y-intercept and the slope of the graph. The R2 for the linear plot was
0.9866.
The separation factor (RL) is a dimensionless constant and act as an
indispensable feature of Langmuir isotherm. RL can be represented by the
formula below:

RL 

1
1  K LCo

(6)

In which
RL
= separation factor
= Langmuir constant (L/mg)
KL
Co
= initial dye concentration (mg/L)
The RL values for all of the BR29 concentration fell in the category
0 < RL < 1, and therefore, the adsorption of BR29 onto BPP was favorable.
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The Freundlich isotherm is an exponential equation and can be
applied in the situation involving multilayer adsorption, adsorption on
heterogeneous surfaces and possibility of reversible adsorption. The linear
form of the equation is shown as below:

log q e 

1
log C e  log K F
n

(7)

In which
= amount of BR29 adsorbed at equilibrium (mg/g)
qe
n
= Freundlich constant for adsorption intensity
Ce
= concentration of BR29 at equilibrium (mg/L)
KF
= Freundlich constant for adsorption capacity (mg/g)(mg/L)n
A high R2 value of 0.9956 was obtained for the Freundlich model. The
similar findings were reported in the uptake of Basic Blue 9 by using rise husk
[34] and the uptake of Basic Violet 10 dye using outer skin of fruit [35] in
which the adsorption processes were well described by this model. The
number of 1/n and KF obtained were 0.4962 and 26.0615, correspondingly.
The figure of 1/n signifies the strength of the adsorption. If 1/n falls within the
range of 0 to 1, it is related to the chemisorption process and the heterogeneity
increases as the value approaches 0. If the value goes above 1, it shows that
cooperative adsorption occurred [36].
The BET isotherm model is the extended theory for multilayer
adsorption from Langmuir equation with the following assumption: (i) all
surface adsorption sites are homogeneous; (ii) the heat of adsorption of
second and following layers are equal to heat of liquefaction; (iii) no sideways
association happens between the adsorbed species.
The formula below was proposed for this model:

qe 

qm K B Ce
(C s  C e )[1  ( K B  1)(C e / C s )]

(8)

Rearrangement of Equation (8) into linear form:

Ce
(K - 1) C e
1
 B
( )
(C s  C e )q e
K B q m Cs
K B qm
In which
Ce
= concentration of BR29 at equilibrium (mg/L)
Cs
= monolayer saturation concentration of BR29 (mg/L)
= amount of BR29 adsorbed at equilibrium (mg/g)
qe
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qm
KB

= maximum amount of BR29 adsorbed (mg/g)
= BET adsorption constant

The parameters and R2 values obtained for all the isotherm models
were summarized in Table 2. Based on the R2 value, the adsorption of BR29 is
better described by Freundlich model as compared to Langmuir and BET models.
Table 2. Values obtained from Langmuir, Freundlich, and BET isotherm model
Langmuir

Freundlich

BET

qmax
(mg/g)

KL
(L/mg)

R2

Kf

n

R2

KB

qmax (mg/g)

R2

175.439

0.101

0.987

26.062

0.496

0.996

175.052

28.563

0.987

CONCLUSIONS
Banana peel powder (BPP) was selected as an economical adsorbent
for the adsorption of BR29 from aqueous solution. From the FTIR spectrum,
a slight shifting of the peaks was observed. Both AFM and SEM micrographs
showed that the surface of the BPP was relatively smoother and more even
after the adsorption of BR29. Based on the results obtained from the initial
dye concentrations and contact time, the percentage uptake increased
significantly during the first 30 minutes and slowed down after that. The
uptake improved at higher adsorbent quantity and it achieve maximum when
the mass of adsorbent was 0.06 g. The adsorption of BR29 was favored under
alkaline condition and the efficiency of uptake amplified as the agitation rate
increased.
The adsorption kinetics of BR29 onto BPP was associated with the
pseudo-second order kinetic model. The adsorption isotherm of BR29 onto
BPP can be better described by the Freundlich isotherm model with a higher
R2 value. Based on Langmuir isotherm, the maximum amount of BR29
adsorbed onto BPP was 175.4386 mg/g.
EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Preparation of adsorbent
Banana peels were obtained from a banana fritters stall in Kampar,
Perak. The banana peels collected were cut into smaller sizes. Then, tap
water was used to clean the banana peels followed by washing with distilled
water to remove any dirt or impurities. The peels were dried using an oven at
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60°C for period of one day. The dried banana peels were ground into powder
form. The banana peel powder (BPP) was soaked in distilled water at 60°C with
occasional stirring for decolorizing purpose. Furthermore, the BPP was filtered
through filter bag and then rinsed with distilled water. The decolorizing process
was repeated for another 5 times. After that, the powder was dried again for 24
hours. The BPP obtained was sieved through a sieve with the size of 1 mm.
Finally, the dried BPP was stored in plastic bag with seal for further experiment.
Preparation of Basic Red 29 (BR29)
BR29 was selected as an adsorbate in the studies. BR29 or also
known as Basacryl Red GL with the formula of C19H17ClN4S is having a
molecular mass of 368.88 g/mol. The BR29 was acquired from Sigma-Aldrich
Co. and employed directly without alteration. 1 gram of BR29 was weighed
accurately and dissolved in 1 liter of distilled water to prepare a stock solution
of 1000 mg/L. The stock solution was covered with aluminum foil and kept in
the cabinet to prevent exposure to light. This is because the dye solution might
degrade when exposed to light. The stock solution was diluted to different
concentrations needed throughout the experiment.
Characterisation of adsorbent
Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) Spectroscopy
The BPP before adsorption and after adsorption were analyzed using
Perkin Elmer FTIR Spectrum RX1 to identify the functional groups associated
with the adsorbent. The spectra were obtained in the infrared region with the
wavenumber range from 4000 to 400 cm-1. The KBr pellet method was used
in the analysis. The BPP was finely ground with KBr salt. The mixture was
compacted under high pressure to form the KBr pellet. Finally, the pellet was
analyzed using the FTIR spectrometer.
Atomic Force Microscope (AFM)
The surface topography of the BPP was examined using AFM with
the model of Park Systems EX-7 with a scan area of 10 µm × 10 µm.
Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM)
Field emission scanning electron microscope was used to study the
surface morphology of the BPP before and after adsorption. The model used
was JEOL JSM 6701F FESEM with emission current of 4kV and working
distance of 5.8 mm.
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Point of zero charge (pHpzc) of adsorbent
The pH at point of zero charge (pHpzc) was analyzed for the BPP. The
sodium chloride (NaCl) solutions with the pH of 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 and 12 were
prepared. 0.01/0.1 M of HCl and 0.01/0.1 M NaOH were used to adjust the pH
of the solution to the selected pH. Then, 0.10 g of BPP was added to 50 mL of
0.1 M sodium chloride solution at each pH. The mixture was shaken for 24
hours. The final pH of each solution was examined after 24 hours. The change
in the pH (ΔpH) of each solution was calculated. A graph of ΔpH versus initial
pH was plotted and the pHpzc was obtained as the x-intercept of the plot.
Batch experiments
The batch study was performed in duplicates and the presented result
was the average value obtained from the experiment. The concentration of
BR29 solution was measured using Shimadzu UV-Vis Double Beam
Spectrophotometer at the maximum wavelength of 510 nm. Dilution of
sample was carried out if the absorbance value exceeds the highest point in
the standard calibration graph. The percentage uptake of BR29 solution was
evaluated using the equation:
Percentage uptake =

Co  Ct
× 100 %
Co

(10)

In which
Co
Ct

= Initial concentration of BR29 (mg/L)
= Concentration of BR29 at time t (mg/L)

The BR29 solutions with the concentration of 100, 200 and 500 mg/L
were used to analyze the effect of initial concentration on the uptake of the dye. A
20 mL of BR29 solution at the respective concentration was placed in centrifuge
tubes. Then, 0.10 g of BPP was added to the BR29 solutions. The mixture was
agitated at 150 rpm for 5, 10, 15, 30, 60, 90, 120, 180, 240, 300 and 360 minutes.
The pH of the BR29 solution was regulated with drop wise addition of
0.01/0.1 M hydrochloric acid (HCl) and 0.01/0.1 M sodium hydroxide (NaOH).
A series of solutions with the pH 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10 were prepared. The
parameter was conducted using 100 mg/L of BR29 at the corresponding pH.
Different adsorbent dosage of 0.01, 0.02, 0.04, 0.06, 0.08 and 0.10 g
of BPP were used for this study. Each different mass of adsorbent was added
to 100 mg/L of BR29 during the analysis.
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A 100 mg/L of BR29 solution with BPP was agitated at 50 rpm at the
time interval of 5, 10, 15, 30, 60, 90, 120, 180 and 240 minutes. This step
was repeated by using 100 rpm agitation rate.
Different concentrations of BR29 solution were used in the isotherm
study. The BR29 solutions with the concentration of 200, 300, 400, 500, 600
and 700 mg/L were prepared. A 0.10 g of BPP was added to 20 mL of BR29
solution at each concentration and shaken at 150 rpm for 240 minutes.
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SYNTHESIS OF HYDROCARBON FUELS VIA SELECTIVE
REFORMING OF KEROSENE OVER VARIOUS
NI/ZEOLITE CATALYSTS
ELHAM SAIDIa, MAHMOUD ZIARATIa,*, NAHID KHANDANb,
HOSSEIN DEHGHANIa
ABSTRACT. In this study, the reforming of kerosene was performed in a
fixed-bed reactor in order to investigate the synthesis of hydrocarbon fuels.
For this purpose, five Ni-based catalysts supported on Y, Mordenite, ZSM5, Beta, and Ferririte zeolites were prepared by deposition-precipitation
method. Four main composition groups of hydrocarbons including normal
paraffins, isoparaffins, cycloparaffins, and aromatics were analyzed in feed
and liquid products and the effects of key parameters of the catalysts namely
acidity, diameter of pores in channels, and surface area on the progress of
the reforming process were surveyed. According to the analysis results, Y
zeolite with higher acidity, larger pore diameter, and more surface area led
to produce the most aromatic contents (57.60%) in the products. Beta
increased both cycloparaffins (34.91%) and isoparaffins (34.07%) in the
product. Mordenite and Ferririte effectively increased the formation of
isoparaffins by 38.22% and 38.85% respectively. Meanwhile, ZSM-5 with
moderate acidity, surface area, and pore size increased the cycloparaffin
contents of the product (46.28%). These results highlighted the potential of
each zeolite to produce a valuable product via reforming process, which
meets the requirement of standard hydrocarbon fuels. Ultimately, the
pathway to reforming process over each prepared catalyst was proposed.
Keywords: Reforming process, Bi-functional catalysts, Zeolite, Kerosene,
Jet fuel, Reaction pathway

INTRODUCTION
Fossil fuels including petroleum, natural gas, and coal produced 80%
of the energy consumed worldwide in 2018. This share is estimated to
decrease only slightly (70%) by 2050 [1]. The transportation as a fast growing
a
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sector, particularly in developing countries, however is relied almost entirely
(95%) on petroleum. Hence, it has lower probability to undergo these changes
[2, 3]. By development of modernity in the world, the aviation as a transportation
sector developed highly more than other sectors such that the need to jet
fuels grew annually [4]. The petroleum-derived fuels utilized in these sections
commonly contain four main compositions including line and branched
paraffins, cycloparaffins, and aromatics [5]. There are several processes to
produce or enhance the fuels by conversion of these components to each
other through various reactions such as isomerization, hydrogenation and
dehydrogenation, which are categorized as the reforming of hydrocarbons
[6]. According to the previous literatures, many researchers have produced
hydrocarbon fuels from several sources such as Fisher- Tropsch process [7],
biomass and other wastes [8, 9], vegetable oils, etc. [10, 11]. However, the
availability, easy access, and low price of oil-derived fuels makes them this
chance to be applied as a feed for reforming process. Among them, kerosene
is the third fraction of crude oil, which has the lowest H/C ratio and between
9 to 16 carbons. It was applied as a base for many jet fuels. Therefore, it was
selected as a feed to reforming process in this research.
Several catalysts were employed for conversion of the hydrocarbons
due to their undeniable advantages in comparison to traditional thermal
reforming [12]. Catalytic reforming of hydrocarbon fractions is among the
crucial processes in the oil refineries and petrochemical companies [13-15].
Among the various classifications of the homogeneous and heterogeneous
catalysts namely acid, base, and zeolite catalysts, several valuable abilities
of zeolites such as having acid-base character, low cost, environmentally
friendly, uniform pore structure, high surface area and porosity, and reusability
caused many researchers apply them widely to reforming of hydrocarbons
[16]. In fact, their Lewis and Brønsted acid sites can efficiently go the reactions
ahead the desirable route. This helps to form a final liquid product with high
H/C ratios, which has the capability to utilize as a high energy fuel [17].
Zeolite catalysts have commonly employed as support of catalysts for major
refining processes such as fluid catalytic cracking, distillate dewaxing by
cracking, hydrocracking, lube dewaxing by cracking, gasoline desulfurization,
distillate dewaxing by isomerization, light paraffin isomerization, lube dewaxing
by isomerization, reformate upgrading and diesel aromatics saturation, and
they have shown promising catalytic performance in the reforming process
[18, 19]. As the individual advantage of zeolite in comparison to the conventional
catalysts, they could provide the unique feature of shape selectivity due to
their repeatable pore structure useful to the reaction under consideration. For
example, zeolite with more dimensional pore channel structure can provide
a higher cracking activity than 1D ones. It is because of longer contact time
of molecules in the pore [20].
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Introduction of metals to zeolites is favorable for catalytic reforming
process, because of preserving acid sites and increasing the production of
the lighter hydrocarbons by progress the reaction towards the desirable
pathway. Nickel (Ni) with low cost, effective activity, and more availability is
the most widely used with zeolites for the reforming of hydrocarbons [11, 2127]. High metal loadings cause bulk Ni particles (> 10 nm) in the catalysts
that harden access to internal zeolite pores [28]. Therefore, an ideal metal
loading is necessary to influence the porosity and acidity of the zeolite in a
positive way [29-31]. In this work, the 5% Ni loading for Ni/Y catalysts were
employed to prepare the catalysts.
However, reports on the reforming of kerosene over zeolites are still
rare and the vital role of various zeolites in the reforming of the hydrocarbon
fuels has rarely studied in details. In light of this, five different zeolites
(Ferririte, Mordenite, ZSM-5, β-zeolite, and Y-zeolite) were employed for
catalytic reforming of kerosene in this research. Ultimately, the composition
of products over each zeolite was discussed to determine the suitable
zeolites to produce a standard fuel via reforming of kerosene.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Structural properties

As indicated in Figure 1, XRD patterns reported for the calcined catalysts
is clearly displayed the structures of catalysts without any contamination by
impure phases. Therefore, the framework of zeolite seems to be maintained
well after incorporation of nickel but its crystallinity slightly changed by synthesis.
In this study, only some of the peaks of NiO were distinguished. One reason
may be the size of the particles, which might be below the detection limit of
XRD. As suggested in some literatures, the characteristic diffraction peaks
of Ni crystallized from some prepared zeolite catalysts such as Ni/β are very
weak (Figure 1) which means the poor crystallinity of Ni on these catalysts.
It is in agreement with the highly dispersive of oxide on the support and
smaller sizes than detected by XRD [32].
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Figure 1. XRD patterns of the prepared catalysts
Textural properties and chemical composition

N2 adsorption-desorption was applied to determine the textural
properties of the prepared catalysts. The results of N2 adsorption-desorption,
surface areas, and other textural properties of the prepared catalysts were
indicated in Table 1.
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By comparison of the textural properties of the synthesized catalysts
listed in Table 1 with the manufactured properties of net zeolites, it was found
that the surface area of the catalysts decreased after the incorporation of
Nickel species into the zeolites. This may be due to the higher dispersion of
the nanosized crystallites [33].
Table 1. The textural properties of the prepared catalysts
Row

Catalyst

SBET (m2 g−1) (a)

V total (cm3/g) (b)

Ni loading (wt. %)
(c)

1
Ni/Y
540
0.35
5.20
2
Ni/β
370
0.66
4.97
3
Ni/ZSM-5
290
0.14
5.36
4
Ni/FER
260
0.11
5.08
5
Ni/MOR
310
0.16
5.29
(a) BET surface area obtained by analyzing nitrogen adsorption data at -196°C in a relative vapor
pressure ranging from 0.05 to 0.30 (m2/g); (b) Total pore volume estimated based on the volume
adsorbed at P/Po = 0.99 (cm3/g); (c) The metal loading measured by EDX

The amount of Ni in the prepared catalysts was determined by the EDX
analysis. As shown in the last column of Table 1, a proper approximation to the
theoretical Ni loading was performed for Ni/β using this analysis, while the Niloading in the other catalysts is more than one expected during preparation. As
mentioned in some literatures, this exceeding amount of metal may be due to
the uneven embedded metal in the support on the area detected by the EDX
instrument, which generated by the microwaves applied to separate particles
with rapid heating. Another reason may be the probable fewer Ni particles in the
area that is not analyzed using EDX [34].
TPR analysis

The H2-TPR curves of the calcined Ni/zeolite catalysts were presented
in Figure 2, which attributed to the reduction of the NiO. For all prepared
Ni/zeolites, one obvious H2 consumption peak was observed at approximately
350°C, which was ascribed to the peaks of NiO species reducing to Ni. In fact,
the TPR curves had ascending route from 280°C to 350°C. Therefore, the
optimum temperature for the reduction of the prepared samples was proposed
to be in in this range.
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Figure 2. H2-TPR curves of the calcined Ni/zeolite catalysts

Acidity analysis

The acidic properties of the zeolites determined from NH3-TPD profiles
with the corresponding strong and weak acid sites amounts were summarized
in Figure 3. As observed, the acid strength of the various zeolites was different.
According to the previous studies, the reason of having a different acidity
profile mainly is the difference in their intensity which refers to the amount of NH3
desorbed from the samples pretreated with NH3 chemical adsorption [35].
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Figure 3. The profiles of NH3-TPD for the prepared catalysts

As the profiles of NH3-TPD revealed, the Ni/Y appeared to be the
sample with more weak acid sites than strong acid sites. Ni/MOR showed to
have relatively high weak and medium acidity. No obvious strong acid sites
observed in the case of this sample. The TPD profile of the Ni/FER presented
a little acidity for all weak, medium, and strong acid sites.
The highest weak acid site was remarkable in the case of Ni/ZSM-5
catalyst. In addition, it showed significantly the most amounts of medium and
strong acid sites.
Ni/β sample had more weak acidity, which went towards medium acid
sites. The amounts of its strong acid sites were not appeared to be remarkable.
In comparison, both weak and strong acid sites was observed to be the most
in the case of the Ni/ZSM-5 and the highest acidity in the range of the medium
acid sites belonged to Ni/β among five prepared samples.
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Performance test results
The collected produced liquids were subjected to physicochemical
analytical tests using the methods specified by the American Standard for
Testing and Materials (ASTM D1655). Among the analyzed properties, four
significant properties namely density, final boiling point (FBP), flash point, and
freezing point were selected to be discussed. The analysis results of these
properties and their comparison to some standard fuels were given in Table 2.
Table 2. Physicochemical data of feed, produced liquids, and some standard fuels
products
Standard
method

Products
over
Catalysts

Standard
fuels

Density at 15.6
FBP (ºC)
ºC (kg/m3)
ASTM D
4052
86
IP
365
123
Feed
797.4
280
No cat.
800.0
290
Ni/Y
799.8
295
Ni/Mordenite
800.1
289
Ni/β
797.4
294
Ni/ZSM5
799.6
282
Ni/Ferririte
799.2
297
Gasoline
Report
170
kerosene
799-815
275
Gasoil
820-860
385
Jet fuel (ATK)
775-840
300
JP-4
751-802
270
JP-5
788-845
300
JP-7
779-806
288
JP-8
775-840
300
Property

Flash point
(ºC)
3828
303
50
47
46
49
51
46
48
--43.3
51-54
38
--60
60
38

Freezing point
(ºC)
2386
16
-52
-53
-55
-51
-53
-55
-44
-60
-37.8
---47
-58
-46
-43.3
-47

Compositions of liquid products
All components of reformed kerosene in heterogeneous conditions
by hydrocarbon groups and their carbon atom number Cn were identified or
organized. The weight percentage of reformed produced liquids were
identified and calculated with the same method as described for the kerosene
fractions. The results were summarized in Table 3. In details, the identified
peaks belonged to the carbon range of C8 to C24 in the presence of three
prepared catalysts of Ni/Ferririte, Ni/Mordenite and Ni/Y, while the identified
compounds of produced liquid in the presence of Ni/β catalyst were in the
range of C8 to C17. On the other hand, feed and the produced liquid in the
presence of Ni/ZSM-5 catalyst had the compounds ranged from C8 to C20.
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Table 3. Summarization of compound analyses of produced liquids (wt. %)
Row
1
2
3
4
5
6

Catalyst type N- paraffins
Fresh feed
27.426
Ni/Y
24.6987
Ni/Mordenite
24.1737
Ni/β
22.7547
Ni/ZSM-5
4.3875
Ni/Ferririte
25.6899

Isoparaffins
27.911
12.4439
38.2285
34.0740
30.3861
38.8542

Cycloparaffins
23.489
5.2609
7.8715
34.9075
46.2826
4.7488

Aromatics
21.234
57.5965
29.7263
8.2639
18.9438
30.7071

As the Figure 4 shows, the amounts of some compositions are more
than other ones in produced fuels.

Compositions of produced liquids (wt.%)
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0
Fresh feed

Ni/Ferririte

Normal paraffins

Ni/ZSM-5

Ni/β

Isoparrafins

Ni/Mordenite

Cycloparafins

Ni/Y

Aromatics

Figure 4. Distribution of the hydrocarbon groups contained in the produced liquids

The hydrocarbons are categorized by their carbon chain length into
the gasoline (C5–C10), jet fuel (C9–C15), diesel (C14–C20), and lubricant
(C19-C25) [34, 44]. As shown in the Table 4, the liquid products were
classified according to these carbon chain ranges.
Table 4. The classification of liquid products according to the carbon chain range
Row

Catalyst

1
2
3
4
5

Ni/Y
Ni/ZSM-5
Ni/β
Ni/MOR
Ni/FER

Gasoline
(C5–C10)
18.65
17.37
28.40
18.26
18.96

Jet fuel
(C9–C15)
64.72
80.42
68.72
64.93
64.49

Diesel
(C14–C20)
16.52
2.19
2.88
16.71
16.42

Lubricant
(C19-C25)
0.11
0.02
0
0.10
0.13
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According to these results, Ni/β produced the lowest fuels with no
carbon numbers in the range of lubricants. As anticipated, the reforming of
kerosene showed an enhanced capability of jet fuel products. This process
led to at least 64% jet fuel over each catalyst. However, the Ni/ZSM-5
produced more cycloparaffins in comparison to other samples. Therefore,
this catalyst produced highest jet fuel with the highest quality.
Effect of catalyst characters on the liquid products
The effect of some characters of the prepared catalysts on compositions
of produced liquids is discussed in this section.
Pore sizes of the applied zeolite were in the order of Ni/Ferririte<
Ni/ZSM-5< Ni/Mordenite< Ni/β< Ni/Y. Generally, micropore zeolites such as
Ferririte have lower activity than those with mesopore (ZSM-5) and macropore
(Y, Mordenite, and Beta). It is not in conflict with increasing the catalytic activity
with decreasing the particle size. The kerosene- range molecules diffuse
toward pores and react on the surface of catalyst. Since the Ferririte pore is
smaller than some molecules such as cycloparaffins, a few amounts of these
components were produced over this zeolite.
In the case of Y and Mordenite catalysts, however the few amounts
of cycloparaffins may be due to the difference of acid sites strength and
concentration. Instead, their polyaromatics were more, which may be due to
macroporous structures of these catalysts. As already noted the acidity of
the catalysts directly influences on some properties of the produced liquids.
The acidity power (less Si/Al ratio) of applied catalysts was in the order of
Ni/β< Ni/ZSM-5< Ni/Ferririte< Ni/Mordenite< Ni/Y. Note that acidity of
Mordenite and Y has increased after ion exchange of Na-form zeolite samples
to NH4+ form. Strong acid sites on catalysts would be the main reason for the
catalyst deactivation (i.e. coke deposition and weak acid site may go forwards
reforming process through multi-step pathway and therefore undesired side
reactions. In other words, an optimum Si/Al ratio would be desirable [36]. As
shown in Figure 5, zeolites have an important role to go selectively the
dehydrocyclization reaction towards and supported metals can promote the
formation of aromatics. The stronger- acidic catalysts have greater activity
than that of the weaker-acidic catalyst. In this paper, Y zeolite with highest
acidic power produced the most aromatic contents.
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Figure 5. Formation routes of aromatic hydrocarbons from
aliphatic ones on a Ni/ zeolite catalyst [37]

Reforming process in the presence of zeolites with 2 or 3D channel
pore leads to produce a different fuel than 1D pore channel. As a result, a strong
dependence of reforming process on the channel structures of catalysts was
observed in order that some huge hydrocarbon components could not be
formed or passed through 1D channel zeolites such as Mordenite. As well, 2D
channel ZSM-5 zeolite made the limpidity of passing some components in
comparison to 3D zeolites such as Y and β. In other words, shape selectivity
of ZSM-5 is a key parameter in improving quality of products [38].
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, reforming of kerosene was investigated over five
5%Ni/zeolite catalysts. Among the series studied, ZSM-5 and β catalysts direct
the reaction forwards the dehydrocyclization by increasing the naphthenic
compounds of fuel and hence it would be proposed to apply these catalysts to
production of some type of jet fuels. These two catalysts had the weaker acidic
power than other prepared catalysts. Therefore, they did not favor the formation
of aromatics in comparison to Y, Mordenite and Ferririte catalysts, which would
improve octane number of gasoline if they were applied to aromatization
reactions. Y zeolite had the ability to produce more aromatics, which is suitable
to produce high quality gasoline by increasing its octane number. Mordenite
produced a product with high isoparaffin content. The high strong acid sites in
the Y, Mordenite and Ferririte zeolites lead to side reactions such as cracking,
and consequently more aromatic formation in the liquid products.
Its macroporous structure along with lowest Si/Al ratio and 3D
channel structure would be the best reason to introduce Y zeolite as a
suitable catalyst to further researches in the field of aromatization. The
similarity of products to high-energy jet propellant fuels was maximized when
Ni/ZSM-5 was used in this study.
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EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Materials
The properties of kerosene supplied by Tehran Oil Refinery Company
(TORC) were reported in Table 5.
Table 5. Specifications of supplied kerosene by TORC
Property
Density at 15.6 ˚C
Distillation
IBP
185 ˚C
200 ˚C
210 ˚C
235 ˚C
FBP
Sulfur
Flash point
Freezing point
Acidity
Aromatic content

Unit

Test method

Feed properties

D 1298

797.4

3

kg/m

˚C
% vol.
% vol.
% vol.
% vol.
˚C
% wt.
˚C
˚C
% vol.
% vol.

D 86

D 1552
D 3828
D 2386
D 3242
D 6379

156
23.9
48.4
64.1
90.9
260
0.09
50
-52
0.5mL/0.5mL
21.3%

Nickel nitrate hexahydrate (Ni(NO3)2.6H2O), sodium carbonate (Na2CO3)
applied to prepare the Ni/zeolite catalysts and ammonium nitrate (NH4NO3)
used for zeolite ion exchange were purchased from Merck Company (Germany).
Five applied zeolites to the reforming of kerosene were purchased from Zeolyst
Company (USA) with the typical properties reported by manufacturer and
more details of their properties were illustrated in Table 6.
Table 6. Physical characteristics of zeolite powders as reported by manufacturer
Row

Properties

Y

Mordenite

β

1

Zeolyst product

CVB 100

CVB 10A

CP 814 E

2
3

IZA code
Si/Al ratio

FAU
5.1

MOR
13

BEA
25

MFI
23

FER
20

4

Channel system

12–12

12–12

12–12

10–10

8–8

5

Pore size (Å)

7.4 × 7.4

6.5 × 7.0

7× 6.5

5.6 × 5.3

3.5×4.8

6

Pore shape

Circular

Circular

Elliptical

Elliptical

Elliptical

7

Surface area

900

425

680

425

400

8

Average pore

55.95

42.73

39.89

41.85

37.32

200

ZSM-5

Ferririte

CVB 2314 CP 914 C
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Catalyst preparation and characterization
To prepare the catalysts, two Na-form zeolites i.e. Mordenite and Y
zeolites were ion-exchanged to ammonium form using NH4NO3 solution
(0.1mol/L). The deposition- precipitation method was applied to prepare the
catalysts. In detail, the Na2CO3 (1M) solution was added into the aqueous
solution of 1M metal nitrate (Ni(NO3)2.6H2O) at 70ºC in a controlled rate. The
solution was subject to continuous stirring by 700-1000rpm and the pH of the
solution was kept up around 7±0.2. After that, the solution was aged at room
temperature for 30min, followed by filtering three times, and rinsing to obtain
precipitate. To deposit the support on the catalyst, zeolite was added to the
deionized water and stirred in the room temperature to form a uniform
mixture. Then, the precipitate was added to the performed solution. The
obtained solution was aged 1h while stirred slowly in order to deposit the
support on the catalyst suitably, followed by filtration. Subsequently, the
obtained solid was dried at 110°C in air overnight and calcined at 550ºC in
airflow for 5h in order to convert to the H form. Sieve analysis was performed
using two US standard test sieves (ASTM E.11) with mesh numbers of 20
and 40 with the sieve opening of 0.850mm and 0.420mm, respectively.
X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) method was used to analyze the crystal
structure of the catalysts. In fact, higher peaks confirm more crystallinity of the
catalysts. XRD measurements of the samples were performed using a Philips
PW-3710 diffractometer equipped with a nickel filtered Cu- Ka radiation (λ =
1.5418°A) covert 2θ between 5º and 80º. The formation of cubic phase of NiO
(JCPDS Card 47-1049) investigated to XRD patterns, in which the distinct peaks
at 2θ of 37.26º, 43.29º, 62.88º, 75.42º, and 79.41º as peaks of cubic NiO
crystals with various diffraction (111), (200), (220), (311), and (222) planes
of the face-centered cubic NiO (JCPDS 47-1049), respectively [39].
The Ni content of the prepared catalysts was determined by an
energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) spectrometer (Zeiss Gemini Leo 1530). The
surface area and pore volume of the samples were measured at −196ºC
(77K) using nitrogen adsorption according to the Brunauer–Emmett–Teller
method (BET) method (by a CHEMBET-3000, Quantachrome Instruments,
Germany). ICP (Inductively coupled plasma) emission spectrometer (Ultimo
Expert, Horiba Scientific) was employed for measurement of the chemical
composition of zeolites in this study. Temperature-programmed reduction
(TPR) measurements of the catalysts were carried out at 550°C for 30min in
air. The second stage ramped the temperature from 100°C to 700°C at
5°C/min in 3% H2 diluted in argon. To investigate the consumption of H2, a
thermal conductivity detector (TCD) was applied.
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Ammonia temperature programmed desorption (NH3-TPD) with a
BELCAT-M instrument (BEL Japan Inc.) with a TCD detector was employed
to study the acid properties of the catalysts. A calibration curve was applied
to calculate the ammonia amount by converting the peak area to
concentration, and the number of weak, medium, and strong acidic sites was
calculated by dividing the integrated peak area into ranges of 100–250, 250–
450, and 450–600ºC, respectively [40].
Catalyst performance tests
Catalytic tests via reforming process were carried out in a stainless
steel fixed-bed reactor with an internal diameter of 10mm and a length of
150mm. A schematic diagram of the experimental setup for the catalytic
reforming of kerosene is shown in Scheme 1.

Scheme 1. Schematic diagram of the laboratory- scale experimental setup of
reforming system. LFC- liquid flow controller; MFC- mass flow controller;
pump–peristaltic pump; TC-thermocouple; TI– temperature indicator;
PI – pressure indicator; PR – pressure regulator

Prior to the reforming of kerosene, reduction was performed at 300ºC
for 1h in pure H2 with a flowrate of 50mL/min. To activate the catalyst, N2 was
flowed in-situ for 10min with 70cc/min rate. A preheater was applied to heat
kerosene initially with temperature of 300ºC. Kerosene with a flow rate of
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5mL min-1 was introduced into the preheater by the peristaltic pump (TEC1,
AQUA, Italy). Then, the heated feed was entered to the reactor at the
temperature reaction (450ºC). A mass flow controller (Brooks, 5850) was
employed for controlling of the feed flow rate. The liquid products were
collected using two-step traps to be analysed. The products of reforming
reaction were first collected in a hot trap followed by a cold trap with ice water
to avoid produced liquid phase condensed and stranded in the system.
The collected liquid products were analysed by an Agilent 6890N gas
chromatography (GC) equipped with a flame ionization detector (FID) and a
DH capillary column (40m). Injection temperature was set to 300˚C. Column
temperature was initially increased from 40 to 100˚C at a rate of 2˚C/min, and
then increased to 300˚C at a rate of 10˚C/min for 8min.
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DIASTEREOSELECTIVE SYNTHESIS
OF (8E,10Z)-TETRADECA-8,10-DIENAL, THE SEXUAL
PHEROMONE OF THE HORSE-CHESTNUT LEAF-MINER
Cameraria ohridella (LEPIDOPTERA: GRACILLARIIDAE)
IULIANA VASIANa*, TEODORA FLORIANb, ALEXANDRINA NANc,
EMESE GALd, MONICA GORGANa, ȘTEFANIA MARIA TÖTÖSa,
VASILE FLORIANb, ION OLTEANb
ABSTRACT. Versatile classical and modern methods for a new synthesis of
(8E,10Z)-tetradeca-8,10-dienal based on Sonogashira cross-coupling,
Cahiez-Fürstner reaction as well as other reactions using palladium, iron or
copper as catalysts were described. We designed two ways employing two
different strategies one of that involves an E-reduction and the other a Zreduction with crucial importance in terms of diastereoselective synthesis.
From the variously formulated pheromone baits, the one containing only the
active isomer showed superior activity compared to the mixture of all isomers
of 8,10-tetradecandienal. The synthesis of the pure E,Z diastereoisomer
allowed to clarify their structure-bioactivity relationships to reveal the
diversity in the stereochemical aspects of pheromone communications.
Keywords: Cameraria ohridella, (8E,10Z)-tetradeca-8,10-dienal, Pheromone,
Lure, Field Tests

INTRODUCTION
Cameraria ohridella (Lepidoptera: Gracillariidae), the horse-chestnut
leaf miner is a micro moth whose larvae create mines in the leaves of horse
chestnut trees Aesculus hippocastanum L., and it was discovered in Macedonia
by Deschka and Dimic around the Ohrid Lake (Macedonia) as early as 1986 [1].
a
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At that time, they considered this area being the place of origin of this species.
Nevertheless, according to the later literature data, its authentic origin was
Asian [2]. It was then spread throughout Europe after 1985 and was first
reported in Romania in 1998 in Lovrin area [3].
(8E,10Z)-Tetradeca-8,10-dienal has been identified by Svatoš, 1999 [4]
and Kalinova, 2003 [5] with EAD activity experiments as the female sex
pheromone of the horse chestnut leaf miner Cameraria ohridella (Lepidoptera,
Gracillariidae).
From synthetic point of view, some publications have reported the
synthesis of (8E,10Z)-tetradeca-8,10-dienal such as Hoskovec [6], Francke [7],
Marcia de Figueiredo [8], Gânscă [9]. Recently, a method of stereoselective
synthesis of (8E,10Z)-tetradeca-8,10-dienal has been developed by Chourreu,
2020 [10] with good results based on an iron-catalyzed Kumada cross-coupling.
The most important syntheses from the point of the strategy were reported by
Svatoš [4] and Grodner [11]. The first synthesis of (8E,10Z)-tetradeca-8,10dienal achieved by Svatoš employs a C7+C2+C5 carbon chain units strategy.
(E)-14-(tert-butoxy)tetradec-6-en-4-yne, the key intermediate in this synthesis,
was prepared using Sonogashira cross-coupling reaction [12]. The synthesis
by Grodner [11] involves a C5+C5+C4 carbon chain units strategy, the
stereospecific introduction of double bonds being achieved through the same
methodology based on the Pd(0)-catalysed cross-coupling between suitable
halo alkene and the known 1-pentynylmagnesium bromide.
Most of the syntheses described in the literature involve a reduction
reaction with boranes or LiAlH4 [13]. Any attempt to reproduce the described
syntheses has conducted to low yields and low selectivity. When LiAlH4 was
used, a mixture of 4 isomers in different proportions was formed. In this paper
we described a versatile method for the synthesis of (8E,10Z)-tetradeca-8,10dienal which can be successfully apply at large scale for production purposes.
Herein, we report a practical method for the synthesis of (8E,10Z)tetradeca-8,10-dienal (1) based on Sonogashira and Cahiez-Fürstner crosscoupling reaction using palladium, iron and copper catalysts, to obtain 1 as
a single diastereoisomer in large quantities.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
1. Synthesis of 8,10-tetradecadienal (1’) as a mixture of all its four
diastereomeric forms
We first synthesized 8,10-tetradecadienal (1) as a mixture of four
geometric diastereomers (E,Z), (E,E), (Z,E) and (Z,Z). This synthesis followed
a C7+C2+C2+C3 carbon chain strategy. 1,7-Heptanediol was brominated in
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the presence of 48% aq. HBr (yield 79%) followed by the protection of the
hydroxyl group with DHP (3,4-dihydro-2H-pyran) to give 2-(9-bromoheptyloxy)tetrahydro-2H-pyran (3) in 83 % yield (Scheme 1) [14].
HBr (c 48%)
HO

5

OH

Benzene
79%

Br

5

DHP/p-TsOH

OH

DCM
83%

2

Br

5

OTHP

3

Scheme 1. Synthesis of 2-(9-bromoheptyloxy)-tetrahydro-2H-pyran (3)

2-(9-Bromoheptyloxy)-tetrahydro-2H-pyran (3) was coupled with
commercial lithium acetylene ethylenediamine complex to give 2-(dec-9ynyloxy)-tetrahydro-2H-pyran (4) in 90% yield [15]. The Sonogashira crosscoupling reaction of 2-(dec-9-ynyloxy)-tetrahydro-2H-pyran (4) with 5
equivalents of commercial (Z)-1,2-dichloroethene in the presence of a
catalytic amount of Pd(PPh3)3Cl2, CuI and piperidine as base in THF
afforded 2-[(Z)-11-chloroundec-10-en-8-ynyloxy]-tetrahydro-2H-pyran (5) in
67% yield and high isomeric purity (>95% by GC) (Scheme 2).

Scheme 2. Synthesis of 2-[(Z)-11-Chloroundec-10-en-8-ynyloxy]-tetrahydro-2H-pyran (5)

Next, the 2-[(Z)-11-chloroundec-10-en-8-ynyloxy]-tetrahydro-2H-pyran
(5) was alkylated with propyl magnesiumbromide through a Cahiez-Fürstner
cross-coupling reaction [16, 17] to provide 2-[(Z)-tetradec-10-en-8-ynyloxy]tetrahydro-2H-pyran (7) in 75 % yield. Thus, the entire fourteen carbon
skeleton of the pheromone (1) has been achieved (Scheme 3).
6 OTHP

Cl
5

a. 75%

6 OTHP
2

b. 93%

7

6 OH

2

8
c.70%

6

O

1` (all diastereoisomers)

d. 67%
6

OH

9' (all diastereoisomers)

Scheme 3. Synthesis of 8,10-tetradecadienal (1`). Reagents and catalysts:
a) 1. n-Pr-Br (6), Mg (1.2 eq.), I2, THF, reflux 2h; n-PrMgBr was added to a solution
of Fe(acac)3 (0.01 eq.), NMP, THF, b) p-TsOH (0.01 eq.), MeOH; c) LiAlH4 (4 eq.),
diglyme, 125-1300C, 4 h; d) PCC (1.35 eq.), DCM, r.t., 4 h
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Deprotection of (Z)-enynol 7 after Boom’s procedure [18] (p-TsOH as
catalyst) in methanol gave (Z)-tetradec-10-en-8-yn-1-ol (8) in 93 % yield.
The (Z)-enynol 8 was reduced to the corresponding diene 9’ according
to the method of Rossi [13], with LiAlH4 in diglyme at 125-130°C, to give a
mixture of four isomers. Thus, it has been observed that the (Z)-double bond
at position 10 of the enynol undergoes isomerization to the more stable Ediastereoisomer to give (8E,10E)-tetradeca-8,10-dien-1-ol. The identification
of isomers was assumed based on the literature data [4] and GC-MS
analysis. Thus the mixture of 9’ consisted of 43 % of (Z,E), 29% (E,Z), 9% (Z,Z)
and 19% (E,E), RT (ZE,EZ,ZZ,EE)= 17.42,17.61,17.71,17.88. The isomeric
compounds thus obtained were oxidized with PCC (pyridinium chlorochromate)
[19] in CH2Cl2 to the corresponding aldehydes 1’ with a diastereomeric ratio,
ZE:EZ:ZZ:EE = 49:27:7:17, identified by GC analysis with retention time, RT
(ZE,EZ,ZZ,EE) = 16.51,16.72,16.82,16.99. (Scheme 3) [20].
The ratio of diastereoisomers was determined by GC-MS (Figure 1)
and the presence of isomers mixture was confirmed by NMR analysis
(Figure 3). The identification of the diastereoisomers was assumed based
on the studies of Svatoš [4] and Kalinova [5].

Figure 1. GC chromatogram of synthesized 8,10-tetradecadienal (1’)
as a mixture of all four diastereomeric forms
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2. Synthesis of (8E,10Z)-tetradeca-8,10-dienal (1)
We have succeed to develop a very reliable method to synthesize the
pure (8E,10Z)-Tetradeca-8,10-dienal (1) diastereoisomer, following a
C5+C2+C7 carbon chain strategy. The key step was the stereoselective cisreduction of the triple bond by H2/P-1 Ni boride according to the Brown
method [21]. Borane reduction [22] led to a degradation of the compound in
the presence of acetic acid. In our case the reduction with borane of 400 mg
of (E)-enynol 8 gave only 90 mg (22.5% yield) of the corresponding diene 9.
The synthesis method of the pure (8E,10Z)-tetradeca-8,10-dienal (1)
diastereoisomer also used protected bromide compound 3. In order to avoid
the E-reduction with lithium aluminium hydride, which gave an isomeric
mixture, we have decided to employ (E)-cloroenyne 12 as coupling partner.
This was obtained in good yield and high stereoisomeric purity by
Sonogashira cross-coupling reaction of the 1-pentyne (11) with commercial
trans-1,2-dichloroethylene in the presence of Pd(PPh3)3Cl2 and CuI as
catalysts in piperidine in THF (Scheme 4).
Cl

Cl

Cl

Pd(PPh3)2Cl2/CuI
THF/Piperidine
68%

11

12

Scheme 4. Synthesis of (E)-1-chlorohept-1-en-3-yne (12)

Further, the alkylation of (E)-chloroenyne 12 with the corresponding
Grignard reagent, obtained from 2-(9-bromoheptyloxy)-tetrahydro-2H-pyran
(3) and Mg/I2/THF, in the presence of iron catalyst, after Cahiez crosscoupling reaction [16], afforded (E)-enyne 13 in moderate yield and high
diastereoisomeric purity. Thus, the entire skeleton of fourteen carbon atoms
has been reached after a C5+C2+C7 chain strategy (Scheme 5).
Cl
+

Br

12

5

6

a. 55%

OTHP

OTHP

13

3

b. 93%
6

1

O

d. 67%

6

9

6

OH c. 85%

OH

14

Scheme 5. Synthesis of (8E,10Z)-Tetradeca-8,10-dienal (1). Reagents and
conditions: a. Mg (1.2 eq.), I2, THF, reflux, 2h, Grignard formed was added to a
solution of Fe(acac)3 (0,01 eq.), NMP, THF, r.t.; b. p-TsOH, MeOH, r.t., over night;
c. H2/P-1 Ni boride, 1 atm., r.t., 4h; d. PCC (1.35 eq.), DCM, r.t., 4 h
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After deprotection of 2-((E)-Tetradec-8-en-10-ynyloxy)-tetrahydro2H-pyran (13), the prepared (E)-Tetradec-8-en-10-yn-1-ol (14) was hydrogenated
in the presence of H2/P-1 Ni boride [21] to the corresponding (8E,10Z)tetradeca-8,10-dienol (9) in high yield (85%) and high stereoisomeric purity
(˃ 95% from GC-MS analysis). Corey oxidation [19] of (8E,10Z)-tetradeca8,10-dienol (9) with PCC (pyridinium chlorochromate) in CH2Cl2 gave the
desired pheromone component (8E,10Z)-tetradeca-8,10-dienal (1) in good
yield (67%) and high diastereoisomeric purity (˃ 99% from GC-MS analysis
Figure 2).

Figure 2. GC-MS analysis of (8E,10Z)-tetradeca-8,10-dienal (1)
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The compounds 5, 13 and 14 obtained by Sonogashira coupling
reaction, respectively by Grignard reaction, were identified by GC-MS analysis,
and the yield of the reaction was calculated from the obtained chromatograms.
Purification of 2-((E)-Tetradec-8-en-10-ynyloxy)-tetrahydro-2H-pyran
(13) and (E)-Tetradec-8-en-10-yn-1-ol (14) is quite difficult due to the
presence of by-products, for this reason these intermediates were used
without any purification.
The 1H-NMR spectrum of the pure isomer (1) has clear signals for the
four dienic protons (b), while the signals in the mixture of isomers are
overlapped (a) due to the presence of all four isomers with different intensity
(Figure 3).

a) Mixture of diastereoisomer 1`

b) Pure (8E,10Z)-tetradeca-8,10-dienal (1)

1

Figure 3. Fragment of H-NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ (ppm) 5.35-6.29 of
8,10-tetradecadienal (1`) and (8E,10Z)-tetradeca-8,10-dienal (1),
4 protons of the conjugated diene

Although the structure of the compounds ZE:EZ:ZZ:EE was elucidated
by physico-chemical analysis [4], and the action of these was tested in the
wind tunnel by Svatoš [4], the field trials (experiments) in nature may differ
from those in the laboratory.
3. The efficiency of pheromone variants in field trials for capturing
adults of Cameraria ohridella
In order to obtain a new formulation of the pheromone we have
developed three pheromone variants, which have been tested in the field
experiments. Variant F1 was loaded with 0.1 mg of isomers mixture, variant
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F2 with 0.5 mg and variant F3 with 0.1 mg of pure active substance (F2
contains the same quantity of active as F3). The field experiments revealed
that the variant F3 loaded with 0.1 mg of pure active pheromone has a net
superior attractiveness to the other variants. The increase in the concentration
of isomers has reduced the attractiveness of the Cameraria males. From the
Svatoš analysis [4], it can be observed that the (Z,Z) isomer may have a
negative effect on the pheromonal bait, thus assuming that the increase in
the concentration of this in excess can have an antagonistic effect, as shown
in Table 1, a decrease by half of F2 catches with 0.5 mg/lure compared to the
variant F1 with the same compounds but with 0.1 mg isomers/lure (Figure 4).
Table 1. The captures of Cameraria ohridella males for blends F1, F2, F3
Repetition

R1

R2

Variant
formulation*
F1 - 0,1 mg isomeric
mixture
F2 - 0,5 mg isomeric
mixture
F3 - 0,1 mg pure isomer
F1 - 0,1 mg isomeric
mixture
F2 - 0,5 mg isomeric
mixture
F3 - 0,1 mg pure isomer

Capture no. of Cameraria ohridella
males
4.07
23.07 31.07
4.09
24.09
2018
2018
2018
2018
2018
1320
1628
2100
2000
227

TOTAL
No. of
males
7275

548

408

311

2849

11

4127

2600
2250

3979
1790

2700
1980

6300
1260

244
57

15823

528

835

1420

2080

67

4930

2300

3778

2840

5160

92

14170

7337

*The variant formulation of Cameraria ohridella blend: F1 = 0,1 mg/bait isomeric
mixture, F2 = 0,5 mg/bait isomeric mixture, F3 = 0,1 mg/bait pure compound.

F1

F2

F3

Figure 4. The catches of Cameraria ohridella in the traps of variants F1, F2, F3

The graph analysis presented in Figure 5 shows that there are
significant differences between the three pheromone variants (p = 0.0003).
However, the Duncan analysis shows that there are no significant differences
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between F1 and F2 assortment. Due to the fact that over 75% of the data
recorded using pheromone variant F3 had higher values than the other two
variants, this pheromone variant is significantly different from the other two
variants.

Figure 5. Pheromonal variants efficiency in capturing adult Cameraria ohridella

The records started on 04.07.2018 and were completed on
24.09.2018. There is a gradual increase in the average number of shots until
the beginning of September and then in the third decade of captures it
decreases greatly at just a few doses.
Compared to the average of the experiment, it can be seen that the
number of catches in pheromone F3 exceeded this value at all observation
data, except of course the last reading at which adult flight drops significantly
(Figure 6).
There is a significant increase in catches, especially at the beginning
of September. This is mainly due to the efficiency of pheromone variant F3
(Table 1 and Figure 7).
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Box Plot of nr. of capture grouped by Date
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nr. of capture: F(4,40) = 7.2075, p = 0.0002
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Figure 6. Evolution of catches depending on the date on which they were made

Figure 7. Number of pheromone-captured digits and reading data
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The effectiveness of pheromone F2 is only demonstrated at the time
of the maximum flight of these pests. On average, this pheromone has been
shown to have lower efficiency than pheromone F1, with other readings
being very small.
CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, in this research work we describe a versatile
stereoselective method for the synthesis of pure (8E,10Z)-tetradeca-8,10dienal using cross-coupling reactions in the key steps after a C5+C2+C7 carbon
chain strategy and a Z-reduction with crucial importance. The described
methods were successfully applied on a large scale for production purposes
in our production plant. Based on the field experiments, a new formulation of
the pheromone lure was obtained for the product atraCAM, which employ a
much smaller amount of the pheromone.
EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Synthesis. All reaction products were analysed by GC-MS and NMR
spectroscopy. Electron impact (70 eV) mass spectra were obtained on
Hewlett-Packard MD 5972 GC-MS respectively on a GC-MS Shimadzu QP
2010 Plus instruments. GC analyses were performed on a Hewlett-Packard
HP 5890 gas chromatograph. A HP-5MS capillary column (30 m x 0.25 mm
x 0.33 μm) and helium gas were used for separations. 1H-NMR (400 MHz or
600 MHz) and 13C-NMR (101 MHz or 151 MHz) spectra were recorded at
room temperature in CDCl3 on a Bruker Advanced 400MHz/600MHz
spectrometer, using the solvent line as reference. Thin layer chromatography
(TLC) was performed on silica gel 60 F254 TLC plates purchased from
Merck. Chemicals were purchased from Aldrich, Merck and Alfa Aesar and
were used without further purification. All chemical reactions occurred in dry
installations under argon stream.
Field tests. Different pheromone mixtures were tested for field
activity. Delta traps, produced at the Pheromone Production Center of
“Babes-Bolyai” University, “Raluca Ripan” Institute for Research in
Chemistry, were used in the field trials. Red bromobutyl rubber septa 19 mm,
loaded with the desired semiochemical mixture of lure in 50 μl n-hexane
solution and 0,1% BHT (Butylated hydroxytoluene) were used for field trials.
After loading, the solvent was allowed to evaporate in a hood at room
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temperature for 30-45 min. Lures were wrapped in aluminium envelope and
deposited in refrigerator until they were mounted in the field. The traps with
pheromone were installed in different locations in the Cluj-Napoca area and
in the experimental fields/park at University of Agricultural and Veterinary
Medicine University. They were hung at crop canopy level ̴ 150 cm above
ground level, checked every 5-7 days. The pheromone bait capsule was
changed every 6 weeks. Statistical analyses of trap catches from each test
were compared with Duncan analysis.
Preparation of compound 2
To a benzene (300 mL) solution containing 1,7-heptanediol (11.00 g,
83.33 mmol), HBr (1.2 eq., 48% aq., 8.09 g, 11.32 mL, 99.96 mmol) was
added with vigorous stirring. The reaction mixture was azeotropically distilled
using a Dean Stark trap to complete removal of water (about 10.55 ml). The
reaction mixture was TLC checked and other 3.00 mL HBr (48% aq.) was
then added and the resulted solution was allowed to stand for about 5 h. After
cooling at rt, the reaction mixture was washed to neutrality with 7% aq. soln.
NaHCO3 50 mL) then with water (75 mL) and, finally, with brine 75 mL). The
organic layer was dried over anh. MgSO4 and then evaporated to dryness
under reduced pressure. Purification by flash column chromatography (silica
gel, eluent n-hexane: Et2O = 2:1 v/v, visualization with H2SO4 in ethanol, Rf
= 0.68) gave the desired compound 7-bromoheptan-1-ol (2) (12.9 g, 79%
yield with respect to 1,7-heptanediol) as pure (>98%) compound.
7-Bromoheptan-1-ol 2. Incolor liquid. 1H-NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): δ
(ppm) 3.60 (t, 3JH,H=6.0 Hz, 2H), 3.30 (t, 3JH,H=6.0 Hz, 2H), 3.10 (br s, 1H,
-OH), 1.80-2.10 (overlapped signals, 4H), 1.20-1.70 (overlapped signals,
6H); 13C-NMR (100 MHz, CDCl3): δ (ppm) 61.7, 32.9, 32.5, 32.2, 29.3, 27.7,
26.6 [23].
Preparation of compound 3
A mixture of 1-bromoheptan-7-ol (2), (7.70 g, 39 mmol), 3,4-dihydro2H-pyran (1.5 eq., 5.00 g, 58.5 mmol) and p-toluenesulfonic acid (0.03 eq.,
222 mg, 1.17 mmol) in dichloromethane (50 mL) was stirred at room
temperature for 12 h. The mixture was diluted with diethyl ether (300 mL),
the organic layer was washed with 2x75 ml water and 75 ml brine. The
organic layer was dried over anh. MgSO4 and then evaporated to dryness
under reduced pressure. Purification by flash column chromatography (silica
gel, eluent n-hexane: Et2O = 10:1 v/v, visualization with H2SO4 in ethanol,
Rf = 0.57) gave the desired compound 2-(7-Bromoheptyloxy)-tetrahydro-2H216
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pyran 3 (9.00 g, 83% yield with respect to 7-Bromoheptan-1-ol (3) as pure
(>95%) compound.
2-(7-Bromoheptyloxy)-tetrahydro-2H-pyran 3. Incolor liquid. 1H NMR
(400 MHz, CDCl3): δ (ppm) 4.56 (t, 3J = 4.0 Hz, 1H), 3.89-3.83 (m, 1H), 3.753.69 (m, 1H), 3.52-3.46 (m, 1H), 3.41-3.34 (m, 3H), 1.88-1.78 (overlapped
signals, 3H), 1.74-1.66 (m, 1H), 1.62-1.29 (overlapped signals, 12H); 13C
NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3): δ (ppm) 99.0, 67.7, 62.5, 34.1, 32.9, 30.8, 29.7,
28.7, 28.2, 26.2, 25.6,19.8 [7]; MS (EI, 70 eV), m/z (Irel, %): M+, 279(1),
277(<1), 250, 252(<1), 223(<1), 207, 209(<1), 177, 179(<1), 135, 137(2),
121, 123(1), 97(7), 85(100), 55(40), 41(41), 29(18).
Preparation of compound 4
Lithium acetylide ethylenediamine complex (90% pure, 2 eq., 7.00 g,
0.076 mmol) was placed in 38 mL of dry dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO). The
suspension was cooled down to 5-10 °C and after few minutes 2-(7bromoheptyloxy)-tetrahydro-2H-pyran (3) (10.60 g, 38 mmol) was added
dropwise with stirring. The reaction mixture was allowed to warm up at room
temperature and stirred for 6 h, after this time, n-hexane (100 mL) was added
and the mixture was poured on 100 g ice. The organic layer was separated and
the aqueous layer was extracted with n-hexane (3 x 100 mL). The combined
organic layers were washed to neutrality successively with 100 mL water, 50 ml
dil. aq. hydrochloric acid, 100 ml water and 100 ml brine. The organic layer was
dried over anh. MgSO4 and then evaporated to dryness under reduced
pressure. Purification by flash column chromatography (silica gel, eluent nhexane: Et2O = 10:1 v/v, visualization with H2SO4 in ethanol, Rf = 0.50) gave
the desired compound 2-(non-8-ynyloxy)-tetrahydro-2H-pyran (4) (7.6 g,
90% yield with respect to heptan-1,7-diol) as pure (>95%) compound.
2-(Non-8-ynyloxy)-tetrahydro-2H-pyran 4. Incolor liquid. 1H NMR
(400 MHz, CDCl3): δ (ppm) 4.57-4.55 (m, 1H), 3.89-3.83 (m, 1H), 3.73 (dt, J
= 9.6 Hz, 6.8 Hz, 1H), 3.52-3.46 (m, 1H), 3.52-3.46 (m, 1H), 3.37 (dt, J = 9.6
Hz, 6.8 Hz, 1H), 2.19-2.15 (m, 2H), 1.93 (t, 3J = 2.6 Hz, 1H), 1.88-1.66 (m,
2H), 1.62-1.23 (overlapped signals, 13H); 13C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3): δ
(ppm) 98.9, 84.9, 68.2, 67.7, 62.5, 30.9, 18.5, 29.8, 29.1, 28.8, 28.5, 26.2,
25.6, 19.8 [24]; MS (EI, 70 eV), m/z (Irel, %): M+-1, 223(<1); 169(<1); 151(<1);
128(<1); 115(<1); 101(27); 85(100); 67(27); 55(40); 41(78); 29(27).
Preparation of compound 5
A solution of PdCl2(PPh3)2 (0.05 eq., 1.37 g, 1.7 mmol) in tetrahydrofuran
(THF) (234 mL) was added to a solution of (Z)-1,2-dichloroethene (5 eq.,
16.66 g, 171 mmol) and terminal alkyne 4 (7.7 g, 34.37 mmol) (under argon).
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After 10 min., piperidine (3 eq., 8.76 g, 103 mmol) was added. The reaction
mixture became clear yellow. After 15 min. CuI (0.1 eq., 0.656 g, 3.4 mmol)
was added. The reaction mixture turned from blue to green, then to orange
and finally a white precipitate was formed. The mixture was stirred at room
temperature overnight. The solid was filtrated and the precipitate washed
with diethyl ether (3X100 mL) and then poured into water (100 mL). The
combined organic layers were washed with ammonia solution 50 mL and
successively with 100 mL water, and 100 ml brine. The organic layer was
dried over anh. MgSO4 and then evaporated to dryness under reduced
pressure. Purification by flash column chromatography (silica gel, eluent
n-hexane: Et2O = 10:1 v/v, visualization with UV lamp and H2SO4 in ethanol,
Rf = 0.48) gave the desired compound 2-((Z)-11-chloroundec-10-en-8-ynyloxy)tetrahydro-2H-pyran (5) (6.4 g, 67% yield with respect to 2-(Hept-6-ynyloxy)tetrahydro-2H-pyran (4) as pure (>95%, isomeric purity) compound.
2-((Z)-11-chloroundec-10-en-8-ynyloxy)-tetrahydro-2H-pyran 5. Brown
liquid. MS (EI, 70 eV), m/z (Irel, %): 283(<1), 269(<1), 249(2), 231(<1), 211(<1),
191(<1), 177(<1), 164(2), 147(2), 131(1,5), 119(7), 105(16), 85(100), 67(20),
55(26), 41(29).
Preparation of compound 7
The synthesis of compound 7 took place in two steps, two installations
were used concurrently. The first step was the formation of Grignard compound
(5 eq.). The Grignard compound was prepared from Mg turnings (2.18 g, 90.48
mmol), in THF (20 mL) and I2 crystal as an initiator. 1-Bromopropane (6)
(10.74g, 87.35mmol) suspended in THF (50 mL) was added dropwise. The
mixture was refluxed for 3h. Meanwhile, the other reaction flask was prepared
by adding Z-chloroenyne 5 (5 g, 17.47 mmol), N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP)
(17.5 mL), THF (22.3 mL) and Fe(acac)3 (0.17 mmol, 0.01 eq.). The formed
Grignard compound was poured under argon into a funnel and dropped over
the mixture already prepared with protected Z-chloroenyne 5. Heating and
darkening of the reaction mixture were observed. The reaction mixture was
stirred at room temperature overnight (TLC: eluent n-hexane: Et2O = 10:1 v/v,
visualization with UV lamp and H2SO4 in ethanol, Rf = 0.60). Water (100 mL)
was added, and the organic layer was extracted with n-hexane (3x100 mL).
The combined organic layers were washed successively with 100 mL water
and 100 mL brine, until neutralization, dried over anhydrous MgSO4 and
evaporated under reduces pressure. The desired compound 7 (3.8 g) was
obtained in 75% yield and >95% isomeric purity.
2-((Z)-Tetradec-10-en-8-ynyloxy)-tetrahydro-2H-pyran 7. Incolor liquid.
1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl ): δ (ppm) 5.81 (dt, 3J = 10.7, 7.4 Hz, 1H), 4.583
4.56 (m, 1H), 5.44 (dm, 3J = 10.7 Hz, 1H), 3.89-3.84 (m, 1H), 3.73 (dt, 3J =
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9.6 Hz, 6.8 Hz, 1H), 3.52-3.47 (m, 1H), 3.38 (dt, 3J = 9.6 Hz, 6.8 Hz, 1H),
2.33 (td, 3J = 6.9 Hz, 2.0 Hz, 2H), 2.26 (qd, 3J = 7.4 Hz, 1.1 Hz, 2H), 1.861.68 (m, 2H), 1.62-1.26 (overlapped signals, 16 H), 0.92 (t, 3J = 7.4 Hz, 3H);
13C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl ): δ (ppm) 142.5, 109.5, 98.9, 94.4, 77.6, 67.7,
3
62.5, 32.2, 30.9, 29.8, 29.1, 28.9 (2C), 26.3, 25.6, 22.3, 19.8, 19.6, 13.9; MS
(EI, 70 eV), m/z (Irel, %): M+ 292(<1), 277(<1), 263(<1), 249(<1), 233(<1),
221(<1), 208(<1), 191(1), 177(1), 161(1), 147(2), 133(3), 121(3), 108(14),
85(100), 79(34), 67(23), 55(26), 41(29).
Preparation of compound 8
To a solution of the protected compound 7, (7.19 mmol) in methanol
(68 mL) para-toluenesulfonic acid (PTSA) (0.1 eq., 0.7 mmol) was added.
After stirring for about 12 h the methanol was evaporated under reduce
pressure. The residue was diluted with diethyl ether (300 mL), washed
successively with 75 mL water, 75 mL NaHCO3 solution and 75 mL brine,
dried over anhydrous MgSO4 and concentrated with a rotary evaporator. It
was used in the next steps without purification or was purified on a
chromatographic column with silica gel (eluent: n-Hex: EtOAc = 2: 1). The
product 8 was obtained in 93% yield and > 95% isomeric purity.
(Z)-Tetradec-10-en-8-yn-1-ol 8. Incolor liquid. 1H NMR (400 MHz,
CDCl3): δ (ppm) 5.81 (dt, 3J = 10.7, 7.4 Hz, 1H), 5.43 (dm, 3J = 10.7 Hz, 1H),
3.63 (t, 3J = 6.6 Hz, 2H), 2.33 (td, 3J = 6.9 Hz, 1.9 Hz, 2H), 2.25 (qd, 3J = 7.4
Hz, 1.0 Hz, 2H), 2.17 (s, 1H, -OH overlapped), 1.60-1.33 (overlapped signals,
12H), 0.92 (t, 3J = 7.4 Hz, 3H); 13C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3): δ (ppm) 142.5,
109.5, 94.4, 77.6, 63.1, 32.8, 32.2, 29.0, 28.9, 25.8, 22.3, 19.6, 13.9; MS (EI,
70 eV), m/z (Irel, %): M+, 208(<1); 191(<1); 179(<1); 186(<1); 165(1); 147(1);
133(3); 121(4); 108(36); 91(48); 79(100); 67(36); 55(27); 41(34); 31(22).
Preparation of compound 9`. (Rossi R. method with LiAlH4) [13]
A solution of (Z)-enynol 8 (650 mg, 3.57 mmol) in diglyme (2 mL) under
argon was added to a stirred suspension of LiAlH4 (556 mg, 4 eq., 14.6 mmol)
in diglyme (10 mL) at room temperature. The reaction mixture was warmed
up to 125-130 0C for 15h. After cooling the suspension, cold aq. HCl (10%,
10 mL) was added to decompose the unreacted hydride. Diethyl ether (50
mL) was added and the mixture was extracted with diethyl ether (2 x 75 mL).
The combined organic layers were successively washed with 50 mL water,
30 mL NaHCO3 sat., and 50 mL brine. The organic layer was dried over anh.
MgSO4 and then evaporated to dryness under reduced pressure. Purification
by flash column chromatography (silica gel, eluent n-hexane: EtOAc = 2:1 v/v,
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visualization with UV lamp and H2SO4 in ethanol, Rf = 0.66) gave the desired
compound 8,10-tetradecadien-1-ol (9`) (525 mg, 75% yield with respect to (Z)Tetradec-10-en-8-yn-1-ol (8) (>90%, chemical purity) compound.
8,10-Tetradecadien-1-ol 9`. Incolor liquid. MS (EI, 70 eV), m/z (Irel, %):
+
M , 210(<1); 192(<1); 181(<1); 167(<1); 150(1); 135(3); 121(9); 110(42);
95(31); 81(85); 67(100); 54(87); 41(64); 31(26).
Preparation of compound 12
(Z)-1,2-Dichloroethene (5 eq., 16.66 g, 171 mmol) and 1-pentyne (11)
(3.34 g, 34.37 mmol) were added under stirring to a solution of catalyst
PdCl2(PPh3)2 (0.05 eq, 1.37 g, 1.7 mmol) in THF (234 mL). After 10 min.
piperidine (3 eq., 8.76 g, 103 mmol) was added. The reaction mixture became
clear yellow and was stirred for 15 min. CuI (0.1 eq, 0.656 g, 3.4 mmol) was
then added. After the reaction mixture turns from blue to green then to
orange, a white precipitate was formed and a yellow solution. The mixture
was stirred at room temperature overnight and filtered. The precipitate was
washed with diethyl ether (100 mL) and poured into water (100 mL), and then
was extracted with diethyl ether (3 x 100 mL). The combined organic layers
were successively washed with ammonia solution, water and brine until
neutral pH. The combined organic layers were washed with ammonia
solution 50 mL and successively with 100 mL water, and 100 ml brine. The
organic layer was dried over anh. MgSO4 and then evaporated to dryness
under reduced pressure. Purification by flash column chromatography (silica
gel, eluent n-hexane: Et2O = 10:1 v/v, visualization with UV lamp and H2SO4
in ethanol, Rf = 0.92) gave the desired compound 12 (3 g, 68% yield with
respect to 1-pentyne (11) as pure (>80%, chemical purity) compound.
(E)-1-Chlorohept-1-en-3-yne 12. Brown liquid. 1H NMR (400 MHz,
CDCl3) δ (ppm) 6.45 (d, 3J = 13.6 Hz, 1H), 5.94 (dt, , 3J = 13.6 Hz, 1H), 2.29
(dt, 2H), 1.57 (m, 2H), 1.0 (t, 3H); 13C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3): δ (ppm) 13C
NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3) δ (ppm) 128.7, 114.3, 92.67, 75.78, 21.9, 21.4, 13.5;
MS (EI, 70 eV), m/z (Irel, %): M+, 128(35); 115(1); 133(7); 99(43); 91(100);
86(15); 77(89); 63(69); 61(15); 51(33); 39(33); 29(14).
Preparation of compound 13
The synthesis of the compound was performed in two steps and two
installations were used concurrently. In the first stage, the Grignard -compound
was prepared by dropwise addition of a solution of 2-(7-bromoheptyloxy)tetrahydro-2H-pyran (3) in THF (20 mL) to a suspension of Mg turnings
(0.860 g, 35.8 mmol) in THF (2 mL) and one crystal of I2 for activation. The
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suspension was refluxed for 3h. Meanwhile, the other reaction flask was
prepared by adding anhydrous 12 (1.76 g, 13.7 mmol), NMP (13.7 mL), THF
(17.5 mL) and Fe(acac)3 (49 mg, 0.01 eq.). The formed Grignard compound
was poured under argon into a funnel and dropped over the mixture already
prepared with the protected (E)-chloroenyne 12. Heating and darkening of
the reaction mixture were observed. The reaction mixture was stirred at room
temperature overnight (TLC: eluent n-hexane: Et2O = 40:1 v/v, visualization
with UV lamp and H2SO4 in ethanol, Rf = 0.54). Water (100 mL) was added,
and the organic layer was extracted with n-hexane (3x100 mL). The
combined organic layers were washed successively with 100 mL water and
100 mL brine, until neutralization, dried over anhydrous MgSO4 and
evaporated under reduces pressure. The desired compound 13 (2.2 g) was
obtained in 55% yield and >90% isomeric purity.
2-((E)-Tetradec-8-en-10-ynyloxy)-tetrahydro-2H-pyran 13. Incolor
liquid. MS (EI, 70 eV), m/z (Irel, %): M+, 292(1); 277(<1); 263(<1); 249(1);
235(<1); 219(1); 205(<1); 191(1); 177(1); 161(1); 147(2); 133(4); 121(5);
105(13); 85(100); 67(22); 55(39); 41(33).
Preparation of compound 14
To a solution of the protected compound 13 (2.2 g, 7.5 mmol) in
methanol (70 mL) PTSA (0.1 eq., 140 mg, 0.7 mmol) was added. The mixture
was stirred at rt overnight. The solvent was removed on a rotary evaporator.
The residue was diluted with diethyl ether (200 mL), washed successively
with 75 mL water, 50 mL NaHCO3 solution and 75 mL brine, dried over
anhydrous MgSO4 and concentrated with a rotary evaporator. The
compound can be used in the next steps without purification or can be
purified on a silica gel column (Eluent: n-Hex: EtOAc = 2:1 v/v, visualization
with UV lamp and H2SO4 in ethanol, Rf = 0.72). The deprotected compound
14 was obtained in 93% yield and 80% chemical purity.
(E)-Tetradec-8-en-10-yn-1-ol 14. MS (EI, 70 eV), m/z (Irel, %): M+,
208(<1); 193(<1); 179(1.5); 165(1); 151(8); 133(3); 121(8); 105(23); 91(56);
79(100); 67(29); 55(34); 41(37); 31(23).
Preparation of compound 9 (Brown CA method, 1970) [21]
The hydrogenation reaction was performed with H2 at rt and 1 atm. in
a personalized installation. The installation is composed by a burette with a
three-way valve filled with hydrogen, a water tank to maintain pressure in the
burette, a hydrogen bottle, a flow regulator, a magnetic stirred, and a Schlenk
flask. First Ni(OAc)2·4H2O (0.1556 g, 0.625 mmol) was dissolved in ethanol
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95% (95 mL) under stirring (eventually by slight heating), then a solution of NaBH4
(0.0238 g, 0.625 mmol) in ethanol 95%, 0.625 mL was added in hydrogen current
and the catalyst NiP2 was formed. The reaction mixture became darker and
warm. Ethylenediamine (0.0835 mL, 1.39 mmol) was added dropwise, and
the stirring was stopped. (E)-tetradec-8-en-10-yn-1-ol (14) (1.05 g, 5 mmol)
was added in one portion and the hydrogen stream was closed. All the
external valves were closed, the valve from the burette was opened and the
stirring was started until no hydrogen consumption was observed (theoretical
consumption 119 ml H2, depending on the temperature and the atmospheric
pressure). Then, the valve of the burette was closed and the flow regulating
valve was opened. The reaction mixture was diluted with diethyl ether (50
mL) and filtered on a G4 filter funnel, the precipitate was washed with 200
mL diethyl ether. The filtrate was washed successively with 75 mL water, and
75 mL brine, to neutral pH. The organic layer was dried over anh. MgSO4
and then evaporated to dryness under reduced pressure. Purification by flash
column chromatography (silica gel, eluent n-hexane: Et2O = 2:1 v/v, visualization
with UV lamp and H2SO4 in ethanol, Rf = 0.4) gave the desired compound
(8E,10Z)-tetradeca-8,10-dien-1-ol (9) (0.89 g, 85% yield with respect to
compound 14 as pure (> 95% isomeric purity) compound.
(8E,10Z)-Tetradeca-8,10-dien-1-ol 9 [6]. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3)
δ (ppm) 6.29 (ddd, 3Jtrans = 15.1 Hz, 11.0 Hz, 0.9 Hz, 1H), 5.94 (t, 3J = 11.0
Hz, 1 H), 5.63 (dt, 3Jtrans = 15.1 Hz, 7.3 Hz, 1 H), 5.33-5.26 (m, 1 H), 3.62 (t,
3J = 6.6 Hz, 2 H), 2.16-2.05 (overlapped signals, 4 H), 1.58-1.49 (overlapped
signals, 4 H), 1.42-1.25 (overlapped signals, 8 H), 0.91 (t, 3J = 7.3 Hz, 3 H);
13C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl ) δ (ppm) 134.6, 130.0, 128.8, 125.8, 63.1, 32.8,
3
29.9, 29.45, 29.4, 29.3, 25.8, 23.0, 13.9; MS (EI, 70 eV), m/z (Irel, %): M+, M+,
210(6); 194(<1); 179(<1); 163(<1); 149(1); 135(3); 121(6); 109(10); 95(22);
81(51); 67(100); 55(43); 41(51); 31(22).
Preparation of compound 1
PCC (1.35 eq., 2.49 g) was added to a solution of alcohol 9 or 9` (8.57
mmol, 1.8 g) in CH2Cl2) (137 mL) at room temperature. The reaction mixture
was stirred at room temperature for 3-5 h and the progress of the reaction
was checked by thin-layer chromatography (TLC). CH2Cl2 was removed by a
rotary evaporator and the residue was diluted with 300 mL diethyl ether,
filtered on a G4 filter funnel, washed successively with 75 mL water and 75
mL brine until a neutral pH. The organic layer was dried over anh. MgSO4
and then evaporated to dryness under reduced pressure. Purification by flash
column chromatography (silica gel, eluent n-hexane: Et2O = 10:1 v/v,
visualization with UV lamp and H2SO4 in ethanol, Rf = 0.7) gave the desired
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compound (8E,10Z)-Tetradeca-8,10-dienal (1) (1.2 g, 67% yield with respect
to compound 9 or 9` as pure (> 95% isomeric purity or isomers mixture)
compounds.
(8E,10Z)-Tetradeca-8,10-dienal 1 [4, 6]. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3)
δ (ppm) 9.76 (t, 3J = 1.8 Hz, 1H), 6.29 (ddd, 3Jtrans = 16.0 Hz, 1 H), 5.95 (t, 3J
= 10,0 Hz, 1 H), 5.63 (dt, 3Jtrans = 16 Hz, 1 H), 5.35-5.27 (m, 1 H), 2.44-2.40
(m, 2 H), 2.17-2.04 (overlapped signals, 4 H), 1.66-1.59 (m, 2 H), 1.44-1.23
(overlapped signals, 8 H), 0.91 (t, 3J = 8 Hz, 3 H); 13C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3)
δ (ppm) 203.04, 134.44, 130.15, 128.81, 125.94, 44.02, 32.89, 29.88, 29.28,
29.13, 29.03, 23.02, 22.14, 13.93; MS: (EI, 70 eV), m/z (Irel, %): M+, 208(3);
179(<1); 165(<1); 151(1); 135(1); 121(4); 109(9); 95(18); 81(41); 67(100);
55(31); 41(48).
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INFLUENCE OF FILLER, MONOMER MATRIX AND SILANE
COATING ON COMPOSITE RESIN ADHESION
MIHAELA PĂSTRAVa, MARIOARA MOLDOVANb,
ANDREA CHISNOIUa,*, CODRUȚA SAROȘIb, FILIP MIUȚAb,
OVIDIU PĂSTRAVa, ADA DELEANa, RADU CHISNOIUa
ABSTRACT. This study compared marginal microleakage in case of two
dental composite resins: a consecrated commercial Bis- GMA resin- IPS
Empress Direct (Ivoclar Vivadent, Lichtenstein)- group A, and a recently
introduced Bis- MEPP resin - Gaenial A’Chord (GC R&D Japan)- group B
and to observe, by means of scanning electron microscopy (SEM), the
differences between these two restorative materials when using the same
adhesive system and restorative layering technique. Microleakage testing
scores were higher in IPS Empress group, but the results were not
statistically validated. SEM images on group A presented a highly developed
hybrid layer, while for group B resin extension intersecting the hybrid layer
were observed, having a similar electronic density with the adhesive layer,
which demonstrates a continuity of the nanoparticles in depth. On dentincomposite interface increased number of gaps and fissures were observed,
comparing to enamel-composite interface. The result from the research
showed that the two compared composite resin present similar properties in
terms of adhesion and microleakage.
Keywords: composite resin, Bis-GMA, Bis-MEPP, silane coating.

INTRODUCTION
For the past several decades, resin composites have been proposed
as an alternative to amalgam, gold and ceramic restorations due to their
unique optical, electrical, physical, chemical, and magnetic properties [1].
Fundamentally, the composition of dental composite is represented
by an inorganic filler, organic matrix and coupling agent. The fillers represent
a
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the main component which ameliorates the poor mechanical and physical
properties of the unfilled resin [2]. Therefore, the ratio of resin/filler content
directly affects the material’s properties and increasing the filler content will
increase wear resistance, strength and will reduce shrinkage properties. The
components and ratio of the resin matrix, the shape, size and content of filler
and the silane treatment will affect the viscosity improving the handling
characteristics of the material, ensuring interlocking between filler particles
and interfacial interaction between filler particles and the resin matrix [3].
The organic matrix consists of several monomers, such as BisGMA
(2,2-bis[p-(2’-hidroxy-3’-methacryloxypropoxy)phenyl]- propane), UDMA (urethane
dimethacrylate), TEGDMA (trietylenglycol dimethacrylate), DMAEMA
(dimethylaminoethyl methacrylate- mostly used as an additive as light curing
accelerator), BisMEPP (bisphenole A ethoxylate dimethacrylate) and various
additives (photoinitiators-camphoroquinone, inhibitors, stabilizers). After the
polymerization reaction of the monomer mixture of resin composites, an
organic matrix as a three-dimensional cross-linked network is formed [4].
Physical and chemical properties of nanostructured composite materials
can be adjusted by controlling the composition and the relative sizes of
various components.
The composite nanostructures with High-performance Pulverized
CERASMART (HPC) filler and Full- Coverage Silane Coating (FSC) technologies
combine properties of the original components but also possess novel and
collective performances which are not seen in the original constituents.
The silane coating of the FSC, creates a strong bond between particles
in the resin matrix, resulting in a high wear resistance, color retention and excellent
radiopacity for long-lasting and natural-looking restorations. HPC filler technology
enables improved handling with minimal gaps, providing substantial marginal
integrity for virtually eliminating the occurrence of secondary caries. In addition, its
ceramic content contributes to the material's durability and ease of handling [5].
The present study was designed to compare marginal microleakage
in case of two dental composite resins (a recently introduced Bis- MEPP
resin - Gaenial A’Chord (GC R&D Japan) and a consecrated commercial BisGMA resin- Ips Empress Direct (Ivoclar Vivadent, Lichtenstein), and to observe,
by means of scanning electron microscopy (SEM), the differences between
these two restorative materials when using the same adhesive system and
restorative layering technique.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Microleakage testing showed higher number of samples with score 0
in group B, comparing to group A. Differences were also observed in case of
samples with scores > 0, but the results were not statistically validated (Figure 1,
Table 1).
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Marginal microleakage

Figure 1. Representative images of degrees of microleakage for Gaenial A’Chord. (Ano evidence of dye penetration, B-1st degree, C-2nd degree, D-3rd degree, E-4th degree).

Table 1. Microleakage scores of the two composite groups
Group

score 0
N (%)

score 1
N (%)

score 2
N (%)

score 3
N (%)

score 4
N (%)

A (IPS Empress)

19
(63.4)

6
(20)

1
(3.33)

3
(10)

1
(3.33)

B (G-aenial
A’Chord)

22
(73.34)

4
(13.34)

2
(6.67)

1
(3.33)

1
(3.33)

p

0.206
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SEM analysis

Figure 2. Representative images of the interface composite-dental tissues of the
two composite groups. A- Enamel – IPS Empress direct interface; B- Dentin- IPS
Empress direct interface; C- Enamel- Gaenial A’Chord interface; D- DentinGaenial A’Chord interface. Arrow- cracks and gaps at material- dentin interface.

SEM analysis was performed to observe the adhesion between the
coronary restorative materials and dental tissues for the situations when no
microinfiltration was observed (score 0), as well as for the situations when
the dye penetrated the composite/dental tissue interface (scores >0) (Figure 2).
In case of samples from group A with score 0 completely adapted
adhesive interface was observed, indicating highly developed hybrid layers.
SEM images show a uniform and efficient polymerization on the entire restored
cavity. The hybrid layer presents a thin, homogenous and electron dense structure
with relatively uniform width (~ 2 µm), closely following the dental surface
and forming a hybrid layer (5-10 µm) which penetrates the dentin (Figure 2-B).
In case of samples from group B and score 0, resin extension
intersecting the hybrid layer have a similar electronic density with the adhesive
layer, which demonstrates a continuity of the nanoparticles in depth. The
periphery of the dentinal canals was also hybridized and the hybrid layer was
extended on the entire depth of the demineralized area (Figure 2-C).
In samples with score higher than 0, interfacial fissures between the
dentin and the hybrid layer were observed on samples from group B. On
dentin- composite interface increased number of gaps and fissures were
observed, comparing to enamel-composite interface, indicating that dentin
adhesion is probably influenced by higher number of factors comparing to
enamel adhesion (Figure 2-D).
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In case of Bis GMA resin a porous texture was observed on the SEM
photographs, which led to the conclusion that the remaining monomer enabled
water molecules to gain better access to the polymer matrix through this porous
structure (Figure 2-B).
Characteristics of dental resin composites depend upon several factors
including monomer composition, coating chemistry, filler content and irradiation
protocol [6,7,8].
The resin matrix influences the properties of dental composites. In the
current study the samples contained a Bis-GMA resin and a Bis MEPP resin.
Bis-GMA resin in group A present two hydroxy groups which are capable of
forming intermolecular bonding. These characteristics were observed on
SEM images showing a deep penetration into the dentinal tubules. Previous
studies present that the composites based on dimethacrylates with hydroxy
groups (Bis-GMA) present improved mechanical properties under dry conditions,
comparing to Bis-MEPP resin. Under wet conditions, these composites showed
a relatively lower flexural strength than the composites based on dimethacrylates
without hydroxy groups (Bis MEPP) [9]. However, Bis-MEPP-based resin
presented a lower water sorption and high colour stability comparing with
BisGMA resin in a study realized by Mizukami et al [10].
Resin-based dental composites contain filler materials such as barium
glass, silica, apatite and a silane coupling agent. The latter enhances the bonding
between the filler particles and the resin matrix. The filler particles added to the
resin matrix also improve the physical and mechanical properties of the resin
composite. Moreover, the addition of fillers reduces volume shrinkage after
polymerization, and improves the aesthetic appearance and radiopacity [11].
Generally, surface of inorganic filler is hydrophilic, while resin monomer
is hydrophobic. It is important for filler to be treated by silane coupling agent
because the interface between filler and resin matrix impact on physical,
chemical and mechanical properties of composite. Previous study by Higuchi
et al, reported that FSC treated glass filler showed significantly less hydroxygroups than glass filler of control resin and was uniformly covered with silane
coupling agents. Results could be from higher chemical reaction rate between
SiOH on the surface of filler and silane coupling agents. FSC has potential
to produce higher physical, chemical and mechanical properties on composite
product line [12].
From a clinical point of view, composite restoration requires good
mechanical properties, such as a high viscosity of the composites and reduced
polymerization shrinkage to avoid marginal micro infiltration, but also adequate
aesthetics and wear resistance. Therefore, the ratio of resin/filler content
directly affects the material’s properties. Increasing the filler content results in
enhanced wear resistance, strength and reduced shrinkage properties [2].
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The fillers are the inorganic component of resin composites which are
incorporated to enhance the mechanical properties and reduce polymerization
shrinkage of resin composites. Pre-polymerized fillers were introduced to
improve the filler volume fraction. They are processed using ground cured
composite containing a variety of submicron particles [13].
In the present study, SEM images analysis showed that composite
resin in group B (containing HPC fillers) which ensured the formation of the
hybrid layer presented a deep penetration into the dentinal tubules. The
addition of PPFs also aids in reducing the polymerization shrinkage and
provides improved polishing when compared to conventionally filled resin
composites [14-16].
CONCLUSIONS
Within the limitations of the current study, the material filler content as
well as the resin matrix composition and silane coating influences microleakage
of dental composites. Both investigated materials presented similar properties
in terms of adhesion and microleakage.
EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Preparation of the samples
Sixty maxillary and mandibular molars were included in the study. The
teeth were extracted on orthodontic indication maximum 4 weeks prior to the
study. All teeth were caries and filling free, without coronal destruction of
other etiology and maintained in distilled water to ensure adequate hydration
conditions.
Cavity preparation
On the occlusal surface of each tooth a Black class I cavity was
realized with maximum depth of 3 mm. The preparation was made using 0,12
round turbine burs (MDT, Mc Drill Technology, Parma, Italy) on the enamel
layer and 0,14 round tungsten carbide contra-angle burs (Dendia, Dendia
GmbH, Austria). The bur was changed after every 5 cavity preparations.
The depth of the cavity was measured from the center of central
fissure using UNC 15 probe (Hu-Freidy Mfg. Co. Inc., IL, USA). The width of
the cavity was standardized using a divider and scale.
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Sample distribution
The prepared 60 teeth were randomly divided into 2 groups of thirty
teeth each based on the restorative material as Group A – Ips Empress
Direct (n=30) and Group B –Gaenial A’Chord (n=30).
Table 2. Chemical composition of the two materials
Ips Empress Direct
(Ivoclar Vivadent,
Lichtenstein)

Nanohybrid

GC Gaenial A’Chord
Microhybrid
(Dental Products, Alsip,
IL, USA)

UDMA
Bis-GMA
TEGDMA
Barium glass filler 0.4 μm
Prepolymer 1-10 μm
Ytterbium trifluoride 100 nm
UDMA,
Bis-MEPP
TEGDMA
Silicon dioxide (16 nm),
Strontium glass (200 nm),
Pigment

Figure 3 shows the chemical structure of Bis-MEPP and Bis-GMA
monomers.

Figure 3. Chemical structure of Bis-MEPP and Bis-GMA monomers.

Restoration technique
As adhesive system, we used a 3 steps system, considering that this
is the golden standard in dental adhesion. For both groups (A, B), the enamel
was etched for 30 seconds and dentin for 15 seconds using 37% Meta
Etchant Gel (Meta Biomed Co. Ltd), then washed and gently dried for approx.
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5 sec. The new G2 - BOND Universal (GC Europe) was applied, according
to the manufacturer instructions – first the Primer, for 10 sec., with a
microbrush and dried for 5 sec., then the Bond, spread evenly using a gentle
stream of air and light cured for 10 seconds, using a LED light-curing lamp
(Translux-Wave, Kulzer). Teeth were then filled (using oblique layering
technique and with 1 mm thick increments and light-curing for 20 seconds)
with a nanohybrid composite IPS Empress Direct (Ivoclar, Vivadent, Lichtenstein
G) - (group A) and G-aenial A’Chord (GC R&D, Japan)- (group B).
The shade of the composite was different from the tooth in order to
facilitate the assessment. In the end, the restorations were finished and
polished with red and yellow ring burs and rubber cups.
All specimens were thermocycled for 1000 cycles (5/55ºC, 30 seconds)
in Eppendorf Master cycler gradient (Eppendorf AG, Hamburg, Germany).
After thermocycling, apices of the teeth were sealed with a layer of sticky wax,
and the roots surfaces were covered with two coats of nail polish. All samples
were immersed in 2% methylene blue dye for 24 hours. Following immersion
teeth were washed with distilled water then dried. Then they were embedded
in acrylic resin (Duracryl Plus, SpofaDental) and, later, sectioned mesiodistally using the microtome (IsoMet TM1000, Buehler, IL, USA). There were
selected those teeth slices that have not damages after cutting. Each tooth
slice was 1.5 mm thick.
For marginal microleakage assessment, the cut sections were observed
under 20X magnification and the area of maximum dye penetration was
considered. For the magnification, a stereomicroscope was used (Zeiss CL 1500
ECO) and each sample was photographed using a digital photo camera (Canon
EOS 1300D).
Two examiners scored extent of dye penetration using an ordinal scale
(0-4) by consensus. Examiners were blind to material and/or technique used.
The scoring criteria:
0 – no evidence of dye penetration
1 – dye penetration along the axial cavity walls up to 1/3
2 – dye penetration along the axial cavity walls up to 2/3
3 – dye penetration along the whole axial cavity wall
4 – dye penetration on the pulpal wall
Samples for scanning electron microscopy (SEM) evaluation were
prepared similar as for optical microscopy, in order to evaluate the enamelcomposite and dentin-composite interface, as well as enamel and dentin structure.
All measurements were performed using (SEM) QUANTA 133 microscope
system (FEI Company USA). Several units of image magnification were used and
all registrations were performed on enamel- composite interface and dentincomposite interface.
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The statistical analysis was conducted using MedCalc Statistical Software
version 18.11 (MedCalc Software bvba, Ostend, Belgium; http://www.medcalc.org;
2018). Qualitative data were analyzed with Chi-square and Fisher exact test and a
5% level of significance.
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ABSTRACT. The objective of this study was to compare the structure, morphology
and enamel-composite and dentin-composite interface in the teeth of
patients with chronic renal failure, predialysis and healthy patients, using two
methods: atomic force microscopy (AFM) and scanning electron microscopy
(SEM). Most of the tested enamel specimens showed a mixed type of failure.
The AFM examination indicated a deep engraving for enamel and dentin in
sick people compared to healthy people. The average value of the roughness
(Ra) in enamel and dentin from healthy patients were significantly different
(p <0.001) than from enamel and dentin in patients with renal failure. Regarding
the SEM images, the dentin-composite material interface in teeth extracted
from healthy patients, has uniformity, compared to the dentin-composite interface
in teeth extracted from predialysis patients where a discontinuous hybrid layer
with some gaps was identified.
Keywords: atomic force microscopy, scanning electron microscopy, enamelcomposite interface, dentin-composite interface, predialysis.
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INTRODUCTION
The chronic renal failure is a condition whose incidence is constantly
increasing, the consequence being the presentation of a large number of
patients requesting dental treatments. Moreover, the orodental status considerably
influences the evolution and prognosis of the underlying condition. For a correct
dental treatment of this category of patients, the dentist must know and
understand the systemic and oral manifestations that this condition has and
implicitly its treatment.
The alterations in the hard tissue mineralisation of patients with chronic
kidney disease are well known today. They are caused by disorders in the
metabolism of calcium and phosphorus, increased parathyroid activity and
abnormal metabolism of vitamin D [1]. The bone-like changes in dentin were
not recognized until 1983, when a study showed the existence of a thinner
layer of predentin in the teeth of patients with chronic kidney disease [2].
Moreover, dental changes such as hypoplasia of the enamel of temporary
but also permanent teeth, narrowing or calcification of the pulp chamber have
been reported [3, 4].
It is evident from the literature that the atomic force microscopy (AFM)
and scanning microscopy (SEM) are commonly used methods for the analysis
of dental structures [12, 16]. They are especially useful in the studies of the
dentin collagen network and changes caused by different chemical agents
on the dentin [17]. The changes in the intertubular and peritubular dentin
caused by interaction with phosphoric acid, adhesion, structure and other
changes in the restoration process can be investigated [13]. It can also be
seen the interaction of dentinal adhesives with the hard tissues of the tooth.
AFM has been applied in ultramorphological investigations of superficial and
deep dentin and its mechanical properties or the identification of the functional
width of the enamel-dentin junction [14, 15]. This method also provides information
about the roughness of dentin, enamel and restorative materials, which we
tried to highlight in this study [16, 17].
Taking into account the previous information but also the fact that
modern aesthetic restorative dentistry is completely dependent on the quality
and performance of adhesion of dental materials to the dental substrate, there
is the possibility of changes in the teeth of patients with chronic renal failure.
The aim of the current study was to compare the structure, morphology
and enamel-composite and dentin-composite interface in the teeth of patients
with chronic renal failure, predialysis and healthy patients, using two methods:
atomic force microscopy (AFM) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM).
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The observed morphological characteristics of the teeth are described
qualitatively and quantitatively. For the quantitative assessment, imaging
data and software package available for image analysis were used. In order
to meet the statistical nature of the quantitative analysis, images were collected
from a variety of different locations (enamel, dentin, composite, and the
composite/dentin, enamel/composite interface) on the tooth specimens. Several
samples of each type, collected from different patients, were also used. Below
are the images obtained and the scanning parameters for each image and the
roughness analysis (Figures 1-12).

Figure 1. Bidimensional and tridimensional AFM image
of the enamel on a healthy patient.
Table 1. Roughness parameters for scanned areas showed in Figure 2
Enamel

Av
[µm]

Ra(Sa)
[nm]

RMS (Sq)
[nm]

Sk

Sku

20 × 20 µm2

0.91

161 (+2.26)

210

0.00574

0.778

50 × 50 µm2

1.202

241(+4.67)

307

0.0118

0.367
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The analysis of the surfaces presented in Figures 1-9 leads to the data
presented in Tables 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 where the parameters presented refer to:
• Av – mean of heights;
• Ra (Sa) arithmetic mean roughness;
• RMS (Sq) mean square deviation (standard deviation) calculated by the
formula

A positive correlation was registered for the parameter Ra and RMS,
for which higher values indicate a greater variation of the surface topography.
• Ssk asymmetry of the height distribution histogram (skewness)
calculated by the formula

For Ssk = 0, the height distribution is symmetric (Gaussian distribution,
totally random variations). The positive asymmetry, Ssk > 0, indicates a
smooth surface with peaks above average, while the negative values Ssk <
0 indicate the presence of many below average heights (pits or depressions
in the surface).
• Sku flattening the distribution curve of the height values (kurtosis)
calculated by the formula

reflects the number of extreme heights, ‘peakedness’ of the surface topography
and is a measure of the degree of flattening or vaulting of the distribution curve.
Value Sku = 0 shows a normal Gaussian distribution, which is a Mesokurtic
distribution. An area with a small number of extreme heights (several very
high peaks or very deep valleys) will have a large Sku, as opposed to an area
with mostly moderate heights, which will generate small or negative Sku.
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a

b

c

d

Figure 2. AFM images: a,b- bidimensional; c,d – tridimensional of the enamel
from the enamel-composite area for extracted teeth in healthy patients.
Table 2. Roughness parameters for the scanned areas showed in Figure 3
Av
[µm]

Ra(Sa)
[nm]

RMS (Sq)
[nm]

Sk

Sku

20 × 20 µm2

1.177

195 (+ 3.56)

252

-0.197

0.824

50 × 50 µm2

1.134

212 (+4.76)

269

-0.26

0.212

50 × 50 µm2

0.776

140 (+2.15)

180

-0.129

0.571

20 × 20 µm2

1.295

112 (+ 5,12)

147

-0.414

1.43

Enamel

Composite
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a

b

Figure 3. Images of the contact areas: a – enamel-dentin; b – enamel-dentincomposite for extracted teeth in healthy patients

Figure 4. Bidimensional and tridimensional AFM images
for Tetric EvoCeram Bulk Fill composite used in this study.
Table 3. Roughness parameters for the scanned areas showed in Figure 4
Composite

Av
[µm]

Ra(Sa)
[nm]

RMS (Sq)
[nm]

Sk

Sku

50 × 50 µm2

0.6733

95.5 (+ 3,45)

122

-0.231

0.654

20 × 20 a µm2

0.3269

68.2 (+ 2,13)

88.2

0.081

0.284
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Figure 5. Enamel and composite-dentin interface images, registered
on extracted teeth from predialysis patients

Comparing the images in Figures 1 and 6 it is observed that the surface
of the healthy tooth is much more uniform and significantly homogeneous. The
AFM images show us similar morphological features, clearly emphasizing
that the tooth enamel was not damaged during microscopy recordings.
Roughness is a very important surface property for technological
applications, being used for quantitative analysis of changes that the surface
may suffer; for example, surface erosion will naturally lead to an increase in
its roughness.
Following the assessment of tooth enamel from healthy patients, we
found that the surface is irregular, with an average height of 190 nm. The
arithmetic roughness of 161 nm and the mean square deviation of 210 nm
are large values indicating a rough surface. The value 0.00574 of the parameter
Ssk indicates an almost symmetrical distribution (Figure 1a), a surface with
generally random variations in height, and the value Sku 0.778 also indicates
the presence on this surface of several lower heights (Figure 1b).
The images for tooth enamel from predialysis patients also show
irregular surfaces. The Ra value of 178 nm and the average square roughness
Sq 231 nm indicate a rougher surface than the enamel from healthy teeth.
The negative value of -0.273 of the Sk parameter indicates a surface with recesses,
and Sku 0.54 indicates a lower distribution of height values compared to the
enamel from healthy teeth.
The assessment of the morphology and roughness at the enamel/
composite contact surface (Figure 7) for teeth extracted from predialysis
patients indicates an irregular surface, and the negative value of the parameter
Sk indicates a surface with recesses for both composite and enamel.
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a

b

Figure 6. AFM images: a- bidimensional; b – tridimensional of the enamel
for extracted teeth in predialysis patients.
Tabel 4. Roughness parameters for the scanned areas showed in Figure 6
Enamel

Av
[µm]

Ra(Sa)
[nm]

RMS (Sq) [nm]

Sk

Sku

20 × 20 µm2

1.181

178 (+ 2.34)

231

-0.273

0.54

50 × 50 c µm2

0.985

269 (+4.78)

327

-0.374

-0.446

a

b

Figure 7. AFM images: a- bidimensional; b – tridimensional at the composite –dentin
interface for extracted teeth in predialysis patients.
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Table 5. Roughness parameters for the scanned areas showed in Figure 7
Av
[µm]

Ra(Sa)
[nm]

RMS (Sq) [nm]

Sk

Sku

0.6657

71.7 (+ 4,56)

94.1

-0.318

1.61

50 × 50 µm2

1.052

176 (+ 3,24)

228

-0.583

1.01

20 × 20 µm2

0.3435

56.5 (+ 4,12)

72.0

-0.39

0.466

Dentin
20 × 20 µm2
Composite

The arithmetic roughness value of 51.3 nm at dentin (Figure 8) for
teeth from predialysis patients indicates a less rough surface than the
composite and enamel from the same samples taken. The high degree of
porosity of the dental surfaces is also the most probable reason why the
predialysis tooth seems to be fragile and weak; this was frequently noticed
during the restoration and recording of both AFM and SEM images.
According to these morphological findings, it can be deduced that the
influence of treatments on predialysis patients on the teeth is real.

a

b

Figure 8. AFM images: a- bidimensional; b – tridimensional of dentin
from extracted teeth in predialysis patient.
Table 6. Roughness parameters for the scanned areas showed in Figure 9
Dentin

Av
[µm]

Ra(Sa)
[nm]

RMS (Sq)
[nm]

Sk

Sku

50 × 50 µm2

1.642

177 (+ 2,57)

229

-0.605

1.63

20 × 20 µm2

0.7229

51.3 (+ 3,45)

67.9

-0.283

4.59
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The kidneys play an important role in the endocrine control of calcium
and phosphorus metabolism, largely through the formation of vitamin D3.
During the evolution of the chronic kidney disease, a secondary hyperparathyroidism
appears, that is compensating due to the decrease of serum calcium levels in those
patients. The main causes of progressive hypocalcemia are: phosphate
retention due to decreased renal excretion capacity, decreased production of
renal hormone 1,25-(OH)2D3 and a reduced skeletal response to the calcium
action of parathyroid hormone [5].In the case of chronic renal failure, the
decrease in the formation of 1,25-(OH)2D3 leads to a decrease in the
production of calcium-binding protein in the intestinal mucosa, thus causing
a decrease in calcium absorption and initiating the hypocalcemia with
increasing serum parathyroid hormone levels [6] .
The mechanism of phosphate retention cannot be separated from
alterations in vitamin D metabolism when considering the pathogenesis of
secondary hyperparathyroidism [6].
Most of the enamel specimens tested showed a mixed type of failure,
but the bond between the adhesive and the dentin was predominant in
several samples. The AFM examination indicates a deep engraving for
enamel and dentin in sick people compared to healthy people. The average
value of the roughness (Ra) in enamel and dentin from healthy patients were
significantly different (p <0.001) than from enamel and dentin in patients with
renal failure.
The statistical analysis showed a significant difference between the
roughness values obtained for tooth enamel from patients with chronic renal
failure and those for tooth enamel of healthy patients. These results could be
determined by differences in the micromorphology of demineralised enamel
surfaces. The patients with chronic renal failure may have elevated phosphate
levels in saliva, as a result of alterations in calcium and phosphorus metabolism.
As a result, we can speculate that a high level of phosphates in saliva can lead
to the formation of a calcium-phosphate complex that forms a barrier on the
tooth surface. Therefore, the diffusion of phosphate ions through the
semipermeable enamel via the network of microchannel openings to the
external surface can make the enamel more resistant to acid demineralisation,
thus causing a low adhesion resistance.
A number of studies have investigated saliva composition and
salivary flow in patients with chronic renal failure [7, 8, 9]. Thus, increased
salivary concentrations of proteins and minerals were observed, as well as a
decrease in salivary flow for both stimulated and unstimulated saliva in
patients with chronic kidney disease. The buffer capacity and salivary pH
have been shown to be increased in hemodialysis patients [9].It can be
speculated that all these changes recorded at the salivary level may cause
increased resistance to enamel demineralisation.
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The results obtained in this study are similar to those presented in the
study by Mahmoud et al. [10] on 44 molars collected from healthy patients
and hemodialysis patients, to investigate the influence of uremia on the
adhesion of composite resins to enamel and dentin, through AFM. Their
conclusion was that uremia affects the adhesion of composite resins to
enamel and dentin and provides an altered pattern of micromorphology of
the demineralised tissues.
Also, in another study, Mahmoud et al. [11] investigated the effect of
phosphoric acid concentration and duration of demineralisation on the
enamel and dentin of the teeth of hemodialysis patients compared to healthy
patients. The authors found that the enamel is much more resistant to acid
attack, the higher concentration and longer duration of demineralisation
being more effective in patients with chronic renal failure.
The results of the study on the assessment of the composite-enamel
and dentin-composite interface by scanning electron microscopy after
restoration are highlighted by the SEM images from Figures 9, 11.
The scanning electron microscopy images recorded the
characteristics for the adhesive interface and structure in the case of the two
lots of extracted teeth studied. Smaller magnifications (40-100x) were initially
used for the overall assessment of the restorations and the adhesive
interface, then magnifications of 200-1000x for the analysis of the structure
of the composite material (C), respectively 1000-1500x for the study of the
hybrid layer (SH).

S

C

S

D
C

Figure 9. SEM image for extracted teeth from predialysis patients: a: – enamelcomposite interface, magnification of x5000; b- dentin-composite interface,
magnification of x1000;C- composite; D-dentin; SH- hybrid layer; S- enamel
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In the case of samples from lot 1 of teeth extracted from predialysis
patients, a continuous interface between composite-adhesive-dental hard tissues
was observed, with a thin layer of adhesive, which infiltrated the smear layer
(Figure 9.a,b). In several situations, fractures of the dentin were observed in
the immediate proximity of the adhesive layer or partial detachment of the
adhesive from the dentinal surface (Figure 9). Figures 10 and 12 highlight
the elements in the composition of the composite material, enamel and dentin.
Figure 10. EDAX specters
which highlight the elements
from the composite-enameldentin interface from extracted
teeth in predialysis patients.
Coloured image according to
the presented elements

The structure of the Tetric EvoCeram Bulk Fill composite material
(Figure 11b) presented a hybrid, homogeneous appearance, highlighting 2
types of particles: light in colour, irregular in shape, with diameters varying
between 1 and 10 μm, and dark in colour, with rounded or ovoid shape and
diameter between 10-20 μm.

C

D
C

Figure 11. SEM image from extracted teeth in healthy patients: a – dentin-composite
interface, magnification of x1000; b- composite material, magnification of x1000;
C- composite; D-dentin; S- enamel
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The dentin-composite material interface on teeth extracted from
healthy patients, has a uniformity, compared to the dentin-composite
interface in predialysis patients where the formation of a discontinuous hybrid
layer was identified. The SEM assessment at the composite-enamel interface
for the samples from lot 2 shows a hybrid, well-formed, uniform layer. The
morphological changes observed at the enamel-composite interface in the
samples from predialysis patients are probably due to the existence of a
more porous and fragile dental structure.

Figure 12. EDAX specters
which highlight the elements
from the composite-enameldentin interface from extracted
teeth in healthy patients Coloured image according to the
presented elements

The recent introduction of Bulk Fill restorative materials has rekindled
the progressive volume ratio debate, with the introduced composites having
a more pronounced polymerization shrinkage compared to the filling volume
because the entire mass polymerizes at one time, faster than in small steps.
Currently, the Bulk Fill restorative materials are available in different
viscosities, low, variable or medium.
A number of studies have investigated the bonding capacity of
adhesive systems to either enamel, dentin, or both [18- 24]. Most clinical
points of view are for complex prepared cavities and include not only
exposed enamel areas and superficial dentin, but also deep dentin areas.
The hybrid layer is visualized in SEM images, and is possible only by
sectioning the resin/dentin/enamel interfaces, being uniformly formed in the
case of teeth from healthy patients.
Gaps and cracks have been observed in the areas of the composite/
dentin interface, indicating that adhesion to dentin is likely to be influenced
by several factors than to enamel. The differences observed in these areas
may be due to the air drying of the tooth slices and the dehydration of the
specimens under vacuum during SEM recordings. However, because these
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gaps or cracks were not only evident in the teeth of predialysis patients, since
all samples were treated in the same way, they can be attributed to poorly
polymerized hybrid adhesive layers.
The clinical relevance of porosities is unclear: their presence in large
numbers at the composite-dental tissue interface can lead to microinfiltrations
and failure of restoration by secondary caries or pulpal damage; however,
clinical failures due to such porosities are rarely reported. The main purpose
of dental adhesives is to ensure retention for composite restorations or
cements. In addition to the resistance to mechanical stress, especially to
those generated by the stress of the polymerization shrinkage of the composite,
a good adhesive must also prevent microinfiltration along the edges of the
restoration. Clinical failure of restorations occurs mainly through inadequate
sealing rather than loss of retention, resulting in marginal dyschromia.
CONCLUSIONS
The structure, morphology and enamel-composite-dentin interface on
teeth extracted from patients with chronic renal failure, predialysis patients
and teeth from healthy patients were compared using two methods: atomic
force microscopy (AFM) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM).
The AFM examination indicated a deep engraving for enamel and
dentin in predialysis patients compared to healthy patients. The average
value of the roughness (Ra) in enamel and dentin from healthy patients were
significantly different (p <0.001) than from enamel and dentin in patients with
renal failure.
The hybrid layer is visualized in SEM images and is uniformly formed
in the case of teeth from healthy patients, while in predialysis patients the
formation of a continuous hybrid layer with some gaps was identified.
The morphological changes observed at the enamel-composite
interface in the samples from predialysis patients are probably due to the
more porous and fragile existing dental structure, probably with influences of
alterations in the metabolism of calcium and phosphorus.
The clinical relevance of porosities is unclear: their presence in large
numbers at the composite-dental tissue interface can lead to microinfiltrations
and failure of restoration by secondary caries or pulpal damage; however,
clinical failures due to such porosities are rarely reported.
EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
To perform this study, we used a total of 40 whole human teeth
(molars), free of caries, extracted due to periodontal damage.
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Lot 1 - 20 teeth were obtained from patients with chronic renal failure,
predialysis patients, who came to the personal dental office for dental
treatment. The patients were sent by the nephrologist from the Nephrology
II department of the ‘Dr. Carol Davila’ Clinical Hospital of Nephrology,
Bucharest, where they were monitored for their condition.
Lot 2 - 20 extracted teeth were collected from clinically healthy
patients, free of chronic renal failure. All teeth were obtained after signing the
patient’s informed consent form.
Immediately after extraction, the teeth were washed and subjected to
ultrasonic scaling (P5 Newtron, Satelec, Acteon, France) to remove deposits
of calculus but also remaining soft tissue, being subsequently stored in
physiological saline until use, in order to prevent dehydration.
Cavity preparation protocol
For the application of composite resin restorations, class I cavities
were prepared at the level of all teeth with the help of a round bur (Komet,
Germany) using light movements and water cooling. After preparation, the
cavities were cleaned with physiological saline and the restorations were
performed by applying the appropriate adhesive system and then the
composite material. The technique used for demineralisation was total etch,
with 37% phosphoric acid in gel form (Total Etch, Ivoclar Vivadent; Schaan,
Liechtenstein) for 15 seconds, according to the manufacturer’s instructions.
The acid was then washed with water for 30 seconds.
The cavities were lightly air dried to avoid the desiccation phenomenon,
then the adhesive was applied (Adhese Universal, Ivoclar Vivadent; Schaan,
Liechtenstein) according to the manufacturer’s recommendations. With the help
of an LED photopolymerisation lamp (Bluephase Style, Ivoclar Vivadent;
Schaan, Liechtenstein) we photopolymerised the adhesive for 10 seconds.
As a composite material we used a nano-hybrid composite resin
(Tetric EvoCeramBulk Fill, Ivoclar Vivadent; Schaan, Liechtenstein; shade
IVA) placed in a single layer, molded, photopolymerised for 10 seconds with
the same LED lamp and then polished.
After filling all the cavities, the teeth were embedded in transparent
self-polymerisable acrylic resin (Duracryl Plus, Spofa Dental, Cehia; shade
0) in order to be subjected to further tests.
After embedding the teeth in acrylic resin, all samples were sectioned
longitudinally with a Microtom Buehler-IsoMet1000 sectioning machine at 1
mm intervals. The sectioned teeth were stored in physiological saline before
and after the restorative treatment, in order to avoid their dehydration.
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Study of the morphology and roughness of dental surfaces, by
atomic force microscopy (AFM)
The atomic force microscopy (AFM) was used to investigate the
morphology and roughness of dental surfaces before and after the restoration
of cavities on teeth extracted from healthy patients compared to patients with
chronic renal failure, predialysis patients. The surface morphology of the initial
samples provides an important reference point for the correct and clear
assessment of the effects induced by subsequent treatments.
The images were obtained with a commercial Ntegra Spectra
microscope (NT-MDT, Russia), at room temperature, in air, in intermittent
contact (semicontact), with rectangular silicon cantilever, with Au reflecting
surface (NSG30-A, NT -MDT), nominal elasticity constant k = 40 N / m,
resonance frequency 240-440 kHz, peak radius <10 nm.
After acquisition, the images were processed using Nova v1.1.0.1837
(NT-MDT).
For each sample, measurements were performed at three different
surfaces for composite, enamel, enamel-composite, dentin-composite contact
areas. For the roughness analysis, the statistical parameters calculated for
the image on which the ‘fit lines’ correction was applied were used, through
which a second-degree polynomial is found and extracted for each scan line.
As the image processing history is important for the validity of the roughness
comparison of two or more surfaces - the levelling procedure applied to each
image directly affecting the roughness values, as well as the image size for
which they are calculated - all AFM data were processed identically: for scan
areas, 50 x 50 μm2, 20 x 20 μm2, recorded at a resolution of 256 x 256 scan
points per image at the same correction (second degree polynomial ‘fit lines’)
applied to each image.
Study of the interface by scanning electron microscopy
The electron microscopy determinations for tooth samples prepared
as for the AFM study, in order to investigate the enamel/composite/dentin
interfaces, and the structure of enamel and dentin in healthy patients
compared to predialysis patients, were performed using the scanning electron
microscope (SEM)QUANTA 133 (FEI Company USA). Several image magnification
units were used and recordings were made at the enamel/composite/dentin
interface. The tooth samples that were examined by SEM scanning electron
microscopy were coated with a conductive layer consisting of gold. The
analysis of the chemical composition of the tooth surface was performed using
the EDAX method; this is a method of quantifying the elements in the
composition of enamel, dentin and composite.
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NEW MATERIAL USING CEMENT-BASED MATRIX WITH
SELF-REPAIR PROPERTIES BASED ON REACTIVE
GRAINS WITH PROTECTIVE COATING
MIRON ZAPCIUa,*, CONSTANTIN VOINIȚCHIb, NICOLETA IONESCUc,
MARIUS OLTEANUd

ABSTRACT. This research relates to cement-based matrix materials with
self-repairing properties, based on reactive grains (Portland clinker) having
the dimensions 90…160 μm and using a protective coating layer with a
thickness of 4-7 μm. The material involves the use in mortars or concretes of a
smart additive of a clinker reactive material covered with an impermeable
polymeric coating that breaks when a crack appears in the material and allows
the reaction between water and cement stone components and, consequently,
the formation of a crack plugging product consisting in calcium silicate hydrates
gels (CSH), superior to that of calcium carbonate precipitation. The intelligent
addition is obtained by mixing the reactive material with the solution of a
polymer, or with its melt (C8H8)n. The efficiency of coverage exceeds 80%
in most of cases, some of them approaching even 90%. No significant effect
of the ratio reactive material/polymer seems to be observed. The degree of
healing of the crack is defined in the paper. The method of highlighting the
self-repairing effect is based on the amount of electricity passed through the
sample. The new material has practically unchanged mechanical properties,
a higher hydration capacity and a longer service life-cycle.
Keywords: reactive grains, protective coating, self-repairing, new material
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INTRODUCTION
1. State of the art
There are currently several attempts to make self-repairing concrete
using different principles. Vascular recipes can be used inside the concrete,
containing embedded resins or from an external source, additions of
superabsorbent polymers, or even the use of bacteria encapsulated together
with the necessary nutrients and which, when the crack appears, resume their
metabolism, releasing CO2, which carbonates the portlandite resulting from the
hydration of the Portland cement and resulting in the clogging of the crack. There
are also methods that involve the use of active hydraulic additives that, in the
presence of portlandite, will develop hydro-compounds that can ensure the
clogging of the crack, or fibers that reduce the width of the crack and allow
natural concrete self-repair. The disadvantages are represented by the difficulty
of implementing the adopted solutions which have been tested only in laboratory
conditions and which do not fit for the implementation on real-site conditions.
There are attempts on the use of polymer-modified self-repairing
bitumen (PmB), to increase the elasticity of road layers, to reduce wear and
material fatigue at high temperatures. Polymer-based additives are generally
used for modified bitumen. Of these additives, styrene-butadiene-styrene
copolymers (SBS) are the most commonly used (WIPO patent with identification
number WO 2017/116354 A1) [1].
Another example of autogenous healing, but of a cement composite,
is made according to patent number 20080261027 from the USA [2], the
claims being from The Regents of the University of Michigan. The patent relates
to a self-healing cement composite and, in particular, to a fiber-reinforced
cement-based composite, which has a self-controlled crack width dimensions
from 50 μm to a maximum of 150 μm. Self-healing can occur within a variety
of environmental conditions including that in which the material is damaged,
as per example by tensile loading. Self-healing in this case was autogenic
and observed by the test for analyzing the resistance of concrete to chloride
ion penetration, according to the AASHTO T259-80 standard. The composite
comprises hydraulic cement, water, sand, fly ash (pozzolanic additive) [19],
water reducing agent and short and discontinuous fibers [3-5, 7-9]. The fibers
are based on polyvinyl alcohol having diameters between 30 and 60 μm and
are found in a percentage of 1.5% - 3.0% on the related composite volume.
The use of superabsorbent polymer was reported too [6].
2. Polymeric coated reactive grains – Concept Presentation
The continued hydration of cement grains is considered an essential
mechanism of chemical nature, responsible for generating the calcium
silicate hydrates gels (CSH), superior to that of calcium carbonate precipitation:
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they are not able just to seal the crack, however, by the means of a high bond
strength to the crack walls, they may generate the mechanical recovery of
the material, as well [10-13].
Another aspect relates to the currently cement production, based on
fine clinker grains contents, with fast initial reactivity in order to reach the fullstrength potential at the age of 28 days [14-17]. After the peak is reached,
the hydration process experiences a sudden drop in the continuous hydration
process, since the reactive basin is consumed.
The new concept of the authors about self-repairing is to increase the
hydration capacity of the concrete using reactive grains addition, polymeric
coated for reactivity conservation until the point when it becomes necessary:
crack occurrence and consequently the necessity to seal/heal it, when
humidity conditions are also ensured (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Representation of the concept for the reactive grains

Using polymeric coated reactive grains, the impermeable coating of
a clinker material breaks when a crack appears in the material, allowing the
reaction between water and cement stone components and, consequently,
self-repairing due to the formation of a crack plugging product by generating
the calcium silicate hydrates gels [12].
This addition of reactive grains has the following important advantages:
-increasing the service life for concrete used in reinforced concrete
works in contact with aggressive agents;
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-increasing the uptime between two repairs for reinforced concrete
used in infrastructure works;
- the use of recyclable materials in making the smart addition;
- it is extremely practical, being adapted to site conditions.
The research was oriented so as to validate the followings:
- the materials which could be considered proper as reactive grain
and protective polymeric cover;
- the encapsulation techniques from waterproofing capacity;
- the potential of self-repairing effect when crack is induced [18].
A smart addition material has been created (reactive grains + protective
polymeric cover) capable of generating a self-repairing action after a long period
of hydration in the mortar/concrete in wherein is added. The addition consists
of an active hydraulic material wrapped in a waterproof polymer film, which
breaks when the concrete crack crosses through the particle.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
1. Reactive grains covering degree
An active hydraulic material (Portland clinker) with the size of granules
between 90 and 160 μm wrapped in a polymer film of a thickness of 4-7 μm has
been used. Two metods were used: Method 1 using polymer solution in an
appropriate solvent and Method 2 using melted polymer, (C8H8)n. After the
achievement, the granules were passed through the 0,5 mm sieve for
breaking the adhesions between the shells of the granules (Figure 2).
Covering Degree (CD, %) was determined by using conductivity test
on suspensions of covered and uncovered clinker and the Equation (1):

CD(%) = 100 ×

Cond hp − Cond h
Cond h

where:
Condhp = conductivity of the coated grains suspension;
Condh = conductivity of the uncoated grains suspension.
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Figure 2. The grains wrapped in polymeric film

2. Conductivity results on reactive grains
Conductivity test on reactive grains suspension (1%) reveals an
important variation in the first minute, and a much lower rate after (Figure 3).
It was concluded that a conductivity measurement of suspension after 1
minute can offer a good information about the covering degree, as such the
kinetic of the reaction depends of the contact area on phases.

Figure 3. Level of conductivity during 10 min. for a suspension
of uncoated reactive material (1%) in water

The conductivity results is proven to be a reliable efficiency of the
smart grains addition covering, developed by the means of both methods. A
number of 6 tested compositions, out of 10, reveal (Table 1) an efficiency of
coverage exceeding 80%, three of them approaching even 90%. Considering
the 10 experiments performed, no significative effect of the reactive
material/polymer ratio seems to be observed.
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Table 1. Coating degree results for different ratio clinker/polymer

Method 1
(PS-Polymer Solution)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Ratio: Clinker /
Polymer (%)
54
27
18
13.5
9
5
10
15
20

Degree of
coating (%)
83
85
88
89
85
79
66
71
70

Method 2
(MP- Melted Polymer)

10

11.3

87

Method

No. of experiment

500

Conductivity (microS)

Conductivity (microS)

The conductivity development over time, for the reactive grains,
without coating (blue line) and the coated grains (Methods 1 and 2) is presented
in the Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Variation of the conductivity during 1 min. for uncoated (0) and coated
grains: a) using Method 1 (Polymer Solution) and b) Method 2 (Melted Polymer)
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3) Results and discussion on self-repairing effect
In order to check the self-repairing effect of a smart addition grains, it
has been carried out a related test.
The smart grains addition with a reactive material/polymer ratio of 9%
was introduced into a standardised mortar performed, according to EN 196-1
standard, in different proportions. An CEM I52.5R cement was used to hydrate
granules as much as possible and to reduce the natural self-repairing effect.
A degree of self-repairing (Healing Degree - HD) of the crack was
defined as follows:

40
30
20
10
0
R

130P40 260P40 225PT

Samples code
0

15 MINUTES

Healing Degree (%)

Ic (mA)

HD (%) = 100*[(IfP – InP) –( IfR – InR)] /(IfP – InP)
(2)
where:
IfP = intensity of the current through the crack;
InP = intensity of the current through the uncracked aria;
IfR = intensity of the current through the crack on the reference sample;
InR= intensity of the current through the uncracked aria on the reference
sample.
The intensity of current through the crack Ic is the difference between
intensity of the current on the cracked aria Ifp and uncracked Inp area.
Results for three samples are presented in the Figure 5 and reveals
a good self-repairing properties of the smart addition grains.
100.0
50.0
0.0
130P40

260P40

225PT

Sample code
0

15 MINUTES

Figure 5. Intensity of current through crack after 0 and 15 minutes (left) and
degree of healing (HD) of the crack (right)

For all 3 samples used, in which the smart grain dosage represents
130, 260 and 225 kg / m3, respectively. HD is around 50% and they have a
maximum of 70% compared to the standard reference sample. The sample
no.2, with an addition of 260 kg'm3, was the best composition on self-repair.
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CONCLUSIONS
The material with a matrix based on cement, mortar or concrete, with
self-repair properties (Fig. 1), is characterized by the fact that it contains the
addition of reactive granules, encapsulated in our experiment with a polymeric
film (C8H8)n.
The authors' recommendation is that the reactive granules have
diameters in the range of 90-160 micrometers, their mass representing at
least 80% of the total mass of the addition with self-repair properties. The
total mass of the addition represents 5-10% of the total mass of the material
with cement-based matrix and the following materials can be used: clinker,
aluminous cement, blast furnace slag as ground cementitious material,
hydraulically active materials (power plant ash, trass) or quicklime.
The material with a matrix based on cement, mortar or concrete, with
self-repairing properties, is characterized in that the encapsulation with the
polymer film is obtained by immersing the reactive granules in polystyrene
solution, a solution that represents a maximum of 20% of the total mass of the
addition with self-repair properties. The melting temperature of polystyrene was
240° C.
The self-repairing effect of intelligent addition grains has been
proven on the mortars by electro diffusion of chloride ions. Crack healing
degrees of more than 70% were obtained for some compositions.
The influence of the smart grains addition to mechanical resistance
(resistance to static compression and bending test) of the material has been
assessed using EN 196-1 standard and a small increase in all mechanicall
performances was observed [18]; this demonstrates the lack of negative
effects of the added grains on the mechanical strength of the material.
In order to implement the results of the research [20-21], it was
necessary to establish the manufacture of a small size of a bridge beam
using smart grains material. In the forthcoming work, in real operating and
related exploitation situations, the behavior of this sample versus classical
material will be compared.
EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
1. Procedure and requirements for obtaining test specimens
In order to demonstrate experimentally the self-repairing effect of new
material an active hydraulic material was used, covered with a layer of
waterproofing polymer and was tested its positive effect. The necessary test
samples must be obtained after completing the following steps:
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-obtaining granules of active hydraulic material with waterproofing
coating;
-accelerated ageing of concrete;
-controlled cracking of the sample;
-use of an appropriate method for highlighting the self-healing effect;
- separation of the influence of the natural self-healing effect of
concrete from that due to self-repairing addition.
The active hydraulic material must compulsory meet certain
requirements:
- the reactive material generates new compounds by reaction with
water or ions dissolved therein, compounds that will be stored in the crack
and thus restricting the access of aggressive agents.
- the reactive material should not contain or generate sulphates,
chlorides, alkalis or other aggressive concrete ions. The presence of
sulphates can lead to the formation of ettringite with a remedial action by
creating a barrier to water entering, but at the same time there is also the risk
of an out-of-control reaction that can lead to the destruction of concrete.
- the reactive material must not negatively influence the hydration and
hardening properties of Portland cement in case of accidental break-in of
waterproof protection.
The following requirements must be met for the waterproof coating polymer:
- protect the reactive material from the water until the crack will crosses it;
- be adherent to reactive granules (adhesion to reactive material
granules helps to withstand mechanical shocks during mixing);
- not negatively influence cement hydration processes;
- withstand efforts during the concrete preparation process;
- be resistant in the alkaline concrete environment;
- do not suffer positive volume variations in alkaline environment;
- be brittle so as to break and allow contact with the water to infiltrate;
- be available in large quantities;
- ability to be used in the technological processes – soluble in ordinary
solvents or a reasonably low melting point;
- possibly to be a recyclable material to reduce costs and environment
pollution.
For each sample were added 2.25 g polypropylene fibres so that the
crack caused in the material does not lead to the complete rupture of the
samples. Samples with dosages of 0 kg/m3 smart addition grains were casted
as the reference mortar R, with 130kg/m3 smart addition as sample 130P40,
260 kg/m3 as sample 260P40 and 225 kg/m3 smart addition obtained by
melting method as sample 225PT.
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Fraction less than 0,5 mm from the standardized sand was partially
removed in a volume equal to that of the smart addition grains used. The
samples were casted into a classic 160x40x40 mm mould, modified by
removing an intermediate wall. The mortar was compacted and stored 1 day
according to EN 196-1 standard. Accelerated aging is obtained by a
hygrothermal treatment at 80oC in a water bath.
2. Experiment to control the crack of samples
The following procedure is used for controlled cracking of the sample:
after 2 weeks of curing, mortar samples are removed from water bath and a
5 mm thick and 15 mm deep channel was cut with diamond disc saw in the
median area, across the sample, to direct the crack. The sample was
instrumented with a crack monitoring device mounted with axis at 15 mm
from the bottom of the sample and comprising the median area where the
cracking will occur. The sample is placed on two supports at a 100 mm apart
and a force is applied via a roller in the median area (Figure 6).

Figure 6. Experimental arrangement in order to obtaining a fixed crack width

The increase in force stops at the time of the crack appearing and
then it adjusts its intensity until the desired opening is obtained. The test
machine was turned off in this position and 2 metal fibers of appropriate size
were applied to the side of the sample using appropriate adhesive. After
hardening, the crack monitoring device was removed and two other fibers
were applied in its place.
The samples are introduced into a water bath, but not in direct contact
with water, to speed up the self-healing process. After an appropriate period,
samples were extracted from the water bath and a channel with the same
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specifications like the first one, centered at 27 mm from the end of the prisms
was cutted.
The method of highlighting the self-repairing effect is based on the
amount of electricity passed through the sample [20]. In order to highlight the
influence of the crack on the transport of electric charges and implicitly the
diffusion of chloride ions, the tests were carried out in areas with channels
cut into samples, with or without crack.

Figure 7. Experimental arrangement of the samples highlighting the self-repairing
effect based on the amount of electricity passed through the sample

Two polyethylene tubes 50 mm in diameter were sticked on the
casting face using a silicone seal, one in the central area above the crack
and one above the channel centered at 27 mm from the prism end. All the
four samples (Figure 7) were dried in an oven and saturated with water in
vacuum at 20mm Hg. A 3% NaCl solution is inserted into the polyethylene
tubes. The samples thus prepared were introduced in a 0.1% solution of NaOH
were placed in a 0.1% NaOH solution in an insulating plastic container.
A 24V DC voltage was applied for 15 minutes and the intensity of the
electrical current through the cracked IfP and uncracked InP area of each
sample was measured, including the IfR and InR in reference sample R. The
intensity of current through the crack Ic is the difference between intensity of
the current flowing through the cracked (IfP) and uncracked (InP) area.
3. Experimental validation of self-repairing effect using SEM
The action of intelligent addition grains has been validated by
electronic microscopy (SEM) on sections obtained from the cracked and selfrepaired area (Figure 8).
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Figure 8. SEM capture; evaluation of the healing degree

A polymer coating of few micrometers thick (4.3 μm) and some
products resulted from hydration could be viewed using SEM. Considering
the largest uniaxial size of a polymer film-coated reactive addition granule
equal to 193µm, respectively the uniaxial size of the crystallization zone of
the hydrocomposites formed after the destruction of the polymer film (cured
area ≈ 123µm), a 64% HD resulted for this sample.
It is emphasized that no microstructural elements were identified to
highlight discontinuities or compositional heterogeneities of the samples and
there is no suspicion about addition grains incompatibility in the cement matrix.
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DRYING AND ENERGY RECOVERY OF SLUDGE
CORNEL SAVAa,*, ELENA MARIA PICĂa
ABSTRACT. This paper presents some of the results of research on the
introduction of the operation of drying sludge from wastewater treatment in
treatment plants. Graphical representations of the experimentally determined
values demonstrate the possibility of continuing the process of decreasing
the humidity of dehydrated sludge, by mechanical means.
Sludge drying is presented as a simple operation that can be easily
introduced into the sludge treatment process.
The second part of the paper presents a machine that could be executed
with relatively small amounts in each treatment plant in order to achieve the
drying of dehydrated sludge.
The paper presents characteristics of dehydrated sludges in Cluj and Sălaj
counties as well as chemical analyzes performed on dehydrated sludges.
In conclusion, the paper argues that dry sludge can be removed from the
waste and turned into a material resource.
Keywords: wastewater, wastewater treatment plants, sludge, waste, drying
tunnel, dry mud, resource.

INTRODUCTION
Wastewater collected through sewer systems built in the perimeter of
urban and rural settlements is led to treatment plants. The concentration of
substances in wastewater in mg/dm³ or g/m³, is the amount of substances
contained in the unit volume. Mineral or organic substances are found in
wastewater. The connections that exist in the wastewater have a decisive
role in decantability. In the mixture formed using drinking water for hygienic
or industrial purposes, water is found in several forms:
Free water not associated with solid particles: interstitial water, located
in free spaces inside flakes and adherent water - which has adhered to the
surface of solid particles,
Bound water is water that has interacted with the cells of living organisms.
a
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The bonds that are established between water molecules and the
cells of living organisms can be [1, 2]:
- Biological - intercellular water that represents a part of the cells linked
by molecular forces in a stable phase,
- Chemical - intercellular water which is a part of the molecular crystal
lattice also in a stable phase;
- Physical - in colloids the connection is maintained by the surface
stresses present at the boundary between phases.
The stability of colloidal systems is ensured by factors that prevent
particle agglomeration. The electrostatic repulsive forces are strong enough
to prevent their agglomeration. In order for these particles to become large
enough to be separated by sedimentation, a chemical treatment is required
to cancel the interactions between the colloidal particles and water, making
it possible to agglomerate them and deposit them on the decanter raft. The
formation of aggregates begins with the proximity of particles, by reducing
electrostatic repulsive forces.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Coagulation can be considered as a first step in the wastewater
treatment process. As a result of the deposition of coagulated particles on
the decanter scrap in the treatment plants, results sludge. The resulting
amount of sludge is directly related to the number of inhabitants and the
specific water consumption. A consumption of 180 to 200 liters of water per
inhabitant, attests to an increased urban comfort. The quantities of sludge
resulting in several wastewater treatment plants in Cluj and Zalău counties
are presented in Table 1.
Table 1. Sludge quantities in wastewater treatment plants
Town
Cluj Napoca
Dej
Zalău
Gherla

The amount of sludge
[t/day]
70
6.6
10
6

The amount of sludge
[t/year
7154
506
913
438

Moisture or water content varies depending on the nature of the
sludge (mineral or organic) and the treatment stage from which it comes. In
wastewater treatment plants, sludge can come from three sources [3, 4]:
1. The primary sludge is fresh sludge from the primary settling tank,
has a gray color and contains household waste which decomposes easily,
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2. Secondary sludge is sludge from the secondary settling tank after
precipitation of activated sludge and separation of excess sludge. Excess
secondary sludge has a brown color,
3. Precipitation sludge is sludge resulting from the chemical precipitation
of phosphorus.
Sludge from wastewater treatment plants is collected and treated in
complex systems to remove moisture. The primary sludge contains to a large
extent solid organic matter and has the consistency of a dense liquid, with a
water content between 93% and 97%.
The secondary sludge usually has a dry matter concentration of 0.7%
and 7 Kg/m³, respectively.
The removal of water from the sludge is an important objective aimed
at bringing the sludge to a state in which it can be stored and prepared for
further processing.
In the treatment plants in Romania, the sludge dehydration takes
place in the dehydration units where filter type equipment (belt press and
polymer dosing) or centrifugal type equipment is used.
Table 2 presents the performances obtained in several treatment
plants in Cluj and Sălaj counties.
Table 2. Treatment plants performances
Town
Cluj Napoca
Dej
Zalău
Gherla

Humidity reduction (MS)
28%
21%
25%
20%

DE
%

Figure 1 shows the results obtained after drying the samples in
spaces without ventilation, at a temperature of 50 °C.

Series1, 0,
23%

Series1, 60,
Series1, 30,
8% timp(min) 10%

Series1, 100,
22%

Figure 1. Sample drying results at 50 °C without ventilation
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DE %

In Figure 2 we present the results of drying the samples under the
same time conditions, but at a temperature of 100 ° C.

Series1, 100,
76%
Series1, 0,
23%

Series1, 30,
28%

Series1, 60,
40%

timp (min)

Figure 2. Drying results at 100 °C without ventilation

DE%

Doubling the temperature in an unventilated space has an insignificant
influence on the degree of evaporation by comparison with the degree of
evaporation obtained at 50 °C in a ventilated space.
The degree of evaporation obtained in unventilated space at 100
°C is comparable to the degree of evaporation obtained with only 50 °C in a
ventilated space.
The experiment was done to show the importance of proper ventilation
of the drying space [5].
Figure 3 shows the results of drying the samples at 50 °C in ventilated
spaces.

Series1, 100,
64%
Series1, 60, 41%
Series1, 0, 23%

Series1, 30, 21%

timp (min)

Figure 3. Samples drying results at 50 °C with ventilation
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DE %

Ventilation of the drying space significantly increases the degree of
evaporation, even in low temperature conditions.
Figure 4 shows the results of drying the samples under the same
conditions, but at a temperature of 100 °C.

Series1, 60, 68%

Series1, 100,
84%

Series1, 30, 51%
Series1, 0, 23%

timp (min)

Figure 4. Drying results at 100 °C with ventilation

Doubling the temperature in ventilated areas significantly increases
the degree of evaporation.
This experiment was selected as the starting point for the construction
of a drying tunnel.
The values used in the construction of the graphical representations
presented in fig.1-4 were obtained by introducing the results in equation (1) [6]:
(1)

DE %

DE = (Gpi - Gpu) / Gpi x 100
where:
DE = degree of evaporation;
Gpi = weight of the sample before drying;
Gpu = weight of the dry sample

Figure 5. Graphical representation of the drying results of the ventilated
and non-ventilated samples:֊ 100 °C with ventilation, ֊ 100 °C without ventilation,
֊ 50 °C with ventilation, ֊ 50 °C without ventilation.
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Figure 5 represent a comparison of the results by graphical
representation, in temperature-time coordinates, in ventilated enclosures
and unventilated enclosures.
The graphic representation explicitly shows the superiority of the
ventilated drying spaces and the high efficiency for the temperature of 100 °C.
In support of the use of dry sludge as a resource, it is presented in tables
no. 3 and 4 chemical elements contained in 7 samples of dehydrated sludge.
In Table 3 we present the results determined on 3 samples of
dehydrated sludge and Table 4 shows the results for 4 samples of dehydrated
sludge.
Tables 3 and 4 presents the results of chemical analyses performed
in accordance with the regulations mentioned in the section Method of
analysis. The determinations were performed on 7 different samples, to
determine the elements contained in the dehydrated sludge. The percentage
in which these elements are found in dehydrated sludge is very important for
choosing the destination of dehydrated and dry sludge [7-9].

Determined
parameters

UM

Sample

Analysis method

1

2

3

Dry substance (DS)
Organic substance
(OS)
Phosphorus

%
%

17
82.5

11.82
77.24

18.77
83.15

STAS 12586-87
STAS 12586-87

mg/kg ds

4864

4828.7

20567

Cadmium

mg/kg ds

1.356

1.387

1.755

Copper

mg/kg ds

171.7

133.3

131.9

Nickel

mg/kg ds

22.35

23.26

16.64

Zinc

mg/kg ds

467.3

496.2

439.9

Chromium

mg/kg ds

24.83

26.16

27.52

Lead

mg/kg ds

38.75

28.26

81.68

%
%

1.206
1.008

1.376
0.670

0.7065
0.4781

SR ISO
11263/1998
SR EN ISO
11047/1999
SR EN ISO
11047/1999
SR EN ISO
11047/1999
SR EN ISO
11047/1999
SR EN ISO
11047/1999
SR EN ISO
11047/1999
EPA 7000B
EPA 7000B

Calcium
Potassium
*according
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to OM no. 344/708/2004

Admitted
limit*

Table 3. Chemical analyses performed on sludge samples
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2000
500
300
-
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Determined parameters

Unit

Sample

Analysis
method

% (ds)

1
5.19

2
4.93

3
5.82

4
3.13

Arsenic

mg/kg ds

5.10

5.40

2.0

4.15

Cobalt

mg/kg ds

7.79

2.0

5.0

4.61

Mercury

mg/kg ds

0.32

0.80

0.47

0.80

AOX (adsorbable
mg/kg ds
halogenated organic
compounds)
PAH (polycyclic
mg/kg ds
aromatic hydrocarbons)

0.94

4.64

15.95

2.26

0.092

0.147

0.012

0.008

Total nitrogen

*according

ISO
13878:1998
SR EN ISO
11885:2009
SR EN ISO
11885:2009
SR EN ISO
11885:2009
SR EN ISO
8562:2005
SR EN ISO
17993::2004

Admitted
limit *

Table 4. Chemical analyzes performed on samples of dehydrated sludge

10
50
5
500
5

to OM no. 344/708/2004

Chemical analyses performed on dehydrated sludge show that the
heavy metal content cannot be influenced by dehydration and drying.
By drying at a temperature above 80 °C, eggs and bacilli that are
dangerous to crops can be removed. For heavy metal content it is necessary
to make laboratory determinations to be made available to those who are to
approve the use of dry sludge for fertilizing agricultural land. The beneficial
elements for fertilization are represented by the content of phosphorus, nitrogen,
and potassium.
The chemical analyzes presented in Tables 3 and 4 show that
dehydrated and dry sludge can be used without posing any danger to soils
or to humans. All chemical elements are within the limits allowed by current
legislation.
EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Dehydrated sludges at the percentages of solid substance that were
presented in Table 2, are stored in a buffer silo from which the supply can be
made for their thermal recovery. The sludge can be transported by pumping
or conveyors. Drying technology can allow drying between 75% and 90%,
depending on the destination of the dried sludge. The drying tunnel is a
mixed conduction / convection type machine, in which the dehydrated sludge
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dries in a single pass. At the exit, the sludge can be in the form of granules
or cakes. The sludge is heated by a fluid that transfers heat without coming
into direct contact. For the drying tunnel to be effective, as shown in
laboratory experiments, it must ensure the evacuation of evaporated water.
The evacuation of water vapor can be done with a process gas, blown in the
direction of movement of the sludge subjected to drying. The shape of the
inner surfaces of the dryer must be so designed as to prevent the accumulation
of sludge inside the machine.
Gas emissions to the atmosphere must be considered when constructing
the drying tunnel. The gases produced inside the drying tunnel are fully
recovered and passed through a condensing system. The liquid obtained is
analyzed in the laboratory and the toxic elements neutralized [10].
Dry sludge is an easy product to use in many industries. Drying at
high temperatures reduces the infectious potential of sludge, making it
possible to use it in agriculture. If you opt for the energy recovery of sludge
by incineration, the dry sludge is already ready for combustion. The sludge
drying operation is an important step in diversifying the ways of capitalizing on
this treatment product, which is now an important source of pollution [11-13].

Figure 6. Dehydrated sludge drying tunnel
1.– Dehydrated sludge food basket; 2. - Mud steering funnel; 3. - Heating and
ventilation system; 4. - Drying tunnel; 5. - Conveyor belt; 6. - Band drive drum;
7. - Vapor collection system; 8. - Dry sludge unloading container.

The equipment shown in Figure 6 is an original proposal that can
achieve the drying of sludge as established experimentally. The drying tunnel
allows adjustments and adaptations for all the main elements involved in the
phenomenon of water evaporation. Thus, the degree of ventilation, drying
time and working temperature can be easily adjusted [14].
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Drying of dehydrated sludge is an operation that allows them to be
removed from the category of environmentally hazardous waste and
introduced into the category of resources usable in many areas.
Dry sludge becomes easy to store and is not dangerous for the
environment [15].
CONCLUSIONS
Water removal by mechanical means is limited by the performance of
the equipment. To further remove water from dehydrated sludge, this paper
proposes an original method of drying sludge after it has come out of the
dehydration equipment.
During the research, conditions like those encountered in the natural
environment were created. Experiments have been created that can accurately
highlight the factors involved in the complex phenomenon of water evaporation
from dehydrated sludge.
To verify the method, samples were taken from the dehydrated sludge
and weighed and dried. The samples were dried in different drying
environments, namely ventilated drying spaces, and unventilated drying spaces.
Another direction of research was to establish the relationship
between the time required for drying and the degree of evaporation. The
samples were dried at different temperatures to determine how the temperature
influences evaporation.
In all cases, the degree of evaporation was the difference in weight
between the sample subjected to drying and the same dry sample.
For use, the dried sludge is subjected to chemical determinations
showing the composition in favourable elements for use and toxic elements
that do not allow its use as a resource.
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CHEMICAL AND THERMOGRAVIMETRY ANALYSIS FOR
MUNICIPAL WASTE SLUDGE – CASE SCENARIO ANALYSIS
ADRIAN EUGEN CIOABLAa,*, LAURENȚIU-VALENTIN ORDODIb,
GERLINDE RUSUb
ABSTRACT. The need for solutions in the sector of municipal waste
management brings different problems which can be properly managed by
using modern technologies, new ways to capitalize substrates and materials
which in normal conditions are not potentially usable. The present study
involves chemical and thermal analysis in order to determine the energetic
potential and overall properties of one type of municipal waste sludge
collected during summer in Caras-Severin County. For confidential reasons,
the origin of the waste sludge will not be mentioned.
Keywords: municipal waste sludge, chemical analysis, thermogravimetry

INTRODUCTION
Waste management is currently one of the biggest problems in both
small and large communities. Even if related with the produced waste, a large
part can be further processed, separated and further recycled or used in
different applications for energy conversion or industrial applications, still,
there are large quantities of waste which have currently no solution in terms
of large-scale processing and use for further benefits.
The exponential population growth, economic development, and
rapid urbanisation are the key contributors to MSW generation [1]. Besides,
the high consumption rate and consumer-based lifestyle have been the
driving factors towards an increase in MSW generation [2,3]. This increased
rate of MSW generation is one of the global issues that contribute to socioeconomic and environmental problems [4]. These waste accumulations have
caused severe ecological problems involving air and water pollution.
a
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Besides, uncontrolled increase in waste could trigger a shortage of waste
disposal areas [5]. In 2018, an estimated average of 2 billion metric tons/year
of waste was generated worldwide, which is predicted to rise to 3.40 billion
tonnes by 2050 [6]
The environmental problem of waste, waste-related challenges and
sustainable energy supply is being minimised through a range of approaches:
AD, gasification, fermentation, pyrolysis, and liquefaction [7-9].
Municipal sewage sludge is an unavoidable by-product of wastewater
treatment. An increase in the amount of sewage sludge produced has been
observed for many years. The amount of generated sewage sludge is only
1–3% of the volume of flowing sewage [10].
Sewage sludge can be used in agriculture as a valuable source of
nitrogen and phosphorus, for production of compost, and for the reclamation
of degraded areas [11,12]. The choice of the method of sewage sludge
management is particularly dictated by its quantity and properties [13].
Moreover, it is subject to legal regulations.
The source of heavy metals in sludge is wastewater, which is mainly
generated by plants using galvanic processes, steel pickling, and the
recycling of lead batteries.
In this regards, municipal waste waters and waste sludge are of
interest in the present material, with impact on a case study in terms of potential
uses for the test sludge in co-firing processes.
The present article will underline the base analysis for a proper
prepared sludge sample having its origin in the SW part of the country (Banat
Region, Caraș - Severin County). The material was analyzed in terms of
physical and chemical properties for determining its possible applications.
Conclusions were traced in this regard and further recommendations have
been made, connected with the obtained results.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
After the laboratory determinations were made, the obtained results
are presented below.
Table 1. Experimental results (part 1)
MATERIAL

Moisture
content
[%]

Ash content
(db)
[%]

Gross calorific
value (db)
[J/g]

Net calorific
value (db)
[J/g]

Waste sludge – CarasSeverin County

8.51

62.2

7883

7039
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From the point of view of the ash content, it can be observed that the
minerals inside the material are at a very high level, making it almost
impossible to be used in co-incineration processes.
During the laboratory testing the material presented difficulties to be
burned in order to determine its calorific value.
Table 2. Experimental results (part 2)

MATERIAL

Carbon content
(db)
[%]

Hydrogen
content
(db)
[%]

Nitrogen
content
(db)
[%]

Volatile matter
content (db)
[%]

Waste sludge – CarasSeverin County

18.4

3.5

2.12

36.1

The elements presented in the table above are in the normal range
for this type of material, indicating relatively low potential for use in co-firing
applications.
Table 3. Experimental results (part 3)
MATERIAL

Sulphur content
(db)
[%]

Chlorine content
(db)
[%]

Waste sludge – Caras-Severin County

1.5

0.12

A very interesting analysis represents the Sulphur and Chlorine
contents. Unexpectedly, the Chlorine level is relatively low in this case, but
the Sulphur level is high as percentage inside the analyzed sample. This
aspect also makes the material not suitable for co-firing applications.
Table 4. Experimental results (part 4)
MATERIAL

Shrinking
temperature
ºC

Deformation
temperature
ºC

Hemisphere
temperature
ºC

Flow
temperature
ºC

Waste sludge –
Caras-Severin
County

930

1180

1230

1260

One interesting analysis that could not be made in Romania was the
ash melting behaviour. This analysis indicates the way in which the material
behaves inside the firing chamber at high temperatures.
The obtained values from measurements indicate a relatively high
point of flowing temperature, which is a common factor for this type of material.
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The thermo-gravimetrical analyses (TGA) were performed on TG 209
F1 Libra equipment (Netzsch) under nitrogen atmosphere and under
dynamic conditions 10 K/min from 20 to 900 °C.
Table 5. TG curves specific points
Inflexion
Sample
Waste sludge Caras-Severin
County

Mass loss (%)

First step

Second step

25-150 ºC

150-600 ºC

Residual mass
(%)

128.9

354

7.72

27

58.74

The TG curves present two degradation steps:
- the first degradation step occurs between 25 and 150 ºC and has
a sharp mass loss being associated to water loss. The mass loss
for the first degradation step is under 10% for the sample.

Figure 1. TG curves for analysed sample under nitrogen environment
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-

the second from 150 to 600 ºC is associated to thermal decomposition
of the organic compounds of the samples. The mass loss is under
30% for the analyzed material. The high value for the residual
mass (58%) probably denotes the high inorganic content for the
sample.

CONCLUSIONS
The presented study involved the analysis of a sludge type of material
in correlation to determining its properties from a chemical stand point and
TG analysis.
Unfortunately, all the presented data (ash content, calorific value,
sulphur content) prove that the analysed material is not suitable for co-firing
applications. It also has a relatively low calorific level of energy. Usually,
summer effluents are filled with high concentrations of organic mass which
in turn raise the calorific value, but in this case the presented scenario proves
the contrary.
The materials can be used as a base substrate for biogas production,
but the estimated rate of success is debatable.
EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
The next paragraph will underline the overall presentation of the
analysed waste sludge.
Table 6. General presentation of material
No.
1.

-

MATERIAL

OBSERVATIONS

ORIGIN SOURCE AND
DETAILS

Waste sludge – CarasSeverin County

PRE-DRIED MATERIAL

Treatment plant

For the laboratory analysis, the next standards were used as methods.
EN ISO 18134 – Solid biofuels – Determination of moisture content –
Oven dry method (3);
EN ISO 18122- Solid biofuels - Determination of ash content;
EN 14918 - Solid biofuels –Determination of calorific value;
EN ISO 16948 – Solid biofuels – Determination of total content of carbon,
hydrogen and nitrogen
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EN ISO 16994 - Solid biofuels ― Determination of total content of sulfur
and chlorine
EN ISO 18123 – Solid biofuels – Determination of the content of volatile
matter.
CEN/TS 15370 - Determination of ash melting behavior.
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THE STUDY OF THE RHEOLOGICAL BEHAVIOR AND THE
OXIDATION STABILITY OF SOME COSMETIC EMULSIONS
ADELA MANEAa, ANDRA TAMAȘa*, SABINA NIȚUa, DELIA PERJUa
ABSTRACT. The paper presents the rheological behavior study of cosmetic
emulsions as well as their oxidation stability. The influence of temperature
and of the cooling rate was determined, as well as that of the active
principles content on the rheological behavior, by setting the dependence
between the shear stress τ and the shear rate . The analysis of this dependence
demonstrates that these emulsions present non-Newtonian behavior. The
oxidation stability was monitored for 210 days by determining the peroxide
value and the presence of initial and final oxidation products (by monitoring
K232 and K270 values, respectively).
Keywords: cosmetic emulsions, emulsifier, mathematical models, oxidation,
rheological behavior, stability, viscosity, peroxide value

INTRODUCTION
Emulsions are thermodynamically unstable colloidal systems, in
which there are droplets of a liquid dispersed in a second immiscible fluid
[1].Oil-in-water emulsions (O/W) are characterized by oil droplets dispersed
in an aqueous continuous phase and are commonly used in various industrial
applications, such as in food industry, pharmaceutical or cosmetic fields [2,3].
Cosmetics are more or less complex, stable and homogeneous mixtures,
resulting from a formulation which consists in the association of a raw material
with another one. These ingredients are subdivided into three categories:
active principles, excipients and additives [4].
The use of bioactive extracts from a variety of botanicals in cosmetics
accomplishes two functions: care of the body and as ingredients to influence
the biological functions of the skin, providing the nutrients for healthy skin [5].
They possess various properties like photoprotection, antioxidant (vitamin C
and E, tea polyphenols, resveratrol, pomegranate fruit extract), antiaging
a
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(oleanolic extract, boswellia), moisturizing (retinoids, alpha hydroxy acids,
soy extract, aloe vera), astringent (arnica, cucumber), anti-irritant (coriander
seed oil) antimicrobial activity [6] and anti-cellulite properties (caffeine) [7].
In order to obtain acceptable emulsions for cosmetic products, must
be taken into account the incorporation of stabilizers (co-emulsifiers) to prolong
storage stability, the selection of an effective preservation system to prevent
their microbiological deterioration, as well as the introduction of other control
substances (antioxidants, pH adjusters, thickening agents) [8].
Cosmetic emulsions can present instability during the storage, from
chemical changes of the components, the presence of microorganisms or
physical changes (mechanical or visual). The first two causes of instability are
generally unacceptable.
In general, rheology is defined as a science that studies the
interdependence between mechanical stress, the response of bodies and their
properties. It establishes a series of mathematical models that describe the
behavior of bodies subjected to stress, behavior determined by the dependence
that exists between force (stress) and response (deformation, flow) [9].
Creams are semi-solid emulsions which contain mixtures of oil and
water. Their consistency varies between liquids and solids. For this reason,
the rheological characterization is more complicated because both rheological
models for solids and those for liquids must be considered.
In cosmetic emulsions, rheological characterization is very important
to ensure not only the flow control but also its absence when necessary.
Thus, a cream must recover its structure and initial viscosity after being
applied to the skin, without allowing it to flow or drip.
Also, rheological measurements are very useful to characterize the
flow properties of emulsion systems and to predict their behavior during
manufacturing, packing or final use [2].
The aim of this work is to analyse the rheological behavior of O/W
emulsions. The influence of active principles content, the preparation temperature
and the cooling rate were followed. The mathematical models which described
the dependence 𝜏 = 𝑓 𝛾 were established. Also, it was studied the oxidation
stability in time, depending on storage conditions.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Rheological characterization
The influence of temperature on the rheological behavior was
determined for all the samples. In Figure 1, the dependence between the
shear stress τ and the shear rate 𝛾 is shown for emulsion A, at three
temperature values.
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It is observed that the dependencies between the shear stress and
the shear rate are linear, with a non-zero intercept corresponding to a yield
stress 𝜏 ≠ 0. This behaviour is characteristic of non-Newtonian fluids
(plastic Bingham) [10,11], which begin to flow only after the shear stress
exceeds this threshold (critical value) [12].

Figure 1. Shear stress ( τ ) vs. shear rate (𝛾) for emulsion A

Using the TableCurve 2D program, the rheological equations
corresponding to these dependences were established (Table 1), where ηp
is the Bingham plastic viscosity. The plastic viscosity is the slope of the
straight line, so that it can be stated that Bingham fluid has an initial shear
stress threshold followed by a Newtonian flow [13,14].
Table 1. Rheological equations for emulsion A (Bingham model)
Temperature, ˚C

Eq. 𝝉 = 𝝉 + 𝜼𝒑 ∙ 𝜸

R2

25
37
46.5

𝜏 = 11.17 + 13.24 ∙ 𝛾
𝜏 = 9.98 + 8.23 ∙ 𝛾
𝜏 = 4.81 + 4.11 ∙ 𝛾

0.99969
0.99927
0.99651

It is found that increasing the temperature leads to both decreasing
the yield stress (τ0) and plastic viscosity (ηp), without changing the type of
rheological behavior.
Because the curves 𝜏 = 𝑓 𝛾 obtained for emulsions B, C and D have
a slightly different shape from the curves obtained for emulsion A, the
rheological equations were deduced using both the Bingham model (Table 2)
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and the Herschel-Bulkley model (Table 3). It is observed that they differ in
the value of the flow index (n) which is equal to 1 for Bingham fluids and has
subunit values in the case of Herschel-Bulkley model. In this latest model, k
represents the consistency factor [11].
Table 2. Rheological equations for emulsions B, C and D (Bingham model)
Em.
25
B
C
D

𝜏 = 17.3 + 1.49 ∙ 𝛾
(R2=0.96868)
𝜏 = 9.46 + 13.61 ∙ 𝛾
(R2=0.99495)
𝜏 = 20.9 + 6.56 ∙ 𝛾
(R2=0.98489)

Temperature, ˚C
37
Eq. 𝝉 = 𝝉 + 𝜼𝒑 ∙ 𝜸
𝜏 = 9.74 + 0.61 ∙ 𝛾
(R2=0.94597)
𝜏 = 5.15 + 6.35 ∙ 𝛾
(R2=0.99585)
𝜏 = 11.48 + 3.6 ∙ 𝛾
(R2=0.9528)

46.5
𝜏 = 4.25 + 0.27 ∙ 𝛾
(R2=0. 88417)
𝜏 = 2.31 + 0.75 ∙ 𝛾
(R2=0.9657)
𝜏 = 3.59 + 0.7 ∙ 𝛾
(R2=0.97074)

Table 3. Rheological equations for emulsions B, C and D (Herschel-Bulkley model)
Em.
B
C
D

25
𝜏 = 13.08 + 5.29 ∙ 𝛾
(R2=0.99877)
𝜏 = 8.15 + 15 ∙ 𝛾 .
(R2=0.9951)
𝜏 = 9.17 + 18.75 ∙ 𝛾
(R2=0.99799)

.

.

Temperature, ˚C
37
Eq. 𝝉 = 𝝉 + 𝒌 ∙ 𝜸𝒏
𝜏 = 5.92 + 3.80 ∙ 𝛾 .
(R2=0.99954)
𝜏 = 2.56 + 8.87 ∙ 𝛾 .
(R2=0.9979)
𝜏 = 0.023 + 15.23 ∙ 𝛾 .
(R2=0.99711)

46.5
𝜏 = 0.04 + 4.14 ∙ 𝛾 .
(R2=0. 88417)
𝜏 = 0.215 + 2.64 ∙ 𝛾 .
(R2=0.99481)
𝜏 = 1.39 + 2.48 ∙ 𝛾 .
(R2=0.99336)

Bingham fluids do not have a constant viscosity but require a certain
minimum value of the shear stress to initiate flow. The apparent viscosity ηa
depends on the shear rate (rel.1), more exactly it decreases with shear rate
increasing. As the shear rate tends to infinity, the viscosity reaches the limit
value – the plastic viscosity ηp:
=𝜂 =

+𝜂

(1)

Thus, at 37˚C, the variation of the apparent viscosity as a function of
the shear rate for these four emulsions is presented in Figure 2. It is observed
that in the case of most viscous emulsions (C and D), due to the limitation of
the viscosity range which can be determined by the device, the constant
viscosity level (ηp) has not be reached.
Figure 3, comparatively shows the dependence 𝜏 = 𝑓 𝛾 for emulsion
A (without the addition of active principles) and emulsion B (with the addition
of 10% active ingredients), at two temperature values. It is observed that, at
the same temperature, emulsion B has lower shear stress values than
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emulsion A. This is also confirmed by the values of the yield stress and,
respectively, plastic viscosity, which are lower in the case of emulsion B
(Table 1 and 2).

Figure 2. Apparent viscosity (ηa) vs. shear rate (𝛾) for emulsions
A, B, C and D at 37°C

Figure 3. Shear stress ( τ ) vs. shear rate (𝛾) for emulsions A and B

In order to establish the influence of the preparation temperature on
the rheological behavior, emulsions with the same composition obtained
at 70˚C (B) and, respectively, at 90˚C (C) were analysed. The dependence
𝜏 = 𝑓 𝛾 , at two temperature values, is presented in Figure 4.
It is observed that the emulsion prepared at a higher temperature
(emulsion C, 90˚C) has, at the same value of the temperature at which the
measurement was performed, higher values of the shear stress compared to
the emulsion prepared at 70˚C (B). This observation is also supported by the
higher values of both the consistency factor (k) and the flow index (n) for the
emulsion C (Table 3).
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Figure 4. Shear stress ( τ ) vs. shear rate (𝛾) for emulsions B and C

In order to establish the influence of the cooling rate on the
rheological behavior, emulsions with identical composition were analysed:
one of them was prepared at 70˚C and then was cooled slowly, in air, to 40°C
under continuous homogenization (emulsion B), and the other one was
suddenly cooled from 70˚C to 40°C in ice water (emulsion D). The variation
of the apparent viscosity as a function of the shear rate for these emulsions
is shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Apparent viscosity (ηa) vs. shear rate (𝛾) for emulsions B and D

It is found that, at the same value of the shear rate and the same
temperature, the values of the apparent viscosity are higher in the case of
the suddenly cooled emulsion (D).
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The oxidation stability
The oxidation stability of the emulsions was studied by determining
the peroxide value (PV) and UV absorbances at 232 nm and 270 nm,
respectively (K232; K270) for 210 days. Peroxide value is a parameter that
gives the peroxides and hydroperoxides quantity formed in the first stage of
oil oxidation [15]. These values are influenced by unsaturation degree of the
oils, their storage conditions, temperature, light, air contact and the presence
of some compounds with catalytic activity for oxidation [16]. K232 is related to
the presence of hydroperoxides, conjugated dienes, carboxylic compounds
and conjugated trienes. K270 is dependent on the secondary products formed
from the oxidation products detected at 232nm [17].
The peroxide values of the emulsions exposed to air (A1-D1), slowly
increased in the first period (180 days); after that, the increase becomes
higher (Figure 6). These variations of the peroxide value demonstrate
autocatalytic feature of the primary oxidation.
In the case of the emulsions that were not exposed to air (A-D), the
curves PV vs. time are approximately horizontal (Figure 7). This is confirmed
by the lack of the primary oxidation during the study. Comparatively, the
peroxide value variation with time for B and B1 emulsions in the absence,
respectively in the presence of the air is presented in Figure 8. The increase
of the peroxide value due to air exposure was of 200% comparatively to that
without air contact, at the end of the study.

Figure 6. Peroxide value vs. time for emulsions A1-D1
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Figure 7. Peroxide value vs. time for emulsions A-D

Figure 8. Peroxide value vs. time for emulsions B and B1

For the emulsions that have not come into contact with air, K232 and
K270 remained at approximately constant values throughout the study period
(Figures 9 and 10). This indicates the absence of secondary oxidation
processes in the oil phase.

Figure 9. Spectrophotometric constant K232 for emulsions A-D
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Figure 10. Spectrophotometric constant K270 for emulsions A-D

For the emulsions exposed to air contact, the K232 absorbance had
constant values for approximately 200 days; after that, they recorded an
increase. Variation of K270 was significantly reduced comparatively to K232.
For the emulsions B and B1, in the absence, respectively in the
presence of air, K232 and K270 variation during the study period is presented
in Figures 11 and 12. According to these graphics, the secondary oxidation
products are formed after 250 days.

Figure 11. Spectrophotometric constant K232 for emulsions B and B1

Figure 12. Spectrophotometric constant K270 for emulsions B and B1
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CONCLUSIONS
The experimental results show that the rheological properties of the
analysed emulsions are determined by the preparation conditions (temperature
and cooling rate), by the temperature at which the measurements are made,
as well as the presence in the composition of the active principles.
All the four emulsions show non-Newtonian behavior with yield stress
and the obtained rheological equations fit into the Herschel-Burkley and/or
Bingham mathematical models.
In the case of Bingham model, the values of the yield stress (τ0) and
of the plastic viscosity (ηp) decrease with increasing temperature. In the case
of Herschel-Bulkley model, the yield stress varies similarly and the values of
the consistency factor (k) are correlated with those of the flow index (n).
The decrease in the viscosity of the emulsions with active principles
content in the aqueous phase is generated by the nature and concentration
of the four incorporated active ingredients, the percentage of aqueous phase
being the same in both emulsions.
The increase in the viscosity of the emulsion C could be the
consequence of the partial evaporation of the aqueous phase due to the
higher temperature at which it was prepared.
Regarding the maintenance of the stability and quality of cosmetic
emulsions, it is extremely important the control of their storage conditions
(temperature, light, humidity, etc). Evaluation of K232 and K270 values and
peroxide value, respectively, are simple and accurate methods to predict the
quality and oxidation stability of different compounds with oily phase content.
Properly preserved cosmetic emulsions, when not exposed to air,
were shown to have high oxidation stability for the entire period of the study
(420 days). There was no change in the peroxide value, K232 and K270 values,
which indicate the absence of the primary oxidation and the lack of the
secondary oxidation products.
The emulsions that were exposed to air, did not suffer any oxidation
during the first 200 days. The increase of the peroxide value within the
second period, indicates oxidation processes in the oily phase. Nevertheless,
these values are relatively low, under 7mg I2/g.
The values K232 and K270 for the samples exposed to air, increased
moderately after 250 days. This increase confirms small quantities of
secondary oxidation products.
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EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Preparation of the emulsions
Both the oily phase (1) and the aqueous phase (2) are heated to 70˚C
(for emulsions A, B and D) and, respectively, to 90˚C (for emulsion C). Then,
phase (1) was added over phase (2) and mixed for 10 minutes with a Lab
High-shear Homogenizer, at 10000 rpm. After homogenization, emulsions A,
B and C are gradually cooled to 40˚C, in air, under slower stirring (5000 rpm),
and emulsion D is suddenly cooled in ice water to the same temperature.
After reaching the temperature of 40˚C, the active principles, phase
(3), are added (in emulsions B, C and D). The active principle consists of:
a) Lactobacillus ferment lysate filtrate – probiotic used in anti-aging creams;
b) tea tree leaf extract (Camellia Sinensis); c) pomegranate extract (Punica
Granatum); d) caffeine.
The composition of the studied emulsions is presented in Table 4.
Table 4. The composition of the analysed samples
Ingredients
A
Oily phase (1)
Non-ionic emulsifier
Coco-Caprylate/Caprate (emollient / moisturizer)
Mixture of oils (sunflower, soybeans, olives, grape
seeds)
Shea butter
Cocoa butter
Cetostearyl alcohol
Preservative
Aqueous phase (2)
Glycerol
Sodium benzoate
Distilled water
Phase (3)
Active principles

Composition, wt %
B
C
D

5
10
4

5
10
4

5
10
4

5
10
4

5
4
2
1.2

5
4
2
1.2

5
4
2
1.2

5
4
2
1.2

4
0.4
64.4

4
0.4
54.4

4
0.4
54.4

4
0.4
54.4

-

10

10

10

Rheological characterization
The experimental determinations for rheological characterization of
the samples were carried out under thermostatic conditions (temperature
range 25÷50°C), using a rotation viscometer Rheotest-2 with the system vatdrum S/S3, suitable for the viscosity range of these fluids and higher sensibility.
The device allows the measurement of the torsion moment appeared thanks
to the ring-shaped substance layer placed between a fixed cylinder and a
rotating one with known revolution. The torsion moment is correlated with the
shear rate.
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Shear rate values were changed in the range 0.333÷27 s-1.
Determination of peroxide value
The peroxide value was determined according to [16,18]: the sample
(approximately 1g) is treated with a glacial acetic acid-chloroform (3:2, v/v)
solution and then with a solution of KI. It was kept in the dark for 5 minutes
followed by the titration with a standard solution of sodium thiosulfate 0.1N
using starch as indicator.
Determination of Specific UV Extinction Coefficients (K232 and K270)
The measurement was performed through UV/VIS spectrophotometry
with a UV/VIS Cary 60-Agilent Technologies spectrophotometer. Spectrophotometric analysis of the emulsions was performed in accordance with [17],
which involves the determination of the specific extinction in cyclohexane at
wavelength of 232 and 270 nm and the determination of the extinction
coefficients K232 and K270.
A mass of 0.25-0.3 g emulsion was weighted and dilluted to 1% in
cyclohexane. Absorbance values were measured using a 1cm path length
quartz cell at wavelength of 232 and 270nm. The extinction coefficients (Kλ)
were calculated in accordance with Lambert-Beer law.
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AN EXPERIMENTAL STUDY ON SPINNING DISC KEY
PARAMETERS INFLUENCING ITS PERFORMANCE
EUGENIA TEODORA IACOB-TUDOSEa

ABSTRACT. The spinning disc technology (SD), with its enhanced fluid flow
features, has been applied to an increasing number of fields lately. Experimental
characterization of the flow on a smooth or radially/concentrically indented
rotating disc, for different feeding liquid flow rates (30, 50, 70 L/h) and disc
rotational speeds (200, 500, 800, 1100 rpm), using two types of feed distribution
systems (one nozzle or four symmetrically distributed nozzles) has been
performed, based on the pulse response technique. Based on the radial
dispersion model, the Péclet number was determined for different experimental
conditions and used to identify flow characteristics and to compare different
spinning disc setups efficiencies. Based on the obtained experimental data, the
large flowrate values and disc rotational speeds induce a flow regime closer to
plug flow, however intense micromixing is achieved within an intermediate range
of the studied parameters, when the turbulent wavy liquid film surface
occurs, the micromixing is increased and thus, the SD technology is efficiently
used. Certain flow characteristics can be achieved if the spinning disc is
operated at specific parameter values.
Keywords: spinning disc, feeding system, flowrate, rotational speed, identations

INTRODUCTION
The spinning disc (SD) technology uses the centrifugal force action
onto a liquid fed on a rotating disc, in order to form a thin film, characterized
by intense micromixing induced by high shear rates and waves travelling on
the liquid film surface [1]. Thus, enhanced transport properties [2-4] are
obtained, suitable for fast gas-liquid reactions [5], homogeneous reactions
and also for heterogeneous catalysis [6] or even enzymatic reactions [7] and
also, for unit operations such as crystallization [8], extraction [9], boiling [10]
a
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or condensation [11]. A large number of applications such as food, cosmetic
and pharmaceutical product manufacturing [12,13,14], polymer production
[15,16], treatment of industrial wastewaters for the degradation of some
pollutants [17,18,19], nanoparticle manufacturing [20,12,21] prove the high
versatility of the spinning disc technology.
This experimental study was initiated in order to explain some of the
results obtained using SD technology in a laboratory setup in textile wastewater
treatment [19] and to investigate key parameters influencing the disc
performance. The residence time distribution (RTD) based on the pulseresponse method was applied in the liquid film on a spinning disc, at different
liquid flow rates and disc rotational speeds, with different liquid feeding
systems (one orifice of different diameters and respectively, four symmetrically
distributed orifice system), for a smoothed and respectively indented surface
disc, in order to render information regarding the radial dispersion and also,
the most suitable configurations to increase the SD technology efficiency.
The RTD can be a useful tool to investigate the mixing performance
of a SD system, giving information related to the system’s degree of dispersion
(or Péclet number, high dispersion means low Péclet number, usually Pe<10
[22]) and also, allows comparisons regarding the efficiency of different
experimental setups.
Some of the literature data suggest that depending on the feeding
system used for liquid inlet on the disc, the convection structures of the liquid
film are different which influences, in the end, the SD effectiveness. Specifically,
if the liquid film is fed through the center of the disc than concentric waves
are formed, developing in spiral waves towards the edge of the disc [23],
while a liquid stream fed through one nozzle, above the disc induces standing
waves formation [24] and also, spiral waves occurrence. The lastly mentioned
setup was investigated in this work, using different diameter single orifice or
four symmetrically distributed orifice systems in order to assess its effect on
dispersion.
Furthermore, studies regarding the characteristics of the flow on a
spinning disc found that large liquid flowrates and rotational speed values,
low viscosity liquids would render a convection on the spinning disc closer to
the plug flow [25, 26]. However, experimental data [19] obtained on SD
technology applied in textile wastewater treatment indicate that a flow regime
closer to plug flow is not always appropriate for attaining the best SD
efficiency. The degree of dispersion and whether the plug flow is attained in
our system can be revealed by calculating the Pe numbers for different
working conditions from the RTD experimental data.
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The diffusion equation for the tracer used flowing on the spinning disc is:
=𝐷

−𝑢

(1)

Using some initial and boundary conditions for an open-open system
and solving the above Equation (1), the normalized residence time
distribution function E(θ) is obtained, with the normalized variance, σ2θ , given
by [27, 28]:

𝜎 =

+

(2)

where Pe is the Péclet number. Based on the experimental value σ2θ , using
Equation (2), one can calculate the Pe number.
The tracer concentration obtained experimentally and the Equations
(3) to (8) have been used to render respectively, the residence time
distribution function, E(t), the normalized residence time distribution function,
E(θ), the mean residence time, τ, the normalized mean residence time, θ,
the variance, σ and the normalized variance, σ , as follows [28]:

𝐸 𝑡 =

( )
( )

𝜏=
𝜎 =

( )
( )
( )
( )

(3)

𝐸(𝜃) = 𝜏𝐸(𝑡)

(4)

(5)

𝜃=

(6)

− 𝜏 (7)

𝜎 =

(8)

where C(t) is salt concentration at time t. Randomly, for a few liquid flow rates
and disc rotational speeds, the salt concentration time variation was checked
in order to confirm a good reproducibility of the results.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Residence time distribution curves can be symmetrical and narrow in
the conditions of an ideal plug flow, in radial direction. In this case, dispersion
is negligible. The more the flow deviates from this type of ideal convection,
the more asymmetric and dispersed the residence time distributions.
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1.

One nozzle feeding system - influence of the nozzle diameter
and liquid flowrate for smooth surface disc

Figure 1 (a)-(d) shows the normalized residence time distributions,
E(θ), calculated at three different water flow rates of 10, 30, 50 L/h, for four
constant disc rotational speeds of 200, 500, 1100, 2000 rpm, respectively,
for a feeding inlet nozzle of 3.5 mm diameter. Absolutely all distributions have
a characteristic, relatively symmetrical shape. At constant rotational speed,
an increase in the flow rate from 10 L/h to 70 L/h renders slightly slender
curves, indicating less dispersion, in agreement to Mohammadi’s findings
[25]. The longer tails, obtained for θ 1, suggest the persistence of the liquid
on the spinning disc, fact confirmed experimentally by other literature studies
that used flow visualization and found liquid dragging on the disc surface
[24]. Similar curves for the normalized residence time distribution function
were obtained for nozzles of 2.45 mm and respectively, 1.95 mm diameters,
presented in figures 2 and 3, respectively, for three different liquid flow rates
of 10, 50 and 70 L/h, at constant disc rotational speed of 200 and
respectively, 2000 rpm.

Figure 1. Influence of the liquid flowrate, at constant disc rotational speed, nozzle
diameter ø 3.5 mm, smooth disc: (a) 200 rpm; (b) 500 rpm; (c) 1100 rpm; (d) 2000 rpm
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Figure 2. Influence of the liquid flowrate, at constant disc rotational speed, nozzle
diameter ø 2.45 mm, smooth disc: (a) 200 rpm; (b) 2000 rpm

Figure 3. Influence of the liquid flowrate, at constant disc rotational speed, nozzle
diameter ø 1.95 mm, smooth disc: (a) 200 rpm; (b) 2000 rpm

Figure 4. Comparison of different diameter feeding orifices with ø3.5,
ø2.45 and ø1.95 mm on the spinning disc – smooth surface
(Pe calculated based on the radial dispersion model)
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A comparison between different orifice nozzle diameters, based on figures
1, 2 and 3 is difficult to make, thus, from the calculated normalized variance, σ2θ ,
using equation (8), the Péclet number was determined based on equation (2)
and represented in figure 4 for different flowrates and disc rotational speeds.
The larger the orifice feeding diameter, the larger the Péclet number
at lower flow rates of 10 and 30 L/h, at all investigated rotating speed ranging
between 200 rpm and 1100 rpm. Smaller orifice diameter means larger
velocity of the liquid jet on the spinning disc, thus, more dispersion on its
surface. This result is similar to some other studies regarding a jet impinged,
however, on an axially moving surface and found to experience greater
dispersion at larger surface speeds [29]. Nevertheless, at 70 L/h, the trend is
the same for the low range of rotational speed values of 200 and 500 rpm,
but at larger rotating speeds of 1100 and 2000 rpm, Pe increases with the
decrease of the orifice diameter, probably due to atomization occurrence
which renders a lower liquid flow rate.
2. Four symmetrically distributed nozzle feeding system
2.1. Influence of the liquid flow rate and disc rotational speed
Figure 5(a)-(d) shows the normalized residence time distributions,
E(θ), calculated at three different water flow rates of 30, 50, 70 L/h, for four
constant disc rotational speeds of 200, 500, 800, 1100 rpm, respectively.

Figure 5. Influence of the liquid flowrate, at constant disc rotational speed, smooth disc:
(a) 200 rpm; (b) 500 rpm; (c) 800 rpm; (d) 1100 rpm; four-point feeding system ø 1.75mm
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One can observe for the four symmetrically distributed orifice feeding
system of 1.75 mm diameter (the four nozzles of ø 1.75 mm have an equal area
with the one ø 3.5mm nozzle) similar residence time distributions dependencies
on liquid flow rate and disc rotational speed to the ones obtained with one
nozzle feeding system. A comparison between the two equal flow areas feeding
systems did not reveal significant differences, even though it is thought that
the symmetrically distributed system should provide a more symmetric flow
field on the disc than the one orifice system.
2.2. Influence of the disc surface
All the data presented to this point pertain to a smoothed spinning
disc surface. The residence time distributions obtained on a radially and
respectively, concentrically indented discs and comparisons to the smoothed
surface disc are included in the following section.
2.2.1. Disc surface with radial indentations
The indentations on a surface are known to promote turbulence. The
spiral movement of the liquid on the spinning disc hinted towards the use of
a radially indented disc (Figure 10 (a)) that might promote additional mixing
in comparison to a smooth surfaced disc, as long as the liquid flow on the
disc does not have a strong radial component. Figure 6 (a), (b) shows the
normalized residence time distribution obtained for a radially grooved disc,
at three different flow rates of 30, 50 and 70 L/h and constant disc rotational
speeds of 200 and 1100 rpm. For the grooved disc, similar distributions E(θ)
in time and their dependence on the liquid flow rate, namely narrower curves
for higher liquid flow rates, can be observed as for the smooth disc.

Figure 6. Influence of the liquid flowrate, at constant disc rotational speed,
radially indented disc: (a) 200 rpm; (b) 1100 rpm.
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In order to compare the dispersion for the two surfaces, the Péclet
number was calculated from Eq. (2), based on the normalized variance, σ2θ ,
determined from experimental data, using Eq. (8). Figure 7 presents a
comparison between the Pe numbers, for both smooth and radially grooved
discs, at different liquid flow rates and rotational speeds. For liquid flow rates
of 30 and 50 L/h, at all the investigated rotational speeds, the Pe number
was slightly lower for the smooth disc than for the radially grooved disc, which
indicates that the dispersion is lowered and the radial micromixing is
enhanced for the indented disc.

Figure 7. Comparison between smooth and radially
indented discs based on calculated Pe number

At a liquid flow rate of 70 L/h, this trend was similar for rotational speeds
of 200 and 500 rpm, while at 800 and 1100 rpm, the trend changed probably
due to a combined increased liquid flow rate and rotational speed that possibly
induced drainage through the radial grooves of the disc (the red dashed
circles). Also, Figure 7 reveals an increased Pe number as the liquid flow rate
increases, for most of the investigated rotational speeds, for both smooth and
radially discs, which is consistent with the narrower residence time distribution
curves obtained. Concluding the comparison between the two discs, one can
use the radially indented disc to enhance the micromixing, especially at low to
moderate rotational speeds and all investigated liquid flow rates.
2.2.2. Disc surface with concentric indentations
The concentrically indented disc should also promote intense
micromixing, thus the disc of 20 cm with five concentrical grooves (Figure
10(b)) was used to obtain the residence time distribution. Figure 8 indicates
that the plots have similar dependencies on the investigated liquid flow rates
of 30, 50 and 70 L/h, at constant rotational speeds of 200 and 1100 rpm, as
previously discussed.
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Figure 8. Influence of the liquid flow rate, at constant disc rotational speed,
concentrically indented disc: (a) 200 rpm; (b) 1100 rpm

Comparison between the calculated Pe numbers using Eq.(2) (based
on the normalized distribution,σ2θ , calculated with Eq.(8) from experimental
data), for both smooth and concentrically grooved discs, at different liquid
flowrates and rotational speeds are presented in figure 9. For 30 and 50 L/h
liquid flowrates, the Pe number based on axial dispersion model for the grooved
surface is slightly larger than for the smooth surface, for all investigated disc
rotational speeds of 200, 500, 800 and 1100 rpm. These results are similar to
Mohammadi’s findings [25] that revealed, using the RTD analysis and the tanksin-series model, at disc rotational speeds of 300 and 1200 rpm and a liquid
flowrate of 15 mL/s (i.e. 54 L/h), that the concentrically indented disc is
characterized by a larger number of tanks-in-series than a smooth surface disc,
thus generates more micromixing. For this study, at larger liquid flowrates of 70
L/h, a similar trend is valid for 200, 500 and 800 rpm, however, at 1100 rpm, the
trend is reversed, probably due to the atomization occurrence, which reduces
the liquid flowrate on the discs (the red dashed circle in figure 9). In this case,
the use of a concentrically indented disc promotes also more turbulence than
the smoothed surface disc.

Figure 9. Comparison between smooth and concentrically
indented discs based on calculated Pe number
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A comparison between the radially and concentrically indented discs,
regarding their efficiency in promoting turbulence is difficult to make, even
though the Pe numbers for the radially grooved disc seem somewhat higher
than for the concentrically grooved disc, however for both discs the Pe values
lie within a range indicating mixed flow.
CONCLUSIONS
The pulse response technique was applied in order to characterize
some of the flow features on a spinning disc of 20 cm diameter, with different
water feeding systems, for different liquid flowrates and disc rotational speeds,
in smooth and also indented, both radially and concentrically, disc setups. The
experimental data indicated that for a smoothed surface disc, an increase in
the liquid flow rate (10, 30, 70 L/h), at constant rotational speeds (200, 500, 1100
and 2000 rpm), causes a reduction in the dispersion. An increase in the disc
rotational speed, within the low range (<800 rpm), induces a flow regime with
less dispersion. However, within the high range values, atomization is prevalent
and the RTD results can no longer be used. Furthermore, the chosen feeding
system can induce less dispersion on the disc if larger diameter orifice is used.
The Péclet numbers for the radially grooved disc, investigated for the first time,
and also, for the concentrically grooved disc, are higher than for the smooth
surface disc, especially in the low to moderate disc rotational speeds and for all
investigated flow rates. Experimental data obtained at low flowrate and disc
rotational speed values, using a smaller orifice diameter of the feeding system
and a smoothed surface disc, indicate more dispersion, otherwise, the disc
flow may be getting closer to a plug flow, even though the largest obtained Pe
numbers in our system suggest still a reasonable amount of dispersion. These
observations point out that that operating the SD within specified conditions
would render certain flow characteristics, appropriate for the studied system.
EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
The experimental setup used to obtain all the experimental data is
presented in Figure 10, together with detailed pictures of the radially (a) and
respectively, concentrically (b) grooved discs. It consists of a spinning disc 3
driven by a variable speed, adjustable motor 5 through the coupling 4. The
disc is placed in a case 6, provided with a cooling chamber 7 in case the
liquid overheats. The tap water used in the experiment was supplied on the
rotating disc via a metal rod 2, with one nozzle of different diameters (ø3.5,
2.45 and 1.95mm) or four symmetrically distributed nozzles, each of ø 1.75
mm diameter, from tank 10, using a pump 8, through flowmeter 9, which
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measured the liquid flow rate, maintained constant by adjusting tap11. The
spinning disc exit liquid was collected through a special machined piece
which accommodated the conductometer probe 12, connected to the precalibrated conductivity meter 13 (Conductivity Meter 14, WTW 315i).

Figure 10. Experimental setup with spinning disc (a) radial grooves
(b) concentric grooves

The disc rotational speed was measured using a laser tachometer
with a precision of ± 0.1 rpm.
Once the steady state operating regime was reached, the pulse response
technique was applied. It consisted of a 2 ml sodium chloride (NaCl) solution,
0.5 mol / L, injection directly into the disc inlet water jet within 1s. At the same
time, the conductance values were recorded with a frequency of 1 Hz until
the displayed value reached the very initial conductance value. Based on the
calibration curve, previously obtained, the NaCl concentrations at the disc
exit were calculated.
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ABSTRACT. Bor, Krivelj, and Bela Rivers in Eastern Serbia belong to the
watershed of Timok River, which is a tributary of Danube River. These Rivers
flow near to the largest mining complex in Republic of Serbia. Rivers
Bosneag, Radimna and Nera from the Romanian side in Caras Severin
County near to Moldova Noua are also tributary of Danube and flow in area
which is affected by spreading of dust from the abandoned flotation tailing of
copper mine. This study includes environmental monitoring of the surface
waters in considered Romania-Serbia cross border area during 2019-2020.
Chemical analyses confirmed pollution mostly with heavy metals (Fe, Mn,
Cu, Zn, As, Ni, Pb, Cd) closer to mines while with larger distance pollution
decrease. The measured values were compared with Serbian and Romanian
legislation which confirmed moderate and high pollution depending on category
of surface waters. Measured Cd concentrations were of 9.51 - 5375 μg L-1
for the IV category of River water close to Bor mine. The main anthropogenic
source in Eastern Serbia was Bor mine and smelter.
Keywords: mining, surface waters, tailings, monitoring, pollution

INTRODUCTION
Mining is one of the oldest industrial activities. The huge amounts of
tailings that are created during the extraction and processing of ore represent
a great danger to the environment and destroy agricultural land and forests.
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The dust that the wind disperses from the tailings represent environment
hazard by pollution of heavy metals ions. Tailings are also a source of Acid
Mine Drainages (AMD) that contains high concentrations of metal cations,
especially iron, and often toxic chemical elements such as arsenic [1]. AMD
are one of the most significant environmental risks globally because they could
be transported by surface waters on wider area, sometimes even out of the
country. Hundreds of thousands of hectares of land and thousands of
kilometers of watercourses around the world are threatened by the runoff of
AMD [2]. Abandoned mines and tailings can generate acidic water for tens,
hundreds, even thousands of years. Abandoned Richmond pyrite mine in
California (USA) is estimated to generate an extremely acidic solution for the
next 3,000 years [3], while a small zinc and copper mine in northwestern
Ontario (Canada) is estimated to generate acidic mine waters in the next
10,000-35,000 years [4]. Although these are extreme examples, it is not
uncommon for abandoned mine shafts and tailings to have the capacity to form
acidic solutions over a period of hundreds of years. Surface and underground
ore mining generally have serious negative impacts on the environment such
as air pollution, land use and biodiversity and water availability. Also, some
effluents generated in the mining industry contain large amounts of toxic
substances (cyanides, heavy metals and other harmful and dangerous
substances), which have serious human health and environmental hazards
[5-7]. Based on possible hazards, waste mine water generated from active
as well as abandoned mines is one of the main chemical threats to
groundwater and surface water.
According to a study prepared for DG Environment, the European
Commission, more than 4.7 billion tons of mining waste and 1.2 billion tons
of flotation tailings were disposed of across the European Union [8]. Ten
thousand active and abandoned mines are source for 5-10×109 m3 of highly
polluted AMD annually [9]. Global mining activities with technological processes
of mineral processing and metal production generate several billion tons of
solid inorganic waste or by-products, including liquid waste [10]. Balkan
Peninsula was generally the main area in Europe for supply of copper, lead
and zinc until 1990 [11] and many mines still are operational. Also, in this
area exist and many abandoned mines and tailings which represent
continuous environmental threat. Some previous environmental assessments
on Balkan Peninsula show high mining impact on surface waters with coupling
of findings from the natural science and socioeconomic approaches [12].
Due to a great negative impact of mining industry on water system,
the aim of cross-border collaborative project (ROSNET2) was to perform the
monitoring of surface waters close to active and abandoned mines in cross
border area.
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This paper includes results of environmental monitoring of the surface
waters quality in considered Romania-Serbia cross border area during 20192020. The main objective was providing of timely response and warning for
possible negative processes and accident situations and gain a complete
insight into the state of the surface waters in Project area. All the results will
be systematized and grouped in data base with updating possibility with new
data and available to interested public.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In Serbia, the most important copper mines are located in Eastern
Serbia in Bor District. There are two mines with open pit exploitation (Veliki
Krivelj and Cerovo), one undergrounds mine (Jama mine), two mineral
processing plants in Krivelj and Bor and smelter for Cu concentrate. Certified
geological reserves amount to approximately 3 billion tons of ore and they
contain approximately 12 million tons of Cu. Confirmed reserves, with the
average annual exploitation, guarantee copper production for the next 100
years. Long mining history resulted that in the immediate vicinity of Bor, exist
huge quantities of open pit overburden and flotation tailings (> 2 billion tons)
which contain hazardous and dangerous materials such as copper, nickel,
arsenic, zinc, antimony, mercury, chromium, bismuth [13]. Waste Management
Strategy of the Republic of Serbia for the Period 2010-2019 illustrates that
40000 ha of soil is polluted by mining operation, 7% being situated in Bor
Region. Most of copper production of Serbia is located in Eastern Serbia and
the total polluted surface of soil is 2784 ha. During the period 1933-1970, the
flotation tailing completely degraded the valley of the Bor River which flows
through the village near the Bor. Entire length of the Bor River flow to the
empties into the Krivelj River, about 70 hectares of coastal land was polluted
by the flotation tailings. It is estimated that the flotation tailings polluted even
more than 2000 ha of the most fertile coastal land of the above rivers. In
addition to the physical contamination of the coastal land of the Bor River
valley by thousands of tons of flotation tailings, the Bor River is constantly
polluted by waste water resulting from draining through the flotation tailings
and open pit overburden [11].
Moldova Nouă is the second largest copper reserve in Romania (500
million tons of ore grading 0.35% copper) [14] and also the largest in
considered cross border area. The operations were stopped but the
environmental damages are still present. The tailings ponds from Moldova
Nouă contain approximately 30 million m3 of tailings covering an area of 130
ha with a height of most tan 20 meters [15]. One of the worst cases is
represented by Tăuşani–Boşneag pond placed between Moldova Veche
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town and Coronini village, Caraş-Severin County. Annual report concerning
the state of the environment in Romania for 2019 illustrates that 24432 ha of
soil are polluted by mining operations and 6639 ha of soil are polluted by
heaps, tailings ponds, sterile deposits from floating and warehouses waste.
The largest surfaces with polluted soil (23.2%) are registered in the area of
the mines situated in the cross-border region of Romania and Serbia. The
same report exposes the soil pollution affects about 0.9 million ha, the most
destructive being the pollution with heavy metals (Cu, Pb, Zn, Cd) and
sulphur dioxide. Additionally, the soil pollution with particles carried by the
wind affects 0.363 million ha.
Flotation tailings are one of the sources for dust and AMD pollution.
Two examples from both side of border (Tăuşani–Boşneag pond near
Moldova Noua in Romania and old Bor flotation tailing in Bor) are presented
in Figure 1.

a

b

Figure 1. a) Tăuşani–Boşneag pond near Moldova Noua in Romania in windy
conditions; b) Old Bor flotation tailing in Bor River valley

One type of pollution caused by flotation tailing is spreading of dust.
Figure 1a shows spreading of the dust from the tailing in windy conditions.
This dust usually contains small particles with heavy metal content which
could be easily transferred into soil or surface waters and transported far
away from the tailing. Both of presented mines are copper mines, where
copper is in association with sulphur, iron, carbon and oxygen. In Serbia and
Romania, copper mineralization is mostly porphyry type of deposits containing
mostly sulphur minerals associated with pyrites that are one of the main
sulfuric acid generators in contact with atmospheric precipitations. Consequently,
Acid Mine Drainages generated from those kinds of waste materials is one
of the main chemical threats to groundwater and surface water quality. AMD
are, as a rule, acidic with pH value mostly between 2.5 and 4 due to an
elevated concentration of sulphuric acid, as a second product of bacterial
oxidation of sulphide minerals. Pyrite is the most abundant mineral in polymetallic sulphide ore deposits and in mining waste dumps. The oxidation of
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pyrite and copper minerals in an aqueous environment occurs via two
simultaneous mechanisms, i.e., biochemical involving bacteria, and chemical
way, can be described by the following stoichiometric reactions [16-18]:
(Bacterial)
(Chemical)
(Chemical)
(Bacterial)

2𝐹𝑒𝑆 + 7.5𝑂 + 𝐻 𝑂 → 𝐹𝑒 𝑆𝑂 + 𝐻 𝑆𝑂
2𝐹𝑒𝑆 + 7𝐹𝑒 𝑆𝑂 + 8𝐻 𝑂 → 15𝐹𝑒𝑆𝑂 + 8𝐻 𝑆𝑂
𝐹𝑒𝑆 + 𝐹𝑒 𝑆𝑂 → 3𝐹𝑒𝑆𝑂 + 2𝑆
𝑆 + 𝐻 𝑂 + 1.5𝑂 → 𝐻 𝑆𝑂

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Based on composition, heavy metal ions mobilization, surface water
transportation on wider area and capacity of mine for generation, release of
AMD that contained elevated concentrations of metals from mine wastes
induces an environmental problem of global scale. The UN has even labelled
AMD as the second biggest problem facing the world after global warming.
Locations of surface water sampling in Eastern Serbia are presented
in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Surface water sampling – Eastern Serbia side

Locations of surface water samples are: (W1, W2) Robule
accumulation; (W3) AMD from flotation tailing dam “RTH”; (W4) Industrial
wastewater; (14 samples W5-1 - W5-14) Bor River before confluence with
Krivelj River; (W6) Krivelj River, (W7) Bela River after the confluence of Bor
and Krivelj River, (W8) Ravna River, (W9) Bela River after flows of Ravna
River; (W10) Bela River before of confluence in Timok River; (W11) Timok
River before confluence of Bela River; (W12) Timok River after confluence
of Bela River (Rajac); (W13) Timok River (Mokranje-Negotin); (W14) Timok
River (Bukovce); (W15) Danube River (Radujevac).
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The results of chemical analyses of surface waters from the Serbian
side and Maximum Allowed Concentrations (MAC) according to Serbian
legislative are presented in Table 1.
Table 1. Chemical analyses of surface waters from the Serbian side
Category of
surface water /
Location
IV
From Bor city to
the confluence
Bor and Timok
River
Samples
(W1 – W10)

III
From the
confluence Bor
and Timok River
up to the
confluence of
Timok and
Danube River
Samples
(W12 – W14)

II
Danube
Sample
(W15)

(1)Content

Parameter

Range
(min-max)

Fe (mg L-1)
0.069-1231
Mn (mg L-1)
1.8-115.8
Cu (mg L-1)
0.089-318.7
Zn (mg L-1)
0.28-43.2
As (µg L-1)
<2.1-25058
Ni (μg L-1)
7-16200
Pb (μg L-1)
<2.1-3718
Cd (μg L-1)
9.51-5375
Cr (mg L-1)
<0.005-0.14
Hg (μg L-1)
< 0.5
SO42- (mg L-1) 1246-13964
Fe (mg L-1)
<0.007-0.16
Mn (mg L-1) <0.006-0.78
Cu (mg L-1)
<0.005-0.33
Zn (mg L-1)
<0.005-0.76
As (µg L-1)
<2.1-4.4
Ni (μg L-1)
7-1600
Pb (μg L-1)
<2.1-5.9
Cd (μg L-1)
<1.1-47.0
Cr (mg L-1)
<0.005
Hg (μg L-1)
< 0.5
SO42- (mg L-1) 82.2-691.6
<0.007-0.34
Fe (mg L-1)
Mn (mg L-1)
<0.006-1.6
Cu (mg L-1)
<0.005-0.48
Zn (mg L-1) <0.005-0.037
As (μg L-1)
<2.1-14.8
Ni (μg L-1)
7-74
Pb (μg L-1)
<2.1-5.5
Cd (μg L-1)
<0.14-0.78
Cr (mg L-1)
<0.005
Hg (μg L-1)
< 0.5
SO42- (mg L-1) 26.7-1950

Median

MAC

Content
> MAC (%)1

134.9
5.9
50.6
7.5
385.4
992
493
715.8
0.020
< 0.5
2179.0
0.034
0.47
0.064
0.30
3.62
362
5.9
25.8
< 0.5
270.6
0.011
0.33
0.025
0.037
4.8
62
5.5
0.20
< 0.5
60.4

2
1
1
5
100
34
14
0.9
0.25
0.3
300
1
0.3
0.5
2
50
34
14
0.6
0.1
0.3
200
0.5
0.1
0.1
0.3 - 2
10
34
14
0.45
0.05
0.3
100

96
100
98
88
72
91
83
100
0
0
100
0
50
0
0
0
67
0
58
0
0
50
0
5
0
0
15
30
0
5
0
0
40

> MAC (%) represent the percentage value of the number of the samples from the
total number of taken samples that had measured values over MAC.
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In Eastern Serbia, pH values for surface water samples from Bor city
to the confluence of Bor and Timok River range from 1.77 to 7.72 indicating
that most of the analyzed surface waters are strong acid water with pH values
lower than 3.0 [19, 20]. According to Serbian legislation for surface water, in
rivers from Bor city to the confluence Bor and Timok (IV water category), the
content for almost all of the analyzed elements and sulfate are above the
MAC [21].
Surface waters from Bor mining complex up to confluence with Timok
River are extremely enriched with toxic elements such as arsenic and
cadmium [22]. The manganese and cadmium concentrations in surface
water samples from this area were above the MAC in all analysed samples
(100% > MAC) as well as sulphate content. Exceedances of MAC values in
these surface waters in a high percentage, above 70%, were also recorded
for Cu (98.84%), Fe (96.51 %), Ni (91.86%), Zn (88.37%), Pb (83.72%) and
As (72.09%). The only element with content below the MAC is chromium. As
particular concern is the data for cadmium, the maximum detected value of
this highly toxic metal is almost 5500 times higher than the MAC. Fe was the
most abundant element in IV class of surface water samples with median
value of 134mg L-1 and concentrations in range from 0.069 to 1231 mg L-1.
The Median value [23, 24] is presented to indicate the central
tendency of these highly scattered data. High presence of copper in IV class
of surface water is also recorded with median value of 385.4 mg L-1 and
concentration range from 0.089 to 318.7 mg L-1. Considering recorded content,
median value and percentage of samples with higher content than MAC,
pollution main hazards are Cd, Mn, Cu, Fe, Ni, Zn, Pb and As. However, with
addition consideration on pollutants impact on human health, the main risk is
caused by Cd, As, Pb and Cu pollution. One of the highest pollution hazards
represents Cadmium (Cd) with maximum recorded value of 5375 μg L-1
which is more than 5500 times higher than allowed concentration. Cd is a
toxic heavy metal and its chronic exposure leads to antagonistic changes in
living organisms when it enters the food chain [25]. It has gained the attention
of scientists after a breakout of Itai-Itai disease in Japan that resulted from
wastewater irrigation of agricultural lands [26]. In humans, Cd main intake
occurs through food intake and once entered the human body Cd
accumulates to a high level in several organs [27]. Cd is usually associated
with chronic kidney disease, osteoporosis, diabetes, cardiovascular disease
and cancer from long term exposure at levels above the MAC [28, 29]. Mining
activity is one of the predominant sources of Arsenic (As) pollution. As is also
extremely high pollution hazard with recorded 72.09 % of samples with
increased values than MAC. Maximum recorded As value is more than 250
times higher than MAC. Arsenic is highly carcinogenic in waters [30], classified
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by U.S. EPA as a Group A human carcinogen [31] and may cause serious
diseases to humans [32, 33]. Lead (Pb) is the most toxic element that is
present in the environment as a result of both natural and anthropogenic
sources [34]. In case of Bor surrounding surface water the main source is,
like for the other pollutants, huge mining activities. Pb was recorded in 83.72
% of samples with increased values than MAC with maximum recorded value
of also more than 250 times higher than MAC. The primarily routes of lead
exposure are through ingestion and inhalation. Once absorbed, lead binds
to erythrocytes and travels in the blood to various tissues (liver, kidneys,
lungs, brain, spleen, muscles, and heart) and moves further into bones and
teeth, and may affect any organ or system in the body through fundamental
biochemical processes [35, 36]. Even at low concentration, it can induce
neurobehavioral dysfunctions, anaemia, cardiac dysfunction and vascular
damage, kidney diseases, reproductive effects, bone toxicity and alters the
major cellular functions [37-42]. Copper (Cu) is a most expected pollutant in
Bor surrounding surface waters due to more than 115 years long history of
copper mining in this area. Cu was recorded in 98.84 % of samples with
increased values than MAC with maximum recorded value of more than 300
times higher than MAC. Human exposure to copper is similar to other metal
ions, Cu being ingested with vegetables that extract it from soil solution via
roots or by contaminated water and via the inhalation of particulate matter.
Concerning human health, the toxicity of Cu is relatively low compared with
other heavy metals, but excess copper accumulation in subjects following
high-dose chronic exposure and in sensitive population’s results in hepatic
cirrhosis with jaundice, haemolytic anaemia, and degeneration of the basal
ganglia, cardio toxicity, gastrointestinal disorders and central nervous system
manifestations [43].
Samples from surface waters from rivers that belong to the III category
(from the confluence Bor and Timok River to the confluence of Timok and
Danube River) show that most of the elements and sulfates are below the
MAC for the given category of surface waters. The manganese and sulphate
content was exceeded in half of the analysed samples. The content of nickel
and cadmium for this category of surface waters was exceeded in 66.67%
and 58.33% of the analysed samples, respectively. The recorded concentrations
of other considered elements were below the MAC values for this category
of surface waters. Content of the main heavy metal polluter were dropped by
increasing of distance from mining complex and by mixing of Bela River with
Timok River. However, even in these surface waters, Cd was recorded with
maximum concentration of over 70 times and median value of over 40 times
higher than MAC for this category of surface waters. Nickel was recorded
with maximum concentration of over 47 times and median value of over 10
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times higher than MAC while manganese was recorded with maximum
concentration of over 2 times and median value slightly higher than MAC.
The situation is even better with II category surface waters (Danube
River) in which increased values of manganese and cadmium in 5%, arsenic
in 15%, nickel in 30% and sulphate in 40% of the analysed samples were
detected. Unlike IV class of surface waters, the maximum detected values of
individual elements in II class of surface waters are not more than 2 times
the MAC values.
Figure 3 illustrate as example trends of elements measured in higher
concentrations (mg/l).

Figure 3. Trends of elements with higher concentrations – Eastern Serbia side

As it could be seen from the plot in Figure 3, pollutants show similar
zigzag pattern, high concentrations of one species correspond to high
concentrations of other species. These species show strong correlation
indicating as the main source of pollution Bor mine and smelter [44, 45]. In
addition, the relationships between species (Figure 4 - example for copper
and zinc) were examined to evaluate relationships between the species that
may indicate a common source.
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Figure 4. Cu and Zn concentrations relations – Eastern Serbia side

According to the scatter plot results, the coefficient of determination
(R2=0.7996) shows that almost 80% of concentrations of copper are well
correlated with concentrations of zinc confirming the same anthropogenic
source of pollution for this species. This may indicate that heavy metals in
surface waters of III and IV category were originated from a single anthropogenic
source of pollution. In case of Eastern Serbia, a copper smelter was the main
source.
Figure 5 illustrate as example trends of elements measured in lower
absolute concentrations (µg/l).

Figure 5. Trends of elements with lower absolute concentrations
– Eastern Serbia
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Heavy pollutants shown in Figure 5, with lower absolute concentrations
but all above MAC values, show similar zigzag pattern like pollutants in
Figure 3 indicating the single and common source of pollution.
Locations of surface water sampling in Caras Severin County near
Moldova Noua in Romania are presented in Figure 6. Having on mind that
copper mine from Romanian side is not in operational stage, water samples
were taken for monitoring purposes at first. Sampling locations were chosen
to cover surface waters in surrounding area where could be expected
pollution by spreading of dust from the abandoned flotation tailing. Sequence
of sampling was scheduled to cover different weather condition and seasons.

Figure 6. Surface water sampling – Romanian side

Locations of surface water samples are: (W18-c, W19-c) Bosneag
River, Moldova Veche and upstream Moldova Veche; (W20-c, W21-c)
Radimna River, Pojejena and upstream Pojejena; (W22-c, W23-c) Nera River,
Socol and upstream Socol. Considered rivers from Romanian side cannot be
polluted by AMD because they do not have direct contact with tailing material
and they are not on downstream of possible AMD leaking from tailing but
they can indicate pollution by spreading of dust from the tailing. This objective
was chosen because of heavy spreading of dust from the abandoned tailing
due to strong winds in this area.
The results of chemical analyses of surface waters from the Romanian
side and MAC according to Romanian legislative [46] are presented in Table 2.
All the results from the monitoring in scope of ROSNET2 are also available
in created Knowledgebase [47].
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Considered rivers in Caras Severin County near Moldova Noua in
Romania mostly do not have acidic characteristics except slightly increased
value than MAC for Bosneag River. This increased value (133.7 mg L-1) is
actually small and could not be stated as significant acidic characteristic.
Probable reason for this value is vicinity of Bosneag River to flotation tailing.
Table 2. Chemical analyses of surface waters from the Romanian side
Category of
surface water
/ Location

II
Bosneag River
Samples
(W18c– W19c)

II
Radimna River
Samples
(W20c –
W21c)

II
Nera River
Samples
(W22c-W23c)
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Parameter

Range
(min-max)

Median

MAC

Content
> MAC (%)

Fe (mg L-1)
Mn (mg L-1)
Cu (mg L-1)
Zn (mg L-1)
As (µg L-1)
Ni (μg L-1)
Pb (μg L-1)
Cd (μg L-1)
Cr (mg L-1)
Hg (μg L-1)
SO42- (mg L-1)
Fe (mg L-1)
Mn (mg L-1)
Cu (mg L-1)
Zn (mg L-1)
As (µg L-1)
Ni (μg L-1)
Pb (μg L-1)
Cd (μg L-1)
Cr (mg L-1)
Hg (μg L-1)
SO42- (mg L-1)
Fe (mg L-1)
Mn (mg L-1)
Cu (mg L-1)
Zn (mg L-1)
As (µg L-1)
Ni (μg L-1)
Pb (μg L-1)
Cd (μg L-1)
Cr (mg L-1)
Hg (μg L-1)
SO42- (mg L-1)

0.0087-0.8903
<0.0016-0.0583
0.0284-0.1158
0.0252-0.0549
<2.1-3.7
<3.6-4.2
<2.1-3.7
<0.14-0.39
<0.0017
< 0.5
78.5-295.8
0.1310-0.2652
0.0106-0.0326
0.0376-0.0546
0.0176-0.0333
<2.1
<3.6
<2.1
<0.14
<0.0017
< 0.5
21.9-30.3
0.9895-1.1643
0.0423-0.0524
0.0136-0.0460
<0.0062-0.0232
<2.1
<3.6
<2.1
<0.14
<0.0017
< 0.5
21.6-29.6

0.4782
0.0583
0.069
0.0472
3.0
4.2
3.7
0.26
/
< 0.5
133.7
0.2397
0.0230
0.0474
0.0216
/
/
/
/
/
< 0.5
24.8
1.0292
0.0497
0.0317
0.0109
/
/
/
/
/
< 0.5
24.8

0.5
0.1
0.03
0.2
20
25
10
1
0.05
0.3
120
0.5
0.1
0.03
0.2
20
25
10
1
0.05
0.3
120
0.5
0.1
0.03
0.2
20
25
10
1
0.05
0.3
120

50
0
75
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
50
0
0
100
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
100
0
50
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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Other two rivers have significantly lower values than MAC. The main way of
pollution of these rivers is by spreading of dust from nearby flotation tailing
in windy conditions. According to Romanian legislation for surface water, in
considered rivers, the content for almost all of the analyzed elements is
below the MAC [46] for this category of surface waters. The only exceptions
are Fe and Cu which were with slightly increased concentrations probably
because of windy weather before and during the sampling.
Maximum recorded concentration of iron was two times higher than
MAC. Median value for Fe was below MAC for Bosneag River while for Nera
River was two times higher but still with relatively low absolute concentrations.
Possible reason for increased concentration of iron could be spreading of
dust from nearby flotation tailing during windy weather. In recent researchers
it was also noted that in general there are a trend of increasing of iron in river
waters [48]. The possible causes of the increasing of Fe in the rivers are
more elusive but probably also involve increased anaerobic microbial activity,
considering the fact that water levels and temperature have increased during
the period [49]. However, iron is not a strong hazardous element for human
health, especially in recorded concentrations, but regarding of increased
concentration it is expected that more attention will be given for clarification
of noted increased transfer of Fe from soil to waters.
Increased copper concentrations were recorded in all considered
rivers, with the highest content of Cu registered for Bosneag River, almost 4
times higher than MAC. However, median value was around 2 times higher
than MAC. Having on mind that Bosneag River is closest to flotation tailing
pond, probable reason for increased Cu concentration is spreading of dust
from nearby flotation tailing during windy weather before and during sampling.
Median value for Cu for Radimna River is 1.5 times higher than MAC and for
Nera River is just slightly over MAC. These two rivers are located farther than
Bosneag River from the flotation tailing which indicate similar reason for the
measured Cu concentrations.
For the considered rivers on the Romanian side, it was important that
no strong pollution with heavy metals was recorded. This is a consequence
of the dominant dust pollution, and not AMD which is an incomparable higher
danger than dust.
CONCLUSIONS
The present study is one of the broadest investigations of the multielement content in surface waters generated from copper mining activities in the
cross-border region of Romania and Serbia. It may thus represent a reference
point for observed concentrations in future studies on considered area.
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In Eastern Serbia, pH values for surface water samples from Bor city
to the confluence of Bor and Timok River range from 1.77 to 7.72 indicating
that most of the analyzed surface waters are strong acid water with pH values
lower than 3.0. The recorded content of Cd, Mn, Zn, and Pb is above the
MAC in almost all of the analyzed samples. Considering recorded content,
median value and percentage of samples with higher content than MAC,
pollution main hazards are Cd, Mn, Cu, Fe, Ni, Zn, Pb and As. However, with
addition consideration on pollutants impact on human health, the main risk is
caused by Cd, As, Pb and Cu pollution.
Samples from surface waters from rivers that belong to the III (Timok
River) category show moderate pollution for the given category of surface
waters. The manganese and sulphate content were exceeded in half of the
analysed samples while nickel and cadmium exceeded in slightly higher
percentage. The recorded concentrations of other considered elements were
below the MAC values for this category of surface waters. Content of the
main heavy metal polluter were dropped by increasing of distance from
mining complex and by mixing of Bela River with Timok. However, based on
recorded contents, on a longer distance from Bor mine, the main polluter
were Cd and Ni.
In samples that belong to II category surface waters (Danube) was
detected increased values of manganese, cadmium, nickel, arsenic and
sulphate. However, the maximum detected values of individual elements in
these surface waters are not more than 2 times over the MAC for this
category of surface water. Having on mind that median values for the most
hazardous elements, As and Cd is below median value and with low absolute
concentrations, these single results could not be considered as pollution
indicator.
Decreases in the concentrations of Fe, Cu, As, and Pb in surface river
waters from confluence of Bela and Timok river were mainly due to
precipitation of this metal ions on the river bed. On the other hand, Cd, Ni and
Mn stayed in increased concentrations even in III category surface waters
indicating dilution of these elements and longer transportation by water ways.
Trends in concentrations of ions in surface waters of IV category in
Eastern Serbia indicated that all considered heavy metals originate from a
Bor mine and smelter as a main anthropogenic source.
Considered rivers on Romanian side, in Caras Severin County near
Moldova Noua, do not have acidic character and there was not recorded
strong pollution with heavy metals. Slightly raised concentrations were
recorded only for iron and copper while slightly increased content of SO42ions were recorded only in Bosneag River, probably as a consequence of
vicinity to flotation tailing.
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Comparing pollution in rivers surrounding Moldova Noua in Romania
where the largest environmental impact is spreading of the dust from flotation
tailing and rivers surrounding Bor in Eastern Serbia with combined AMD,
tailing leaking and dust spreading environmental impact, it is clear that
strongest environmental impact on surface rivers have AMD. Moreover, due
to mobility potential and water ways transportation of the diluted ions, AMD
have the significant environmental impact on wider area, in case of Bor mine,
on cross border area.
EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Considered Romanian Serbian Cross border area is presented in
Figure 7. Project includes area of mine Moldova Nouă from the Romanian
side and Eastern Serbia area from the active copper mine in Bor, all the way
to the confluence of the Timok into the Danube near Radujevac. This area
was chosen because both mine locations have negative impact on surface
water system which flow in both cases to Danube. Rivers Bosneag, Radimna
and Nera from the Romanian side in Caras Severin County near Moldova
Noua are also tributary of Danube River and flow in area which is affected by
spreading of dust from the abandoned flotation tailing of copper mine. Bor,
Krivelj, and Bela Rivers in Eastern Serbia belong to the watershed of Timok
River, which is also a tributary of Danube River. All mentioned Rivers flow
near to the largest mining complex in Republic of Serbia where mining
activities continuously exist for more than 115 years.

Figure 7. Romanian Serbian Cross border ROSNET2 Project area
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Sampling locations are presented on Figures 2 and 6. During
sampling was recorded GPS data for each sampling point and noted:
sampling method, time, air and water temperature, color and odor of water,
redox potential, pH value, DO (dissolved oxygen) and electro conductivity.
Before sampling of surface waters on site, all bottles for storing of samples
were treated with 3% HNO3 (30-40 ml) during 6 days. Surface water sampling
was performed with containers (cans of 1 L) which were rinsed three times
in the river or water that will be sampling before sampling. One part of sample
was poured into a container for measuring pH and temperature (also three
times rinsed with water sample before performing measuring). After measuring
the contents of containers were discarded. Other part of samples in quantity
of exactly 50 ml was poured by syringe in bottles which already contains 63%
2.5 ml HNO3, sealed and labelled. After packing, on site samples were
transferred to chemical laboratory.
Samples were analyzed in chemical laboratory of Mining and Metallurgy
Institute Bor with ICP-MS (Agilent Technologies 7700 Series, Singapore,
Republic of Singapore); ICP-OES (Spectro Arcos, Kleve, Germany) and FIMS
(Flow Injection Mercury System) 100 (Perkin Elmer, Norwalk, USA). Used
techniques per elements with operating conditions are given in Table 3.
Table 3. Operating conditions for the analysis of the elements
Determined
elements

Technigue

Operating conditions
Integration time (s)
Data Processing

Hg

FIMS-AAS

Lamp
Slit (nm)
Wavelength (nm)
RF Power (W)
Coolant flow (L/min)
Nebulizer flow (L/min)
Auxiliary flow (L/min)
Plasma, torch

Cr, Cu, Fe, Mn, S,
Zn

ICPOES

Spray chamber
Nebulizer
Sample aspiration rate
Wavelength (nm)

324

20
Peak Height, Smoothing:
0.5 s or 19 points
HCL
0.7
253.7
1450
13
0.75
1.0
Quartz, demountable, 2.0 mm
injector tube
Scott
Cross-flow
2 mL/min
Cr-267.716 nm; Cu-324.754 nm;
Fe-259.941; Mn-257.611; Mo202.095 nm; Se-196.090 nm; S180.731 nm; Zn-213.856 nm
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Determined
elements

As, Cd, Ni, Pb

Technigue

ICPMS

Operating conditions
RF Power (W)
RF matching (V)
Sample depth (mm)
Carrier gas (L/min)
Nebulizer pump speed
(L/min)
Spray chamber
temperature (⁰C)
Peak pattern (point)
Reaction gas cell flow
(mL/min)
Mass/Cell mode

1550
1.8
10
1.0
0.1
2.0
1.0
He-4.5
As-75 He; Cd-111-No gas; Ni-60-No
gas; Pb-208-No gas

ICP-OES surface waters analyses were performed according to (ISO
11885:2011) [50]. ICP-MS analysing were performed according to (ISO
17294:2016) [51].
The accuracy and the precision of the ICPMS and ICPOES methods
were investigated analysing the two Standard Reference Material, NIST
1640a (Trace elements in natural water) and LGC Standard Reference
Material VHG-QWPTM-15 (Water Pollution Trace metals). In Table 4 are
given measured and certified concentrations with recovery rates for both
used CRM.
Table 4. Measured and certified concentrations for both used CRM
NIST 1640a
VHG-QWPTM-15
QC
QC
Certifed Found
Certifed Found
Element
Acceptance Recovery
Acceptance Recovery
Value
Value Value
Value
(%)
(%)
Limits
Limits
(µg L-1) (µg L-1)
(µg L-1) (µg L-1)
(µg L-1)
(µg L-1)
As
8.075 11.350
±0.070
140.6
516
497
451-568
96.3
Cd
3.992
3.980
±0.074
99.7
212
211
188-227
99.6
Cr
40.54
47.67
±0.30
117.6
113
112
103-123
99.1
Cu
85.75 110.82
±0.51
129.2
132
140
120-144
106.1
Fe
36.8
39.3
±1.8
106.8
3400
3514 3080-3770
103.4
Pb
12.101 11.421
±0.050
94.4
993
1008 899-1080
101.6
Mn
40.39
44.86
±0.36
111.1
1790
1769 1660-1970
98.8
Mo
45.60
44.92
±0.61
98.6
141
139
127-152
98.6
Ni
25.32
29.00
±0.14
114.6
630
617
572-687
97.9
Se
20.13
20.70
±0.17
102.8
440
424
458-582
96.4
Zn
55.64
51.27
±0.35
92.1
485
476
438-534
98.1
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As shown in Table 4, the measured values and the certified values
are in good agreement for all the certified concentrations for SRM LGC VHGQWPTM-15. The Recovery for SRM NIST 1640a for As, Cd, Ni and Pb lies
in the range 94.4-140.6%.
After chemical analyses, results were used for further calculations
and environmental evaluation. Sample residues were stored in Mining and
Metallurgy Institute Bor.
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MODELING AND EXPERIMENTAL DATA VALIDATION OF
VAPOR LIQUID EQUILIBRIA (VLE) FOR ABSORPTION
AND DISTILLATION
M. ASLAM ABDULLAHa, BANDARU KIRANa*
ABSTRACT. The model combing the method UNIFAC with various model
methods was applied for calculation of activity coefficients in an VLE model for
hexaflourobenzene(1) benzene(2) at 333.15K, butanol(1) tetrachloroethene(2)
at 101.08 kPa, carbondioxide(1) 3-pentanol(2) at 313.2K and other system
compounds. The simulated results represent the overall average relative
deviation below 0.5% which is comparable to the results presented by other
authors in the literature. The data and results obtained for the systems are
compared with the compositions predicted by the model and the sensitivity
of the model parameters towards the composition data was analyzed through
simulation techniques. The results predicted that overall error convergence
was found to be less than 0.5 %.
Keywords: Activity coefficient, VLE, Models, convergence.

INTRODUCTION
A number of thermodynamic models have been proposed in different
literatures. VLE models are based on fundamental equations for phase and
chemical equilibria [1] and differ in the activity coefficient model is reported
[2]. Since the EOS [3] for the calculation of fugacity coefficient in the liquid
phase is relatively well established, the activity coefficients were identified as
the key variables of the VLE models [4, 5]. Rigorous modeling and simulation
of activity coefficients in this type of compounds is a challenge because the
physical phenomena to be described as complex. In addition, the parameter
regression is found to be difficult. The recent modeling is successful in data
representation and interpretation of experimental data. However, the optimal
approach is still uncertain except for reliable predictions. However, most of
the mixtures encountered industrially are non – ideal. The non-ideality can
be described by any of the several GE models and EOS methods [6-8].
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THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTY METHODS FOR MODELING
ACTIVITY COEFFICIENT MODELS

In the literature several activity coefficient models are proposed and
the oldest of the equations still in common use is that of Margules [9].
 GE 


= x1x 2 [A 21x1 + A12 x 2 ]
 RT  CAL

(1)

Van Laar equations are originally based on the Van der Waals
equation of state but now these are regarded as pure empirical equations.
Margules and Van Laar models can be expressed in linear form.



′ A′21
 GE 
A12


=
XX
′ X1 + A′21X 2  1 2
 RT  CAL  A12

(2)

Linear form of Van Laar model [10]
(3)

 GE 
1


=
 RT  CAL  1 − 1 
x A

 1 12 x 2 A 21 
Three parameter form of Van Laar equation [10]

 GE 
1


+ A 3 x1x 2 x12 − x 22
=
RT


1
1
 CAL 

 x A − x A 
2 2 
 1 1

(

)

(4)

Power series expression for the excess Gibbs energy and the corresponding
activity coefficients for three parameter model [9] represented below.

 GE 


= X1X 2 [B + C (X1 − X 2 )]
 RT  CAL
 GE 
2


= x1x 2 A1 + A 2 (x1 − x 2 ) + A 3 (x1 − x 2 )
RT

 CAL

[

(5)

]

(6)

The model developed using volume fractions as measures of
composition [11].These equations appear to take into account an important
difference between molecules and should possibly have received more
attention.
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Φ1 =

X1V1
(7)
X1V1 + X 2 V2

X 2 V2
X1V1 + X 2 V2

Φ2 =

 GE 


= Φ1Φ 2 (X1V1 + X 2 V2 )[A12 + (Φ1 − Φ 2 )A 21 ]
 RT  CAL

(8)

(9)

Equation for excess Gibbs–energy [11].

 GE 
(∂1 − ∂ 2 )2


= x1x 2 A12
 1
1 
 RT  CAL

+
RT
 V1x1 + V2 x 2 

(10)

Expression for the excess Gibbs free energy [12] and substituting
local compositions in the Flory– Huggins equations for polymer solutions.
Wilson equations are not suitable for partially miscible systems [13]

Λ12 =

V2
 A 
EXP − 12  (11)
V1
 RT 

Λ 21 =

V1
 A 
EXP − 21 
V2
 RT 

 GE 


= − X1ln (X1 + Λ12 X 2 ) − X 2 ln (X 2 + Λ 21X1 )
 RT  CAL

τ 21 =

A 21 (14)
RT

τ12 =

A12
(15)
RT

(12)
(13)

G12 = EXP(τ12 ) (16) G 21 = EXP(τ 21 ) (17)

Flory and Huggins equation

Φ1 =

x1V1
x1V1 + x 2 V2

(18)

Φ2 =

x 2 V2
x1V1 + x 2 V2

 G ln ( G 21 ) G12ln ( G12 ) 
 GE 
= x1x 2  21
+



 RT CAL
 x1 + x 2 G 21 x 2 + x1G12 

(19)

(20)

Studied the properties of Wilson equation and the equation has been
the starting point for a class of activity coefficient equations collectively
known as local–composition equations [14].

Λ12 =

V2
 A 
EXP − 12  (21)
V1
 RT 

Λ 21 =

V1
 A 
EXP − 21 
V2
 RT 

(22)
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 X1X 2 Λ12 ln (Λ12 Λ 21 )
 GE 
1
1
 + X 2 ln
 −


= X1ln
X1 + Λ12 X 2
 RT  CAL
 X1 + Λ12 X 2 
 X 2 + Λ 21X1 

(23)

The Non Random Two Liquid (NRTL) equation using Scott’s two liquid theories
and taking into account non–randomness of mixing are follows [15, 16].

Λ12 =

V2
 A 
EXP − 12  (24)
V1
 RT 

Λ 21 =

V1
 A 
EXP − 21 
V2
 RT 

 GE 


= X1ln (X1 + X 2 Λ 21 ) + X 2 ln (X 2 + X1Λ12 )
 RT  CAL

(25)
(26)

Modified form of Wilson equation by combining Flory–Huggins term
and Wilson equation and incorporating molar volume ratios
Λ12 =
Φ1 =

GE

 RT

V2
 A 
EXP − 12  (27)
V1
 RT 

Λ 21 =

V1
 A 
EXP − 21 
V2
 RT 

(28)

X1R 1
X 1R 1 + X 2 R 2

Φ2 =

X2R 2
X1 R 1 + X 2 R 2

(30)

(29)

Φ 
Φ


= X 1 ln  1  + X 2 ln  2
 CAL
 X1 
X2


 X 1R 1 + X 2 R 2
 + X 1 ln 

 X 1 R 1 + X 2 R 2 Λ 12

 X 1R 1 + X 2 R 2
X 2 ln 
 X 2 R 2 + X 1 R 1 Λ 21






 +


(31)

The UNIQUAC (Universal Quasi–chemical) equation based on
Guggenheim’s quasi–chemical analysis generalized through introduction of
the local area fraction as the primary concentration variable [17, 18].

 A 
τ12 = EXP − 12  (32)
 RT 
Φ2 =

X 2R 2
(35)
X1 R 1 + X 2 R 2

 A 
τ 21 = EXP − 21 
 RT 
θ1 =

X1Q1
X1Q1 + X 2 Q 2

(33) Φ1 =

X1 R 1
(34)
X1 R 1 + X 2 R 2

θ2 =

X 2Q 2
X1Q1 + X 2 Q 2 (37)

(36)

Φ 
 Φ   Z 
θ 
 θ 
 GE 


= X1ln 1  + X 2 ln 2  −   X1 Q1ln 1  − X 2 Q 2 ln 2 
 RT  CAL
 X1 
 X 2   2 
 Φ1 
 Φ 2 
− X1 Q1ln (θ1 + θ 2 τ 21 ) − X 2 Q 2 ln (θ 2 + θ1τ12 )
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Suggested modification in the Wilson equation to give weightage to
the molar volumes of the components are given below [19].

τ12 =

V2
 A 
EXP − 12  (39)
V1
 RT 
G 


 RT  CAL
E

τ 21 =

V1
 A 
EXP − 21 
V2
 RT 



  
  
 X 2 +  V1 X1 
 X1 +  V2 X 2 
V  


V1  


 2

+ X 2 ln
= X1ln


 X 2 + X1τ 21 
 X1 + X 2 τ12 









(40)

(41)

The following is the two forms to represent the VLE data of alcohol –
hydrocarbon mixtures obtained at 313.15 K [20 - 23]

 GE 
x 1x 2


=
 RT  CAL A12 + A 21 (2x1 − 1)

(42)

PREDICTIVE MODELS
Estimation of thermodynamic properties of liquid mixtures from group
contributions was first suggested [24] used group contributions to correlate
heats of mixing. (a) UNIFAC (UNIQUAC Functional group Activity
Coefficients) (b) Derr and Deal (1969) extended the Analytical Solution of
Groups (ASOG) method (c) Equations of state.
(i) Equation of State for Simple Molecules
The van der Waals equation of state was the first equation capable
of representing vapour-liquid coexistence [25, 26]

P=

RT
a
− 2
V−b V

(43)

The van der Waals equation can be regarded as a “hard-sphere (repulsive)
+ attractive” term equation of state composed from the contribution of repulsive
and attractive intermolecular interactions, respectively.
(ii) PARAMETER ESTIMATION
The estimation parameters in the GE models [27] and EOS methods
had received wide attention since the parameters in a given model contain
concisely the information on the composition dependent behavior [28] of the
solution. The following methods appear to be more popular. The popular
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optimization methods are Genetic Algorithm, Simulated Annealing Goldstein
and Price, Greenstadt and Goldfarb, Approximation of Hessian, Zoutendijk’s.
Hook and Jeeves, Neldermead Simplex Method
(iii) MODEL VALIDATION
Activity Coefficient Models [29, 30] Algorithm
Step 1. Read Pc, Vc, Tc, ω, R, Q (UNIQUAC) for components 1 and 2
Step 2. Read Antoine constants A, B, C for components 1 and 2. Read T, P,
x, y data and number of point’s ‘n’
Step 3. Calculate saturated molar volume V for components 1 and 2 using
Racket equation
Step 4. Calculate using Tsonpolous correlation for components 1 and 2 by
assuming vapor phase is ideal
Step 5. Minimize the objective function using optimization methods
Step 6. Calculate the absolute average deviation
EOS Models Algorithm for Peng Robinson and Margules mixing Rule
Step1. Read Tc, Pc, ω for components 1 and 2
Sgtep 2. Read T, P, x, y data. Find the values of the mixing rules using Margules
Equation
Step 3. The below function is minimized using Hooke & Jeeves optimization
method
Step 4. The optimum values of k1, k2 and k3 are found
Step 5. The predicted vapor composition can be evaluated using the following
correlation [31 - 34]

 c

 2 x ja ij
q vap  j=1
bi
bi 
V
(44)
lnφi =
Z vap − 1 − ln Z vap − β vap −
IV
−
b vap
b vap 
2 2  a vap





(

)

(

)

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The modeling and simulation of VLE models (Table 1, 2, 3, and 4) for
various chemical compounds are studied and are compared with the
experimental results. The results predict that error of convergence is less
than 0.5%. The phase diagrams [35] are drawn by plotting the data of
experimental and model predicted data, which are shown in the figure 1.
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Figure 1. P-X-Y plot for experimental and predicted given in Table 4
Table 1. Objective functions for activity coefficient models
and equation of state models
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Table 2. Component system 1: Hexafluorobenzene (1) Benzene (2) at 333.15 K
ycal
Ideal
vapor

Correlation

Prediction

PR-EOS

SRK-EOS

NELDMCLC

ZOUTNRTL

POLAUNQ1

SWTRPRSV-7

MARGHAKP-7

Pexp,
atm

x

0.52160

0.0000

0.0000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.52570

0.0941

0.0970

0.096541

0.095746

0.096470

0.097118

0.097109

0.52568

0.1849

0.1788

0.177904

0.177742

0.177621

0.178485

0.178546

0.52287

0.2741

0.2567

0.255947

0.256227

0.255765

0.256388

0.256417

0.51818

0.3648

0.3383

0.338211

0.338493

0.338251

0.338498

0.338394

0.50989

0.4538

0.4237

0.424064

0.423824

0.423828

0.424228

0.424015

0.50773

0.5266

0.4982

0.498493

0.498231

0.498175

0.498610

0.498415

0.50350

0.6013

0.5783

0.578339

0.577842

0.577462

0.578438

0.578412

0.49974

0.6894

0.6760

0.675496

0.674796

0.673922

0.675604

0.675888

0.49757

0.7852

0.7824

0.781704

0.780786

0.779786

0.781831

0.782265

0.49794

0.89600

0.8996

0.899691

0.898726

0.898377

0.899793

0.899623

0.50155

1.0000

1.0000

1.000000

1.000000

1.000000

1.000000

1.000000

0.000349

0.000624

0.000818

0.000265

0.000138

yexp

ΔY

Table 3. Component system 2–Butanol (1) Tetracholoroethene (2) at 101.08 kPa
ycal
Texp, K

x

yexp

Correlation

Prediction

PR-EOS

SRK-EOS

POWE-SCHA

PNO2-MALA

SWTR-BOUM-7

SWTR-PARE-9

394.25

0.0000

0.0000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

387.65

0.0380

0.2050

0.192768

0.193936

0.204900

0.204809

380.25

0.1170

0.4030

0.400829

0.401654

0.403970

0.404597

376.65

0.1820

0.4910

0.491572

0.491092

0.489515

0.489859

374.05

0.2630

0.5590

0.561726

0.560027

0.559623

0.558700

372.55

0.3480

0.6100

0.609357

0.607066

0.610110

0.608314

371.35

0.4720

0.6620

0.655817

0.653841

0.659451

0.658476

370.95

0.5200

0.6720

0.670137

0.668674

0.673110

0.673327

370.55

0.5680

0.6820

0.683975

0.682994

0.685076

0.686802

370.35

0.6120

0.6970

0.697293

0.696545

0.697287

0.699782

370.25

0.6620

0.7130

0.713689

0.713194

0.712832

0.715683

370.25

0.8240

0.7880

0.791115

0.790386

0.785333

0.787435

370.75

0.8850

0.8360

0.840070

0.838996

0.835602

0.835619

371.35

0.9330

0.8890

0.892802

0.891630

0.890318

0.888928

371.65

0.9700

0.9460

0.945899

0.945015

0.944175

0.942971

372.45

0.9920

0.9840

0.984445

0.984151

0.984374

0.983774

372.65

1.0000

1.0000

1.000000

1.000000

1.000000

1.000000

0.002459

0.002333

0.001004

0.001430

ΔY
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Table 4. Component system 3: Carbon dioxide (1) 3–Pentanol (2) at 313.2 K
ycal
Pexp, bar

xcal

yexp

PR-EOS

SRK-EOS

MARG-PRSV -4

MARG-THRO-5

10.0000

0.00000

0.0000

0.000000

0.000000

20.0000
40.0000
60.0000

0.09600
0.25100
0.45900

0.9960
0.9970
0.9960

0.996000
0.997000
0.996000

0.996000
0.997000
0.996000

80.0000

0.93300

0.9900

0.989999

0.989999

82.2000
85.0000

0.97400
1.00000

0.9740
1.0000

0.974000
1.000000

0.974000
1.000000

0.000000

0.000000

AAD in y

Table 5. Different component systems property model data

System Name

Methanol(1) Acetonitrile(2)
Methanol(1) 1,2–
Dichloroethane(2)
2–Methyl1propanol(1) 3–
Methylbutanol(2)
Propionicaldehyde(1)
Methanol(2)
Benzene(1) 1–Butanol(2)
Ethylacetate(1) 2–
Methoxyethanol(2)
Ethanol(1) Ethylbenzene(2)
Ethanol(1)
Tetrachloroethylene(2)

Δy

Temp/Pres

PR –
Mathias

PR–EOS

DECHEMA

303.15 K

0.005162

0.0043(Uniq)

0.005097

323.15 K

0.004235

0.0031(Marg)

0.000776

353.15 K

0.007487

0.0090(NRTL)

0.002130

318.15 K

0.005853

0.0058(Uniq)

0.003616

1.0132 bar

0.003308

0.0023(Vanl)

0.001972

1.0132 bar

0.004412

0.0043(Wils)

0.004190

1.0132 bar

0.011148

0.0026(NRTL)

0.000535

1.0132 bar

0.007672

0.0055(Uniq)

0.003978

NOMENCLATURE
GE – Gibbs free energy
A – Activity coefficients
T – Temperature oC
R – Gas constant
X – Vapor moles

γ- Phase coefficients
p – Pressure, kpa
B, C, k, ω, Ø – constants
Λ – Excess free energy mixing
V – Molar volume ratios
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CONCLUSIONS
In this study, model combing the method UNIFAC with various model
methods was applied for calculation of activity coefficients in an VLE model for
hexaflourobenzene(1) benzene(2) at 333.15K, butanol(1) tetrachloroethane
(2) at 101.08 kPa, carbon dioxide(1) 3-pentanol(2) at 313.2K and other system
compounds. The relative deviation between predicted and experimental values
is below 0.5% error, which shows the comparable to the results given in
paper with the literature available. The data and results obtained for the systems
are compared with the compositions predicted by the model and the sensitivity
of the model parameters towards the composition data was analyzed through
simulation techniques. The results predicted that overall error convergence
was found to be less than 0.5 % and commendable results obtained.
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DFT STUDY OF GEOMETRIC ISOMERIZATION AND KETO–
ENOL TAUTOMERIZATION OF DIHYDROXYFUMARIC ACID
NATALIA BOLOCANa,*, GHEORGHE DUCAb
ABSTRACT. A total of 45 isomers of dihydroxyfumaric acid (DHF), including
23 keto and 22 enediol forms, were identified and their geometrical
isomerization and tautomerization was studied at the B3LYP level of theory
using the 6–311++G(2df,2p) basis set in the gas phase and aqueous solution,
and three most stable enediol structures were identified. Interconversions
between the enediol forms and the keto forms proceed through two paths: (1)
proton transfer (𝐸 ≈ 135–160 kJ mol-1) and (2) internal rotation (𝐸 ≈ 0.15–
75 kJ mol-1). Keto–enol tautomeric reactions of dihydroxyfumaric acid were
investigated for the three most stable enediol structures. It was found that the
activation energy and the free activation energy is in the range of 230–310
kJ mol-1 for the gas phase and by 50-80 kJ mol-1 lower in water, and TSs
structures reveal that the carboxylic oxygen that forms the hydrogen bond in
the enediol structure is involved in the mechanism of proton transfer.
Furthermore, equilibrium constants have been calculated, along with the
forward and reverse reaction rates for the isomerization and tautomerization
reactions of the three most stable enediol structures, in gas and water.
Keywords: dihydroxifumaric acid, keto-enol tautomerism, dft study.

INTRODUCTION
Dihydroxyfumaric acid is the traditional name for (2E)–2,3–
dihydroxybut–2–enedioic acid, first obtained by Fenton in the 1890s [1]. It is
an organic acid formed from tartaric acid by dehydrogenation or slow
oxidation, a proven intermediate in the cycles of di– and tricarboxylic acids,
and the glyoxalic acid via the tartaric acid transformation cycle.
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An important intermediate in vegetal and living organisms, DHF
recently became a molecule of interest in the scientific world, mainly due to
Eschenmoser’s proposal [2] that glyoxylate and DHF (its dimer) could have
served as primary molecules in the synthesis of organic macromolecules in
the constraints of prebiotic chemistry. Furthermore, our previous investigations
showed that DHF and some of its salts and derivatives have wide practical
applications and may be successfully used for the enhancement and preservation
of wines [3,4], as inhibitors of nitrosoamines formation in vitro [5,6] and in
vivo [7,8], as well as efficient scavengers of DPPH and ABTS free–radicals [9].
In spite of the interest recently attracted by DHF and its potential
practical uses in various fields, to the best of our knowledge, to date there are
no published theoretical investigations of the DHF conformational isomerism.
Moreover, although there is evidence that keto–enol tautomerism is one of the
most commonly studied forms of prototropy [10], studies of the DHF molecule
are very sparse: keto–enol tautomerization of DHF acid was studied
experimentally by Fleury and Souchay [11] in the 1960’s, by Souza et al. in the
1980’s during their investigations of DHF decarboxilation [12], and by Travin
et al. in the 1980’s during a kinetic investigation of the uranyl ion-DHF complex
[13]. In this context, the present research was undertaken to provide valuable
data for further use in both theoretical and practical areas.
In the case of DHF, various conformations are possible for the two
tautomeric forms, due to the intramolecular rotations along the single C–C
bonds and due to the possible syn– and anti– periplanar orientation of the
hydroxyl hydrogen with respect to the keto oxygen.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Thermodinamically stable isomers
The calculated harmonic vibrational frequencies at the B3LYP/6–
311++G(2df,2p) level of theory revealed that there are 22 enediol and 23
keto optimized structures of DHF at stationary points in the gas phase. The
most stable enediol and keto structures are presented in Figure 1, and
cartesian coordinates of all 45 optimized structures, for the gas phase and
the aqueous medium, are available in Supplementary material. The isomers
are nominated and arranged from the most stable isomer to least stable one
(according to Gibbs free energy calculations). We nominate the enediol
isomers as E1–E22, and the keto forms as K1–K23.
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Figure 1. Optimized structures of the most stable enediol and keto isomers of
dihydroxyfumaric acid

The electronic energy (𝐸), enthalpy (𝐻) and Gibbs energy (𝐺) of each
conformer were calculated at 298.15 K. Using the energy of E1 as the
reference point for gas calculations, and the energy of E2 as the reference
point for calculations in the aqueous medium, all values obtained for ∆𝐸, ∆𝐻
and ∆𝐺 are listed together in Table 1 for comparison.
Table 1. Relative energies (kJ mol-1) with respect to the most stable enediol (E1),
of the enediol (E1–E22) and keto (K1–K23) isomers of dihydroxyfumaric acid,
at 298.15 K. In gas phase, the total energy values for E1 are as follows:
E =–606.1440772 a.u., H = –606.04156958 a.u., G = –606.08507874 a.u.
In water, the total energy values for E2 are as follows: E =–606.15927423 a.u.,
H = –-606.05902544 a.u., G = –606.10366354 a.u.
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Results show that the enediol forms of DHF are more stable than the
keto forms, both in gas phase and in water.
In the gas phase, the enediol structure E1 of DHF is the most stable
form and represents the global minimum in the potential energy curve of DHF
acid. It should be mentioned here that its Gibbs free energy is lower than that
of the most stable keto structure K1 by 46.7 kJ mol-1 at the DFT(B3LYP) level.
The stability of E1 may be attributed to the presence of the intramolecular
hydrogen bonding effect present in the E1 structure more than in others, and
to stabilizing orbital interactions due to the anti– periplanar orientation of the
hydroxyl hydrogen with respect to the keto oxygen.
In water, the most stable isomer is E2. It should be mentioned here
that its Gibbs free energy is lower than that of the most stable keto structure
K1 by 32.7 kJ mol-1 at the DFT(B3LYP) level.
The Boltzmann distribution according to Eq. 1. shows that in gas
phase, 99.78% of DHF are represented by only 3 enediol structures: the most
stable isomer E1 accounts for 87.4%, followed by isomer E2 with a relative
abundance of 10.98%, then isomer E3 - 1.4%. In aqueous solution, the three
most stable enediolic forms account for 97.3% of the acid, with the following
relative abundance indices: the most stable isomer E2 accounts for 38.4%,
followed by E1 - 31.8% and E3 - 27.1%.

Comparison of some geometrical parameters of enediol
and keto structures
The enediol structures of DHF are almost completely planar, except
for structures E20 and E22, which suffer from atom–atom repulsion. This
planarity of enediol structures is probably a consequence of intramolecular
interactions between the enolic –OH groups and the C=O or –OH of the
carboxylic groups which lead to electron delocalization in the molecule.
Selected geometrical parameters for the four most stable enediol and keto
structures are available in Supporting information.
The three most stable enediol structures of DHF are characterized by
dihedral angles deviations of no more than 0.1°, while in all other enediol
isomers structures (except for E20 and E22) the discussed dihedral angles
deviations are a bit larger, but do not exceed 1° from planarity. The most
significant deviations are present in structures E20 and E22: up to -3.8° and
-2.4° for the (O8C3C2C1) angle, -16.1° and -3.8° for the (O8C3C4O5) angle,
-17.3° and -3.2° for the (O6C4C3C2) angle and -179.1° and -166.8° for the
(O10C2C1O13) angle. E20 and E22 are the only enediol structures which
deviate significantly from planarity because the anti– periplanar oriented
hydroxyl hydrogens (with respect to the keto oxygen) of the two carboxylic
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groups on both ends of the molecule force the enolic hydrogen atom out of
the plane almost perpendicularly, with the (C1C2O10H11) dihedral angle
being 94.1° and 72.9° for the E20 and E22, respectively.
TABLE 2. Select dihedral angles (in °) and dipole moments (in Debye) of the four
most stable enediol and four most stable keto isomers of DHF, in gas
Isomer

dihedral
(O10C3C2O8)
angle

dihedral
(O10C2C1O12)
angle

dihedral
(O10C3C2C1)
angle

dihedral
(O5C4C3O8)
angle

Dipole
moment

E1
E2
E3
E4
K1
K2
K3
K4

180.0
180.0
180.0
179.9
93.6
116.1
171.8
130.6

– 0.1
– 0.0
– 0.0
– 180.0
– 6.2
– 35.8
– 82.8
133.8

– 0.0
– 0.1
– 0.0
– 0.1
– 26.8
– 4.5
47.0
9.0

180.0
– 180.0
180.0
0.1
– 8.9
– 13.6
11.6
– 18.3

0.00132
3.10558
0.00107
0.00262
3.17906
0.81446
1.66599
3.19301

The keto structures are twisted with the dihedral (O10C2C3O8) angle
ranging between 88.8° to 175.6°. The other dihedral angles deviate from
planarity by up to 85.7° in some keto structures. This variation of the dihedral
angles, however, only slightly influences other bond lengths and angles.

Barriers of Rotation and Tautomerization
Transition states of interconversions between the enediol and
the keto isomers
All TS structures related to the interconversion of the enediol forms
and the keto forms of DHF acid were identified, and select TSs are presented
in Figure 2. Table 3 presents the activation energy (𝐸 ), imaginary frequency
(ν), and Gibbs free activation energy (∆𝐺 # ) for interconversions of select
enediol and keto forms. The enthalpy activation energy (∆𝐻# ) has been
calculated as well, and its values were almost equal to ∆𝐺 # .
Interconversions between the enediol forms and between the keto
forms take place through both proton transfer and internal rotation (C–C and
O–H rotation) pathways. In enediol-enediol transformations, the activation
energies of proton transfer are in the range of 135–160 kJ mol-1 and for the
rotational path are in the range 5–75 kJ mol-1. For interconversions between
the keto forms, activation energies are in the range of 139–153 kJ mol-1 for
the proton transfer path and of 0.15–52 kJ mol-1 for the rotational path.
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Figure 2. Optimized geometries of selected TSs of enediol–enediol
and keto-keto interconversions

In the case of enediol and keto isomers bearing at least one carboxylic
group with a syn- periplanar oriented hydrogen, there are a number of
transformations that take place through both pathways, proton transfer and C–C
rotation, and these interconversions may be regarded as competitive reactions.
These are: E2 ↔ E6, E3 ↔ E7, E5 ↔ E10, E7 ↔ E18, E8 ↔ E13, E9
↔ E19, E11 ↔ E17, E12 ↔ E14, E12 ↔ E15, E14 ↔ E16, E15 ↔ E16, E19
↔ E21 and K1 ↔ K6, K2 ↔ K4, K2 ↔ K9, K4 ↔ K11, K7 ↔ K8, K9 ↔ K11,
K12 ↔ K22, K13 ↔ K15, K13 ↔ K17, K14 ↔ K21, K15 ↔ K19, K17 ↔ K19.
However, the activation energies for H–transfer processes are
significantly higher than for the C–C rotational path, and the ratios of kp/kr (kp
and kr are the rate constants of the proton transfer and the rotational paths,
respectively) are obtained zero at 298.15K in the gas phase, based on the
Arrhenius rate constant equation, if the same value of A is considered for
both paths.
Therefore, we may conclude that the above-mentioned interconversions
take place in gas phase through the C–C rotational paths, and proton transfer
processes can not occur simultaneously.
Imaginary frequencies (ν, in cm–1) of select TS structures for enediol–
enediol and keto–keto interconversions are tabulated in Table 3. As expected,
the C–C internal rotation has the minimum frequency (around – 40 cm–1 –
100 cm–1), being almost a pure rotational vibration. Also, the imaginary frequency
of the proton transfer reaction is around –1900 cm–1, a stretching vibration
frequency. In the case of O–H rotation, the imaginary frequency values are
between pure rotation and pure stretching vibrations, usually in the range of
–200 cm–1 …–600 cm–1, slightly higher in the case of carboxylic O–H rotations.
This is probably due to the fact that there are a lot of hydrogen bonds/interactions
and electron delocalization sites in DFH isomers, and the rotation of a hydrogen
atom may break a hydrogen bond and start the formation of another hydrogen
bond, therefore, the O–H rotation is mixed with a stretching vibration and its
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Table 3. Activation energy, 𝐸 , Gibbs free activation energy, ∆𝐺 # (KJ mol-1), and
imaginary frequency, ν (scaled by 0.96716) (cm–1), for select interconversions
between enediol isomers and between the keto forms.
TS
E1 → E2
E2 → E1
E2 → E3
E3 → E2
E6 → E17
E17 → E6
E9 → E19
E19 → E9
E2 → E6
E6 → E2
E2 → E6
E6 → E2
E3 → E7
E7 → E3

Enediol–enediol interconversions
ν
𝐸
Gas
Water
Gas
Water
O–H rotation
52.19
41.42
–607.01
-426.97
47.01
42.01
51.71
41.52
–601.56
-575.23
46.47
41.53
45.17
30.02
–374.78
-324.1
20.76
18.13
C–C rotation
48.11
34.25
-46.23
-62.20
37.24
26.47
52.64
33.45
–52.04
-72.12
31.15
24.21
H–transfer
158.92
164.36
–1,875.32 -1997.15
137.43
155.12
156.93
163.68
–1,873.71 -1995.14
136.76
153.81

∆𝐺 #
Gas

Water

47.50
42.43
47.01
42.03
40.43
17.87

39.90
40.38
40.19
38.96
29.94
15.66

65.83
7.46
49.31
29.34

33.71
25.32
35.09
26.36

145.82
125.85
143.84
125.23

154.28
145.54
152.10
143.56

Keto–keto interconversions
TS
Gas
K1 → K2
K2 → K1
K1 → K16
K16 → K1
K11 → K22
K22 → K11
K1 → K6
K6 → K1
K1 → K12
K12 → K1
K1 → K6
K6 → K1
K2 → K4
K4 → K2

–487.93
–492.33
–481.19

–73.29
–69.77

–1,887.85
–1,887.49

∆𝐺 #

𝐸

ν
Water

Gas

O–H rotation
48.76
-520.06
44.46
44.33
-507.37
28.18
41.57
-536.29
31.94
C–C rotation
22.84
-56.36
12.72
23.62
-215.90
9.15
H–transfer
162.29
-1936.46
152.17
167.09
-1938.56
162.36

Water

Gas

Water

44.06
43.11
43.50
31.86
41.00
38.83

43.87
41.04
40.64
25.91
37.88
24.94

39.81
38.41
37.71
19.91
36.35
31.00

14.15
9.32
17.50
15.59

23.87
14.19
23.73
7.70

15.10
7.71
18.20
13.13

167.03
162.20
168.40
166.65

148.58
138.90
153.19
149.43

156.83
149.44
155.58
154.22
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frequency is higher than that for C–C rotational vibration. Calculation results
for the aqueous medium show that imaginary frequencies for O-H and C-C
rotations are lower in water than in gas, while for H-transfer reactions,
imaginary frequencies are higher in water than in gas, both for enediolenediol and keto-keto interconversions. Also, the activation energies of Htransfer reactions are higher for water, than for gas, probably due to the
stabilization of the structures by additional hydrogen bonds with water
molecules from the implicit solvent medium.

Keto–enol tautomerism of DHF acid
Keto–enol tautomerization was investigated for the three most stable
enediol structures that account for 99.76% of DHF in the gas phase, and 97.3%
in aqueous medium. Optimized TS structures in gas phase are shown in Fig. 3,
and all cartesian coordinates are presented in supplementary material.

Figure 3. Optimized TS structures of TSs in the keto–enol tautomerism of the three
most stable enediol isomers of DHF, in the gas phase

Energy barriers of the keto–enol tautomerization process were
computed using the energy differences between local minimum structures
(Table 1) and transition states. The only route for the keto–enol tautomerism is
through proton transfer. Table 4 presents the activation energy, 𝐸 , imaginary
frequency, ν, and Gibbs free activation energy, ∆𝐺 # of the keto–enol
interconversions calculated at the B3LYP level of theory at 298.15 K. As
expected, the barriers for enediol → keto conversions exceed those for the
reverse keto → enediol transitions, in gas and in water, by around 50 kJ mol-1.
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Table 4. Activation energy, 𝐸 , imaginary frequency, ν (scaled by 0.96716) (cm–1),
and Gibbs free activation energy, ∆𝐺 # , for the keto–enol tautomerism of the
three most stable enediol forms, in gas and solvent (water).
Reaction
E1 → K5
K5 → E1
E2 → K7
K7 → E2
E2 → K14
K14 → E2
E3 → K13
K13 → E3

ν (cm–1)
Gas

Water

–1813.03

–1881.78

–1791.89

–1885.58

–1819.46

–1899.57

–1805.39

–1895.83

Ea (kJ mol–1)

∆𝐺 # (kJ mol–1)

Gas

Water

Gas

Water

293.46

236.07

275.13

212.88

232.79

175.41

220.29

158.05

291.07

228.97

272.36

206.85

233.42

171.31

220.99

155.48

309.94

239.55

289.43

216.36

244.66

174.27

231.14

158.07

308.11

232.14

287.50

209.61

246.58

170.60

234.51

156.63

The activation energies for the keto–enol tautomerism are up to 20–
fold greater than those for the interconversions of the enediol–enediol or
keto–keto forms, which may be explained by the fact that the mechanism of
the keto–enol tautomerism is more complex and involves more atoms, as
well as a geometrical rearrangement of the molecule. It should be mentioned
here that 𝐸 and ∆𝐺 # are lower by 50-80 kJ mol-1 in water, than in gas, indicating
that water influences the H-transfer process, making it easier. The TSs structures
reveal that the carboxylic oxygen that forms the hydrogen bond in the enediol
structure is involved in the mechanism of proton transfer.
Table 5 summarizes kinetic and thermodynamic data for the transition
states of isomerization and tautomerization reactions of the three most stable
enediol forms, in the gas phase and in water. In the gas phase, E1 is the most
stable species and isomerization reactions E1 ↔ E2 and E2 ↔ E3 are
characterized by equilibrium constants of 0.13. In water, the most stable
isomer is E2, and isomerization reactions E1 ↔ E2 and E2 ↔ E3 are
characterized by equilibrium constants of 1.21 and 0.61, respectively. Results
show that the presence of solvent (water) influences both, thermodinamic and
kinetic parameters. In aqueous solution, the ∆𝐸, ∆H, ∆G, ∆𝐺 # and ∆𝐺 #
decrease by around 2-7 kJ mol-1 in isomerization reactions and by around 1030 kJ mol-1 in tautomerism reactions. In the gas phase, equilibrium constants
of keto-enol transformations E1 ↔ K5, E2 ↔ K7, E2 ↔ K14 and E3 ↔ K13
equal to 2.46 x 10-10, 10.29 x 10-10, 0.61 x 10-10 and 5.21 x 10-10, respectively.
In water, these values are of 1.41 x 10-7, 2.73 x 10-7, 5.61 x 10-7, 3.93 x 10-7,
respectively, showing a significant increase in the values of direct reactions.
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Table 5. Kinetic and thermodynamic data for the transition states of isomerization
and tautomerization of the three most stable enediol forms, in the gas phase and in
water. All energetic data have been reported in kJ mol-1 and the rate constants in s-1. a

a

ΔG#1 = GTS - Greactant, ΔG#2 = GTS - Gproduct, k1 - rate of forward reaction, k2 - rate of reverse
reaction.

CONCLUSIONS
In the course of this research, 45 isomers of dihydroxyfumaric acid
have been identified, including 23 keto and 22 enediol forms, and their
geometrical isomerization and tautomerization was studied at the B3LYP
level of theory using the 6–311++G(2df,2p) basis set in the gas phase.
It was found that three enediol structures account for 99.96% of the
dihydroxyfumaric acid in the gas phase, according to the following
distribution: E1 – 87.4%, E2 – 10.98%, E3 – 1.4%. In aqueous medium,
these structures account for 97.3% of the acid, with the following relative
abundance indices: E1 – 31.8%, E2 – 38.4%, E3 – 27.1%.
The activation energy (𝐸 ), imaginary frequency (ν), and Gibbs free
activation energy (∆𝐺 # ) were calculated for enediol–enediol and keto–keto
interconversions. These interconversions proceed through internal rotation
(𝐸 ≈ 0.15–75 kJ mol-1), because proton transfer requires a significantly
higher activation energy (𝐸 ≈ 135–160 kJ mol-1), in the gas phase and
aqueous solution.
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Keto–enol tautomeric reactions of dihydroxyfumaric acid were
investigated for the three most stable enediol structures. The activation
energies of the keto–enol interconversions are in the range of 230–310 kJ
mol-1 in the gas phase, which is on average, up to 20–folds greater than the
activation energies of the enediol or keto interconversions between themselves.
In water, this process unfolds easier, and 𝐸 and ∆𝐺 # are lower by 50-80 kJ
mol-1. Kinetic and thermodynamic calculations were performed for the transition
states of isomerization and tautomerization reactions of the three most stable
enediol forms, in the gas phase and in water, equilibrium constants have
been identified, along with the forward and reverse reaction rates.
In conclusion, this research presents important information regarding
the isomerization and tautomeriztion reactions of difydroxyfumaric acid,
which broaden the understanding of these processes in gas and water.
THEORETICAL APPROACH AND METHODS
All geometry optimizations were done by density functional theory
(DFT), which give reliable thermodynamic data for molecules and systems
with hydrogen bonding, when employed with a large and reasonable basis
set [14]. Therefore, the geometries of all possible tautomers–rotamers of
DHF and the relevant transition states (TSs) were optimized at the B3LYP/6–
311++G(2df,2p) level. All calculations were carried out using the ORCA
quantum chemistry package [15], without any symmetry constraints. The
absence of imaginary frequencies in the vibrational spectra confirmed that
calculated isomer structures were energy minimums.
The Nudged Elastic Band method (as implemented in the ORCA
software [15]) was used as a first step to find TSs, which were further
optimized and studied at the B3LYP/6–311++G(2df,2p) level, as mentioned
above. Transition states were verified with frequency calculations, and were
characterized by the existence of only one imaginary frequency for motion
along the reaction coordinate.
The effect of water, as the solvent, on the isomerism and tautomerism
reactions was calculated using the SMD model, as implemented in ORCA
[15].
The Boltzmann equation (Eq.1) was used to calculate the relative
abundances (RA) of the enediol and keto isomers, using the internal energy
corrected for the zeropoint energy (ZPE).
𝑅𝐴 = 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−∆𝐸/𝑅𝑇)

(Eq. 1),

where ∆𝐸 = ∆𝐸 + ∆𝑍𝑃𝐸 .
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Rate constants were calculated by canonical TS theory using Eyring
equation
#
𝑘=
𝑒 ∆ /
(Eq.2),
where ∆𝐺 # is the Gibbs energy of activation, 𝑘 is Boltzmann’s constant, and
ℎ is Planck’s constant.
The equilibrium constant 𝐾 is given by the following equation:
𝐾
where ∆𝐺 = 𝐺
are 𝐺
=𝐻
=𝑆 +𝑆
𝑆
and 1.0 atm.

−𝐺
− 𝑇𝑆 , 𝐻
+𝑆 +𝑆

= 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−∆𝐺/𝑅𝑇)

(Eq.3),

and individual thermodynamic parameters
=𝐸 +𝐸 +𝐸 +𝐸
+ 𝑍𝑃𝐸 + 𝑘 𝑇 and
. All calculations were carried out at 298.15K
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DETERGENT AIDED REFOLDING AND PURIFICATION OF
RECOMBINANT XIAP FROM INCLUSION BODIES
KATALIN NAGYa, ZITA KOVÁCSb, ILDIKÓ MIKLÓSSYc*,
PÁL SALAMONb, CSONGOR-KÁLMÁN ORBÁNc,
BEÁTA ALBERTb,c, SZABOLCS LÁNYIa,c
ABSTRACT. Human proteins expressed in prokaryotic systems tend to form
inclusion bodies. Proteins in inclusion bodies are inactive and the refolding
of these densely packed protein molecules is affected by several factors
depending on the applied refolding technique. To obtain the active form of
protein the most common technique is denaturation of the protein aggregates
followed by refolding of inclusion proteins. Conventional denaturants for
solubilization are urea, guanidine hydrochloride and sodium dodecyl sulphate
(SDS), while refolding can be achieved by several techniques found in the
literature. In our study, the recombinant GST-tagged XIAP (X-linked Inhibitor
of Apoptosis protein) construct was expressed as inclusion bodies. The protein
was solubilized with high efficiency using N-Lauroylsarcosine (ionic detergent).
A chromatography-based method using different ratios of detergents was
investigated for the refolding process. Batch mode affinity purification was
successfully executed using Glutathione Sepharose 4B resin and TritonX100, n-octyl β-D-thio-glucopyranoside (OTG) and 3-[(3-cholamidopropyl)
dimethylammonio]-1-propanesulfonate hydrate (CHAPS) detergents in the
appropriate ratio. Finally, the refolded protein was purified by size-exclusion
chromatography and investigated by western blot analysis.
Keywords: XIAP, inclusion body, solubilization, refolding, detergents, affinity
chromatography
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INTRODUCTION
In multicellular organisms, apoptosis represents genetically programmed
cell death. Apoptotic regulation has been involved in many human diseases,
including cancer, autoimmune disease, inflammation and neurodegradation
[1–3]. Discovering critical apoptosis regulators could be an efficient strategy
for the development of new therapies. Two main apoptotic pathways are
known: the intrinsic (mitochondrial) and the extrinsic pathways [4,5]. The two
pathways are linked and the molecules in one pathway can influence the
other pathway, while both proceed via activating caspases [6]. The most
potent caspase inhibitor in the IAP family is human X-linked inhibitor of
apoptosis protein (XIAP), contains 3 BIR domains (Baculovirus IAP Repeat) in
the N-terminal region and a RING do-main endowed with E3 ubiquitin ligase
activity, in the C-terminal region. The functional features of these structural
domains have been studied in detail: BIR2 domain inhibits caspase-3 and
caspase-7, whereas BIR3 domain inhibits caspase-9. According to the
literature high levels of e have been found in several cancer cell lines [7], while
gene expression analysis of XIAP didn’t show high level of mRNA [8]. This
indicates that XIAP is probably regulated by post translational mechanisms.
In this case, the physiological amount of Smac-DIABLO released from the
mitochondria may not be sufficient to overcome the inhibitory effect of XIAP on
the caspases, thus preventing apoptosis. Inactivation of overexpressed XIAP
by Smac mimetic molecules may relieve caspase binding, thereby promoting
apoptosis in malignant cells [9–17].
For over two decades, bacterial expression systems are useful in
biotechnologies for investigation of biologically active human proteins, for
development of therapeutic drugs and biomaterials [18]. The gram negative
bacterium Escherichia coli (E.coli) is widely used for recombinant protein
production. E. coli expression system remains the preferred host of choice
being a well-established host with short culture time, cultivable on low cost
media and characterized by easy genetic manipulation. The number of
frequently used expression plasmid copies within the cell can range from one
to several hundreds. Several studies have shown high expression levels of
proteins using isopropyl b-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG) inducible systems.
The production process requires the accomplishment of three steps: expression,
solubilization and purification [19]. However, when eukaryotic proteins are
overexpressed in E. coli hosts, they often form inclusion bodies. XIAP is a
cysteine rich protein (20 cysteines), moreover, containing a RING domain and
increases its tendency to aggregation when overexpressed.
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Proteins in inclusion bodies are inactive and the refolding of these
densely packed protein molecules is affected by several factors depending
on the applied refolding technique. To obtain the active form of the target
protein the most common technique is denaturing, then refolding of inclusion
proteins. On one hand, conventional solubilizing denaturants are urea,
guanidine hydrochloride and sodium dodecyl sulphate (SDS), and refolding
of solubilized proteins several methods found in literature are used [18,20–25].
On the other hand, natively folded proteins can be extracted from inclusion
bodies using mild detergents, such as N-Lauroylsarcosine, known also as
sarkosyl L [26–29].This detergent has many desirable properties: it is nondenaturing, it forms micelles that are small in size, it does not interfere with
spectroscopic concentration measurements, and it is of low cost. The
refolding protocol developed by Massiah et al. is a rapid, simple, and efficient
method for recovering glutathione S-transferase (GST) and Hisx6-tagged
maltose binding protein (MBP) fusion proteins from inclusion bodies [30]. NLauroylsarcosine has a negatively charged carboxylate group similar to SDS,
while it does not have a similar denaturing effect and it is used in many
studies to solubilize proteins from inclusion bodies. Lysis buffers usually
contain low percentages, 0.1% to 2%, of N-Lauroylsarcosine [31]. Mixed
micelle systems are successfully used in detergent and mi-celle-assisted
protein refolding procedures, the proposed mechanism of action being the
simultaneous availability of transient polar and non-polar interaction sites
which reduce hydrophobic interactions between folding intermediates [32].
Triton X-100 (4-(1,1,3,3-Tetramethylbutyl)phenyl-polyethylene glycol) is a
non-ionic mild detergent used for cell lysis, cell membrane disruption and
enhancing protein solubility [33]. CHAPS, namely 3-[(3-cholamidopropyl)
dimethylammonio]-1-propanesulfonate is a zwitterionic detergent with nondenaturing properties used also for enhancing protein solubility. The above
mentioned research group have observed that using both Triton X-100 and
CHAPS in a specific ratio can enhance purification yield of sarcosyl solubilized
proteins [29]. The exact mechanism of action of N-Lauroylsarcosine, Triton
X-100 and CHAPS is not known, while on the basis of literature sources, it
can be presumed that N-Lauroylsarcosine molecules disrupt aggregation
and encapsulate proteins, while Triton X-100 and CHAPS with low critical
micelle concentrations (CMC, 0.25 mM and 6–10 mM) form large mixed
micelles or bicelles that incorporate N-Lauroylsarcosine molecules from the
solution facilitating proper protein refolding [29].
The aim of our study was to develop a detergent and micelle-assisted,
chromatography-based modified procedure for XIAP, and to investigate the
effect of n-Octyl β-D-thioglucopyranoside (OTG) on protein refolding.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In our work, we present a straightforward solubilization and detergent
assisted refolding procedure for the recovery of native recombinant GST
tagged XIAP protein. XIAP contains a RING domain and 20 cysteine residues,
and its GST-fusion construct is expressed in E. coli as inclusion bodies by
standard expression protocols, which can be effectively solubilized by NLauroylsarcosine according to our results. For the refolding of the protein, we
used a detergent and micelle-assisted, chromatography-based modified
procedure, which was optimized for XIAP and possibly, other RING domain
containing proteins.
Expression of GST-XIAP and solubilization with
N-Lauroylsarcosine
For expression of the target GST-tagged XIAP recombinant protein, the
E. coli BL21(DE3)Rosetta plysS strain was successfully used, the highest
protein quantity being achieved at 18 °C in a 8 hours period, using 0.2 mM
inducer concentration [34]. The apparent molecular weight of the overexpressed
protein was 80 kDa based on SDS-PAGE analysis, consistent with the
calculated molecular mass of the XIAP-GST construct (78 kDa). Electrophoretic
bands present in samples taken after (Figure 1. lane 2.) in comparison, to
samples taken before (Figure 1. lane 1.) the induction of expression, analyzed
by SDS-PAGE, provide confirmation of target protein expression. After cell lysis,
the analyzed bacterial supernatant (Fig. 1, lane 3) and pelleted fraction (Fig. 1,
lane 4), show the target protein aggregated in inclusion bodies. Natively folded
proteins can be extracted from inclusion bodies using mild detergents such as
N-Lauroylsarcosine, in our case, in a first experiment, the solubilization step was
carried out according to the protocol developed by Massiah’s group [31]. The
results suggest that virtually the total amount of the insoluble XIAP-GST was
solubilized successfully at 10% N-Lauroylsarcosine added to the lysis buffer.
Figure 1. lane 6. shows inclusion body supernatant after solubilization, while
lane 7. shows the pellet after solubilization.
Knowing that mild solubilization of inclusion body aggregates is the key
for improving recovery of bioactive proteins, we continued our work with
assessment of N-Lauroylsarcosine concentration effect on solubilization yield
of our target protein. The refolding protocol, based on the solubilization of
proteins without chaotropic agents was optimized and used for the XIAP-GST
construct. According to literature low concentrations of N-Lauroylsarcosine
have been used to solubilize proteins expressed in bacteria grown in LB media
[35,36]. In addition, Massia’s grup concluded that GST tagged proteins
expressed in bacteria grown in the M9 minimal medium, low concentrations
(0.3-2%) of N-Lauroylsarcosine are less effective [31]. We hypothesized that,
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less than 10% of N-Lauroylsarcosine will already be appropriate for solubilisation
of inclusion bodies. Our results demonstrated that, decresing concentrations
of N-Lauroylsarcosine from 2% to 4%, as Figure 2. shows, we did not observe
significant differences in total solubilized protein quantities. Based on our
results, we can declare that solubilization with 2% N-Lauroylsarcosine already
was appropriate.

Figure 1. 10 % SDS-PAGE analysis of XIAP-GST expressed in E. coli at 18 °C
(Lane 1: uninduced total cell lysate; lane 2: total cell lysate afterinduction with
0.2 mM IPTG after 8 hours of culture; lane M: Protein molecular weight marker
(Novagen, Sigma Aldrich); lane 3: cell lysate after homogenization; lane 4:
supernatant after centrifugation; lane 5: pellet after centrifugation; lane 6:
supernatant after solubilization with 10% N-Lauroylsarcosine; lane 7: pellet after
solubilization. Proteins stained with Coomassie Brilliant Blue R250).

Figure 2. 10 % SDS-PAGE analysis of solubilized XIAP-GST inclusion bodies
with different concentration of N-Lauroylsarcosine (Lane M: Protein molecular
weight marker (Thermo Scientific); lane 1: 3% N-Lauroylsarcosine supernatant;
lane 2: 3% N-Lauroylsarcosine pellet; lane 3: 4% N-Lauroylsarcosine supernatant;
lane 4: 4% N-Lauroylsarcosine pellet; lane 5: 2% N-Lauroylsarcosine supernatant;
lane 6: 2% N-Lauroylsarcosine pellet).
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Solubilized protein fractions were further analyzed by electrophoretic
microchip using a 2100 Bioanalyzer and the Protein 230 kit for molecular
weight determination and protein quantitation. As Fig. 3 shows, the apparent
molecular weight of the target protein was about 80.4 kDa based on the
electrophoregram, consistent with the calculated molecular mass of the
XIAP-GST construct (78 kDa), while the solubilized XIAP-GST concentration
is 1.025 μg/µl. In total, we obtained 19.62 mg (98.1%) solubilized XIAP-GST.

Figure 3. Protein electrophoretic microchip analysis of supernatant after
solubilization with N-Lauroylsarcosine.

Refolding the XIAP-GST protein by detergent-aided affinity
chromatography and gel-filtration
Removal of N-Lauroylsarcosine is necessary for efficient affinity
purification and refolding of the target protein [37]. There are several studies in
the literature for removal of N-Lauroylsarcosine by dilution and dialysis [19,38].
The CMC of N-Lauroylsarcosine is >0.5% (14 mM) and at lower concentrations
(0.1-1%) it is removable by dialysis [33]. A low CMC indicates that the equilibrium
between detergent monomers and detergent micelles is almost completely on
the micelle side, and that the micelles are of large size, while only detergent
monomers can diffuse easily into the surrounding buffer. Removal of detergents
with CMC >5 mM is not possible by dialysis. In addition, N-Lauroylsarcosine
may be sequestered by adding a nonionic detergent, for example OTG, in at
least a 5-fold weight excess over the N-Lauroylsarcosine [37].
Optimizing refolding conditions for the recombinant XIAP-GST was
carried out by adding TritonX-100, CHAPS and OTG in the appropriate ratios,
testing 6 different refolding conditions, as stated in the Materials and methods
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section (pairwise use of Triton X-100, CHAPS or OTG), prior to affinity purification
performed in batch mode. All three detergents (TritonX-100, CHAPS and
OTG) facilitated binding of the XIAP-fused GST to the GSH Sepharose
matrix. No protein precipitation was observed in case of conditions 1, 2, 4, 5,
6, while in case of condition 3 (Figure 3. lane 3), using the highest
concentrations of TritonX-100 and 30 mM CHAPS, almost the total amount
of the target protein precipitated. Purification of the refolded protein was
followed by SDS-PAGE as presented in Figure 4. Based on band widths of
the purified fractions separated on SDS-PAGE gel, refolding aided by 2%
Triton X-100 and 20% CHAPS (Figure 4. lane 2) can be considered to be
most adequate for XIAP-GST in our experimental setting. Except for refolding
condition 3, with 3% TritonX-100 and 30% CHAPS, in all other cases virtually
all proteins were purified by affinity chromatography.
In summary, detergent aided refolding and purification experiments
can be considered successful. The highest efficiency, i.e. 92.34% (3.02 mg)
of refolded protein, was achieved using 2% TritonX-100 and 20 mM CHAPS.
In terms of efficiency, refolding and purification performed with 1% Triton X100 resulted in the next highest yield – 82.15% protein (2.68 mg) with the
addition of 10 mM CHAPS, and 79.86% with 1.5% OTG (2.61 mg). We
recorded a slightly reduced efficiency, 73.03% refolded protein (2.39 mg), in
case of 1% TritonX-100 and 1% OTG, and 72.12% refolded protein (2.36
mg) using 10 mM CHAPS and 1% OTG. Further purification protocol was
performed using 2% TritonX-100 and 10 mM CHAPS in order to obtain a high
purity protein solution.

Figure 4. Batch purification of XIAP-GST protein refolded under different
detergent-aided conditions (Lane M: Protein molecular weight marker (Thermo
Scientific); lane 1: 1% TritonX-100 and 10 mM CHAPS; lane 2: 2% TritonX-100
and 20mM CHAPS; lane 3: 3% TritonX-100 and 30mM CHAPS; lane 4: 1%
TritonX-100 and 1% OTG; lane 5: 1% TritonX-100 and 1.5 % OTG; lane 6: 10
mM CHAPS and 1% OTG).
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However, based on our findings, several other tested conditions yielded
similar refolding efficiencies, in a range of 92.34%-72.12% refolded XIAP-GST.
Refolding conditions were tested in triplicates. Thus, for refolding of the protein,
a detergent and micelle-assisted, chromatography-based procedure was
established. The refolding procedure was carried out using different ratios of
detergents, with affinity purification successfully executed using Glutathione
Sepharose 4B resin and detergents in the appropriate ratios. These detergent
mixtures (presented in Materials and Methods section) were set up as follows:
from first to third mixture effectiveness of Triton-X and CHAPS was investigated,
then another non-ionic detergent (OTG) effect to protein refolding was tested
by mixtures fourth and fifth. Based on our results in case of two non-ionic
detergents we recorded a slightly reduced efficiency. Finally, we investigated
CHAPS and OTG detergent mixtures as new potential refolding process.

Figure 5. Elution profile of refolded XIAP-GST after separation on a HiLoad 16/600
Superdex 75 pg column. Detection was performed at 280 nm.

For further purification of the target protein we performed size-exclusion
chromatography, using HiLoad 16/600 Superdex 75 pg column. The column
was first loaded with Tris-HCl buffer, followed by sample injection to column.
Figure 5. shows the elution profile of XIAP-GST, according to which, this
purification step was very efficient, and resulted in a 97% efficiency purification
of refolded protein. The overall yield of refolded protein was 17.57 mg/200 ml
E. coli culture.
Identification of the refolded protein
A WB analysis was performed to confirm the refolding of recombinant
XIAP-GST. Western blot analysis indicated the authenticity of refolded and
purified protein [39–41]. Proteins were immunodetected using an anti-XIAP
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antibody, which reacts with an epitope located in the C-terminal region encoded
by amino acids 352-449 of XIAP. The UBA region of the protein is responsible
for interactions with e.g NFκB and other mono-or diubiquitiladed proteins [42].

Figure 6. WB analysis of XIAP-GST protein. Lane 1: Refolded and purified
XIAP-GST from experiment 2 (lane 2: unfolded GST-XIAP; lane 3: XIAPGST after size exclusion chromatography; lane 4: Recombinant XIAP-GST
from commercial source).

Based on the above, we used western blotting to characterize structural
epitopes of metastable folding intermediates, while the specificity of antibodies
to folding intermediates allows to identify protein folding. As a control sample,
recombinant XIAP-GST (84 kDa) obtained from commercial sources was
used to identify our refolded protein. In addition, our blotting experiment was
designed by using non-denaturing conditions. Fig.6 shows the WB analysis of
refolded XIAP-GST. As these results show, we can declare that solubilization
and refolding of XIAP-GST was successful, as both the refolded protein and the
commercial protein show similar profiles after separation and identification by
the specific antibodies. In addition, in case of unfolded protein (Fig.6, lane 2.)
there is no visible protein after western blotting, while this can also be
considered as a proof that only refolded proteins were immunodetected.
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CONCLUSIONS
In vitro refolding of inactive protein aggregates is affected by several
factors, depending on the applied refolding technique and in most cases, has
to be customized for the specific protein. In our study, we present a quick and
straightforward solubilization and detergent assisted refolding procedure using
detergents for the recovery of native recombinant GST tagged XIAP protein.
According to the data presented above, XIAP-GST can be effectively
solubilized by 2% N-Lauroylsarcosine, while 92.34% of the protein can be
refolded using 2% TritonX-100 and 20 mM CHAPS during affinity purification.
However, Size-exclusion chromatography assured a purification of 97% of
the refolded protein solution, thus obtaining an overall yield of 17.57 mg
refolded, purified XIAP-GST starting from 200 ml bacterial culture.
EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Materials and instruments
All molecular reagents and chemicals, unless stated otherwise, were
purchased from commercial sources (Sigma Aldrich, Merck, BioLabs and
Thermo Scientific™). E. coli BL21 (DE3) Rosetta plysS was obtained from
Thermo Scientific. The pGEX6p1-GST-XIAP recombinant plasmid was a kind
gift from Attila Reményi (Eötvös Loránd University, Budapest, Hungary) [43].
The recombinant GST-XIAP used as control for western blot analysis was
obtained from commercial sources (Merck). The electrophoresis apparatus
was from Bio-Rad (Bio-Rad Mini ProteanTetraCell). Sorvall LYNX 6000 super
speed centrifuge (Thermo Scientific) was used for centrifugation. Batch
purification of proteins was executed using Glutathione Sepharose 4B affinity
chromatography resin (GE Healthcare). All chromatography experiments were
performed using an AKTA FPLC system (Amersham Pharmacia Biotech). Hi
Load 16/600 Superdex 75 pg column was purchased from GE Healthcare.
For chip electrophoresis assays a 2100 Bioanalyzer Instrument (Agilent) and
Protein 250 Kit (Agilent) were used.
Protein expression and preparation of inclusion bodies
The nucleotide sequence encoding XIAP (NM_001167.4) was fused
with GST. The pGEX6p1-GST-XIAP recombinant plasmid was transformed
into competent E. coli BL21 (DE3) Rosetta plysS cells and plated on Luria
Bertani (LB) agar containing 100 μg/ml ampicillin and 34 µg/ml chloramphenicol.
A single colony was used to inoculate 5 ml LB-ampicillin medium and grown
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for 8 h at 37 °C and 250 rpm in an orbital shaker. Then, 1 ml of the inoculum
culture was transferred to 200 ml of the M9 minimal medium containing 100
μg/ml ampicillin and 34 µg/ml chloramphenicol and cultured under the same
conditions until the OD600 value reached 0.7. The culture temperature was
decreased to 18 °C and 0.2 mM IPTG was added to induce the expression
of the recombinant protein [34]. The culture was incubated for 8 h at 18 °C in
an orbital shaker. The cells were harvested by centrifugation at 4500 rpm for
10 min at 4 °C. Total protein was analyzed by 10 % (w/v) SDS–PAGE.
Recovery of inclusion bodies
Three grams of harvested cells were suspended in 30 mL lysis buffer
(50 mM Tris HCl, 200 mM NaCl and 2 mM DTT, pH 7.8). Lysozyme (1 mg/mL)
was added to the cell suspension and incubated for 30 minutes at 4 °C, in an
orbital shaker. Afterwards, DNase I (0.1 mg/ml final concentration) was added
to the cell suspension. After 30 minutes of incubation, cells were homogenized
with a high-pressure homogenizer (LM10 Microfluidizer) at 18,000 psi for two
cycles. The cell lysate was centrifuged for 20 minutes at 15,000 x g, at 4 °C,
and pellets were collected and washed with ultra-pure water twice.
Solubilization of inclusion bodies
Solubilization of the target protein was carried out by adding NLauroylsarcosine in different concentrations (2%, 3%, 4% and 10%) to the
above mentioned lysis buffer. These suspensions were incubated at room
temperature with gentle stirring for 1 h, followed by centrifugation at
10,000×g for 15 min. The supernatant containing the target protein was
immediately subjected to the refolding procedure. The solubilized protein
fractions were analyzed by 10 % (w/v) SDS–PAGE.
Refolding and purification
Qualitative analysis of total protein was executed by protein chip
analysis. The experiment was carried out according to Protein 230 Kit (Agilent)
experiment description using Bioanalyzer 2100. Optimizing refolding conditions
for the recombinant XIAP-GST was carried out using TritonX-100, CHAPS
and OTG in different ratios. Solubilized proteins were refolded using 6 different
conditions, as follows:
1: 1% TritonX-100 and 0.61% (10 mM) CHAPS; 2: 2% TritonX-100
and 1.22% (20mM) CHAPS; 3: 3% TritonX-100 and 4.83% (30mM) CHAPS;
4: 1% TritonX-100 and 1.5% OTG; 5: 1% TritonX-100 and 1 % OTG; 6:
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0.61% (10 mM) CHAPS and 1% OTG. Refolding conditions were tested in
triplicates. The detergents were added carefully to the solubilized protein with
slow mixing, at room temperature. Refolded proteins were purified on
Glutathione Sepharose 4B resin. Solubilized proteins were incubated for 2
hours with the glutathione beads at room temperature with gentle mixing.
Purification of the refolded proteins was carried out according to the
manufacturer's (GE Healthcare) instructions and was followed by 10 % SDSPAGE. Elution of the protein was carried out by 50 mM Tris-HCl buffer, pH
8.0, containing 20 mM reduced glutathione. The eluted fractions were stored
at 4 °C and analyzed by 10% SDS-PAGE. Protein concentrations were
determined spectroscopically (at 280 nm) using Genova Nano micro-volume
spectrophotometer. Purified proteins were dialyzed for 48 h in 50 mM TrisHCl buffer, pH 7.8 with three changes. For further purification of the target
protein we performed by size-exclusion chromatography using a HiLoad
16/600 Superdex 75 pg column at 1 ml/min flow rate. The column was first
loaded with 2 column volumes of 50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.8 buffer, followed by
sample injection. Elution was monitored at 280 nm. The eluted fractions were
stored at 4 °C and analyzed by 10 % SDS-PAGE. All samples were analyzed
by based the Laemmli protocol SDS-PAGE with a 5% (w/v) stacking gel and
a 10% (w/v) resolving gel at a constant voltage of 120V [44].
Western Blot analysis
Western Blot (Mini Trans-Blot®, Bio-Rad) analysis was performed to
confirm the refolding of XIAP-GST. Recombinant XIAP-GST proteins were
separated by electrophoresis, using native PAGE and then transferred by
wet transfer onto PVDF membrane. The transfer buffer contained 25 mM
Tris-HCl, 192 mM glycine, 0.7 % acetic acid at pH=7.4. The membrane was
incubated at 4°C overnight with a monoclonal anti-XIAP antibody, clone 2F1
(Abcam), at a dilution rate of 1:1000 in TBS buffer. After washing 4 times with
TBS for 15 min each, the membrane was incubated with Goat Anti-Mouse
IgG H&L (HRP) secondary antibody (Abcam) diluted 1:1000 in TBS. The next
step was washing 4 times with TBS for 15 min each. Finally, the protein was
detected using the Pierce™ ECL substrate (Thermo Scientific), and the
membrane was visualized using X-ray film (dark room technique).
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ANTIMICROBIAL ACTIVITY OF EXPERIMENTAL
ENDODONTIC SEALER BASED ON BIOCERAMIC
NANOMATERIALS
LUCIA IACOBINA TIMISa*, MARIA GOREAb*, CARMEN COSTACHEc,
IOANA ALINA COLOSIc, PAVEL ȘCHIOPUc, PAUL-ȘTEFAN
PANAITESCUc, ADA DELEANa, DINU IULIU DUMITRASCUd,
RADU SEPTIMIU CÂMPIANe
ABSTRACT. The aim of this work was to evaluate the antimicrobial
effectiveness of a bioceramic experimental endodontic sealer (EES), alongside
with its components. As a novelty, magnesium silicate was incorporated into the
experimental material, in order to improve the mechanical performance of
the product. The main oxide components, tricalcium silicate (Ca3SiO5) and
magnesium silicate (Mg2SiO4) were synthesized in nanoparticles from specific
precursors by a sol-gel method. To compare the efficiency of the new developed
product, commercially available materials, with similar chemical composition,
used in everyday practice, were also tested: BC Sealer, MTA Bioceramic Root
Canal Sealer, and MTA Fillapex. The method employed for the present study
was the agar well diffusion test (ADT). The selected microbial strains were
Enterococcus faecalis and Candida albicans, frequently associated with
persistent infection and recurrent infections of the endodontic space, as well as
periapical pathologies refractory to endodontic treatment. Measurements of the
inhibition areas were performed at 24-hour intervals for 7 consecutive days.
Tricalcium silicate and all tested endodontic sealers revealed antimicrobial
effectiveness against Candida albicans at 24 hours after placement, with a
prolonged activity, for up to 7 days. The study revealed no antibacterial effect
against Enterococcus faecalis at 24 hours nor in the following 7 days, for any of
the tested samples.
Keywords: antimicrobial activity, bioceramic, endodontic sealer, tricalcium
silicate
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INTRODUCTION
The success of the endodontic treatment is given by the absence of
acute or chronic apical periodontitis in endodontically treated teeth. This goal
can be achieved by eliminating microorganisms and their by-products from
the root canal and avoiding further recontamination [1-3].
Endodontic obturating materials that exhibit antimicrobial properties
may be helpful in reducing the contamination of the endodontic space, thus
increasing the success rate of the treatment.
Currently, a great number of endodontic sealers are available for
clinical use. According to their composition and based on its main component,
they belong to one of the following groups: zinc oxide eugenol, calcium
hydroxide, epoxy resin, silicone, glass ionomer, methacrylate resin, calcium
phosphate or calcium silicate based materials.
The chemical composition of endodontic sealers can influence the
products’ antimicrobial properties [4,5]. Most endodontic sealers that present
significant antimicrobial properties also exhibit an irritating or toxic effect
upon the periapical tissues and oral mucosa, especially those containing
epoxy resins, methacrylate resins, formaldehyde, or eugenol [1]. Consequently,
the aim to produce the least possible harm to the surrounding tissues is often
hard to achieve, as root canal obturating materials are placed in proximity to
the periapical area.
The development of bioceramic nanomaterials based on calcium
silicates and calcium phosphates marked a new stage both in medicine and
dentistry. In addition to their superior physical properties, they are biocompatible,
being very well tolerated by the periapical tissues, and bioactive, inducing
bone healing and regeneration [6,7].
Bioceramic endodontic sealers have been developed as an alternative
to conventional materials used for root canal obturation since 2007. Their main
constituents, calcium silicates, calcium phosphates, or both, are combined
with one or more of the following components: calcium hydroxide, zirconium
oxide, bismuth oxide, calcium sulphate, tricalcium aluminate, resins, calcium
salicylate, mineral trioxide aggregate [8,9].
TotalFill BC sealer (FKG, Switzerland) is a premixed ready to use
hydrophilic sealer based solely on inorganic compounds. It presents an
increased biocompatibility due to its composition, and a success rate of
90.9% in nonsurgical endodontic treatments [10]. It has an alkaline pH, due
to OH- ion release, and superior bioactivity compared to other materials,
including the ones in its class [11].
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MTA Bioceramic Sealer (Henry-Schein, USA) and MTA-Fillapex
(Angelus, Brazil) are both formulated as two paste systems, designed to be
mixed prior to their placement inside the root canal. They have similar
composition, consisting of mineral trioxide aggregate as a source for calcium
silicates and R203 (mainly Bi3+) associated with organic resins: salicylate resin
and diluting or base resins. Their bioactivity and biocompatibility are proven
to be inferior compared to resin-free bioceramic materials, but still, superior
to other classes [12,13].
Various studies were performed upon different types of pathogens, in
order to assess the antimicrobial effect of commercial endodontic sealers.
Agar diffusion test (ADT) was the most used. The results for bioceramic
sealers are subject to controversies. Some studies revealed their long-term
antimicrobial properties [14], while others only revealed a short-term effect
[15], or even none [4].
Enterococcus faecalis, a facultative anaerobic bacterium, holds the
ability to penetrate dentinal tubules, form biofilms, survive nutritional deprivation
and resist antimicrobial sealers, thus generating persistent periapical infections
[16,17].
Candida albicans, an opportunistic yeast, manifests high resistance
in the oral cavity and has an affinity to dentin, penetrating dentinal tubules. It
can survive in hostile environments and is involved as causal agent of
endodontic treatment failures [18,19].
The coexistence of E. faecalis and C. albicans has been observed,
the two microorganisms being co-isolated in 10% of the periapical and root
canal infections and in 40% of the oral lesions [20]. Fungal-bacterial interactions
are deemed problematic because the presence of C. albicans was proven to
increase the metabolic activity of the biofilm, indicating its fast growing and
colonisation, with an increased resistance to antimicrobial treatment [21].
The aim of this in vitro study was to evaluate the antimicrobial
properties of an experimental bioceramic sealer (EES) as well as the individual
properties of its main components: tricalcium silicate (Ca3SiO5), zirconium
dioxide (ZrO2), magnesium silicate (Mg2SiO4) and zinc chloride (ZnCl2). Similar
commercially available bioceramic sealers were tested for comparison: BC
Sealer, MTA Bioceramic Root Canal Sealer, and MTA Fillapex.
The study was performed using the agar diffusion test (ADT) on strains
of pathogens incriminated in inducing periradicular infections resistant to
treatment: Enterococcus faecalis and Candida albicans. The properties were
evaluated on a 7-day period starting at 24 hours after placement.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
All tested endodontic sealers’ antimicrobial activity was assessed by
measuring the diameters of the inhibition zones that could be observed
around each well, at 24-hour intervals for 7 consecutive days.
Duplicate measures were averaged, and Friedman test was used to
determine the significance of the difference between the tested materials.
Post-hoc analysis was performed using Dunn pairwise comparisons with
Bonferroni correction for multiple testing.
Candida albicans
All commercially available sealers, as well as tricalcium silicate and
the experimental composition (EES) displayed consistent growth inhibition
for C. albicans, as presented in Figure 1.

Figure 1. ADT of multiple sealers on Candida albicans inoculated plate:
1 - Tricalcium silicate (Ca3SiO5), 2 - Magnesium silicate (Mg2SiO4), 3 - Zirconium
dioxide (ZrO2), 4 - Experimental sealer (EES), 5 – Zinc chloride (ZnCl2),
6 - TotalFill BC Sealer, 7 - MTA Bioceramic Sealer, 8 - MTA-Fillapex.

Mean values of the diameters of the inhibition zones were calculated
for each sample and presented in Table 1.
Friedman test showed significant differences between the medians of
the measurements (χ² = 27.07, p < 0.05), as presented in Figure 2.
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Table 1. Average measurements of the zones of C. albicans
diameters of inhibition zones (mm).
Sealer

Day
1

Day
2

Day
3

Day
4

Day
5

Day
6

Day
7

Median

Tricalcium silicate
(Ca3SiO5)

20.3

20.0

20.5

20.7

20.4

20.2

21.0

20.4

Magnesium silicate
(Mg2SiO4)

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Zirconium dioxide
(ZrO2)

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Experimental sealer
(Ca3SiO5, Mg2SiO4, ZrO2,
ZnCl2)
Zinc chloride
(ZnCl2)

20.0

20.0

20.0

20.3

20.3

20.1

21.2

20.1

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

TotalFill BC Sealer

26.0

24.0

24.0

24.5

24.9

25.1

25.5

24.9

MTA Bioceramic Sealer

25.7

22.0

24.0

22.0

22.5

22.1

24.0

22.5

MTA-Fillapex

25.0

21.5

22.0

20.8

21.2

21.1

23.3

21.5

Figure 2. Medians of the measurements of C. albicans diameter of inhibition zone.
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Regarding the antifungal effect against C. albicans, tricalcium silicate
showed no significant statistical difference from MTA-Fillapex (p=1) and MTA
Bioceramic Sealer (p=0.068). The experimental sealer showed no statistically
significant difference compared to MTA-Fillapex (p=0.346). MTA Bioceramic
Sealer performed better than the experimental sealer (p<0.05). TotalFill BC
Sealer performed better than both tricalcium silicate (p<0.05) and the
experimental sealer (p<0.05). There was no statistical difference between
tricalcium silicate and the experimental sealer’s ability to inhibit the growth of
C. albicans (p=1), suggesting that Tricalcium silicate’s inhibitory activity
remains constant even when present as part of this composition. Zinc chloride
ZnCl2 solution produced no inhibition zones. Further studies are needed to
better understand Tricalcium silicate’s inhibitory action upon C. albicans and
how this effect is influenced by its concentration in the sealing material.
Fungi are common inhabitants of the gastrointestinal tract and the
oral cavity in the human body. Therefore, they can be present in the microbiota
of infected root canal. Candida albicans is the yeast most isolated from these
infections [22,23]. It has an affinity to dentin, is able to penetrate dentinal
tubules, and can adapt to different environments [24].
The pathogenicity of C. albicans is further increased by its ability to
form biofilms, thus becoming 10-100 times more resistant to common
medication than planktonic cells. Like E. faecalis, it is often responsible for
persistent endodontic related infections that are reluctant to treatment [25].
There is a consensus in literature regarding the antifungal properties
of bioceramic sealers. Tested bioceramic sealers exhibited antimicrobial
effect against strains of Candida albicans on ADT. Authors have described
them having moderate activity, but still not as significant as other classes,
like epoxy resin materials [26], or zinc oxide eugenol materials [15], more
pronounced that methacrylate-based materials [27].
The present study revealed antifungal activity against C. albicans for
all commercial endodontic sealers along with calcium silicate and experimental
sealer. The effect was present at 24 hours after placement and it was
maintained for the entire period of the study (7 days).
Enterococcus faecalis
The antimicrobial activity upon Enterococcus faecalis was not
observed at 24 hours or in the following 7 days, neither for the commercial
sealers, nor for the experimental material, or its components (Figure 3).
There is no information on the possible activity during the first 24
hours because this didn’t represent the purpose of our research.
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Figure 3. ADT of multiple sealers on Enterococcus faecalis inoculated plate:
1 - Tricalcium silicate (Ca3SiO5), 2 - Magnesium silicate (Mg2SiO4), 3 - Zirconium
dioxide (ZrO2), 4 - Experimental sealer (EES), 5 – Zinc chloride (ZnCl2),
6 - TotalFill BC Sealer, 7 - MTA Bioceramic Sealer, 8 - MTA-Fillapex

Enterococci are a group of opportunistic pathogens found in the
gastrointestinal tract [28]. Among these cocci, E. faecalis is of interest because,
if present in the microbiota of infected root canals, in most of the cases it is
associated with chronic apical periodontitis, especially with cases that are
refractory to endodontic treatment [29,30]. It is a gram positive facultative
anaerobic bacterium that can penetrate deep into dentinal tubules and form
biofilms. E faecalis can tolerate increased pH, up to 11.5, and prolonged
starvation. Due to its virulence factors and biofilm formation the microorganism
is resistant to many intracanal medicaments, including antibiotics and calcium
hydroxide [31,32].
Various studies using the diffusion method on Muller-Hinton agar
were performed to assess the antimicrobial properties against E. faecalis of
available commercial endodontic sealers.
Following a systematic review, AlShwaimi et al [33] concluded that,
even though many of the studies investigated reported some form of
antibacterial activity against E. faecalis, it typically only persisted for up to 24
hours, depending on the analysed endodontic material. The activity was
usually lost after the material was set, with no observable inhibition zones
from day 2 to 7 [33].
Conventional materials like zinc-oxide-eugenol or epoxy resin-based
sealers are known to exhibit strong antibacterial effect against E. faecalis
[34]. Nonetheless, they are toxic, cytotoxic, or mutagenic for human cells,
especially the ones containing formaldehyde [35].
Bioceramic materials are newly introduced on the market, and there
isn’t enough available data. Our study revealed no antibacterial effect against
E. faecalis at 24 hours, for all the tested samples. Similar studies in the
literature show conflicting evidence [16]. This may be due to different
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investigation methods, materials or bacterial strains used, duration of the
research, concentration of E. faecalis, or method of inoculation.
It might also be possible they do not present a pronounced antibacterial
effect against E. faecalis, thus different results of the studies performed to
date. A standardized method would be necessary when investigating this
bacterium, as different tests can offer different results.
The fact that the antimicrobial activity upon E. faecalis was not
noticeable when studies using the ADT method were performed, as opposed
to some cases when DCT was used, can lead to the encouraging inference
that bioceramic sealers might have some weak inhibitory effect on this class
of enterococci. Comparative studies that used ADT and DCT methods
revealed the antimicrobial effect in the latter [4].
Antimicrobial activity is a desired property of root canal obturating
materials, as they may entomb and neutralize the residual micro-organisms
remaining after chemo-mechanical instrumentation. However, materials exhibit
such properties on a limited number of species, and for a limited amount of time.
It is known that antibacterial properties of endodontic sealers are at
their highest levels immediately after preparation and decreases in time, as
the material sets [27]. Consequently, most of the antimicrobial ADT studies
were performed on freshly mixed endodontic sealers evaluating their activity
shortly after placement, or at different time intervals mostly within the first 24
hours [36]. This would be relevant if the in vivo setting time would be
comparable to the sealers producer’s statement. However, Allan et al (2001)
evaluated the setting time of different endodontic sealers both under benchtop conditions and under simulated clinical conditions. Their study revealed
that, in simulated clinical conditions, all investigated materials were only
partially set after 1 week, and requested at least 4 weeks for complete setting,
considerably longer than the time required for in vitro setting [37].
Following this, while the material is not completely set, in areas where
its pasty consistency is maintained, it may be possible for it to still exhibit
antimicrobial properties. Taking this into consideration, our study upon the
antimicrobial activity was conducted for a period of 7 days.
Bioceramic endodontic sealers are considered the best alternative for
obturating root canals due to their superior properties. Regarding their
antimicrobial activity, they might not possess such an increased effect
compared to other classes of endodontic sealers, but they have the benefit
of being the most biocompatible of all, and this should make them the
materials of choice. Therefore, it is important not to fully rely on the ability of
endodontic materials to neutralize the microorganisms from infected root
canals. It is desirable to ensure that E. faecalis, and C. albicans are eliminated
before performing the obturation with bioceramic materials by using other
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means of decontamination: chlorhexidine 2%, chitosan, propolis, MTAD,
photon-induced photoacoustic streaming (PIPS), quaternary ammonium
silane (k21) [38-42].
CONCLUSIONS
Analysing the results of the study it was concluded that experimental
endodontic sealers’ (EES) antimicrobial behaviour upon the tested strains
was comparable to similar bioceramic materials available on the market.
Antifungal properties against C. albicans were observed for all
commercial sealers as well as for tricalcium silicate and the experimental
composition (EES), for up to 7 days.
The measurements performed to determine the samples' effects
upon E. faecalis after the first 24 hours were not encouraging, as no inhibitory
activity was detected for any of the materials tested.
More sensitive testing methods might be needed to accurately assess
the effectiveness of bioceramic materials against microorganisms. We intend
to further evaluate the experimental sealer and using the DCT (direct contact
test) method, for a more accurate conclusion regarding its activity in relation
to microorganisms.
This line of research should be further pursued, since the new
bioceramic material is based on compounds that are nontoxic, biocompatible,
and bioactive: tricalcium silicate and magnesium silicate.
EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Experimental endodontic sealer (EES)
The main constituents of the experimental endodontic sealer were
tricalcium silicate, magnesium silicate (forsterite), and zirconium oxide.
Nano-sized tricalcium silicate Ca3SiO5 was obtained using the sol-gel
method from Ca(NO3)2x4H2O -calcium nitrate tetra hydrate (Merck) and
TEOS - C8H20O4Si-tetraethyl orthosilicate (Merck), molar ratio CaO:SiO2 was
established at 3:1. As pH regulators ethanol (C2H5OH) and nitric acid (HNO3)
were used [43].
Forsterite nano powder was synthesized by sol gel method using
magnesium nitrate hexahydrate Mg(NO3)2x6H2O (Merck) and tetraethyl
orthosilicate C8H20O4Si (Merck), in a molar ratio Mg:Si of 2:1. Nitric acid was
used as a pH regulator [44].
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Both nanomaterials were synthesized and characterised in the
laboratory. Their biocompatibility and physical properties were investigated
[43, 44].
The bioceramic experimental endodontic sealer (EES) was formulated
as a two-component powder-liquid material. The solid component consists of
74% tricalcium silicate (Ca3SiO5); 25% magnesium silicate (Mg2SiO4), and 1%
zirconium dioxide (ZrO2). In order to obtain the pasty consistency required, 2%
Zinc chloride (ZnCl2) solution was added as the liquid component.
Antimicrobial properties
Agar well diffusion test (ADT) was used to determine the antimicrobial
properties of the experimental sealer and its individual components and
compare them to available commercially endodontic sealers. This is a modified
version of the widely used disk diffusion antibiotic susceptibility test, adapted
for semisolid substances [45], being the most used method to assess the
antimicrobial activity of endodontic sealers [16]. The specific protocol employed
in this study was adapted from Gürel et al [18].
Eight samples were tested: tricalcium silicate, magnesium silicate,
zirconium dioxide (Merk, Germany), zinc chloride (Merk, Germany), experimental
endodontic sealer (EES), TotalFill BC Sealer (FKG, Switzerland), MTA
Bioceramic Sealer (Henry-Schein USA), MTA-Fillapex (Angelus, Brazil). The
similarity between the tested sealers and the experimental material consists
in their composition being based on calcium silicates as major compounds,
with or without resins addition. Their composition, as indicated by the
producer, is shown in Table 2.
Two microbial strains were used: Enterococcus faecalis ATCC 29212
(American Type Culture Collection), and Candida albicans ATCC 10231. E.
faecalis was inoculated on Columbia agar with 5% sheep blood (Bio-Rad,
Marnes la Coquette,France) and incubated aerobically for 24 h at 37°C. C.
albicans was inoculated on Sabouraud chloramphenicol gentamicin agar
(Bio-Rad, Marnes la Coquette,France) for 48 h at 37°C.
Suspensions (in 0.9% saline) with an optical density of 0.5 McFarland
(1.5x108 CFU/mL, colony formation units) were prepared from 24 hours
colonies of E. faecalis and 48 hours colonies of C. albicans. The optical density
was controlled using a densitometer (DEN-1 McFarland Densitometer,
Biosan SIA, Riga, Latvia).
Mueller-Hinton agar plates (Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, Germany) were
used for antimicrobial activity testing. Five equally spaced wells with a
diameter of 6 mm and a depth of 3 mm, were punched in each Mueller-Hinton
agar plate using a sterile cork borer.
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Table 2. Chemical composition of the tested samples.
No

Sample

Form of
presentation

Composition

1

Tricalcium silicate
(Ca3SiO5)

Powder-liquid
system

Tricalcium silicate (Ca3SiO5)
Zinc chloride (ZnCl2) 2% solution

2

Magnesium silicate
(Mg2SiO4)

Powder-liquid
system

Magnesium silicate ((Mg2SiO4)
Zinc chloride (ZnCl2) 2% solution

3

Zirconium dioxide
(ZrO2) (Merk, Germany)

Powder-liquid
system

Zirconium dioxide (ZrO2)
Zinc chloride (ZnCl2) 2% solution

Powder-liquid
system

Tricalcium silicate (Ca3SiO5)
Magnesium silicate Mg2SiO4)
Zirconium dioxide (ZrO2)
Zinc chloride (ZnCl2) 2% solution

4

Experimental
endodontic sealer (EES)

5

Zinc chloride (ZnCl2) 2%
solution (Merk,
Germany)

Single
component
liquid

Zinc chloride (ZnCl2) 2% solution

6

TotalFill BC Sealer
(FKG, Switzerland)

Single
component
paste

Zirconium oxide
Tricalcium silicate
Dicalcium silicate
Calcium hydroxide

7

8

MTA Bioceramic Sealer
(Henry Schein USA)

MTA-Fillapex
(Angelus, Brazil)

Two paste
system

Two paste
system

Paste A: Salicylate resin, Natural
resin, Calcium tungstate,
Nanoparticulated silica
Paste B: Diluting resin
Mineral trioxide aggregate
Titanium dioxide
Silicon dioxide
Paste A: Salicylate resin, Bismuth
trioxide, Fumed silica Paste B:
Mineral trioxide aggregate, Fumed
silica, Titanium dioxide, Base resin

The Mueller-Hinton plates were inoculated with the prepared
suspensions. The wells were then filled with the materials to be tested. The
solvent was also used on its own as negative control, being deposited in a
dedicated well.
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The plates were subsequently incubated aerobically at 37 °C for 7
days. The antimicrobial agent, where present, diffused in the agar medium
and inhibited the growth of the tested microbial strain. The diameter of the
inhibition zone was measured recorded and compared every 24 h using an
electronic calliper with an accuracy of ± 0.2 mm).
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INFLUENCE OF HIGH SALINITY AND
S-METHYLMETHIONINE ON SOME HEALTH-PROMOTING
METABOLIC PROPERTIES OF GARDEN ROCKET LEAVES
LASZLO FODORPATAKIa,b,c *, MARTIN IAKABc, BERNAT TOMPAa
ABSTRACT. Production of health-promoting substances in plants’ metabolism
may be modulated by treatment with chemical stress factors and natural
bioactive compounds, which enhance stress tolerance through stimulation
of biosynthesis of several protective metabolites. The aim of this work is to
reveal metabolic interactions between high salinity stress (exerted by the
presence of 100 mM NaCl in the mineral nutrient solution) and treatment of
plants with 0.1 mM S-methylmethionine (also known as vitamin U). This plantderived bioactive compound enhances the production of antioxidants such
as carotenoids, ascorbate and other phenoloids in leaves of rocket plantlets
exposed to salt stress, while reducing the concentration of toxic malondialdehyde
and related catabolic products of membrane lipid peroxidation. Thus, a suitable
combination of high salinity and plant hardening with S-methylmethionine
may improve the quality of fresh rocket leaves upon human and animal
consumption.
Keywords: ascorbate, carotenoids, phenoloids, lipid peroxidation, salt stress

INTRODUCTION
Treatment of crop plants with chemical stress factors and bioactive
compounds modulates several metabolic processes, thus enhancing tolerance
and resulting in accumulation of protective substances which possess healthpromoting qualities upon human consumption [1, 2, 3, 4]. Environmental
stresses may elicit the biosynthesis of several metabolites in plants, including
a
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a wide range of bioactive molecules which contribute to the nutraceutical
value of plant-derived foods. Beside controlled abiotic stressors, natural
biostimulants can also be used to improve the quantity and nutritional quality
of crops, by inducing directed metabolic changes in plant cell, with no need
to genetically manipulate the plant material. Application of small amounts of
biostimulants is also one of the most promising alternatives to cope with yield
losses caused by environmental stress factors (such as drought, extreme
temperatures, high salinity, soil contamination with heavy metals, pollutant
gases in the atmosphere), excluding the extensive use of pesticides and
artificial fertilizers [5, 6].
One of the most frequent chemical factors which may severely impair
growth and yield of crop plants is salinity stress, caused by elevated sodium
chloride concentration of the water in the soil which surrounds the root system.
The short-term effect of high salinity is inhibition of growth, due to an osmotic
imbalance related to water loss of root cells into the more concentrated
solution of the rhizosphere. This can be compensated with osmotic adjustments,
through up-regulation of the biosynthesis of certain compatible solutes, such
as free proline, glycine betaine, sucrose, trehalose, sorbitol etc. This leads
to the recovery of water balance of plant tissues but needs an input of extra
energy for the antistress reactions [7, 8]. The main long-term effect of salt stress
is ion toxicity induced by over-accumulation of the sodium ions in the cells,
which leads to an imbalance in the homeostasis of inorganic ions needed for
normal metabolic processes. This is related to the uptake antagonism of
sodium with essential potassium and calcium ions, as well as to the inhibition of
several enzymes which necessitate potassium ions for their proper functioning.
The main reaction of plants to this ion toxicity is sequestration of sodium ions
inside the vacuole, where no enzyme-catalyzed biochemical reactions occur
[9, 10]. A side effect of severe or prolonged salt stress is the accumulation of
harmful reactive oxygen species (hydrogen peroxide, singlet oxygen, superoxide
and hydroxyl radicals). This causes an oxidative stress, which can be
counteracted by activation of the non-enzymatic and enzymatic constituents
of the antioxidative defense system. As several antioxidants (e. g. vitamin C or
ascorbic acid, carotenoids as precursors of vitamin A, vitamin E or tocopherol,
certain flavones, flavonols, proanthocyanidines, polyphenols etc.) which
accumulate in plants as a result of stress defense are appreciated as healthrelated compounds in the human diet, salt stress can be used for enhancing
the nutritional quality of fresh vegetables [11, 12]. Oxidative stress is generally
associated with peroxidation of un-saturated fatty acids in membrane lipids,
which affects selective membrane permeability and results in generation of
toxic degradation products (mainly malondialdehyde), thus a specific component
of stress tolerance is membrane protection against lipid peroxidation [13, 14].
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Apart from adverse developmental conditions, plant metabolism can
also be modulated by treatments with various bioactive phytochemicals. These
compounds are non-nutrient plant molecules which trigger natural defense
mechanisms, thus only small amounts are needed to promote growth, to
enhance nutrient use efficiency, to improve crop productivity and to increase
tolerance against stress factors. As modulators of physiological processes in
plants, they may induce or enhance the biosynthesis of specific secondary
metabolites (e. g. phenolic compounds through the shikimate pathway or
terpenoids through the mevalonate pathway) to cope with stressful growth
conditions, thus enriching vegetables and fruits in compounds with high
nutraceutical value. As compared to complex product mixtures with a
combination of several organic compounds (e. g. seaweed extracts, protein
hydrolysates), pure organic active compounds present several advantages,
since their optimal concentrations, physiological effects and action
mechanisms can be determined more accurately. The most promising
bioactive compounds which trigger metabolic defense against various abiotic
stresses in plants are certain proteinogenic and non-proteinogenic amino acids,
polyamines, oligopeptides, oligosaccharides and vitamins [3]. One of the less
studied, but apparently very efficient natural bioactive compounds is Smethylmethionine, an amino acid derivative also known as vitamin U [15, 16].
It is involved in important reactions of methylation related with detoxification of
harmful organic pollutants and toxic metabolites, being ubiquitous in flowering
plants. It increases tolerance of plants to extreme temperatures, to certain virus
infections and to heavy metal toxicity, e. g. by stimulating the phenyl-propanoid
pathway which provides plant cells with several protective molecules, including
antioxidants and antimicrobial agents [6, 17, 18, 19].
Plant metabolites induced by environmental stress factors and by
exogenous application of bioactive compounds exert their health-promoting
effects especially upon consumption of fresh leafy vegetables in form of
salads. Such vegetables include various cultivars of lettuce, spinach, artichoke,
sorrel. At present, garden rocket (Eruca sativa), also known as rucola or
arugula, is becoming a more and more popular leaf vegetable with a tart,
bitter and peppery flavor. It is used for centuries in the Mediterranean and
Asian traditional cuisine, but there is very scarce information about the
impact of controlled growth conditions on its nutraceutical value [4, 20].
On the basis of the above-mentioned facts, the aim of this study is to
reveal metabolic impacts of high salinity and of the application of Smethylmethionine, separately and in combination, on garden rocket plants
and on the content of their leaves in organic compounds with relevance for
human consumption, such as carotenoids and other photosynthetic pigments,
phenolic compounds, ascorbic acid, products of membrane lipid peroxidation.
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Results of these investigations may contribute to the improvement of
nutraceutical quality of the garden rocket as a healthy fresh vegetable.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Carotenoids represent a large group of lipophilic plant pigments
(tetraterpenes) with antioxidant properties, being able to annihilate such
harmful reactive oxygen species as hydroxyl radicals, alkyl-peroxyl radicals
and singlet oxygen [21]. Their amount in rocket leaves was significantly
increased by exposure for one week to high salinity generated with 100 mM
NaCl, and it was further elevated when salt stress was combined with
addition of 0.1 mM S-methylmethionine to the aqueous solution used for
watering the plantlets (Fig. 1). SMM applied under normal growth conditions
did not cause any significant change in carotenoid content.

Carotenoid content
(µg g-1 fresh weight)

600
b

500
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a

c

a

300
200
100
0
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0.1 mM SMM 100 mM NaCl NaCl + SMM

Figure 1. Influence of S-methylmethionine (SMM) and of high salinity, applied
separately and in combination, on the carotenoid content of garden rocket leaves,
after one week of treatment (n = 10, vertical bars represent ±SE from the means,
different letters indicate statistically significant differences at P < 0.05)

Stimulation of carotenoid synthesis by salt stress is most probably due
to the oxidative burst generated by the persistence of high salinity for several
days. When salt tolerance is developed by hardening, plants activate their
antioxidative protection, and carotenoids represent a distinct category of nonenzymatic antioxidants, acting specifically in the photosynthetic apparatus
located in the thylakoid membranes of chloro-plasts [22]. When stress
tolerance becomes enhanced by exogenously supplied bioactive compounds,
such as vitamin U (SMM), a more efficient antioxidative protection is associated
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with a further increment of the carotenoid pigment content of leaves. These
results are in agreement with those reported by [4, 11], where enrichment of
the irrigation water with NaCl increased the total carotenoid content
(particularly the amounts of lutein and β-carotene) in lettuce leaves. Similar
results were also reported for canola leaves, when plants were primed with
vitamin U before being exposed to low temperature stress [17]. Due to the fact
that α-carotene, β-carotene and β-cryptoxanthin are provitamin A carotenoids
that can be converted by the human body into vitamin A (retinol), while many
other carotenes (e. g. lycopene) and xanthophylls (e. g. lutein, zeaxanthin,
antheraxantin) are effective antioxidants, their increased quantity enhances
the health-promoting quality of rocket leaves in the human diet [3, 23].
In contrast with carotenoids, chlorophylls (being the main photosynthetic
pigments of plants) may act as prooxidants, because upon absorption of light
energy (especially under high photon flux densities) they lead to generation
of singlet oxygen in the thylakoid membranes. Thus, a decreased ratio between
prooxidant chlorophylls and antioxidant carotenoids confers a lowered risk of
oxidative stress associated with metabolic imbalance due to unfavorable
growth conditions [21]. While treatment of rocket plants with 0.1 mM Smethylmethionine resulted in a moderate, but statistically significant increment
of the chlorophylls to carotenoids ratio in leaves, salt stress induced for one
week with 100 mM NaCl led to a decrement of this ratio from more than 3 to
values approaching 2 (Fig. 2).

Chlorophylls to
carotenoids ratio

6
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a
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0.1 mM SMM 100 mM NaCl NaCl + SMM

Figure 2. Changes of the chlorophylls to carotenoids ratio in leaves of rocket
plants grown under constant light intensity and treated for one week with
S-methylmethionine (SMM), high salt concentration and a combination of the
former two chemical factors (n = 10, vertical bars represent ±SE from the means,
different letters indicate statistically significant differences at P < 0.05)
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When SMM treatment was applied to reduce the negative impact of
high salinity, the chlorophylls to carotenoids ratio was restores to a level very
close to the one that could be determined in the control plants. Because light
intensity may considerably influence the chlorophyll and carotenoid pigment
content of leaves, the plants were grown under constant photon flux density
during the photoperiods. Increment of the chlorophylls to carotenoids ratio by
SMM can be explained by the fact that this bioactive compound induced a
moderately higher chlorophyll content of leaves (data not shown) but did not
influence the amount of carotenoids. When SMM was applied simultaneously
with salt stress, it totally annihilated the decreasing effect of high salinity on
this ratio. Down-regulation of chlorophyll biosynthesis and up-regulation of
chlorophyll degradation, as well as stimulation of carotenoid production as
part of the antioxidative defense mechanism, was documented for several
other crop plants, such as lettuce, broccoli, cauliflowers, tomato, pepper and
melon fruits [4, 5, 9]. Interaction of SMM with salt stress on chlorophyll
metabolism (in the porphyrin pathway) and on the metabolism of carotenoids
(in the mevalonate pathway) is poorly documented in the literature. Similar
results were reported when canola plants were treated with 1 mM SMM upon
exposure to two different salt concentrations (60 mM and 120 mM NaCl) [24].
Phenoloids represent a large group of plant metabolites, many of them
being produced as signaling molecules or defense effectors under various
environmental stress conditions. Their biosynthesis in plants proceeds through
the shikimate pathway, and in some cases the malonate pathway also has
a contribution to it. By modulation of these biosynthetic pathways, plant
exhibit a metabolic plasticity that results in increased tolerance to adverse
developmental conditions. The main groups of plant phenolic compounds are
water-soluble simple phenoloids (e. g. coumarins), flavonoids (anthocyanins,
flavones, flavonols, flavanols, flavanones, isoflavones), hydrolysable tannins,
as well as complex tannins and condensed phenylpropanoids, which are not
soluble in water. Several different representatives have antioxidant properties,
while others exert other health-protective effects upon ingestion. In plants, their
aromatic rings also confer protection against ultraviolet radiations [9, 26]. This
is the reason why the variation of overall phenoloid content of rocket leaves
was selected as a possible biochemical marker of tolerance against the
oxidative stress associated with high salinity, as well as of the benefic influence
of vitamin U on protective processes. After seven days of treatment, 0.1 mM
SMM increased the phenoloid content of rocket leaves by about 20% (Fig. 3).
This increment was even more pronounced upon long-term salt stress, while
the highest phenoloid content (approximately two times higher than in the
control) was measured when high salinity was combined with SMM treatment.
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Figure 3. Phenoloid content of garden rocket leaves, expressed as gallic acid
equivalents (GAE), upon exposure for seven days to 0.1 mM S-methylmethionine
(SMM), to high salinity induced with 100 mM NaCl, and to the combination of the
former two chemical agents (n = 10, vertical bars represent ±SE from the means,
different letters indicate statistically significant differences at P < 0.05)

Experiments performed with maize plants exposed to low temperature
have shown that the phenylpropanoid pathway is stimulated by Smethylmethionine [6]. This bioactive compound also induced an increased
phenoloid content of lettuce leaves exposed for six days to 75 mM and 150
mM NaCl but did not cause any significant increment in the overall phenolic
compound content if salt stress was imposed for a shorter period of time (three
days instead of six days) [11]. These data are in agreement with those
experiments which demonstrated that phenolic compounds accumulate under
stress conditions later than other non-enzymatic antioxidants, being responsible
mainly for the reestablishment of redox homeostasis after prolonged exposure
to adverse conditions, when the other ways of antioxidative defense have
become weakened [10, 28, 29]. It was also demonstrated that the highest
antioxidant capacity is possessed by phenolic compounds with several
hydroxide groups linked to the aromatic ring [29, 30].
The ascorbic acid (vitamin C) content, which represents a major
indicator of health-promoting quality of plant materials, was not significantly
influenced by S-methylmethionine, but when this bioactive compound was
supplied to salt-stressed rocket plants, the vitamin C content of leaves was
increased by about 30% (Fig. 4). The long-term exposure of plantlets to high
salinity also led to a statistically significant elevation of ascorbate content,
and this increment was further intensified by SMM, probably as a result of
stimulation of antioxidative protection upon the installation of oxidative stress
conditions associated with sustained salt stress.
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Figure 4. Variations in the ascorbic acid content of garden rocket leaves after
seven days of treatment with 0.1 mM S-methylmethionine (SMM), with 100 mM
NaCl, and with the combination of the former two chemical agents (n = 10,
vertical bars represent ±SE from the means, different letters indicate statistically
significant differences at P < 0.05)

In lettuce leaves 0.25 mM and 2 mM SMM moderately increased the
vitamin C content and compensated for its significant reduction by development
at 5°C [17]. Priming of lettuce plantlets with 0.05 mM SMM for three days
prior to exposure to salt stress resulted in an increment of ascorbate content
until the third day of salt treatment, and remained stabilized at this higher
level during the following three days [11]. These results suggest that SMM
may enhance the antioxidative defense of plants through the triggering of an
up-regulation of ascorbate biosynthesis under adverse growth conditions,
such as high salinity and low temperature. Increased ascorbic acid quantities
were also reported in leaves of five weeks old lettuce plants exposed to
chilling stress and heat shock, a positive correlation between the overproduction
of hydrogen peroxide and vitamin C content being established [26]. In
soybean varieties differing in flavonoid content increased levels of UV-B
radiation decreased ascorbate content and increased dehydroascorbate
content, in relation with an enhanced oxidative stress [30]. It was also shown
that under the influence of various inhibitors of enzymatic browning in lettuce
leaves, increased ascorbic acid content protected phenolics from oxidation
[28]. Thus, it seems that vitamin C content of leaves can be increased by
exposure for several days to mild stress conditions and by application of
bioactive compounds, especially when these are used simultaneously with
or prior to stress factors. This increases the nutritional value of freshly
consumed vegetables.
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Whenever metabolic impairments result in over-accumulation of
reactive oxygen species, oxidative membrane damage occurs. This affects
the structural and functional properties of membrane lipide and membraneassociated proteins, leading to the loss of selective permeability of membranes
and to toxic products of peroxidation of unsaturated fatty acids present in
membrane lipids [31]. Highly toxic products of lipid peroxidation, referred to
as thiobarbituric acid-reactive substances (TBARS), the mostly dangerous
one being malondialdehyde, were generated in increased amounts in the
living cells of rocket plants exposed for seven days to 100 mM NaCl (Fig. 5).
This indicates that long-term exposure to high salinity causes oxidative stress
which damages biomembranes.

TBARS (µmol g-1 fresh weight)
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b

3.5
3

c

2.5
2
1.5

a

a

1
0.5
0
C

0.1 mM SMM

100 mM NaCl

NaCl + SMM

Figure 5. Influence of high salinity and treatment with S-methylmethionine
(SMM) on the amount of thiobarbituric acid-reactive substances (TBARS)
resulted from oxidative damage of membrane lipids in rocket plants (n = 10,
vertical bars represent ±SE from the means, different letters indicate statistically
significant differences at P < 0.05)

The generated TBARS may damage proteins and nucleic acids in
plants as well as in humans, upon consumption of plants as part of the diet.
This is one reason why it is important to reduce the TBARS content of crop
plants grown under harmful conditions. This can be achieved by supplying
0.1 mM SMM to salt-stressed plants, the treatment being able to significantly
reduce the toxic TBARS content. Because SMM did not induce oxidative
stress, it did not cause changes in the very low TBARS content characteristic
for the unstressed control plants. But it significantly diminished the TBARS
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production in salt-stressed plants (Fig. 5), thus reducing the amount of
undesirable toxic products of lipid peroxidation. These results suggest that
SMM may enhance the capacity of the enzymatic and/or non-enzymatic
components of the antioxidative protection system to reduce the concentration
of reactive oxygen species generated due to metabolic imbalances. Similar
results were obtained when canola plants were grown on substrates with
different salt concentrations. The degree of oxidative membrane damage was
proportional with the level of salinity, being lower at 60 mM NaCl than at 120 mM
NaCl. Exogenously applied SMM (1 mM, by leaf spraying) totally annihilated the
increment of TBARS production generated by 60 mM NaCl and partly reduced
the concentration of toxic products of lipid peroxidation when plants were
exposed to a more severe salt stress induced with 120 mM NaCl [24].
Increased lipid peroxidation was also reported when plants were exposed to
soil pollution with water-soluble forms of various heavy metals, to intense
UV-B radiations, to air pollution with ozone and nitrogen oxides, to severe
drought or to extreme temperatures [5, 13, 31, 33].
CONCLUSIONS
High salinity stress caused by the presence of 100 mM NaCl in the
aqueous solution around the root system, increased carotenoid content, total
phenoloid content, ascorbic acid content and the amount of toxic derivatives of
lipid peroxidation in young leaves of garden rocket plants. S-methylmethionine
or vitamin U, as a natural metabolic product of plants, applied exogenously in
the concentration of 0.1 mM, acting as a bioactive compound that counteracts
negative effects of salt stress, induced a further increment in the carotenoid
pigment, phenoloid and ascorbic acid content, thus contributing to an
enhanced antioxidative protection of leaf cells. Furthermore, this amino acid
derivative reduced the production of malondialdehyde and other thiobarbituric
acid-reactive substances generated upon oxidative damage of membrane
lipids. All these metabolic changes increased the health-promoting quality of
fresh rocket leaves upon human consumption.
This is a novel contribution to cost-effective modulation of biochemical
processes in the metabolism of garden rocket plants, in order to increase the
content of certain antioxidants (carotenoids, phenoloids, ascorbic acid) in
leaves, and to annihilate negative effects of high salinity with the use of a
plant-derived bioactive compound (S-methylmethionine), thus avoiding
pesticides and genetic manipulations in the attempt to improve yield and
nutraceutical quality of this leafy vegetable.
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EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Garden rocket or “rucola” (Eruca sativa Mill.) belongs to the cabbage
and mustard family (Brassicaceae), possessing a specific metabolic pathway
for the synthesis of sulfur-containing glucosinolates. Because they confer a
peppery flavor to the leaves, rocket plants are widely used as salad
vegetables in the health-promoting human diet. Garden rocket seeds were
germinated in pots with perlite as a soil substitute, and plantlets were watered
twice a week with Hoagland’s mineral nutrient solution [11], being grown in
an environmental chamber (Sanyo MLR-351H) under a photosynthetically
active photon flux density of 330 µmol m-2 s-1 for a daily photoperiod of 14 h,
at 22°C in the light period and 18°C in the dark period, the relative air humidity
being maintained at 70%. Three weeks old plantlets were exposed for seven
days to different salt and triacontanol treatments: control plants were watered
with Hoagland’s basal solution, salt-stressed plants were subjected to the
presence of 100 mM NaCl dissolved in the nutrient solution, treatment with
vitamin U was achieved with 0.1 mM S-methylmethionine (SMM) added to
the nutrient medium, while salt-stressed and vitamin U-treated plants received
the mineral nutrient medium with the simultaneous addition of 100 mM NaCl
and 0.1 mM SMM. The concentrations were selected from previous experiments
(100 mM NaCl induces a moderate salt stress in rocket plants, and 0.1 mM
is a concentration of SMM which does not exert any detectable negative
effect during early developmental stages of plants). Each of the four
experimental variants was set in ten separate repetitions, with one plant per
pot. Parts of the second fully expanded leaf from the top of the stem were
used for biochemical determinations.
The quantity of photosynthetic pigments (chlorophyll a, chlorophyll b
and carotenoids) was determined photometrically (with a Jasco V750 UV-Vis
spectrophotometer). In a pre-chilled mortar 0.25 g fresh weight of leaves
were homogenized in 5 mL of 80% (v/v) acetone. The supernatant resulting
from centrifugation of the acetonic extract for 10 min at 4000g was used for
absorbance measurements at the wavelengths of 663 nm, 646 nm and 470 nm.
The reference sample consisted of acetone 80%. The quantities of chlorophyll
a, chlorophyll b and carotenoid pigments were determined based on the
absorbance values measured at the three above-mentioned wavelengths, being
expressed as mg per gram leaf fresh weight, according to [22].
The total phenolics content of rocket leaves was determined
photometrically, using the Folin-Ciocâlteu reagent method [25, 26]. 1 g fresh leaf
was homogenized in a mortar with 6 mL 80% (v/v) acetone, the mixture was
incubated in darkness at 4°C overnight, then it was centrifuged at 2000g for
3 min. 0.2 mL of supernatant was supplemented with 1 mL of 10% (v/v) Folin393
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Ciocâlteu reagent. After 5 min, 0.8 mL of 7.5% (w/v) sodium carbonate was
added to the previous mixture. After incubation in the dark at 45°C for 15 min,
the absorbance of the resulting blue solution was measured at 765 nm (with
a Jasco V750 UV-Vis spectrophotometer). A blank was prepared with 0.2 mL
of 80% (v/v) acetone. A gallic acid standard curve was prepared from a freshly
made stock solution of 1 mg mL-1 gallic acid in 80% (v/v) acetone, and the
total phenoloid content of leaves was expressed in gallic acid equivalents on
a fresh weight basis [27, 30].
Extraction and determination of the ascorbic acid content of rocket
leaves was performed according to [32]. 0.5 g of freshly harvested leaf blades
were homogenized in a prechilled mortar with 4 mL of 6% (w/v) trichloroacetic
acid. The mixture was centrifuged at 16500g and 4°C for 15 min, and 0.2 mL
of supernatant was supplemented with a mixture of trichloroacetic acid,
ortophosphoric acid, dithiothreitol, ferric chloride, N-ethylmaleimide, ethanolic
solution of 2,2’-dipyridyl, all of these being dissolved in sodium phosphate
buffer (pH 7.4). After one hour of incubation at 42°C the absorbance of the
solution was measured at 525 nm with a spectrophotometer. The oxidized
form of vitamin C (dehydroascorbate) was converted by dithiothreitol into the
reduced form, thus after incubation the total ascorbic acid content of samples
was present in its reduced state. This reduced form of ascorbic acid generated
ferro ions from the ferric chloride, and the ferro ions gave a colored product
with 2,2’-dipyridyl. The quantity of ascorbic acid in the leaf samples was
determined through a calibration curve obtained with known concentrations of
pure ascorbic acid [31, 32].
Oxidative membrane damage was evaluated through the generation
of malondialdehyde and other related thiobarbituric acid-reactive substances
(TBARS) because of peroxidation of unsaturated fatty acids from the lipid
bilayer of cell membranes [2, 14]. 0.5 g fresh weight of leaf blades were
homogenized in a pre-chilled mortar with 5 mL of 0.1% (w/v) trichloroacetic
acid. The homogenate was centrifuged at 15000g for 15 min, then 2 mL of the
supernatant was supplemented with 4 mL of 10% (w/v) trichloroacetic acid in
which 0.5% (w/v) 2-thiobarbituric acid was dissolved previously. The mixture
was heated at 95°C for 30 min, then cooled in an ice bath. The solution that
turned light red was centrifuged at 10000g for 5 min and the absorbance of the
supernatant was measured at 532 nm and 600 nm. The value obtained at 600
nm (related to the presence of interfering anthocyanins) was deduced from the
one measured at 532 nm. TBARS concentration of the leaf samples was
calculated using the extinction coefficient of 155 mM-1 cm-1 [14, 31].
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Experiments were performed with ten plants for each treatment, while
measurements had three technical repetitions for every plant material. The
R statistical package (R Core Team 2019) was used for statistical data
analyses. Normality of data distribution was evaluated with the Shapiro-Wilk
test, and Bartlett’s test was used for analysis of the homogeneity of variances.
Data were represented as the mean ± standard error (SE). Significant
differences were determined with the one-way ANOVA and the post-hoc
Tukey HSD test, differences being considered significant at P < 0.05.
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THE DYNAMICS OF HEMERYTHRIN AND HEMERYTHRIN
DERIVATIVES
FRANCISCO CARRASCOZAa,b,c, ADRIAN M.V. BRÂNZANICa,d,
RADU SILAGHI-DUMITRESCUa
ABSTRACT. The non-heme diiron protein hemerythrin (Hr) has been
considered as a possible alternative for semi-artificial oxygen carriers (“blood
substitutes”). Studies on the stability of its octameric structure have been
attempted by attaching spin labels to analyze its electron paramagnetic
spectroscopy (ESR) signals. Reported here are molecular dynamics results
of Hr bound with 1-oxyl-2,2,5,5-tetramethylpyrroline-3methyl (MTSSL) at the
Cys51 position. Our results show that the Hr-MTSSL complex is less stable
than its native form. These findings help to explain ESR signals obtained
experimentally. Also, these results are crucial to understand the limitations of
PEGylated spin labels for protein structural analysis and suggest the need or
further exploration of other alternatives.
Keywords: hemerythrin, molecular dynamics, spin label, blood substitute, diiron

INTRODUCTION
Hemerythrin (Hr) is a homo-octameric alpha-helical protein with a
non-heme diiron active site found in marine worms or bacteria, and has been
studied as a potential alternative to hemoglobin as starting material for semiartificial oxygen carriers (SARTOC, or “blood substitutes”) either in PEGylated
form or in glutaraldehyde-polymerized form.[1–8] The stability of these
materials under physiologically relevant conditions has received little attention so
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far. Recently, (1-oxyl-2,2,5,5-tetramethylpyrroline-3methyl)methanethiosulfonate
(MTSSL) has been attached at the Cys51 position of each monomer of Hr
in order to analyze EPR signals that can render information about the
stability of the Hr octameric structure.[9,10]
Earlier, all-atom molecular dynamics on Hr has been performed to
explore dioxygen permeation to its diiron active site – but mostly as a
reference to methane monooxygenase pathways.[11] On the other hand,
more relevant for SARTOC would be solvent accessibility (hence the
polarity) of the oxy-diiron site, since this would control the autooxidation
rate which is in turn responsible for a good part of the side effect of
SARTOC candidates.[8,12–15]
Reported here is a theoretical attempt to explore the behavior of
MTSSL-labeled Hr. Using molecular dynamics we try to understand the
experimental results, and to describe whenever MTSSL label can be a
suitable compound to analyze Hr in vitro. Our results show that when the
octameric Hr is fully PEGylated, there is a pattern of decreased stability,
probably due to the inter monomer clashes induced by the spin label. This
can be a suitable explanation for the observed EPR signals.[9] These
findings may be of interest also in understanding how certain cross-linkers
used in blood substitutes affect Hr and hemoglobin derivatives in its
relationship structure and behavior.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
One goal of MD simulations with Hr is to establish the degree of
mobility within the monomer, and the manner in which chemical derivatization
with PEG or with MTSSL (spin label) would affect the results. Measurements of
distances and volumes intra and inter monomer were thus taken in order to
observe the effect of the label across the time. Thus, Figure 1 reveals that
the spin-labeled cysteine residue lies sufficiently close to the inter-monomer
interface in order to disrupt monomer-monomer interactions. Indeed, the
distance between the α carbons of labeled Cys51 (Cyx51) in one chain and
Asp23 in the neighboring chain, is on average 5 Å longer in the spinlabelled structure – an increase sufficient to disrupt most of the typical
intermolecular forces (hydrogen bonds and hydrophobic interactions especially).
This difference is already seen in the geometry-optimized structures, and is
maintained throughout the 5 nanoseconds of MD simulation – albeit with a
slight decrease in time.
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Figure 1. Distance between two monomers in Hr octamer; native and MTSSLlabeled Hr are shown. The distance is measured between CYX50 Cα and Asp23
Cα Chains A and B, respectively, in Hr octameric model. Black/Blue lines shows
data and trend for Hr octamer model of reference. Brown/Red lines shows data
and trend for Hr octamer model with MTSSL label.

The measured volume of the native octamer, at 110264 Å3, was
almost 3000 Å3 smaller than of the MTSSL-labeled octamer (at 113082 Å3) –
most of which can be assigned to the spin label itself. Likewise, there is an
average ~200 Å2 increase in solvent accessible surface (SAS) per monomer
in the MTSSL-labeled octamer compared to the native form, cf. Table 1.
Table 1. SAS analysis for the average post MD of octameric structures (in Å2).
Structure
Monomer
Monomer
Monomer
Monomer
Monomer
Monomer
Monomer
Monomer
Average

Chain
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H

Native MTSSL
4714
5042
4697
4829
4677
4796
4901
4776
4791
4594
4842
5096
4722
4824
4819
5251
4770
4901
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Solvent Accessible Surface area measurements for the iron, for its
amino acid ligands, and for Cys51, are listed in Table 2. For the diiron site
(ligands included), this is an important issue since the autoxidation rate of
the iron-dioxygen complex in all oxygen –carrying proteins (Hr included)[16]
is directly correlated with solvent exposure. This correlation is of course
expected since liberation of molecular oxygen from the Fe(II)-dioxygen
complex implies a neutral hydrophobic departing ligand, while autoxidation
implies the departure of a polar or anionic superoxide – hence favored by
more hydrophilic/solvent-exposed environments.
In line with the data shown above, position 51 obviously increases
its SAS when labeled. In the native form, its SAS is reduced to virtually
zero, meaning that the residue is in a hydrophobic area – while the labeling
leads to a notable solvent exposure (40.7 Å2 cf.Table 2), meaning that the
presence of the spin label MTSSL creates space in between monomers
leading to access of water.
Meanwhile, at the active site, the environment is seen to indeed
change for some of the residues and only slightly for the iron. Indeed, the
latter is as expected almost entirely non- exposed to solvent – a logical fact
for a dioxygen-carrying protein as discussed above. Nevertheless, a slight
increases in SAS of ~3 Å2 is still seen the MTSSL-labelled octamer versus
the native version. Small changes are also seen in the solvent exposures of
the amino acids serving as ligands to the iron; on average, the total
increase is of ~19 Å2 – a very small value but nevertheless one that
distinctly warns of the effects that chemical derivatization (or indeed other
changes, such as site-directed mutagenesis) may have on the diiron site in
Hr even when these changes occur relatively far from the first coordination
sphere. In this respect the behavior of the respective iron-ligated amino
acids does differ qualitatively: while His77 sees its SAS reduced by 10 Å2 to
zero when labeled in the octameric form, His54 and His73 see even more
dramatic changes in the opposite directions – with the rest of the amino
acids contributing much less. Perhaps of note is also the fact that these
changes are not intrinsic to the monomer, but are rather the effect of the
octameric environment. Indeed, the SAS of the iron ligands changes by
very little in the opposite direction (increased hydrophobicity for MTSSL-Hr
compared to native Hr) when the MD simulation is performed on isolated
monomers, as opposed to octamers.
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Table 2. SAS for selected residues inside averaged structures obtained from the
sampling of Hr molecular dynamics monomers (mon) and octamers (oct) with
MTSSL label (MTSSL) and without (native). Measurements are reported in Å2.

a
b

Averaged measurement of SAS for the octamer structures.
Position 51 in the protein, either Cys or Cys-MTSSL.

CONCLUSIONS
The first MM study of hemerythrin is reported here. The data provide
support for interpreting experiments where Hr is a template or starting
material for blood substitutes – hence, in multimeric form and chemically
derivatized with polyethylene glycols, spin labels, or other reagents.
Derivatization with a spin label at the native Cys51 position in Hr, is found
to destabilize the octameric structure and to lead to a slight increase in
solvent accessibility of the diiron center. Both of these consequences of the
chemical derivatization would be functional disadvantages for an oxygencarrying protein. This puts some limitations on the relevance of the EPR
spin labeling studies with Hr, and also suggests the need for a careful
investigations of the effects of the PEGylation procedures in the context of
blood substitute candidates.
EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Classical molecular dynamics simulations were performed using
YASARA.[17] Monomeric and octameric hemerythrin structures were
modeled using the X-ray diffraction based structure PDB ID 1I4Y[18] from
Phascolopsis gouldii wild type retrieved from the Protein Data Bank[19]
website. In the case of the MTSSL-labeled Hr structures, the MTSSL model
(cf. Figure 2) was created using GaussView version 5;[20] its geometry was
energetically taken to a minimum at the semiempirical PM6 level of
theory.[21]
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Figure 2. MTSSL, Full IUPAC nomenclature name:
(1-Oxyl-2,2,5,5-tetramethylpyrroline-3- methyl) methanethiosulfonate.

This model was then attached to each one of the monomers in
Cys51 position of hemerythrin, yielding the structures illustrated in Figure 3
and Figure 4.

Figure 3. Left: Hr octamer, in ribbon representations. Right: Hr-octamer-MTSSL
labelled at Cys51 position of each monomer. Hr represented in gray ribbons,
MTSSL label in orange VDW spheres. All graphics have been constructed
using UCSF Chimera software program.[22]

All simulations were carried out using the AMBER 03 force field as
implemented in YASARA.[23] Long-range interactions were treated with the
Particle Mesh Ewald[24] algorithm with a cut off value of 10.48 Å. Periodic
boundary conditions were defined using a water filled box of 10 Å distance
from all the amino acids of the protein. Each system was solvated with
TIP3P water molecules model.[25] Counter-ions of NaCl were randomly
placed in the box to neutralize the system to physiological pH 7.4. Each
system was subjected first to steepest descent minimization, this is
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hereafter referred to as the initial structure. After removing conformational
stress through equilibration simulations, sampling was carried out with a
time step of 0.5 fs and with snapshots saved in the trajectory every 3 ps.
All simulations were carried out at constant pressure and temperature
(NPT) conditions at 298 K, for a period of 1 ns. After 10 ns MD simulations,
were sampled. RMSD deviation for the trajectory was measured taking as
reference the structure with minimum energy obtained during the trajectory,
and for other calculations (for instance SAS and molecular volume) an
averaged structure was obtained discarding the 5 nanoseconds of
equilibration time and the first nanosecond of sampling.

Figure 4. Left: Hr monomer-MTSSL (orange ribbons with MTSSL label in
orange VDW surfaces) labeled at Cys51 position interacting with neighbor
monomers (gray ribbons). Hr back monomers (not neighbors, not interacting
with MTSSL label) are represented in withe ribbons for clarity. Right: Hr
monomer (in white ribbons) MTSSL label in red ball and sticks, metallic
center, Fe(Cl )-OH-Fe, represented in balls and sticks.
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